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ABSTRACT
Daniel J. Schindler: Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee: A Provincial Case Study from the
Perspective of the Imported and Common Pottery
(Under the direction of Jodi Magness)

This dissertation analyzes the ceramic corpus from seven Late Roman and Byzantine (ca.
4th century to the 7th century CE) eastern Galilean Jewish villages as a case-study to examine
questions about cultural change and the complex interplay between historical and
archaeologically based interpretations of the ancient world. To address these questions, the
author studied 59 chronologically distinct ceramic assemblages and, based on the latter, created a
new typology and chronology of Galilean common pottery. Using this typology, in conjunction
with published site reports, and intensive quantitative analysis of over 6000 individual sherds
(published and unpublished), a new settlement chronology for eastern Galilee is proposed,
suggesting that the Jewish settlement in Galilee during the Late Roman and Byzantine period
was defined by relative settlement stability and continuity.
As a corollary to the new settlement chronology, it is argued that the appearance of
monumental synagogue architecture is a phenomenon that began in the 4th century and continued
into the 7th and 8th centuries, resulting in two significant implications: (1) the period following
the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple in 70 until the 4th century leaves a gap of just over 200
years devoid of any synagogue remains that can be identified with certainty; (2) the rise of
monumental synagogue architecture, decorative motifs, and religious symbols developed
concurrently with Christian basilicas and art, rather than as antecedents.
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A review of the imported fineware and common ware assemblages reveals that Galilee
has a strong local ceramic tradition beginning in the late 1st century BCE/1st century CE with the
production of Kefar Ḥananya ware vessels. During the 5th century, Kefar Ḥananya ware vessel
types were gradually subsumed when production shifted away from central Galilee towards the
coast. The domestic assemblages used by the villagers indicate that they maintained the same
culinary traditions and dining habits of earlier generations. Imported pottery was rather rare and
did not become common until after the mid-5th century.
In sum, this dissertation provides a review and analysis of the Late Roman and Byzantine
common pottery corpus from Galilee and lays the groundwork for socio-economic research in
the region on a local and international scale.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
The transition from what may be considered the “Ancient” past to the “Middle Ages”,
that is, the Late Roman, Byzantine, and Early Islamic periods or “Late Antiquity”, has received
increasing attention from scholars in the past two decades – both historians and archaeologists;
this is no less true of the southern Levant. In the Late Roman west, scholars have addressed
issues of identity, ethnicity and cultural change using of different categories of archaeological
data (e.g. ceramics, epigraphy) and ancient literary sources (primarily Roman).1 In comparison,
Palestine is less well understood. Our knowledge of Late Antiquity in the southern Levant is
based primarily on literary sources written in Greek, Aramaic, and Hebrew, which alone do not
provide a complete picture. In other words, the methodologies for exploring these complex
topics remain under-developed and under-investigated, especially for later periods.2 Moreover,
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The following selection of publications should not be considered comprehensive but are representative of current
research methodologies, see Barrett 1997; Woolf 1997, 1998a; Fontana 2001; Terrenatto 2001, 2005; Pitts 2007;
Derks 2009; Dietler 2010; Hales 2010; Isayev 2010; Mattingly 2011a.
Leibner 2009a: 3. Schwartz’s Imperialism and Jewish Society (2001) combines literary and material evidence to
trace the effects of foreign domination on the structure of Jewish society in the area of Palestine from 200 BCE to
640 CE. For the Late Roman and Byzantine periods, however, the discussion of archaeological material focuses
mostly on evidence up to the early 5th century. For reviews of Schwartz, see Feldman 2003; Millar 2006. A
monograph by Lapin (2001) investigates and proposes a theoretical model for the economy and settlement
geography in Late Roman northern Palestine using a combination of literary and archaeological evidence. For a
critique of his methodology, see Leibner 2009a: 60, n. 1. Investigating economy, exchange, and trade in the eastern
Mediterranean, Kingsley (2001, 2009) has attempted to synthesize a wide range of material evidence (papyrology,
ceramics, and products from rural and urban industries) from Late Antique settlements and shipwreck sites. See also
Kingsley and Decker 2001. The Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods (i.e. Late Second Temple) have been the
primary focus of studies investigating the concepts of “identity” and “hybridity”; e.g. Chancey (2002, 2009) has
addressed issues of ethnic identity of the inhabitants of Galilee using a variety of archaeological remains. See also,
e.g., Lee 2003; Berlin 2011. A recent two volume collection of essays on Galilee consolidates a great deal of data
from over 30 years of textual and historical criticism (e.g. New Testament, Mishnah) and archaeological excavations
(Fiensy and J. R. Strange, eds. 2015). While this work is a helpful reference and starting point for a scholar
2

1

while urban settlements and large Roman and Byzantine cities (e.g. Caesarea Maritima) have
been intensively surveyed, excavated and published, rural settlements where the majority of
people lived and worked are relatively unexplored.3
The present study seeks to investigate a single geographically defined region in the
southern Levant as a case-study to address the problems outlined above. The best candidate is
Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee, or the province of Palaestina Secunda. For the purposes of
this project, the chronological definition of “Late Roman and Byzantine” spans the 4th to the 7th
centuries CE. Geographically, the region of ancient Galilee is located east and inland from the
coastal plain of the eastern Mediterranean and the prominent cities of Akko-Ptolemais and Tyre
farther to the north. On the east and south it is ringed by the northern cities of the Decapolis
(Scythopolis, Hippo-Sussita, Gadara, and Pella); the northern area is dominated by Mount
Meiron (Appendix I, Fig. 1). The defining characteristics of Galilee are its hills and fertile
valleys dotted with predominantly rural settlements throughout its history. Even today the region
is relatively sparsely settled and intensively farmed.4
There are several reasons why Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee is not only ripe for
investigation but provides an excellent methodological case-study for Late Antique archaeology.
Archaeological sites in Galilee are relatively well-preserved in comparison to contemporary sites
elsewhere that have suffered from rapid modern development since the foundation of the State of
Israel; indeed, many of the surviving archaeological remains in Galilee, and throughout much of
the Near East, date to the 4th century and later. While these remains are preserved at the expense

unfamiliar with Galilean studies, most of the entries are cursory and the chronological parameters of the collection
(Late Second Temple period to ca. 200) mostly exclude discussion of the Late Roman and Byzantine periods.
3

Bar 2004: 308.

4

Meyers 1982: 115-116; Leibner 2009a: 1, 11. All dates refer to the “Common Era” unless noted otherwise.
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of earlier structures and occupation levels, it is advantageous to scholars studying Late Antiquity.
Moreover, numerous surveys and excavations have been conducted in this region during the past
30 to 40 years have yielded a wealth of archaeological data including monumental public
architecture and large pottery assemblages (see below).5
The aims of this project are to investigate ceramic corpora from several Late Roman and
Byzantine (4th to 7th centuries) rural Galilean settlements. Pottery, especially locally made (or
common) vessels, is abundant in the archaeological record, reflecting human agency with regard
to ancient market networks and cultural interactions. By studying the changes in vessel
production and shapes one can better understand the social meaning of domestic ceramic
assemblages. By integrating intensive quantitative analysis of pottery assemblages with more
traditional types of material evidence (e.g. numismatics, architecture), the project brings a
materials-based approach to understanding rural life, revises previous assumptions about this
region and period, and lays the methodological and material groundwork for future studies. This
re-assessment of the Late Roman and Byzantine Galilean material corpus yields a new typology
and chronology of the common pottery.
Although ancient Galilee has benefited from increased scholarly historical and
archaeological investigation over the past 30 years, most attention has been devoted to the
Galilee of Jesus’ ministry, the First and Second Jewish Revolts, and the “heyday” of rabbinical
Judaism – that is, the 1st to 3rd centuries, whereas the Late Roman, Byzantine, and Early Islamic
periods have received less attention. Furthermore, scholarship on Late Antique Palestine has

5

Kingsley 2009: 114.
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focused primarily on the study and interpretation of monumental architecture (churches and
synagogue buildings), and Roman, Christian, and rabbinic literary sources.6
One significant yet under-exploited source of data is the copious amounts of
heritage/legacy ceramic materials from previously excavated sites. It is this material that makes
up the lion’s share of this study. Thus, for the first time in over 30 years of excavations, a
comprehensive examination of the Late Roman and Byzantine Galilean ceramic corpus is
presented here. To provide a contextual framework for the common pottery typology and
chronology and analysis of the Late Roman and Byzantine Galilean settlement chronology, a
brief discussion of previous scholarship on Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee is provided in the
next two sections.
The Current State of Scholarship on Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee
One ongoing debate concerns settlement chronology and demography in Roman and
Byzantine Galilee. At its inception during the 1970s, the Meiron Excavation Project, directed by
E. M. Meyers, sought to reconstruct the larger historical setting of Upper Galilee during the Late
Roman and Byzantine periods. According to the excavators, the sites of Khirbet Shemaʼ, Meiron,
Gush Ḥalav, and Nabratein experienced demographic decline and were abandoned around the
mid-4th century, and were later resettled on a smaller scale or had only transient occupation.7
Similarly, on the basis of intensive archaeological surveys, Leibner has claimed that eastern
Lower Galilee experienced a demographic crisis and settlement abandonment beginning in the
late 3rd century and first half of the 4th century. Because the population of eastern Upper and

6

See supra n. 2.

7

For bibliography and discussion of this topic, see Chapter 6.

4

Lower Galilee was predominantly Jewish, the conclusion of these excavators is that Jewish
settlement in Galilee declined dramatically during the Late Roman period.8
The elimination of the Patriarchate and completion of the Palestinian Talmud are often
cited as evidence of a crisis among Palestinian Jews at this time, with the spread of Christianity
following the Edict of Toleration by the Roman emperor Galerius in 311 being another factor.
Many archaeologists also point to the supposed devastation created by the earthquake of 363 as
having caused or contributed to a decline. According to Magness and others, however,
archaeological evidence (including the construction of monumental synagogues) suggests that
Jewish settlements in Galilee and elsewhere flourished in spite of anti-Jewish imperial
legislation.9 The relative prosperity of rural areas of Palestine occurred concurrently with the
expansion of Christianity and an increase in pilgrimage, suggesting that there is no “dividing
line” between a Late Roman Jewish- and a Byzantine Christian-Galilee.10 Thus, two schools of
thought exist regarding eastern Galilean settlements. The traditional, literary-centric
interpretation is that Jewish settlement declined in the mid-4th century as Christian influence,
both on an international/imperial scale and regionally in Galilee, continued to rise. The second
proposes that the same archaeological evidence provides a picture of continuous settlement
through the 4th, 5th, and 6th centuries, even if there were fluctuations in distribution, intensity, and
size; a supposed mid-4th century decline in Jewish settlement in eastern Galilee represents an
attempt to reconcile archaeological data with a modern understanding of historical events.

8

See Leibner 2009a, 2009b, 2009c; Magness 2009; Magness and Schindler 2015. For additional bibliography and
discussion of this topic, see Chapter 6. Unlike urban centers, villages in Galilee, the Golan, and Palestine in general
during the Roman and Byzantine periods were ethnically and religiously segregated. Thus, Jews and Christians did
not typically live in the same villages, see Maʽoz 1985.
9

E.g. Schwartz 2001: 212-213; Levine 2005: 6, 210-214; Magness and Schindler 2015.

10

This phrase is borrowed from Bar (2004: 311).
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Closely related to these debates is the subject of ancient synagogue buildings, their
chronological development, and the development of prayer services and liturgy among Galilean
Jews. Several studies have focused on monumental synagogue buildings and epigraphic finds
from tombs, as well as references to synagogues and synagogue worship in rabbinical texts.
During the period under consideration, monumental synagogue buildings were widespread
throughout Galilee, especially the areas west and northwest of the Sea of Galilee.11 Typically, the
synagogue was the largest building in a rural Galilean Jewish village; thus, the chronology of the
building and the history of domestic settlement are intertwined.
The History of Research on the Late Roman and Byzantine Pottery of Galilee
Among the most influential works on the common and imported pottery of Galilee are
Loffreda’s preliminary and final reports on the excavations at the village of Capernaum. His
systematic categorization of the pottery has been employed and cited often by other excavators
since their publication.12 An important series of excavations of village sites in the Mt. Meiron
region of northern Galilee (see above) has contributed much to the discussion of ceramic
chronologies and the study of monumental synagogue buildings. The publications from these
sites have provided several domestic ceramic assemblages necessary for the study of Galilean
pottery. The pottery from Sepphoris – one of only two urban centers in Roman-Byzantine
Galilee – has been treated in several volumes, including studies of “destruction-deposits” by
Balouka, although there is no complete final report.13

11

Much has been written about ancient synagogues and cannot be adequately cited here. The best overview of past
and current scholarship is Levine’s (2005) monograph, which includes extensive bibliographic references.
12

See Capernaum Vols. II, VI-VII. For additional treatments of the pottery from Capernaum, see Loffreda 1979;
1982a; 1982b; 1983.
13

The published reports and ceramic materials based on excavation of these sites are analyzed in great detail in
Chapters 3 and 5-6. For her initial study of the pottery from Sepphoris, see Balouka 1999.

6

No systematic ceramic typology has been established for the common pottery of Galilee
beyond the site-specific typologies and descriptions from the sites mentioned above, with the
noted exception of Adan-Bayewitz’s study of one significant Galilean pottery production site,
Kefar Ḥananya.14 His is the first comprehensive study of local kitchen wares from Roman
Galilee incorporating literary evidence, petrography, production, and a typology and chronology.
An earlier typological study of local Roman period Galilean pottery was published by Diez
Fernández based on excavations carried out until the early 1980’s, but is out of date.15 Another
important production center investigated by Adan-Bayewitz and others is Kefar Shiḥin near
Sepphoris, which produced many non-kitchen type vessels that were traded throughout Galilee –
e.g. bowls, basins, and storage jars.16 Production centers dating to the Late Roman period from
western Galilee have been identified at the sites of Ḥorvat ʽUẓa and Aḥihud.17
The state of research concerning local Byzantine pottery is much more limited. Very few
types have been closely dated; indeed, most are assigned a general “Byzantine” date. A
significant exception is imported red-slipped vessels from north Africa, Asia Minor, and the
region around Cyprus. Unlike local Byzantine pottery, the typology and chronology of these
vessels has been firmly established by Hayes.18

14

Adan-Bayewitz 1993. See also Adan-Bayewitz 1985; 2003.

15

Diez Fernández 1983.

16

Adan-Bayewitz and Perlman 1990; Adan-Bayewitz and Wieder 1992; Adan-Bayewitz et al. 1995.

17

For Ḥorvat ʽUẓa, see Getzov et al. 2009. For Aḥihud, see Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015.

18

Hayes 1972; 1980. See also Hayes 2008. Regarding the origin of Cypriot Red Slip (or Late Roman D Ware), a
recent study by Jackson et al. (2012) challenges the hypothetical notion that the ware originated in Cyprus, see
Hayes 1972: 371. While the implications of this are profound, it is not the main focus of the present study and
cannot be treated further here. For my purposes, I use the colloquial appellation “Cypriot Red Slip” throughout.
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For the past six years, the author has been working as the ceramics specialist on the
excavations of a Late Roman and Byzantine village, Ḥorvat Ḥuqoq (hereafter Ḥuqoq), in eastern
Lower Galilee. The exploration of a well-dated, stratified domestic context has resulted in a large
enough ceramic corpus to form a site-specific typology and chronology of the common pottery.
Because Ḥuqoq represents a typical, integrated village site, it serves as the basis for the regional
typology of the eastern Galilee, which is one of the central goals of this project.
Outline of Dissertation
In this chapter the topic of the dissertation has been introduced, including the
chronological and geographic parameters, and the state of past and current scholarly research.
The remainder of the dissertation will be divided in the following way. Chapter 2 gives a
summary of the archaeological background of each of the sites included in this study, followed
by a critical assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the excavation methodology and the
material assemblages they yielded. The theoretical and practical considerations of the project
methodology are then provided, including how the ceramic material was assessed and
catalogued. Chapter 3 discusses the contextual evidence for the dating of the common pottery
types, divided by site and then into discreet, closely-dated stratigraphic and material
assemblages. The stratigraphic and chronological summary for the site of Ḥuqoq is presented
separately in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 provides a macroscopic description of the most common
fabrics and wares, followed by a complete typology and chronology of the common pottery
within the Galilean corpus. Chapter 6 places the ceramic corpus (finewares and common pottery)
of Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee in its larger regional context. Key topics that are
considered include: the settlement chronology of eastern Galilee; the dating of monumental
synagogue buildings; tracing micro- and macro-markets to understand the economy of the

8

eastern Mediterranean in Late Antiquity; and identifying purchasing agency in the archaeological
record and tracing the development of rural dining habits, and reconsidering the development
and social meaning of domestic ceramic use. Chapter 7 provides a summary of the results and
identifies avenues and possibilities of future research. Nine appendices following the last chapter
contain key images, and chronological and quantitative data and summaries; each is numbered
consecutively with a Roman numeral (i.e. I-IX).

9

CHAPTER 2:
APPRAISAL OF THE SAMPLED SITES AND METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The current chapter is divided into two parts. Part 1 begins by establishing criteria needed
from an excavated site to provide an adequate basis for creating a ceramic typology and
chronology. Then, a brief summary of the relevant archaeological background is given for each
of the sampled sites included in this study, followed by an assessment of their strengths and
weaknesses towards creating a typology and chronology of Late Roman and Byzantine Galilean
common pottery. The summary will focus on three aspects of the sampled sites: the physical
location of the site and the specific areas explored, the methods of excavation and recording, and
the publication and storage of the excavated material. Part 2 discusses the theoretical and
practical considerations of the methodology used for this project in light of the background
provided in Part 1: the organization of the contextual evidence for dating the ceramic types
within the corpus, the process of collecting and categorizing the pottery into a dataset, and the
methodologies used for creating fabric categories and the shape typology. The chapter concludes
with a summary of the methodological strengths and limitations of this project.
The Sampled Sites: Selection and Appraisal
Creating a ceramic typology and chronology requires a large corpus that consists mostly
of whole and/or restorable vessels. The corpus must also originate from stratified homogeneous
assemblages obtained through well-controlled and well-published stratigraphic excavations.
These criteria were at the forefront in selecting the group of sites to be included in this project,

10

with the knowledge that the methodological processes applied by the directors during excavation
and publication would have great bearing on the methodologies used in this study. The ceramic
material in this study comes from the following sites, which yielded the best evidence currently
available from rural Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee: Ḥuqoq, Khirbet Shemaʼ, Meiron, Gush
Ḥalav, Nabratein, Sepphoris, and Capernaum (Appendix I, Fig. 1). While none of these seven
sites meets all of criteria outlined above, together their collective ceramic assemblages provide a
reasonable basis for a typology and chronology. The pottery from Ḥuqoq will serve as the
primary material basis for establishing a typology and chronology, as the author had access to
and control over its collection, organization, and analysis. The ceramic material from the other
sites will be used as secondary material to supplement the primary material.
In the next section, the following information is presented for each of the sampled sites:
location in Galilee and history of archaeological exploration; areas of the site yielding Late
Roman and Byzantine pottery; an assessment of the recording methods; periodization of the
settlement according to the excavators; and collection and storage of the excavated pottery. The
purpose of this overview is not to reproduce or deconstruct in full the entirety of each
excavation; this is a procedural necessity to aid the reader in understanding the recording
practices and terminology employed by each excavation project, and to identify contexts that
yielded the most helpful material assemblages. Since Chapter 4 is devoted to the stratigraphic
evidence and ceramic material from the excavations conducted at Ḥuqoq, that site is not included
here. A detailed presentation of the contextual evidence for the dating of the ceramic types
presented in the corpus is provided in Chapter 3.
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Khirbet Shemaʼ
The site of Khirbet Shemaʼ, identified with the ancient Galilean village of Teqo’a, is
located 760 m above sea level on a foothill of Mount Meiron (Jebel Jarmaq) in Upper Galilee
(map ref. 1914.2647), opposite the ancient settlement of Meiron and 400 m south of the modern
village of Meiron.19 Excavations were carried out at Khirbet Shemaʼ from 1970 and to 1972,
under the auspices of the American Schools of Oriental Research (ASOR) and the W. F. Albright
Institute of Archaeological Research (AIAR) in Jerusalem, named the Joint Excavation Project.
The excavation was co-directed by E. M. Meyers, Kraabel, and J. F. Strange. Excavations
focused on four principal parts of the settlement: several monumental and rock-cut tombs; a
ritual bath/miqveh complex; a small “industrial area” with a cistern; and a monumental
synagogue building, reconstructed with two architectural phases, and its immediate environs.20
A grid-system was implemented to sub-divide and record the excavated areas of the site
(Appendix I, Fig. 5). Two lines (north-south, east-west) were surveyed to divide the synagogue
building into four quadrants; the lines were then extended beyond the building to organize the
settlement into four quadrants: NE, NW, SE, and SW. Each quadrant was divided into 30x30 m
plots, called “fields,” numbered with Roman numerals. The fields were then divided into 30 5x5
m plots referred to as “areas” or “squares.” Thus, each square could be uniquely identified.
Artifacts such as individual sherds were assigned index numbers based on this system.21 For
example, the oil lamp illustrated on pl. 8.10.1 has the index number NE I.19.27: northeast
quadrant, field I, pottery bucket 19, sherd number 27.

19

NEAHL IV: 1359-1361.

20

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: xxiii.

21

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 3-5.
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According to the excavators, the pottery found at the site belongs to seven strata or
periods of occupation and activity dating from the Hellenistic to Medieval periods.22 The
principal occupation, however, was during the Late Roman and Byzantine periods (Strata IIIIV). This is reflected in the number of published sherds assigned to these periods. Stratum III, or
Late Roman 2, is dated from the reign of the emperor Diocletian (284) to the earthquake of 306,
which the excavators claim destroyed the first synagogue building (Synagogue I). Stratum IV,
the first Byzantine occupation of the site, begins immediately after Stratum III and continues
until the earthquake of 419, which destroyed the rebuilt synagogue building (Synagogue II) and
brought an abrupt end to the village. The second Byzantine occupation, Stratum V, is dated from
419 to the Arab conquest of 640 and is posited to be much reduced in scale.23
There are three serious issues inherent to the excavated material from Khirbet Shemaʼ.
One is the nature of the site itself. Architectural features within the vicinity of the synagogue and
in the synagogue itself (Fields NW VII, NE VII, NW I, NE I; Areas 1-30) were built upon a
bedrock spur very close to the modern surface, thereby limiting the depth to which
archaeological material could accumulate, limiting the number of sealed remains, and increasing
the chances of disturbance.24 Indeed, later activity and reuse of existing architecture in these
areas, the excavators’ Periods VI and VII (ca. 6th-9th centuries and ca. 12-13th centuries,
respectively), disturbed much of the Late Roman and Byzantine occupation contexts. These

22

For a chronological breakdown of the strata, see Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 3 (Comparative
Chronological Table), 6.
23

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 6, 64, 81, 258.

24

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 33
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disturbances are not well-reflected in the final publication but are quite apparent if one reads
carefully through the ceramic report or consults the original field notes.25
Second, the published pottery is of limited value for establishing a ceramic typology and
chronology. With the exception of a small architectural unit in the “industrial area” of Quadrant
SE II (Areas 22 and 23), most of the published material derives from diffuse, unstratified
deposits consisting of: fills within rock-cut installations, pits carved into bedrock, or leveling fills
beneath surfaces in varying degrees of preservation. Rather than whole or restorable vessels,
these deposits yielded mostly individual sherds. Thus, there are considerably fewer stratified or
sealed contexts suitable for the creation of a ceramic typology near the synagogue. Turning to the
published pottery, many of the illustrated sherds are from loci that do not appear in the Locus
Index (Appendix A) in the excavators’ original publication and, therefore, have no contextual
information.26 The reverse is true for several sealed contexts that have no illustrated pottery,
though Late Roman and Byzantine pottery sherds were recovered.27 Another issue is the fact that
the pottery is published according to form and type rather than by assemblage. In the process of
regrouping the illustrations, it becomes apparent that while limited, the assemblages that could

For example, Area NE I.25 – an adjoining room to the south of the synagogue on the lower terrace – contains
abundant white ware pottery in the collapse and accumulation (loci 25035/25036 and 25037, respectively) on top of
surface L25042 (assigned to Period IV by the excavators) (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 93, 250 [Locus
Index]). As far as I can tell, the white ware pottery is not illustrated in the final report but is referenced in the weekly
reports made during the excavation. In addition, a green glazed bowl sherd is recorded in the 1972 season field notes
from the moist soil accumulation on top of the synagogue floor (i.e. NE I.32, L32016). One of the most heavily
reused/disturbed areas commented upon directly by the excavators is the so-called “north building”, in which all of
the “internal soil layers and internal bedrock foundations yielded glazed wares down to the crevices in bedrock”
(Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 82). The latter should not be confused with the “north room”, which is a
separate architectural feature north of the synagogue building (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 85-87).
25

26

For example, a stamped fineware sherd, illustrated on pl. 8.11.10 originates from site coordinates NW I.30.19,
L3001. The latter should appear after the locus entries for NW I.23 on p. 269, instead the list skips to Area 31.
Take for example locus 26020: “The surface [of the synagogue floor] was penetrated in 1971 and excavated in a
single locus (NE I.26, L26020) to bedrock, a depth of 90 cm below floor level. The pottery from here is
homogeneous Late Roman” (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 37). No sherds are illustrated from this locus.
27
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be assigned to specific, sealed contexts are relatively homogeneous in nature and useful as a
comparative collection to other contemporary deposits. Finally, with the exception of a few
stratigraphically inconsequential oil lamp fragments, all of the published pottery, and presumably
the unpublished pottery that was saved could not be located to be included in the quantitative
analysis part of this study.28
Meiron
Meiron is located along one of the eastern foothills of Mount Meiron (map reference
1915.2664) in Upper Galilee north of Wadi Meiron and barely 1 km north of the contemporary
site of Khirbet Shemaʼ. Topographically, the village of Meiron is situated on three terraces:
upper, middle, and lower. Excavations began at the site as a salvage operation during the 1972
excavation season at Khirbet Shemaʼ in response to modern building and vandalism. Additional
seasons were launched in 1972, 1974-1975, and 1977 due to the richness and size of the site. The
project was directed by E. M. Meyers, J. F. Strange, and C. L. Meyers under the auspices of
ASOR and the AIAR. A regional survey was incorporated into the excavation in 1973 and 1974,
the results of which are included in the final report.29 Following the incorporation of the site of
Meiron into the Joint Expedition, the team renamed itself the Meiron Excavation Project
(hereafter MEP), which was the moniker maintained through further excavations at the sites of
Gush Ḥalav and Nabratein (see below).
Due to the nature of the site, described by the excavators as “an architectural labyrinth,”
the MEP decided to divide it into several “Fields,” numbered I-VII, based on the order in which

28

After searching through nearly all of the catalogued artifact trays and uncatalogued boxes of finds held at the IAA
storage facility in Beth Shemesh, and in consultation with the IAA curators and E. M. Meyers, my only conclusion
is that the pottery must have been misplaced or accidentally tossed out.
29

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: xiii.
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they were excavated, the topography, and the visible remains; no grid system was used
(Appendix I, Fig. 10).30 The designation and identification for each field are as follows: M I: the
first “insula” excavated in the Lower City/lower terrace, dominated by a large multi-room
building complex; M II: The Lintel and Patrician House on the middle terrace; M III: the
synagogue and adjoining structures; M IV: Mameluke structure west of the synagogue; M V: the
tower area; M VI: Field House; and M VII: “insula” south of M I.31 Smaller divisions within
fields were designated “areas.” In some cases, individual architectural units or rooms were
assigned alphabetic designations when areas happened to overlap, which is especially
problematic in M I. This system is further complicated by the numbering system for finds. For
each artifact (coin, pot sherd, etc.) the letter ‘M’, for Meiron, is given, followed by the field,
area, locus, basket, and item/sherd number. To reference a single sherd, therefore, one must
incorporate all of this information – e.g. M V.5.14.1, locus 5008.1.32
The catalogued coins are a further issue. Originally, the field, area, and locus for each
coin was listed in the numismatic report, followed by a registration number.33 The 1017 coins
recovered from Meiron were later republished by Raynor and Meshorer (1988) and given a

30

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: xvi-xvii.

31

The authors of the final report inconsistently refer to Meiron as a city, town, and village throughout; the scale and
layout of the site is consistent with a village, which is the term adopted here. Fields M I, M II, and M VII are
confusingly referred to as insulae, which is a term used for urban contexts – denoting a large apartment building
with multiple tenants, such as the Insula Arriana Polliana in ancient Pompeii, rather than a single family house
common in towns and villages (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 23, 45, 50-51). This was first critiqued by
Foerster (1987: 265-266). The Franciscan excavators of Capernaum originally employed this term as well to
describe the site, but the final publications have correctly revised this (see below). The Mameluke period at Meiron
is defined by the excavators as the 14th century.
32

A similar system was adopted at Khirbet Shemaʼ but affects the understanding of the stratigraphy and phasing of
the settlement less than at Meiron due to the implementation of the grid system (see above).
33

For the numismatic report from the final publication, see Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 260-272 (Appendix
C: Index of Coin Finds by Area and Locus).
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completely different referential framework and, in many cases, they changed the original
identification of the coins. This means that the original dates assigned to individual contexts and
occupational strata need to be completely reconsidered. The results of this undertaking are
incorporated into the discussion of individual assemblages from Meiron.34
Appendices A-B in the excavators’ original publication contain locus indices arranged by
area: the former includes all of the excavated loci; the latter contains the “critical loci” – contexts
that are chronologically or stratigraphically significant.35
Fields M I, M II, and M VII, located at the east end of the middle and lower terraces of
Meiron, are the most useful for a ceramic typology, since these three parts of the site were the
most completely excavated and published, yielded a majority of the Late Roman and Byzantine
pottery, and contained many stratified occupation layers within domestic contexts. The
excavators assign the main occupation of the settlement to Stratum III (135-250) and especially
Stratum IV (250-360).36 According to the excavators, the settlement was systematically
abandoned after Stratum IV. The post-abandonment occupation, Stratum V, dated to 365-750, is
thought to consist merely of squatters inhabiting eroding and collapsing structures. This
chronology is based on coins, which excavators say provides “the best corpus of data to support
a theory of gradual abandonment. This is especially clear when one considers the coin counts by
emperors: there is a sudden drop in coins after Constantius II.”37

34

See Chapter 3, Assemblages 11-17.

35

For Appendix A, see Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 238-243. For Appendix B, see Meyers, Strange, and
Meyers 1981: 244-259.
36

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: xix. “Especially” here is taken from Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981.

37

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: xx. The dramatic decrease in the number of coins after the reign of
Constantius II is a region-wide phenomenon, see infra pp. 34-35 and n. 78.
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In addition to the reliance on coins to date occupation at the site, three issues affect the
usefulness of the Meiron pottery for establishing a typology and chronology. First, Meiron
yielded the most quantifiable pottery out of any of the settlements included in this study, aside
from Ḥuqoq, making up a significant portion of the sherds that could be physically examined and
catalogued. Unfortunately, this introduces significant bias in favor of the Meiron pottery and
may affect any typological or chronological interpretations. Another issue is that a majority of
the excavated structures assigned to the Stratum III and IV occupation in fields M I, M II, and M
VII contained only one surface. This is especially true for M II and M VII, where a majority of
the buildings seem to have been constructed in a single building phase with floors and walls
founded on bedrock.38 The implication is that only one major period of occupation, especially its
end, is reflected in much of the archaeological material, therefore impeding the study of evolving
ceramic horizons by stratigraphic phase within the site. Another by-product of buildings and
surfaces founded on bedrock is the presence of Strata I-II (200-50 BCE and 50 BCE-135 CE,
respectively) pottery mixed in with the Late Roman and Byzantine sherds. However, the only
field of Meiron significantly affected by this is M I, which yielded fragmentary architectural
remains of Early Roman occupation.39 No sherd counts are included in the final report, save for
a few passing comments on a handful of contexts. Furthermore, the pottery from Meiron is
published in a confusing manner: some plates are illustrated by type; others are published under
headings “Critical Loci” and “Whole Pottery”, but alternate inconsistently, sometimes within a
single plate, by stratum, area, and field. Finally, some of the published and saved pottery from

38

For example, the Patrician House appears to have been built and occupied entirely within the chronological limits
of Stratum IV (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 51).
39

For discussion of the earlier stratigraphy in Field M I, see Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 24-27. Since the
Strata I-II pottery sherds were limited in number and easily identified during the cataloging process, they had no
significant effect on this study.
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the site was either missing or could not be obtained for analysis from the heritage materials.
Fortunately, it appears that this number is relatively insignificant. These problems
notwithstanding, the excavated material from the site has yielded a large amount of quantifiable
ceramic data from several mostly homogeneous assemblages that are suitable for comparative
analysis with other contemporary deposits.
Gush Ḥalav
Gush Ḥalav is the Hebrew name for a town or village in Upper Galilee ca. 8 km north of
the site of Safed and Mount Meiron, known as Gischala in Greek and el-Jish in Arabic (map ref.
191.270). The site sits on a hill 832 m above sea level. Ancient occupation extended down the
hill to the east above Wadi Gush Ḥalav. The first limited excavation of the lower synagogue was
undertaken by the German team of Kohl and Watzinger in 1905, who disturbed a large area of
the ancient floor and accumulation within the nave, especially in the west and south.40 More
recent excavations at Gush Ḥalav were conducted under the auspices of ASOR and the AIAR in
Jerusalem by the MEP for two seasons – 1977 to 1978; the former was done concurrently with
the campaign at the nearby site of Meiron. Excavation areas were selected on the basis of
architecture visible on the surface (Appendix I, Figs. 15-16).41 Excavations were limited to the
lower synagogue building, which constitutes the only field excavated, thus the only field
designation at the site is GH I. Due to factors outside the control of the excavators, exploration
was confined to the synagogue building and 2 m beyond its outer walls.42 The area of the
building and its immediate surroundings was divided into four quadrants with a total of six

40

Kohl and Watzinger 1916: pl. XV. For an assessment of the disturbed areas of the nave, see Meyers, Meyers, and
Strange 1990: 30, 34.
41

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 2.

42

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: xvii.
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excavation areas inside and outside the synagogue walls, designated by Arabic numerals (ex. GH
I.1).43 Appendices A-B in the excavators’ original publication contain locus indices arranged by
area: the former includes all of the excavated loci; the latter contains the “critical loci” – contexts
that are chronologically or stratigraphically significant.44
The excavators propose four architectural periods, or phases, for the synagogue building
and its environs: Period I (250-306, Middle to Late Roman); Period II (306-363, Late Roman);
Period III (363-460, Byzantine 1); Period IV (460-551, Byzantine 2). Additional pottery and
other artifacts “from cultural horizons both earlier and later than that of the synagogue” are
included in the final report, though very little architecture could be clearly associated with
them.45
The major north-south and east-west sections made within the synagogue’s nave and the
areas immediately adjacent to the exterior sides of the building illustrate well the significant
stratigraphic features uncovered during the excavation. Unfortunately, several significant loci are
missing from the plans. This is especially true for area GH I.6, the northeast section of the
synagogue, which lacks any section drawings. A similar limitation applies to the illustrated
pottery: not all of the pottery readings referred to in the stratigraphic discussion of the sections
appear in the pottery plates, including loci from chronologically critical sections.46

43

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 3.

44

For Appendix A, see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 251-264. For Appendix B, see Meyers, Meyers, and
Strange 1990: 265-285.
45

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 7. The chronology and periodization of the synagogue is taken from Table
1.2a, see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 8.
46

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 130.
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Nearly all of the excavated material derives from construction fills or surface
accumulations, reflecting primarily two stratigraphic horizons: before and after the period of the
synagogue’s use. Thus, the fills yielded earlier material along with Late Roman pottery. One
exception is the so-called “western corridor” that yielded a series of plaster resurfacings and
accumulated debris.47 Another problem is that the material from the abandonment of the
synagogue is incompletely sealed by superstructure collapse, or not at all, and was prone to
contamination. The synagogue’s location on the slope of a hill resulted in many areas of the
building being eroded or washed out, destroying otherwise sealed contexts.
The presentation of the pottery from the excavations of Gush Ḥalav is by area and locus
rather than by type or period. Except for the finewares presented by Groh, the discussion of the
pottery plates (Chapter 4: pp. 130-148) cites no parallels and glosses over many of the sherds.48
This makes it difficult for the reader to discern the potential forms or established types from a
small illustration of a vessel fragment, especially in light of the fact that sherds from multiple
periods of occupation are illustrated on each plate.49 Many of the published sherds, especially the
fineware vessels, could not be located by the author among the heritage pottery. In contrast to the
final reports for the sites of Khirbet Shemaʼ and Meiron, the illustrated pottery from Gush Ḥalav
includes the number of sherds collected from the associated locus. It became apparent during the
process of data collection for this project, however, that the numbers of sherds given in the final

47

For a detailed discussion of the pottery from the western corridor, see Assemblage 19 in Chapter 3.

For example, a well-preserved, decorated storage jar illustrated on Pl. DD: 10 is described as “a standard
Byzantine form and is dated reliably to Period III [i.e. the excavators’ period “Byz 1”]” (Meyers, Meyers, and
Strange 1990: 138). Groh’s commentary on the finewares not only cites the standard publications (Hayes 1972;
1980), but also comparanda from Capernaum and Alexandria; see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 139-148.
48

49

Pottery Plate A, for example, has sherds illustrated from locus 1083 assigned to the excavators Iron 2, Persian,
Early Roman, Middle Roman, Late Roman, and Byzantine 1 periods (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 166-167).
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report and those actually present among the heritage materials did not coincide. In other words,
many dozens or even hundreds of non-fineware sherds illustrated and counted in the final report
are missing. In light of these problems, only a limited number of contexts from Gush Ḥalav were
incorporated into this project, excluding some of the excavated areas. The material sealed
beneath the nave and ancillary rooms, especially the western corridor, is suitable as a
comparative collection with other contemporary deposits.
Nabratein
Nabratein, known in Aramaic as Kefar Nevoraia in the Palestinian Talmud, is located
north of Safed along the Wadi Dalton. The site sits on a remote promontory in a large pine tree
forest on the eastern edge of Upper Galilee, 650 m above sea level (map ref. 197.267).50 In 1976,
following excavation seasons at Khirbet Shemaʼ and Meiron, a survey of 20 different sites,
including Nabratein, was conducted by the MEP leaders.51 Based on the findings from the
survey, excavations at Nabratein were carried out for two seasons, in 1980-1981.52 The
excavations used similar procedures to those at Khirbet Shemaʼ, Meiron, and Gush Ḥalav
(Appendix I, Fig. 21). A 10x10 m grid was laid over the entire site and subsequently divided into
several fields/quadrants, each assigned a Roman numeral. The fields were then subdivided into
smaller areas based on visible architectural features, expanded ad hoc as new features appeared,
and were assigned Arabic numerals. The designation and identification for each field is as
follows: N I: the synagogue building and immediate environs; N II: a domestic area immediately
west of the synagogue; N III: a domestic unit south of the synagogue; and N IV: a domestic area
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NEAHL III: 1077-1079.

51

Meyers, Strange, and Groh 1978: Fig. 9.

52

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 14-17.
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at the western edge of the site.53 Occupation at the site is divided into four periods by the
excavators: Period I (1- ca. 135), Period II (ca. 135-ca. 250), Period III (ca. 250-363), and Period
IV (ca. 564-700). Each of the periods is represented by material culture and/or architecture.
The site of Nabratein and its final publication are beset with significant problems. First,
there is the issue of the site topography. Nearly all of the visible architecture was founded upon
bedrock, thus some of the excavated deposits yielded material from only one occupational phase.
Moreover, the high elevation of the bedrock, close to the modern surface, prevented the
accumulation of stratified deposits. Few areas of the settlement yielded more than one or two
layers of accumulated material. Another problem arising from the nature of the site is the fact
that the excavators posit a significant occupational gap between Periods III and IV, spanning the
late 4th century through the entire 5th and early 6th centuries. However, most of the assemblages
presented in Chapter 3 of this study clearly contain many 5th century types of imported fineware
vessels. In fact, the presentation of the pottery in the final report noticeably excludes many
contexts in which ‘Byzantine’ (i.e. 5th and 6th centuries) sherds were found. Often pottery plates
with 4th century and later types are grouped with earlier pottery. Therefore, many of the
illustrated pottery assemblages contain a mixture of types of various dates. The pottery chapter
from the final publication of Nabratein makes no reference to comparanda for the common
pottery, with the exception of Adan-Bayewitz’s Kefar Ḥananya types. Most of the commentary
is based on the chronology of the deposits where the sherds originated, which is problematic
considering the nature of the site (see above). Moreover, the less readily identifiable vessel forms
cannot be deduced with any accuracy from the information provided. Thus, many illustrated
sherds could not be included in this study simply because they could not be identified with any
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Meyers and Meyers 2009: 18-21, Chart 1 and Fig. 5.
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confidence. This problem is compounded by the fact that all of the original field notes are
missing from or could not be located at Duke University and the Israel Antiquities Authority
(IAA) archives. Finally, serious problems were encountered with the heritage pottery from
Nabratein. A majority of the published sherds were missing, especially the fineware vessels.54 In
the process of cataloguing sherds from the site, the author discovered two whole medium-sized
boxes of pottery sherds: none were inside bags and only a handful were labeled so as to be
identified and properly contextualized. This is especially problematic because several tens of
imported fineware vessels and well-preserved sherds from common pottery forms were found in
these boxes. Nevertheless, several homogeneous assemblages from a number of specific, sealed
contexts are useful as a comparative collection to other contemporary deposits.
Sepphoris
The site of ancient Sepphoris, or Tsippori in Hebrew, is identified with the ruined village
of Safuriyye, present-day Moshav Zippori. It overlooks the Beth Netofa Valley in central Lower
Galilee, ca. 5 km northwest of Nazareth (map ref. 176.239). The site, occupied from the Persian
period up to the 1948 War consists of an upper city, situated on a low hill, and a lower city
surrounding it (Appendix I, Fig. 32). Much of the ancient site was damaged during and after the
1948 War, when the Palestinian village was destroyed and planted over by trees, badly disturbing
remains below the surface.55 Excavations were first carried out at the site in the early 1930’s
under the direction of Waterman of the University of Michigan. In 1983, J. F. Strange of the
University of South Florida began a several decades-long project focusing on three areas of the
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I estimate that around half of the published pottery from all periods is missing.
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NEAHL IV: 1324; Strange 2015: 22-23; Meyers, Meyers, and Gordon 2015: 39.
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site: the “citadel”, theater, and a large basilica building in the lower city.56 Beginning in 1985
and continuing until 1990, Duke University and Hebrew University began a joint excavation
project of Sepphoris, the Joint Sepphoris Project (hereafter JSP), directed by E. M. Meyers,
Netzer, and C. L. Meyers. The JSP focused on the western summit of the upper city, exploring
the domestic areas, a monumental house (the so-called “House of Dionysos”), and parts of the
theater. In 1990, the Hebrew University contingent of the JSP, co-directed by Weiss and Netzer,
focused on the area of the cardo and decumanus maximus in the lower city, and continued
excavations in the House of Dionysos. Duke University continued to excavate the domestic area
on the western summit until 2000, renamed the Sepphoris Regional Project (hereafter SRP).
Because of the complex history of excavations at Sepphoris, the following discussion will focus
on four key areas of the city that have been published to varying degrees. Each is discussed
individually since the quality and quantity of the published ceramic material varies significantly.
Western Summit
The publication of the first two volumes of the final report based on the excavations of
the western summit (residential area) of Sepphoris by the JSP and SRP (Sepphoris I: The Pottery
of Ancient Sepphoris, eds. E. M. Meyers and C. L. Meyers); Sepphoris II: The Clay Lamps from
Ancient Sepphoris, Lapp) include a limited amount of contextual data from secondary deposits,
primarily fill found in domestic rooms, cisterns, and ritual baths/miqva’ot. Appendix A of
Sepphoris II provides descriptions of all loci from the western summit which yielded three or
more lamps of the types included in the study. Included in the data are field readings for ceramic

The “citadel” refers to a stone structure constructed on the summit of the acropolis. Most of the visible part of the
structure was constructed during the Medieval period; the foundation dates to the Byzantine period. Only one
volume has so far been published from the South Florida Excavations at Sepphoris, see Strange et al. 2006. The
latter suffers from significant detractions including a lack of an appended locus sheet, photographs, and description
of the illustrated pottery, of which there is a significant amount, see Edwards 2010.
56
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vessels, cross-references to published vessels, and readings of legible coins. As noted by Lapp:
“This appendix anticipates the publication of similar locus reports in the forthcoming volume
[i.e. Sepphoris III] on the stratigraphy of the western summit.”57 The areas of the western summit
excavations included in Appendix A of Sepphoris II (84.1, 84.2, 84.4, and 85.1) constitute the
majority of a large building block made up domestic units and shops delineated by three streets
located northwest of the House of Dionysos and directly west of the theater.58 The relevant
architectural remains in this area appear to be cisterns and miqva’ot beneath Roman-period
houses used as refuse dumps and fills that accumulated during renovations. The third volume
was not published in time for inclusion in this study, thus the aforementioned secondary deposits
will constitute the only data from the western summit excavations. The chapters on the Roman
and Byzantine-Early Islamic wares by Balouka and Vincenz, respectively, from Sepphoris I
contain a great deal of technical and contextual detail, including fabric descriptions (though
lacking Munsell numbers) and form parallels.59 The ceramic material is presented typologically
and needed to be formatted into assemblages for this project.
One feature of the material is that it derives mostly from fills in secondary deposits. Thus,
most of the ceramic material consists of pottery sherds of various periods rather than
assemblages of vessels that are contemporary in date. Another issue is that several of the original
“field-readings” from these contexts include ceramic types from several different periods, yet
only a limited number of sherds is published (i.e. several loci have ceramic types from a wide
range of periods, yet have been excised completely from the pottery catalogue). Moreover, no
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Sepphoris I: 3, Figs. 1 and 9, Photo 1.
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For the chapter on Roman pottery, see Balouka 2013: 13-57; 60-128, pls. 2-36. For the Byzantine and Early
Islamic pottery, see Vincenz 2013: 142-171; 176-215, pls. 43-57.
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hard quantitative data is included in Sepphoris I or in Appendix A (“Reports of Select Loci”) of
Sepphoris II. Finally, the pottery and lamps published in Sepphoris I and II were available for
study at time the quantitative assessment of the secondary sites for this project was taking place;
however, the stratigraphic and contextual data were not available. In other words, there was no
way of differentiating sealed and un-sealed loci, or even to what a given locus number referred.
Therefore, the rigorous quantitative analysis applied to the pottery from other sites included in
this study was not carried out with the western summit excavation material. Without a holistic
understanding of the archaeological contexts from which these assemblages were recovered, in
the contextual discussion in the following chapter each locus is discussed separately since their
remains cannot, at the present time, be related to one another.
House of Dionysos
Immediately south of the theater is a large domicile known as the House of Dionysos on
account of the artistic themes of a mosaic floor uncovered in the triclinium (Appendix I, Fig. 33).
According to the final report published by Talgam and Weiss, the House of Dionysos was
constructed ca. 200 and destroyed by an earthquake in the year 363. The material assemblages
can be divided into two architectural/occupational phases: Phase 1: preparing the area for
construction (i.e. filling in previous structures, ex. miqveh L1844) and laying of sub-surface
leveling fills/mosaic floor bedding; Phase 2: the so-called “destruction layer” consisting of
accumulation and collapse debris on top of the floors within the building.60
The pottery from these two phases is published by Balouka in an appendix to the main
volume, which focuses mainly on the architecture of the building and thematic elements of the
mosaic floor. Phase 1 contexts are made up entirely of fill, meaning that most of the ceramic
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Talgam and Weiss 2004: 27-29 and Fig. 31 illustrating section A-A beneath the mosaic floor.
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material consists of sherds, rather than whole or restorable vessels, and types from multiple
periods rather than a homogeneous assemblage. The excavated material from Phase
2/“destruction contexts” essentially represents a single period of occupation at the end of the
building’s use.61 Balouka publishes the pottery according to building phase and provides
multiple parallels for the forms. However, no quantitative data is included in the publication and
the saved pottery could not be obtained for visual analysis.
Sepphoris Synagogue
The first complete synagogue excavated at the site is located in the lower city, north of
the large public area. The building was constructed on a sloping hill next to a street parallel to
the cardo, and part of the original orthogonal street plan of the city (Appendix I, Fig. 34).62 The
final publication of the synagogue includes discussions of the architectural remains of the
building and stratigraphic history of the site, analysis of the mosaic floor, inscriptions, and the
numismatic and ceramic finds. The excavators argue that the building was constructed in the
early 5th century and was in-use until the beginning of the 7th century or a bit later, and was
subsequently destroyed (either by intentional dismantling for building materials or an
earthquake) in the Umayyad period.63
Discussion of the pottery is mostly divided by stratum. The illustrated sherds are
accompanied by details regarding the vessel form, context, brief description of the fabric
(unfortunately, without Munsell numbers), and comparanda from other sites. The commentary
also includes a basic rim count of a particular type that appeared within each stratum. None of
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“Phase 2” is my own term. See Chapter 3, Assemblage 39.2.
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Weiss et al. 2005: 3.
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Weiss et al. 2005: 39.
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the excavated material was available for visual analysis. The ceramic material derives from fills,
yielding few well-preserved vessels. Due to the meticulous methods of the Hebrew University
team, three strata with largely homogeneous material were isolated during the course of
excavations beneath the synagogue floor, providing a valuable collection for study. 64 The pottery
assemblage from the last phase of the synagogue building, according to the excavators, was
sealed beneath a layer of debris that accumulated above it.65 Although the latter assemblage is
sealed, it reflects only one period, and so is less valuable for a pottery typology and chronology.
However, the ceramic material isolated above the synagogue floor can be used as a tool of
comparison with other sealed assemblages of similar date.
Nile Festival Building
The Nile Festival Building, named after the subject of its chief mosaic, is one of the
largest structures excavated in the lower city of Sepphoris. A report on the excavations of the
building was published by Weiss and Talgam in a Journal of Roman Archaeology Supplement.
The building is located south east of the cardo maximus and across a colonnaded street from the
bathhouse. All of the floors within the building were paved with mosaics belonging to a single
phase of construction.66 Several probes (ca. 1x1.5 m) were cut through sealed surfaces in rooms
2, 3, 4, and 12 to establish a date for the construction of the building. These sections cut through
plaster floors in rooms 2 and 3, and the bedding for mosaic floors in rooms 4 and 12 where the
tesserae were missing (Appendix I, Fig. 36). None of the soundings conducted inside the
building produced evidence of an earlier phase. Before construction, the builders had leveled the
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Weiss et al. 2005: 294.
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Weiss et al. 2005: 276.
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Weiss and Talgam 2002: 55.
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area and filled in a miqveh with soil containing “large quantities of pottery dating to the middle
and late Roman periods.”67 According to the excavators, the Nile Festival Building was
constructed in the late 4th/early 5th centuries. Although probes were sunk in four rooms, only the
pottery from room 4 is published, so it will be the focus here. No description or analysis is given
by the authors about the pottery from room 4, only that it is homogeneous, contains open and
closed vessels, and contains types throughout the Roman period. Identification of the illustrated
vessels was based only on shape. Some of the smaller, less well-preserved sherds had to be
excluded from this study because of this. Because the ceramic materials derive from a fill, they
are of limited value for a ceramic typology and chronology. However, the assemblage can be
employed as a comparative tool with other contemporary assemblages.
Capernaum
The ancient site of Capernaum, or Kefar Naḥum in Hebrew, is located on the
northwestern shore of the Sea of Galilee, about 5 km from the Upper Jordan River (map ref.
204.254). At the end of the 19th century the site was purchased by two separate churches, who
have divided the site between themselves: the southwestern side is owned by the Catholic
Franciscan Order of the Studium Biblicum Franciscanum in Jerusalem; the northeastern side
belongs to the Greek Orthodox Patriarchate, also in Jerusalem. The most extensively excavated
and thoroughly published is the Franciscan side and, therefore, it is the focus in this study
(Appendix I, Fig. 37).68
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Weiss and Talgam 2002: 59.
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Excavations on the Greek Orthodox sider were conducted under the direction of Tzaferis from 1978 to 1987. Only
one volume has so far been published, covering the excavators’ Strata V-I – early 7th century to 1033 – and,
therefore, outside the scope of this study (Tzaferis 1989). The second volume, which will cover the earlier strata, has
not yet appeared but would be instrumental for further expansion of this study and is eagerly awaited. A preliminary
report on these earlier strata was published by Laughlin (1993: 55-61, 90) in a popular magazine.
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Excavations began in 1905 and continued under the direction of Orfali from 1912 to
1915. They resumed under the direction of Corbo and Loffreda from 1968 to 1986, and were
resumed by the latter from 2000 to 2003. A substantial amount of published material in nine
volumes has been amassed based on the explorations of the site up to 2003. The volumes, their
content, and authors include: I – Gli edifici della città (Corbo 1975); II – La ceramica (Loffreda
1974); III – Catalogo della monete della città (Spijkerman 1975); IV – I graffiti della casa di S.
Pietro (Testa 1972); V – Documentazione fotografica degli scavi (Loffreda 2005); VI –
Tipologie e contesti stratigrafici della ceramica (Loffreda 2008a); VII – Documentazione
grafica della ceramica (Loffreda 2008b); VIII – Documentazione fotographica degli oggetti
(Loffreda 2008c); IX – Monete dall’area urbana di Cafarnao (Callegher 2007) (hereafter
referred to collectively as Cafarnao, followed by the appropriate volume number). Over 20
excavation seasons have uncovered a substantial amount of architecture from several periods of
occupation, reflecting the long life of the large village, from the Hellenistic to Medieval periods.
For the purposes of this project, contexts dating to the excavators’ fasi 5 to 10 (i.e. spanning the
3rd through the 8th centuries) were the focus of analysis, which include several blocks of housing
(Areas 2-11), a monumental synagogue building (Area 12), and the remains of two Christian
shrines – the Domus Ecclesia and Octagonal Church (Area 1).69
All of the Capernaum publications, especially Loffreda’s pottery volumes, are wellwritten and well-illustrated. Cafarnao VI-VII are based on Loffreda’s original site typology
(Cafarnao II), having undergone necessario riorganizzare radicalmente tutta, with all new
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Previous publications had referred to the housing blocks as insulae, the synagogue building was given no area
number, and the sector with the Christian shrines was designated the Insula Sacra. This is a welcome change given
the preconceived notions the term insula brings to Classical Archaeology, see supra n. 31 A recent publication by
Mattila discussing the pottery from Capernaum includes an excellent grayscale plan of the village from the
Byzantine period (ca. 4th to 7th centuries, based on the author’s definition) indicating the large number of individual
residences and shops revealed by the excavations (2015: 224, Fig. D).
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progressive numerical type numbers assigned to each vessel form within a shape family (e.g.
tegami: TEG 1, TEG 2, etc.).70 While detailed, the result is an expansive number of types within
the Capernaum corpus. The latter point notwithstanding, the entry for each type is quite detailed,
giving the chronology (including discussion of specific contexts from the site), total number of
examples that appear in the corpus, description of fabric (though no Munsell numbers are used),
dozens of illustrated examples, and an adequate number of parallels. However, a number of
problems complicate the ceramic evidence yielded from the excavations. First, unlike the MEP
excavations, a locus (consisting of several layers of surfaces and/or occupational deposition) is
assigned a single Arabic numeral, with the strata given their own numerical designation
following a decimal point – e.g. locus 1 contains strata 1.1-1.6. Second, a detailed description, or
updated description, of every locus does not accompany the latest ceramic reports (i.e. Cafarnao
VI-VII). Table XXI only provides a list of the loci, abridged description, and location within the
site.71 For loci from Areas 1-3 and 12 one may consult the earlier excavation volumes or
independent articles, but otherwise the reader is denied critical stratigraphic information,
including section plans.72 Compounding this issue is the fact that the abbreviated locus
descriptions provided in Cafarnao VI do not always agree with the descriptions given to the
illustrated pottery assemblages from select contexts from Cafarnao VII.73 This is especially true
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Cafarnao VI: 33.
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Cafarnao VI: 279-298.

As Loffreda suggests, “che soltanto attraverso la pubblicazione di un volume a parte sugli edifice della città può
essere ampliata e illustrate con sezioni e commenti” (Cafarnao VI: 279).
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For the illustrated pottery assemblages, see pp. 255–343 from that volume.
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concerning contaminated loci and/or those with “intrusive” pottery. 74 Moreover, loci with
similar assemblages are not interpreted consistently – e.g. some imported fineware types are
considered intrusive in one locus while receiving no comment in others.75 In contrast to the large
number of loci listed in table XXI, relatively few pottery assemblages from what can perceived
to be sealed Late Roman and Byzantine contexts are illustrated in Cafarnao VII. Finally, the
locus-specific quantitative data (see tables XV, XVII, XVIII, and XX) included in Cafarnao VI
is handicapped in two significant ways: (1) vessel types that are said to appear in a given locus
on the tables often cannot be accounted for among the catalogued pottery or illustrated in the
assemblage plates from Cafarnao VII; (2) quantitative data is provided only for a handful of loci
from the major occupation periods (table XV: romano antico; table XVII: romano medio e
tardivo; table XVII: bizantino antico; table XX: bizantino medio e tardivo).76 Thus, most of this
data are either questionable or not applicable to well-illustrated and well-stratified contexts.
Table XIII from Cafarnao VI provides a “Totale frequenze per i diversi tipi” (262). The data
presented in this table, however, cannot alone serve as a basis for establishing the first
appearance, floruit, and decline of each individual type. There are two reasons for this: (1) sherd
counts are not a statistically relevant way to assess the chronological “timeline” of a vessel type;
(2) no context is provided so the reader must accept the ceramic typology and chronology
created by Loffreda as absolute, since there is only a limited number of contextualized sherd
counts provided for each type with which to evaluate it (see above). As observed by Mattila,

For example, L51.3 is described in volume VI as “mass. B a quota 9.28” (Cafarnao VI: 283), while a much longer
description is given in volume VII: “Massicciata B. Data central nel periodo bizantino. Alcuni cocci sono dello
strato superiore A” (Cafarnao VII: 272 [my emphasis]).
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For example, the latest types in loci 300.3 and 608.3 are imported fineware vessels typical of the late 5th century to
the early 6th century; yet only locus 300.3 is described as having intrusive material, see Cafarnao VII: 307, 322.
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See Cafarnao VI: 268-278.
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moreover, the sums of the individual entries for the various types and sub-types do not always
equal the overall totals given in the same table.77 Based on the assessment of the ceramic corpus
from Capernaum, this material can be used to study periodic changes to stratified pottery
assemblages; however, the contextual and quantitative data provided by Loffreda must be
approached cautiously and conservatively.
Methodology
In this section, an overview of the methodology used for analyzing and cataloguing the
locally-made (i.e. common) pottery from all of the sampled sites is presented. This method
employs intensive quantitative analysis of heritage pottery assemblages, with traditional types of
material evidence (numismatics, architecture), from seven excavated rural settlements in eastern
Galilee during the Late Roman and Byzantine period (300-700). The pottery collected by
archaeological excavations in the State of Israel is stored at the IAA storage facility at Beth
Shemesh, Israel. For the months of July and August in 2015, the author received permission to
work on the pottery and began organizing and undertaking an assessment of the material. All
sherds were analyzed and recorded by the author to reduce any observer bias. In addition, the
author analyzed and quantified all of the ceramic material from the Late Roman and Byzantine
settlement at Ḥuqoq over the course of five excavation seasons (2011-2015).
This methodology differs from previous studies of Galilean common pottery, which rely
almost entirely on numismatic evidence to establish the chronological parameters of the material
and are mostly site-specific. The primary method of dating occupation phases and pottery is
problematic and endemic to Galilean archaeology, namely numismatic evidence has taken
precedence over other types of materials and the chronology of the common pottery types is
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Mattila 2015: 237, n. 58.
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based almost entirely on their association with coins. Late Roman coinage must be used with
caution for dating purposes. Large numbers of 4th century coins continued in circulation through
the 5th century, combined with a drop in the number and quality of coins minted in the 5th
century. Therefore, the practice adopted by the excavators of dating the settlement phases based
on the quantity of coins, rather than on the latest datable specimen (which provides a terminus
post quem), skews not only the dating of the site but also the associated ceramic types.78 The
practice of dating common pottery types on the basis of numismatic evidence has created the
illusion of a one-century “gap” in the settlement history of the region – specifically the secondhalf of the 4th century to mid-5th century. To remedy this issue, in this study numismatic evidence
is always used as a chronologically anchored terminus post quem.
The Ceramic Dataset
Before discussing the method of examination used for this study, it is necessary to
comment on two problems that affected the research overall. While the total corpus of pottery
available was significant, many of the illustrated examples of Late Roman Red Ware (hereafter
LRRW) vessels from the final reports of each site were not among the materials in the IAA
storage facility. The absence of these sherds makes it more difficult to quantify their state of
preservation and assess whether they are contemporary with the assemblage in which they were
found, are residual material from an earlier stratum, or are intrusive. Physical examination of a
fineware sherd is preferable to a drawing, moreover, because artistic renderings can sometimes
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For detailed discussion of this phenomenon and additional relevant bibliography, see Bijovsky 2012: 52-77.
According to Bijovsky, most scholars agree on the matter of the prolonged circulation of 4 th century coins (2012:
76). Opposed to this view is Safrai (1998), who argues based on numismatic evidence that Palestine suffered a
significant decline in the 5th century.
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obscure fine details that aid the ceramicist in more closely identifying an earlier or later variant
of a vessel form.79 Many of the common pottery vessels were also missing to varying degrees.
Additionally, the organization and preservation of the heritage pottery is chaotic to say
the least. Because of the deterioration of the plastic storage bags over decades, several tens of
crates of pottery contained mixed loci, excavation tags not belonging to a storage crate, and even
mixed pottery from different excavation areas within a given site. In other cases, the pottery was
not bagged before being put in the crates. Both of these issues required each sherd to be
examined individually to locate a label in the hopes of contextualizing it. Unfortunately, many
tens, possibly hundreds, of sherds were neither labeled nor bagged. Without understanding the
contexts from which these sherds came, it was impossible to incorporate them into the study. In
other words, the quantitative aspect of this study is significantly undermined due to the physical
preservation and storage of the excavated pottery. The resulting data from this study, therefore,
are biased in favor of the extant material. In the following sections the methods of identifying
and cataloging the heritage ceramic material into fabric categories and shape typologies is
discussed.
Fabric and Ware
The first step in creating the ceramic classification was the development of an overview
of ceramic fabrics (coarse wares and finewares) commonly present at Late Roman and Byzantine
Galilean settlements. For the purposes of this study, “fabric” refers to the fired clay, its color
based on the firing temperature and conditions, inclusions, and any other distinguishing features
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For example, Phocaean Red Slip Form 3 has eight variants (A through H) that range in date from the mid-5th
century through the mid-6th century. The 6th century types have a typical feature (a small offset marking off the
underside of the vessel rim) that can often be obscured in a drawing, thus affecting the date, see Hayes 1972: 329338 and figs. 67-69.
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of the clay matrix (breaks, voids, texture, etc.).80 A “ware” (ex. Kefar Ḥananya ware) is defined
as a group of sherds sharing the same aspects of composition, manufacturing technology,
decoration, and shapes.81 The pottery sherds were examined by eye in defuse natural sunlight to
identify the following features: color of paste surfaces and core; color, size, shape, and frequency
of inclusions; size, shape, and frequency of voids; break patterns; and decoration – slip,
incisions, stamps, etc. Features such as surface texture (“feel”), hardness, and sound when
dropped on a wooden table were also taken into consideration.82
First, sherds were separated into course and fine fabrics, followed by subdivisions based
on the color of the exterior surface, interior surface, and core using a Munsell Soil Color chart.
More refined divisions were made by using a 10x magnifying lens. Using these macroscopic
identification techniques, the parameters of various fabrics and the ranges of their attributes in
the corpus were established, followed by assigning them utilitarian names based on their shared
characteristics. Several sherds were photographed to display exemplary characteristics of
different fabric groups and possible variants. Finally, an alphanumeric label was assigned to each
fabric and variant along with a descriptive name (ex. Fabric 3: “White grit” fabric).
Form Typology
With the noted exception of Adan-Bayewitz’s (1993) study of one significant Galilean
pottery production site, Kefar Ḥananya, no systematic ceramic typology has been established for
the common pottery of Galilee or the Golan beyond site-specific typologies and descriptions.83
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The majority of the ceramic corpus considered here consists of rim and base sherds. While not
ideal, this is satisfactory, as much information can be obtained by observing the characteristics of
a rim, and to a lesser extent, base sherd of a vessel.84
The morphology was established by dividing sherds into a form type-series: each typeexample represents a group of vessels which are considered more-or-less similar in shape.85 To
begin, sherds were divided into vessel families based on the apparent or perceived contours of
their shape (ex. bowls, cook pots, casseroles, storage jars, etc.). The overarching assumption in
these groupings is that vessels of a particular shape tend to be used for a narrow set of purposes.
For example, vessels with a wide diameter mouth and shallow body are suitable for serving food,
while vessels with a narrow mouth and deep body are suitable for storing food or drink.86 After
sorting the sherds into vessel families, they were sub-divided based on shared distinct attributes
(e.g. inverted, everted, vertical rims; the presence or absence of grooves; rounded or beveled lips;
etc.). As this process continued, the practicality and coherence of these categorizations was
constantly reassessed, looking for recurring patterns of discreet shapes and sizes. As with the
fabrics, an alphanumeric label was assigned for each form and form-variant.
During the sorting process data were entered into an Excel database designed by the
author. The database was divided into categories that reflect the uniqueness of each sherd: site of
origin; context within the site; fabric number and name; form number and name; number of rims,
bases, or body sherds; estimated diameter of the rim or base; preservation of the rim or base; and
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It should be stressed that these families should not be understood strictly as functional categories, since many
vessels were used for both serving and cooking purposes. This is especially true of vessels produced in Kefar
Ḥananya ware (see Chapter 5). For further discussion of vessel form and function, see Rice 1987: 207-219.
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a catch-all “notes” category. The latter was used to record significant features of the sherd, the
illustration number and drawing with which the sherd matched in the final publication, etc.
Chronology and Estimated Vessel Equivalents
The number of vessels represented in a particular assemblage can be difficult to quantify.
Pots are rarely preserved in their entirety upon excavation, so it is difficult to tell if two sherds
come from the same vessel, even if they are the same form and fabric. Moreover, different kinds
of vessels break differently. Large storage amphorae tend to break into large sherds. Small,
finely made perfume or luxury dining dishes break into a larger number of smaller sherds. In
other words, the preservation or “brokenness” of one type of vessel will not be the same as
others, meaning that those with a high level of brokenness are overrepresented in a simple sherd
count in comparison to those with low brokenness: the former are more likely to be represented
in an assemblage than the latter. Preservation can also vary between the same vessel types from
two different assemblages.87 Sherd counts, therefore, cannot be used alone to establish the
proportion of a given type in or between assemblages – it has to be estimated.
For this study, it was decided that both the number and the estimated vessel equivalent
(EVE) of each sherd type from each individual context (i.e. locus) would be quantified. To find a
vessel equivalent, one needs to have a part of the vessel from which it can be estimated how
much of a pot each sherd represents. The ceramic corpus of this project consists primarily of
rims and bases, so it was decided that these would be representative of the pot from which they
came. Using a rim-diameter chart, the estimated diameter of the vessel rim or base was
measured, and what percentage of the whole element was preserved. This is represented as a
fraction of the whole, so one-tenth of a complete vessel would be recorded as 0.1%.
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For example, imagine two deposits stratigraphically divided by a floor. The lower deposit
has 10 rim sherds from a type of thin-walled, fineware dining bowl with a combined EVE of
0.05% and two rim sherds from a type of thick-walled storage jar (EVE 0.85%). Although the
bowl is represented by a greater number of sherds it has a much lower EVE than the storage jar,
meaning that it was not very common. In the upper deposit the same type of luxury bowl is
represented by 5 rim sherds but now with a total EVE of 1.35%, while the storage jar is
represented by 10 rim sherds (EVE 0.1%). The upper deposit has the situation reversed: the
fineware bowl is better preserved than the storage jar. Chronologically, this would suggest that
after the floor was laid, this type of bowl became more common and the storage jar type less
common. Thus, EVE is a better indication of the total relative preservation/abundance of a type
than sherd count. By selecting stratified contexts and analyzing the pottery using EVE, one can
more accurately track the chronological development of different assemblages and specific
ceramic types through the process known as seriation: a relative dating method in which artifacts
are placed in chronological order/series.88
Regarding the chronology of the selected assemblages in Chapter 3, many yielded only
common pottery forms (i.e. no coins or LRRW vessels), so it became necessary to supplement
the chronology with cross-dating within a site and/or using the chronology assigned to the Kefar
Ḥananya types published by Adan-Bayewitz. Such a procedure, however, invites circular logic
into establishing a common pottery chronology based on common pottery. These instances are
noted in Chapter 3 when they occur and are approached conservatively.
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Orton, Tyers, and Vince 1993: 189-190. The underlying assumption in seriation is that the use of any type of
pottery follows a regular pattern of not in use, increasing use, floruit, decreasing use, no longer in use. In the latter
case, small amounts of the type appearing in later chronological contexts are deemed residual.
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Based on the assessment of the ceramic corpus provided in Part 1, a complete
quantitative analysis using sherd count and EVE is impossible with the available evidence: the
site of Khirbet Shemaʼ only has illustrated pottery assemblages; Meiron, Gush Ḥalav, Nabratein,
Sepphoris and Capernaum yielded inconsistent quantitative data accompanied by illustrated
assemblages. Ḥuqoq is the only site yielding thorough and complete ceramic data. Thus, the
following order of operations was used in the creation of a typology and chronology of the Late
Roman and Byzantine common pottery: (1) the basis of the typology and chronology was the
stratigraphic and quantitative data of the primary material from Ḥuqoq; (2) contemporary
assemblages within a single secondary site were compared and any diachronic changes
pertaining to fabric and preservation of vessel forms in the ceramic material were noted and/or
tabulated using Excel, if enough quantitative data was available; (3) contemporary assemblages
between sites were scrutinized for relative trends in the ceramic material, although no direct
numerical comparisons were made; (4) based on the results of this analysis, the existing typology
and chronology of the primary material was adapted accordingly.
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CHAPTER 3:
THE LATE ROMAN AND BYZANTINE ASSEMBLAGES
Introduction
The contextual evidence for the dating of the ceramic types presented in Chapter 5 will
be examined in this chapter. As outlined in Chapter 2, contexts from the sampled sites that
yielded finds relevant to the creation of a ceramic typology and chronology were grouped into
assemblages. A total of 59 distinct assemblages were identified, some of which could be subdivided between centuries. They are organized into seven sections based on their site of origin,
followed by the area in which they were excavated. The sites are organized in the order they
were presented in Chapter 2: Khirbet Shemaʼ, Meiron, Gush Ḥalav, Nabratein, Sepphoris, and
Capernaum. A summary of the assemblages from Ḥuqoq is given here first; the complete
stratigraphic and chronological summary is presented separately in Chapter 4.
Each assemblage was assigned an Arabic numeral in increasing order, so that it can be
easily referenced in conjunction with the corpus typology and chronology. The following
information is included for each entry: a brief descriptive name; the locus/loci that the
assemblage comprises; reference to the published pottery drawings, entries in the pottery
concordance, and figures reproducing the published pottery drawings from each locus of the
assemblage (see Appendices III: Ḥuqoq Pottery Catalogue, IV: Secondary Assemblages Pottery
Concordance, V: Ḥuqoq Pottery Illustrations and Photograph Plate, VI: Published Pottery from
Secondary Assemblages); reference to relevant archaeological site plans, figures, and
photographs reproduced from the final publications (see Appendix I); a brief summary of the
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assemblage chronology; and, finally, a discussion of the assemblage and rationale for dating. A
stratigraphic and chronological summary of the material presented in this chapter is presented in
Appendix VII, organized by site and assemblage.
Due to the importance of Late Roman Red Ware (LRRW) and Kefar Ḥananya (KH)
vessels for establishing the chronology of many deposits, and to obviate the need for repeated
references, the reader is encouraged to consult Tables 1 and 2, respectively, in Appendix II that
list all of the relevant types, their dating, and bibliographic references.89
Primary Site Assemblages
Ḥorvat Ḥuqoq (Assemblages 1-5)
1. Stratum 1A
Loci: 2078, 2081, 2087, 2088, 2091, 2193, 2194
Pottery: Catalogue – Appendix III; Illustrations – Appendix V, Fig. 1:1-10
Date: first half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 2-4
2. Stratum 1B
Loci: 2067, 2072, 2079, 2085, 2086, 2090, 2118, 2123, 2125, 2126
Pottery: Catalogue – Appendix III; Illustrations – Appendix V, Fig. 2:1-62
Date: second half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 2-4
3. Stratum 2A
Loci: 2059, 2082, 2113, 2124, 2129, 2133, 2134, 2139, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2184, 2189, 2190,
2191, 2192

89

Regarding the methodology of using the established chronology of KH ware in the stratigraphic and chronological
reconstruction of key assemblages, see Chapter 2 p. 40.
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Pottery: Catalogue – Appendix III; Illustrations – Appendix V, Figs. 3:1-21, 4:1-12, 5:1-53,
13:1-14, 14:1-9, Pl. 1:7
Date: mid-to-late 5th century to the mid-to-late 6th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 2-4
4. Stratum 2B
Loci:
Southern Rooms – 2039, 2051, 2052, 2054, 2055, 2056, 2057, 2058, 2060, 2062, 2063,
2064, 2065, 2066, 2068, 2070, 2071, 2073, 2074, 2075, 2076, 2077, 2080, 2083, 2092,
2105, 2106, 2107, 2108, 2111, 2115, 2119, 2121, 2131, 2132, 2141, 2145, 2146, 2147,
2148, 2149, 2150
Northern Rooms – 2159, 2164, 2177, 2181, 2187, 2188
Pottery: Catalogue – Appendix III; Illustrations – Appendix V, Figs. 6:1-14, 7:1-9, 8:1-12, 9:129, 10:1-8, 11:1-4, 12:1-15, 15:1-18, 17:1-13, 18:1-9, Pl. 1:1-3, 5-6, 8-11
Date: mid-to-late 5th century to the 8th/9th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 2-4
5. Stratum 3
Loci: 2048, 2160, 2163, 2165, 2166, 2170, 2173, 2174, 2176, 2183
Pottery: Catalogue – Appendix III; Illustrations – Appendix V, Figs. 16:1-15, Pl. 1:4
Date: 8th/9th centuries to the 10th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 2-4
Secondary Site Assemblages
Khirbet Shemaʼ (Assemblages 6-10)
6. Northwest (NW VII.1) and Northeast (NE VII.1) installations
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Loci: 1059, 1060, 2030
Published Pottery: Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pls. 7.6.22, 7.7.5 (1059); 7.2.1-2, 7.3.9,
7.4.6, 7.11.19, 7.13.11, 14, 7.16.18, 7.17.3, 7.18.1, 7.22.50, 7.24.1, 7.24.10, 8.9.12, 8.11.5
(1060); 7.17.26, 7.21.29, 7.22.19, 7.22.24 (2030)
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 1:1-19
Date: late 4th to the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 5-7
Before the construction of the synagogue building at Khirbet Shemaʼ, the previous
community had made use of the bedrock outcropping upon which the structure was founded:
three installations/cavities were carved into the bedrock in the northwest corner (NW VII.1),
northeast corner (NE VII.1), and a third below the western doorway of the synagogue building
(NW I.26).90 Two of the three installations yielded sealed pottery assemblages contemporary
with the construction of the synagogue building.91 According to the excavators, the floor of the
synagogue was laid over the installations and filled in prior to the construction of the nave floor
to provide a firm working surface.92
The published pottery from the northwest installation comes from the two lowest levels:
locus 1059 (a soil layer beneath at least three soil and debris layers) and L1060 (a rubbly, rocky
soil fill beneath L1059). The material from this assemblage includes a coin of Gratian (R2183
[378-383]), Form 2 oil lamp, and Galilean Bowl Forms 1E and 2 (Fig. 1:15 [lamp], 1-2, 6

90

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange refer to these features as “declivities” (1976: 34).

91

For discussion of these installations, see Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 39-45, 80-81, Figs. 3.4 and 3.5.

The first two installations may have been mikva’ot or for storage. The third installation, the so-called “genizah”,
was modified and used contemporaneously with the synagogue building (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 45).
92
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[Galilean Bowl 1E], 7 [Galilean Bowl 2]).93 A glass rim sherd from locus 1060 has parallels
dated to the 4th century.94 Four pottery sherds are published from the northeast installation, which
did not contain any coins or imported pottery. Three sherds are from KH jugs Form 1A-B,
ranging in date from the 3rd century to 5th century, the fourth is a large fragment of a ThickenedRim Basin Form 1A, a type found in contexts dating from the 5th to 7th centuries, indicating that
both contexts are contemporary and likely date to some time in the 5th century, rather than the
late 4th century.95
The excavators suggest that the 4th-5th century material from the northwest installation
was introduced during a major renovation of the synagogue following a massive destructive
event. However, this would mean that the synagogue was destroyed down it its foundations, the
entire floor repaired, and the installation (re-?) packed with architectural debris to provide a solid
base for the new floor. Was the space free of debris before the proposed first synagogue was
constructed? As it is located directly under part of the northern wall and adjacent to column 1, it
would have been a critical point to shore-up before building. Indeed, each cavity was located
“directly under a substantial element of synagogue architecture.” The inescapable conclusion
based on the artifacts and stratigraphy is that the synagogue had only one architectural phase,
which began some time in the 5th century.96

93

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 35-36.

94

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pl. 8.6.14. For parallels, see Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 60, Fig. 4-23;
Cohen 1997: 410, Pl. III:18.
95

This assessment is based on the assumption that the installations would have needed to have been filled in at the
same time prior to the construction of the synagogue building.
96

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 36. See also Strange 2001. For further discussion of the site-specific and
regional implications of these findings, see Chapter 6. Based on a review of the original archival documents from
the excavation regarding the northwest installation, Spigel has argued that an early date following the original
chronology of the excavators or a later date for this context are both likely (2016: 88-89 [my emphasis]). According
to Spigel, the excavators indicate in their notes that the northwest installation was not sealed by a floor following the
supposed repair to the synagogue building. Instead, it was found beneath collapsed architectural fragments from the
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7. Sub-surface fill in the “North Room”, Area NE VII.3
Locus: 3009.1
Published Pottery: Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pls. 7.23.13, 7.23.16, 7.4.12, 7.6.23,
7.7.32
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 2:1-5
Date: late 4th century to the mid-5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 5-6
In the area to the northeast of the synagogue building is a large room, the so-called “north
room,” which was contemporary with the excavators’ “Synagogue II.” Above bedrock within the
room, the builders brought in leveling fill for a flagstone pavement. The pavement, found
completely undisturbed, sealed the soil below (L3009.1). The fill, which the excavators describe
as “uniformly Late Roman,” yielded two base fragments from LRRW bowls (Fig. 2:1-2) and
three sherds from Galilean Bowls Form 1E (Fig. 2:3-5).97 The red-slipped bowl bases appear to
be from CRS Form 1 or, less likely, PRS Form 1 dishes.
8. Cistern, C-1, Area SE II.22
Loci: Lower debris – 1004, 1005; Upper debris – 1002

building thereby allowing for contamination – in this case, referring to the coin of Gratian. Moreover, the coin was
found on the second day of excavating the probe, again implying that the coin is a result of overnight contamination.
From written correspondence between J. F. Strange and E. M. Meyers, he also points out that the excavators did
consider that a later date for the synagogue was possible. In his analysis of the archival materials, however, Spigel
did not consider the pottery finds from the northwest or northeast installation, both of which contain types common
in the 4th and 5th centuries, most notably the Thickened-Rim Form 1A basin from locus 2030 (see above). If one
takes into account the material evidence and the absurdity of the depositional reconstruction proposed by the
excavators, a pre-5th century date for the deposits beneath the synagogue is untenable. Magness (1997: 214-215)
originally proposed a later date for the northwest installation and synagogue building, arguing that it only had one
building phase that dates to the late 4th century or later.
97

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 94-95.
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Published Pottery: Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pls. 7.4.26, 7.15.15, 7.15.20, 7.23.1
(1005); 7.4.5, 7.15.22, 7.16.4, 7.16.8, 7.16.26, 7.19.1, 7.19.15, 7.19.17, 7.19.18, 7.21.9, 7.23.19,
7.23.24 (1004); 7.15.21, 7.15.23, 7.16.5-6, 7.16.25, 7.16.27, 7.17.6 (1002)
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 3:1-20
Date: Lower debris – 4th century to first half of the 5th century; Upper debris – second half of the
5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
The excavators divide the history of use and abandonment of the cistern “in two strata of
three phases…two uses (phases) in Stratum IV [L1005 and L1004, consecutively] and one use
(phase) in Stratum V [L1003, L1002, L1001]” primarily on the basis of numismatic evidence.98
Locus 1004 is separated into L1004A and L1004B based on the date range of the coins; the first
from 325-406 and the other from 375-408. However, the material from locus 1004 should be
considered as a single assemblage.99 The lower debris layers yielded examples of ARS Form
59A (L1005) and a nearly complete CRS Form 1 bowl (L1004) (Fig. 3:17 [ARS 59A], 6 [CRS
1]). Locus 1004 also yielded rims from glass bottles common in the late 3rd and early 4th
centuries, as well as sherds from a beaker and cup base common in the 4th century.100 These

98

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 103.

99

For the coins from L1004, see Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 289, R1302 (389), R1354 (383-408), R1355
(383-402), R1355 (383-402), R1356 (364-402), R1357 (383-408), R1358 (341-346), R1359 (341-346?), R1360
(346-361?), R1361 (324-330), R1362 (341-346), R1363 (323-361?). The latest coins are bolded. Two issues are
apparent with the reconstruction of the locus proposed by the excavators: (1) the coins provide only a terminus post
quem of ca. 325 to 408, and cannot serve as a terminus ad quem; (2) there is no clear stratigraphic reason given in
the final report for separating L1004 into two parts. Indeed, in Appendix A (the locus index) L1004 is simply
described as “puddled silt from the last use of the cistern” (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 277). Therefore, the
division proposed by the authors is uncalled for.
100

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pls. 8.5.28-30 (For parallels, see Cohen 1997: 419, Pl. VI:1-3); 8.5.16 (For
parallels, see Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 60, Fig. 4-23; Cohen 1997: 410, Pl. III:18); 8.8.4-5 (For parallels, see
Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 60, Fig. 4-23).
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types support the dating provided by the numismatic evidence, but extend the period of activity
well into the 5th century, rather than terminating in the early part of the century.
The upper debris layer is described as natural accumulation following the abandonment
of the cistern with “few artifacts or pottery.”101 Yet, several examples of nearly complete or
intact Cooking Pots Form 1A and 1B are published from L1002, suggesting that the upper layers
reflect continued or renewed use, not abandonment. No coins or imported vessels were found in
the latter context, but the coins and pottery from the lower layers provide a terminus post quem
of the first half of the 5th century for the pottery in the debris layers above. A glass vessel with
horizontal threaded decoration found with the pottery is common in the 5th to 7th centuries.102
9. Fill in pit 22006, Area SE II.22
Loci: 22003, 22004, 22006
Published Pottery: Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pls. 7.10.15, 7.16.10, 7.16.14, 7.16.24,
7.17.15, 7.17.16, 7.23.27 (22006); 7.13.16 (22004); 7.1.19, 7.18.3, 7.14.14, 7.20.39, 7.23.23
(22003)
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 2:6-18
Date: 4th century to the first half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 5, 8
To the west of Room A (see below) and south of east-west “street” L17007=L18007, a 2meter-deep rock-cut pit was exposed in square 22 of the “Industrial Area” SE II, the purpose of
which is unclear. Prior to the construction of stone platform L22022, it was filled in with
material “taken from the town dump”; the former was built slightly over the latter. While several

101

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 105.

102

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pl. 8.6.22. For parallels, see Cohen 1997: Pl. VII:7-14; Pollak 2006: 184185, Fig. 143.
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different layers of fill were distinguished by the excavators (L22003, L22004, and L22006), the
pottery is consistent throughout and suggests a one-time deposition some time in the 4th or 5th
century.103 The lowest layer of fill (L22006) yielded a hollow-footed base from a Late Roman 3
‘micaceous amphora’ (hereafter LRA 3) (Fig. 2:18).104 The upper layer of fill (L22003) yielded
two base fragments from LRRW dishes (Fig. 2:6-7), most likely from a CRS Form 1 bowl.
10. Room A, SE II.23
Loci: 23011, 23014, 23014.1, 23016, 23017, 23017.1, 23019, 23028, 23028.1, 23029
Published Pottery: Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pls. 7.23.12 (23028.1); 7.17.5, 7.21.15
(23019); 7.21.28, 7.23.26 (23017); 224, Fig. 7.10, 7.23.25 (23014.1); 7.17.28, 7.16.12, 7.18.29,
7.21.6, 8.9.13 (23011)
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 4:1-12
Date: mid-4th century to the first half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 5, 8-9
Excavation in Area SE II.23 of the “Industrial Quarter” uncovered a small room with two
or three superimposed floors beneath a great quantity of collapsed stones.105 The earliest phase of
the room is represented by a locus of hard clay soil above bedrock (L23029) yielding a coin

103

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 110.

104

These amphorae are easily distinguishable from their highly micaceous clay that is red or reddish-brown in color,
long slender neck, high rounded shoulders, and tapering foot that gives the vessel a fusiform shape. Petrographic
analysis of the clay by Hayes indicates that western Asia Minor was the likely point of origin (1976: 117). The
chronology of vessel can be divided into two periods based on the morphology of the foot and number of handles.
The earliest version has a hollow foot and a single handle; it appears in the late 1 st century. A two-handled variety
first appeared in the late 4th century. From the 4th century through the 5th century the hollow-foot gradually becomes
solid and pointed. The two-handled version is most common in the second half of the 5 th century, ca. 475, and is
current through the 6th century. For a detailed description, see Peacock and Williams 1986: 188-190, Class 45. See
also Lang 1955: 277-278; Robinson 1959: M255, M307, etc.
105

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 107-109.
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dated to 346-361.106 Immediately above was the make-up of the first floor and the floor itself
(loci 23028.1 and 23028, respectively); the former yielded coins of the 4th century to early 5th
century and a base sherd from a CRS Form 1 bowl (Fig. 4:12).107
The second floor and its make-up was ca. 14 cm above the first (L23017, L23017.1). The
latest coins come from the floor itself and range in date from the 4th to early 5th centuries.108 A
nearly complete LRA 3 with a hollow-foot and single handle was found resting on top of this
floor (Fig. 4:8). Additional coins of the 4th to early 5th centuries came from a hard, clumpy layer
of accumulation above the second surface (L23016).109 The make-up for the latest surface
(L23014.1) yielded a well-preserved CRS Form 1 bowl (Fig. 4:6) and coin dating to 410-423.110
Five sherds are published from one (L23011) of the two loci of stone rubble and collapse
above the latest surface in Room A that accumulated after the building went out of use. Among
these sherds is a fragment from a Form 2 oil lamp and cooking pots Form 1A and 3A (Fig. 4:5
[lamp], 2 [CP 1A], 3 [CP 3A]). The ceramic and numismatic evidence from Room A suggests a
construction date of the mid-4th century for Room A. It was regularly resurfaced, went out of use
by the mid-5th century, and gradually collapsed in the decades after.111 The absence of any

106

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 289, R2059.

107

For the coins, see Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 289, R2048 (337-341), R2049 (4th century), R2055 (375392), R2056 (4th-early 5th century), R2058 (4th century).
108

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 289, R1479-1480. A third coin from L23017.1 R2036 dates generally to the
4th century.
109

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 289, nos. R2017-2019, R1473-1475, R1589.

110

Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 289, no. R1584. Additional coins of the late 4 th and early 5th centuries came
from L23014: nos. R1471, R1534.
111

The excavators suggest that the latest date for the third floor (L23014) is the early 5 th century prior to an
earthquake occurring in 419 (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 109). This hypothesis requires that Room A was
in use for less than two decades, given by the terminus post quem of the coins beneath the lowest surface. While
technically possible, such a reconstruction seems rather unlikely.
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published examples of CRS Form 2 or PRS Form 3 bowls from the rubble above Room A seems
to affirm this hypothesis.112
Meiron (Assemblages 11-17)
A Note on the Coins from Meiron
The authoritative publication of the 1017 coin specimens recovered from Meiron is that
of Raynor and Meshorer (1988).113 It is the entries in this catalogue, and not the original listings
in Appendix C of the final excavation report, that will be cited in the following stratigraphic
analysis. For catalogue numbers 559-804 the authors note that the “coins [are] too worn to
identify precisely by emperor or mint; only type is discernible [sic].”114 The types to which they
refer are common legends and acclamations on the reverse of Late Roman imperial coinage: Fel.
Temp. Reparatio (Felix/Felicium, Temporum Reperatio), Gloria Exercitus, Victoria Augg,
Victoriae DD Augg QNN, Gloria Romanorum, Vota (within wreath), Felicitas Reipublice, VN
MR (venderanda memoriae, commemorative), Securitas Reipublicae, Salus Reipublicae, and
Spes Reipublice.115 While the authors do not give specific dates for these types, they are common
on issues of the 4th and 5th centuries. The reader should consult the table below for the dating of
the aforementioned issues as they appear in the text.116

112

A single sherd from a late ARS or CRS Form 9 bowl is published from the accumulation outside of Room A
(L23001), but the preservation of the context is not clear (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pl. 7.23.5). Two
examples of PRS Form 3 are published from unclear contexts adjacent to the so-called “north building”, suggesting
continued activity into the 6th century (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pl. 7.23.2 [13003], 4 [13002B]). For
discussion of the north building, see Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 81-87.
113

Personal comm. with E. M. Meyers.

114

Raynor and Meshorer 1988: 75.

115

LRBC 2: 108-110.

116

The reader should be aware that the examples cited in LRBC and RIC are meant to be representative of the years
each legend type were issued, not exhaustive. Based on the available evidence one cannot assume to know the date
of each coin down to its sub-type. My intent is to illustrate that several of these types were common in both the 4th
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Late Roman Coins Types at Meiron.
Reverse Legend
Date Range
Type
Fel. Temp.
346-361
Reparatio

References

Gloria Exercitus

330-341

Victoria Augg

4th/5th cent.

Victoriae DD Augg
QNN

337-361

Gloria Romanorum

350-423

Vota

4th/5th cent.

Felicitas Reipublice

350-353

VN MR

341-348

Securitas
Reipublicae

324-330/360-378

Salus Reipublicae

324-330/378-395/408-423

LRBC 2: nos. 2010-2052, 20782079; RIC viii: 153, 182, 258,
262, 434, 453, 475, 480-81
LRBC 1: nos. 531-4, 623-7; RIC
vii: 20; RIC viii: 142, 177, 204,
249, 316, 448-49, 470-71, 490
LRBC 1: nos. 697-700, 14701472; 2: nos. 173-174, 383, 556558, 575, 828-830, 839, 873; RIC
viii: 321, 362, 540; ix: 68-69
LRBC 1: nos. 137-167, 256-273,
635-649; RIC viii: 151, 180, 208,
253, 322, 362
LRBC 2: nos. 1569, 1582-3,
1970, 2000, 2203, 2223; RIC viii:
263-6, 329, 333, 370, 375, 378;
ix: 255-7, 263, 274, 281, 283-4,
290-302, 304
LRBC 2: nos. 2115-6, 2242-4;
RIC vii: 56-61; viii: 50-55; ix:
xxxvii-xxxviii
LRBC 2: nos. 49-52, 209-213,
415-418; RIC viii: 157-58, 185,
213
LRBC 1: nos. 957, 962, 1063,
1070; RIC vii: 433, 452-53, 474,
493, 521
LRBC 1: nos. 25, 577, 1036; 2:
nos. 2056-2059, 2076-2077,
2087-2088, 2094-2096; RIC vii:
116, 137, 209, 264, 266-70, 325,
330, 385, 387; viii: 195, 229, 337,
380, 392, 423, 438, 483, 500,
531; ix: 179, 215-16, 221, 241,
251-52, 255, 275, 299
LRBC 1: nos. 37, 874, 976; 2:
nos. 2167, 2192-2194, 2226; RIC
vii: 615, 621, 624, 709; ix: 106-7,
133-4, 136, 184, 196-8, 245-7,
304-4

and 5th centuries. The minor variations of each type are not considered since Raynor and Meshorer do not make such
distinctions in their volume.
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Spes Reipublice

324-363/387-393

LRBC 1: nos. 730, 827-8; 2: nos.
2053-2055, 2852; RIC viii: 168,
227, 336, 378, 390, 462; ix: 133

11. Stratum III, M I Building Complex
Loci: Room J (4023); Room K (4027); Room L (3031, 3036, 3041); Room M (7019, 7021,
7024); Room N (7015, 7020); Room G (6028, 6028.1, 6029, 6029.1, 6032, 6032.1, 6033.1,
6036.1); Room A (1012, 1013); Room F (3014); Rooms E/M (2025, 2026, 2027, 2027.1, 8009);
Room D (2020, 2041); Area MI.5 (5036, 5037)
Published Pottery: Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pls. 8.6.26, 8.8.2, 8.8.4, .8.8.7, 8.8.13,
8.8.14, 8.8.15, 8.8.16, 8.11.10, 8.11.20, 8.11.21, 8.17.4, 8.17.15, 8.19.1-6, 8.19.7, 8.19.8, 8.19.9,
8.19.10, 8.19.11
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 5:1-16
Date: second half of the 3rd century to the early 4th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 10-12
The first Late Roman activity in Field M I is assigned to Stratum III by the excavators,
representing the preparation for and construction of a multi-room building complex. The material
from Stratum III consists of sub-surface fills; filled-in installations carved in bedrock, such as the
ritual-bath/miqveh in Room L; and the re-use of Stratum II architecture as the foundations for
new surfaces and walls.117 The loci above are listed in numerical order beginning with Room J in
the northwest corner of the building complex and continuing counter-clockwise.118 Additional

The latter is most apparent in Rooms E and J – e.g. Early Roman period wall W2028 leveled off by Late Roman
builders as foundation for floor L2027=L8009.
117

118

The excavators assign loci 1012, 3014, 6028.1, 6029.1, 6033.1 to Stratum IV in the critical locus list (Meyers,
Strange, Meyers 1981: 245-247 [Appendix B]). Loci 1012 and 3014 are described in Appendix A (i.e. the complete
locus list) as the “gravelly make-up of [surface] 1011 and fill above bedrock in Room A” and “soil below cobbles
3011 in Room F”, respectively (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 238). Because Rooms A and F only have one
surface, these sealed fills represent the founding activity associated with the Late Roman and Byzantine construction
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loci from Stratum III contexts were found in Area M I.5, located outside the main entryway of
the building complex to the northeast, where a series of cobbled surfaces belonging to a
courtyard associated with the building complex or another building attached to it were
uncovered.119 Coins of Maximianus (292-295), Valerian (253-254), and a salus reipublicae type
were the latest coins from Stratum III contexts.120 The latest pottery includes Galilean Bowl
Forms 1B, D, and E (Fig. 5:3 [1B], 1 [1D], 7-12, 15 [1E]).
12. Stratum IV: Phases A (1, 2) and B, M I Building Complex
Loci:
Phase A1 – Room A (1008, 1011, 1011.1); B (4009, 4009.1); C (2009, 2010); J (4016,
4017, 4018, 4018.1, 4022); L (3029, 3029.1, 3030)
Phase A2 – Room D (2019, 2018, 2018.1, 2016=2039, 2016.1, 2015, 2017, 2014.1, 2014,
2042, 2011, 2011.1); E (2024=8008, 2022=8006, 2021, 2013=8004, 2012.1, 2012); Area
MI.5 (5032.1, 5033.1)

of the Field M I building complex and, therefore, must be assigned to Stratum III. Regarding loci 6028.1, 6029.1,
6033.1, there is an overt discrepancy between the critical locus list stratum designation and the description given in
the main body of the final report. These three loci represent the make-up tessellated (6028.1, 6033.1) and beatenearth (6029.1) surfaces within or adjacent to Room G. The stratigraphic context of the tessellated floor is described
thusly: “Directly over this cobbling [locus 6036] and still in Stratum III, a carefully-made tessellated surface was
laid…The tessellated floor (6033=6028) ran under Wall 6014 and thus predated it (see photos 14 and 16) (Meyers,
Strange, Meyers 1981: 30-31 [my emphasis]). Moreover, in Appendix A, surface L6029 is described as being
“adjoining 6028 and 6038 in Room G” (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 239). Therefore, L6029 must also be
assigned to Stratum III.
I follow Foerster’s observation that this paved area is unlikely to have been an open area as suggested by the
authors (1987: 266). No probes were made beneath the Stratum IV floors in Rooms B and C.
119

120

Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 328 (L2026), 234 (L3031). The salus reipublicae coin (no. 749 [L3031]) was
thought not to be determinative by the excavators due to the possible disturbance of the area by a bulldozer (Meyers,
Strange, and Meyers 1981: 41-42); conversely, the coin was found deep within the rocky fill of the miqveh beneath
Stratum IV surface L3030 in Room L (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 246 [Appendix B]). While the coin may be
an early Constantinian issue, it is more likely intrusive. An additional coin from this locus, no. 923, is dated to the
“Late Roman” period.
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Phase B – 1002, 1007, 2002, 2007, 2008, 2038, 3008, 3028, 4002, 4015, 4024, 6002,
6003, 6007, 6015, 6016, 6018, 6020, 6020.1, 7005, 7010, 7011, 7012, 7013, 7013.1,
7014, 7016, 7017, 7018; Room K: 3009, 3020, 4024
Published Pottery:
Phase A – Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: Pls. 7.1.16, 7.1.28, 7.2.9-11, 7.2.16,
7.2.26-28, 7.2.30, 7.3.2, 7.3.8, 7.3.10, 7.3.14, 7.3.18, 7.3.21, 7.4.1, 7.4.25, 7.4.29-30,
7.5.1-2, 7.5.4, 7.5.26, 7.5.30, 7.6.1-2, 7.6.20, 7.7.9, 7.7.15, 7.7.23, 7.8.9, 7.8.25, 7.9.5,
7.9.25, 7.10.5-6, 7.10.16, 7.13.22, 7.13.24, 7.14.3-4, 7.14.8, 7.14.10-11, 7.14.15-16,
7.14.20-21, 7.15.6, 7.16.1-2, 7.16.7, 7.16.23, 7.17.1, 7.20.9, 7.20.12-14, 7.20.16, 7.20.1821, 7.20.24, 7.20.32-33, 7.21.5, 7.21.10, 7.22.3, 7.22.23; Meyers, Strange, and Meyers
1981: Pls. 8.6.1, 8.6.33, 8.6.35-36, 8.6.48, 8.18.7-10, 9.16.15
Phase B – Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pls. 8.16.18-19
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
12.1 – Fig. 6:1-114
12.2 – Fig. 6:115-116
Date:
12.1 – early 4th century to the early 5th century
12.2 – first half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 10-13
According to the excavators, Stratum IV denotes the main period of occupation in M I up
to the abandonment of the building complex. Stratum IV can be divided into two phases: IVA
and IVB.121 Phase IVA contains two stratigraphic groupings. The first (A1) consists of hard-

121

The designations IVA and IVB are my own.
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packed occupational debris directly on top of the floors of some of the rooms; the second (A2)
refers specifically to the successive resurfacings and accumulation layers in Rooms D and E, and
Area I.5 (Appendix I, Fig. 12).122 Phase IVA contexts reflect the accumulation of occupational
debris while the structure was in use up to its abandonment. Rooms J and L yielded the latest
coins, ranging in date from the late 3rd/early 4th century to the mid-4th century, as well as glass
vessel forms typical of the 4th century.123 Two unpublished examples of imported pottery from a
compact clay soil accumulation in Room J (L4017) were discovered among the heritage
materials, including one complete hollow toe from a LRA 3 and a PRS bowl base with traces of
stamped decoration.124 In Area M I.5, a series of cobbled surfaces was installed outside the
northeast entryway. The soil make-up beneath these surfaces was completely sealed by each
successive surface and yielded several late variant Galilean Bowls – i.e. Forms 1C, D, and E.125

122

According to the excavators, the thresholds of the doorways would have been raised with stones and dirt with
each successive resurfacing (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 29).
123

Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 326 (L4018.1 [284-305]), 331 (L3029.1 [305-306]), 352 (L4017 [330-335]),
376 (L4016 [vn mr]). Coins of the early and mid-3rd century were found in Stratum IVA contexts as well, see
Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 250 (L2016 [218-222]), 255 (L1011.1 [253-260]), 262 (L2015 [218-222]), 274
(L8008 [253-260]), 287 (L2039 [222-235]). Glass vessels: Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pls. 9.12.7 (For
parallels, see Cohen 1997: 410-411, Pl.III.18-20), 9.13.1 (For parallels, see Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 41-43,
Figs. 4-3:13-14, 21-22). Additional vessels of the same forms are published from Rooms E (Pl. 9.12.5 [L2011]) and
D (Pl. 9.13.3 [L2011.1]). Locus 8006.1 yielded a bottle/jug sherd with threaded decoration, characteristic of the
Byzantine period (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: Pl. 9.12.4 [For parallels, see Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 71,
Fig. 4-32, No. 282; Cohen 1997: 424, Pl.VI.13; Pollak 2006: 184-186, Fig. 143]).
124

For the dating of LRA 3, see supra n. 104. The stamped motif was too faint to positively identify, however the
shape of the vessel foot most closely resembled a Form 2 or early Form 3. See Hayes 1972: 328, fig. 66; 330, fig.
67. I suggest a cautious date of the early 5th century, or ca. 400. One notable revelation while sorting through the
heritage pottery for L2012 was the identification of a Kh. el-Ḥawarit Casserole Lid, exhibiting a characteristic bluecore often seen in the cooking ware vessels. See Appendix VI, Fig. 6:14. For Ḥawarit Cooking Ware and
comparanda, see Hartal, Hudson, and Berlin 2008: 134-140 and Fig. 6.
125

Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 29.
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During Phase IVB, the upper-stories of the building complex collapsed on top of the
floors following their abandonment.126 The second-story collapse contained far more material
than Phase IVA contexts. Of the six coins recovered, three date to the mid-4th century: one dates
to the reign of Valens (364-367), and two are issues of Theodosius I – dating to 379-395 and
392-394.127 The collapse loci yielded unpublished examples of a CRS Form 1 base; rim sherds
from ARS Form 58 and 59A bowls, the latter preserving a large profile; and Form 2 oil lamp.
The cobble-stone courtyard/Room K had no second story like the other rooms of the
complex. According to the excavators, the collapse in Room K “consisted of large architectural
members…and the resulting collapse layer was not so uniformly sealed…”128 They argue that
later material may have intruded into the accumulation over the courtyard. However, the layer of
moist, loose soil that accumulated on the courtyard floor is similar in composition to other
Stratum IVB contexts. Four coins from the soil accumulation (L3020, L4024) date to the midand late 4th century.129 Loci 3009 and 4024 yielded unpublished pottery, including a PRS Form
3C rim sherd and two Form 2 oil lamps.130 The absence of LRRW types of the late 5th or early 6th

126

Many of these collapse layers span more than one room and contain homogenous material, thus I have forgone
attempting to isolate one section of collapse from another. Locus 4002, soil and rock fill beneath topsoil in Room B,
is listed as “contaminated” in Appendix A (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 238); yet the coins and pottery from this
context are mostly contemporary and free of apparent intrusions. Area M I.5, the pavestone surfaces east of the main
entryway, did not yield any sealed collapse assemblages.
127

For the mid-4th century coins, see Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 406 (L3028 [351-54]), 481 (L4015 [341346]), 664 (L2002 [364-367]). For the coin of Valens, see Raynor and Meshorer 1988: no. 532 (L2002). For the
coins of Theodosius I, see Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 541 (L3028), 537 (L4002).
128

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 32.

129

Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 569, 590 (L3020 [fel. temp. reparatio]); 534, 553 (L4024 [375-392, 388-392]).
Both are considered ‘critical loci’ and are included in Appendix B (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 246).
130

The other loci making up the pavestone surface and collapse layers in Room K (L3002, L3008, L3009, L4002,
and L4003) were not included in the excavators’ Appendix B.
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centuries, the previous example notwithstanding, suggests that occupation of the M I building
complex must have ended by the second half of the 5th century.
13. Stratum IVA, M II: Patrician and Lintel Houses
Loci:
Patrician House – 1010, 1013.1, 1014, 2011.1, 2012, 4036.1, 4039.1
Lintel House – 5030, 5034.1, 5035, 5036
Published Pottery: Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pls. 8.2.7-8, 8.2.38-39, 8.3.1, 8.3.3, 8.3.6,
8.3.24, 8.5.1, 8.5.35, 8.5.39, 8.31.24, 9.19.5
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 7:1-11
Date: mid-4th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 10, 14
Stratum IVA loci in the Patrician and Lintel Houses consisted of sub-floor fills and debris
that washed down the hill or were imported prior to construction, including some Hellenistic and
Early Roman pottery.131 While finds were limited, these contexts can be dated by the presence of
four coins: three from the Patrician House including an issue of Magnentius (350-351),
Constans/victoriae ddaugg qnn type (337-350), and salus reipublicae type; and a coin of
Constantine I from the Lintel House.132 Pottery finds from the Patrician House include a Form 2
oil lamp and three unpublished body sherds from a LRA 3, the largest of which is from the

131

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 51, 240 (Appendix A), 248, 250 (Appendix B). Stratum IVA is my
designation and is used to separate pre-occupation material from Stratum IVB, which represents the occupation and
abandonment of the Patrician and Lintel Houses.
132

Patrician House: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 504 (L1014), 486 (L4036.1), 761 (L1013.1); Lintel House:
Raynor and Meshorer 1988: no. 351 (L5035).
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vessel neck just below the rim.133 The Stratum IVA fill from the Lintel House yielded a large
fragment from an ARS Form 58 plate (L5035).134
14. Stratum IVB, M II Patrician and Lintel Houses
Loci:
Phase 1: Patrician House – Room B (1011, 2011); C (L4029, 4039); D (L4024, 4024.1);
E (L4030, 4036); Lintel House – Room H (5019); G (5027, 5033)
Phase 2: Patrician House – 1009, 2003, 2008, 4019, 4023, 4025, 4027, 4028, 4037, 4038,
4040, Room A (3005, 3006, 3008, 3009, 3011, 3012); Lintel House – 5007, 5010=5012,
5011, 5015, 5017, 5024, 5025, 5026, 5031
Published Pottery:
Phase 1 – Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pls. 8.1.5-6, 8.1.13, 8.1.18, 8.2.5-6, 8.2.1619, 8.2.22, 8.2.25, 8.2.27, 8.2.36, 8.3.5, 8.3.12, 8.3.15, 8.3.16-17, 8.3.25-29, 8.3.30-32,
8.3.34, 8.4.2, 8.4.7, 8.4.9, 8.4.18, 8.5.3-4, 8.5.27, 8.5.33, 8.5.41, 8.13.3, 8.13.6, 8.14.1,
8.14.6-7, 8.14.10, 8.31.15, 8.31.20, 8.31.30, 9.23.1-2
Phase 2 – Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1974: Pl. 7.8.7; Meyers, Strange, and Meyers
1981: 65-68, Figs. 3.22, 25-26; Pls. 8.1.3-4, 8.1.9, 8.1.16, 8.1.19, 8.1.21, 8.1.23-26,
8.1.27, 8.1.29-32, 8.1.34, 8.1.36-37, 8.2.1, 8.2.10, 8.2.13, 8.2.21, 8.3.4, 8.3.9, 8.3.11,
8.3.18, 8.4.5, 8.4.13-14, 8.4.19-22, 8.4.25, 8.5.15, 8.12.1-7, 8.12.10-20, 8.13.1-2, 8.13.45, 8.14.4, 8.14.19, 8.14.25, 8.14.33, 8.14.35, 8.31.14, 8.31.23, 8.31.27, 8.31.29, 9.16.4,
9.16.13, 9.19.1, 9.19.6, 9.19.10

133

For the date of LRA 3, see supra n. 104.

Locus 5035 also yielded a non-specific “Late Roman” coin (Raynor and Meshorer 1988: no. 883) that was
originally identified as an issue of Honorius and dismissed by the excavators as intrusive (Meyers, Strange, and
Meyers 1981: 73; see also Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 268, R771351).
134
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Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
14.1 – Fig. 8:1-47
14.2 – Figs. 8:48-50, 9:1-58, 10:1-19
Date: 14.1-2 – second half of the 4th century to the mid-5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 10, 14
According to the excavators, these two domestic units were abandoned in the mid-4th
century, with the second stories collapsing some decades later. They distinguish two levels of
materials, representing the ground story and the collapsed second story; however, these should
not be considered as chronological phases of usage, rather stages of collapse after abandonment,
contrasting the nature of Assemblage 12: A2.135 Because the archaeological material from each
unit is contemporary, they are considered together. The earliest phase of the Patrician House
consists of a lower layer of debris immediately on the surfaces at ground-floor level.136 Several
coins were recovered from these contexts, ranging in date from the mid- and late 4th century to
the first half of the 5th century.137 The pottery finds include CRS Form 1, ARS Form 59, ARS

135

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 51–53.

136

Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 240 (Appendix A), 249-250 (Appendix B).

137

For the coins, see L4024: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 348 (315), 398 (351-354), 414 (341-346), 475 (341346), 477 (341-346), 478 (341-346), 487 (Constans), 506 (351-354), 572 (fel. temp. reparatio), 575 (fel. temp.
reparatio), 586 (fel. temp. reparatio), 589 (fel. temp. reparatio), 594 (fel. temp. reparatio), 596 (fel. temp.
reparatio), 621 (fel. temp. reparatio), 648 (fel. temp. reparatio), 656 (fel. temp. reparatio), 659 (Gloria exercitus),
696 (gloria romanorum), 699 (Gloria romanorum), 717 (securitas reipublicae), 886 (LR); L4024.1: Raynor and
Meshorer 1988: no. 577 (fel. temp. reparatio); L4029: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 364 (335-337), 401 (341346), 434 (346-350), 441 (Constantius II), 500 (335-337), 562 (fel. temp. reparatio), 588 (fel. temp. reparatio), 625
(fel. temp. reparatio), 626 (fel. temp. reparatio), 627 (fel. temp. reparatio), 633 (fel. temp. reparatio), 634 (fel. temp.
reparatio), 677 (victoriae dd augg qnn), 754 (salus reipublicae), 791 (spes reipublicae), 853 (LR), 887 (LR), 889
(LR), 892 (LR), 894 (LR), 896 (LR), 903 (LR), 904 (LR); L4030: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 327
(Maximianus Herculius [292-295]), 395 (346-350 Constantius II), 457 (Constantius II), 642 (fel. temp. reparatio);
L4036: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 343 (Constantine I [316]), 354 (Constantine I [324-325]), 495
(Constantinopolis type [330-335]), 660 (gloria exercitus); L4039: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 490 (Constans),
559 (fel. temp. reparatio), 655 (fel. temp. reparatio), 768 (spes reipubliae), 804 (spes reipublicae).
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Form 67, ARS Form 78, a nearly complete LRA 3, and two examples of Form 2 oil lamps.138
Unpublished heritage pottery types include three additional ARS 59 sherds and hollow-toe from
another LRA 3. Of special note are fineware bowls originating from the pottery workshop at
Kefar Shiḥin that are rare at other Galilean sites (Fig. 8:31-34).139 The occupational debris on top
of the floors of the Lintel House yielded a similar assemblage: coins of the mid-to-late 4th
century and early 5th century, as well as a small, unpublished sherd from a CRS Form 2 bowl that
may be considered intrusive.140 The Stratum IV second-story collapse in the Patrician House
(Phase 2) yielded pottery and coins that are contemporary with the material from the groundfloor loci.141 As with Phase 1, the majority of the coins are issues typical of the mid-4th to early
5th centuries, though there are many more.142 The pottery finds include a variety of LRRW

138

R77845 (Lamp Form 3), R77767 (Lamp Form 2). The three ARS 78 sherds are likely from the same vessel; two
of the sherds were found to join upon closer examination.
139

For discussion of these sherds, see Chapter 5 Shiḥin Ware Bowls/Basins.

140

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 240 (Appendix A), 251 (Appendix B). For the coins, see L5019: Raynor and
Meshorer 1988: nos. 357 (329-330), 367 (330-335), 368 (341-346), 383 (324-330), 439 (337-361), 499 (330-335),
501 (335-337), 661 (gloria exercitus), 662 (gloria exercitus), 669 (gloria exercitus), 700 (gloria romanorum);
L5027: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 411 (341-346), 417 (341-346), 713 (vn mr); L5033: Raynor and Meshorer
1988: nos. 657 (gloria exercitus), 762 (salus reipublicae). The excavators note that L5033 may have been
contaminated.
141

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 54, 240 (Appendix A), 248-250 (Appendix B). I have combined L4023
(“more compact continuation of 4019”) with the Stratum IV second-story collapse, although the excavators do not
(Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 240 [Appendix A]). As with Assemblage 12: IVB, I do not sub-divide the
collapse layers by room, see supra n. 126.
142

For the coins, see L1009: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 437 (Constantius II), 444 (Constantius II), 458
(Constantius II), 518 (Julian), 643 (fel. temp. reparatio), 645 (fel. temp. reparatio), 701 (vota), 711 (felicitas
reipublicae), 744 (salus reipublicae), 799 (spes reipublicae), 918 (LR), 919 (LR), 921 (LR), 928 (LR); L2003:
Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 355 (336-337), 453 (Constantius II), 512 (355-361), 723 (salus reipublicae), 755
(salus reipublicae), 920 (LR), 926 (LR); L4019: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 573 (fel. temp. reparatio), 579
(fel. temp. reparatio), 582 (fel. temp. reparatio), 806 (LR); L4023: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 412 (341-346),
510 (355-361), 587 (fel. temp. reparatio), 703 (vota); L4025: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 363 (335-337), 378
(Constantine I), 449 (Constantius II), 890 (LR); L4027: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 570 (fel. temp. reparatio),
571 (fel. temp. reparatio), 585 (fel. temp. reparatio), 649 (fel. temp. reparatio), 716 (securitas reipublicae), 764
(spes reipublicae), 821 (LR), 823 (LR), 839 (LR); L4028: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 389 (355-360), 399
(355-361), 413 (341-346), 440 (Constantius II), 459 (Constantius II), 461 (Constantius II), 462 (Constantius II), 469
(Constantius II), 471 (Constantius II), 524 (364-367), 565 (fel. temp. repratio), 584 (fel. temp. reparatio), 618 (fel.
temp. reparatio), 619 (fel. temp. reparatio), 629 (fel. temp. reparatio), 630 (fel. temp. reparatio), 631 (fel. temp.
reparatio), 635 (fel. temp. reparatio), 637 (fel. temp. reparatio), 644 (fel. temp. reparatio), 647 (fel. temp.
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vessels: CRS Form 1, ARS Form 58, ARS Form 61, and ARS Form 67.143 Additional
unpublished fineware sherds were found among the heritage material for locus 1009: ARS Form
61A, ARS Form 91A, and base sherd from a PRS bowl – Form 1 or early Form 3. Two joining
sherds from a small LRRW cup/bowl could not be firmly identified , but may be related to a
similar cup found at Sepphoris in 4th century and early 5th century contexts.144 In addition, an
unpublished ARS body sherd bore a stamped palm branch motif, dated to ca. 350-420 by
Hayes.145 Collapse contexts also yielded Form 2 and 3 oil lamps, as well as a rolled and folded
rim glass plate dated to the second half of the 4th century and early 5th century.146 Room F in the
Patrician House, which seems to have been used for storage, contained a sealed assemblage
(L4037, L4038, L4040) that included 19 restorable storage jars – mostly Form 2A (Fig. 9:47-56)
– and two complete glass plates of the 4th century and early 5th century.147

reparatio), 670 (gloria exercitus), 683 (gloria romanorum), 694 (gloria romanorum), 695 (gloria romanorum), 702
(vota), 706 (vota), 724 (salus reipublicae), 757 (salus reipublicae), 763 (spes reipublicae), 765 (spes reipublicae),
766 (spes reipublicae), 775 (spes reipublicae), 785 (spes reipublicae), 792 (spes reipublicae), 800 (spes
reipublicae), 817 (LR), 818 (LR), 824 (LR), 832 (LR), 873 (LR), 874 (LR), 875 (LR), 876 (LR), 877 (LR), 878
(LR), 893 (LR), 897 (LR), 907 (LR), 908 (LR), 909 (LR), 910 (LR), 912 (LR), 913 (LR), 914 (LR), 925 (LR), 932
(LR), 934 (LR).
143

All of the published sherds come from locus 4028 in Room C.

A vessel with a similar fabric and profile is published from the “destruction” stratum of the House of Dionysos.
See Appendix VI, Fig. 41:20 and Balouka 2004: 45. The cup/bowl base sherds from Meiron are unpublished.
144

145

Hayes 1972: 218-219, 223, 229-230, Fig. 38:g-k, style A(ii) Type 4 (L2003).

146

Six additional unpublished sherds from two Form 3 and four Form 2 oil lamps were found among the heritage
material. Glass plates: Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: Pls. 9.10.16 (L1009), 9.11.4 (L4019), 9.10.15 (L4023), 9.11.1
(L4028). For parallels, see Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 47, Fig. 4-7:71-73; Meyer 1988: 190-191, Fig. 6: L, M;
Pollak 2006: 158-159, Fig. 128.
147

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 60–71. Glass plates: Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 70, Fig. 3.28:1-2,
R772180, R772181. For parallels, see Meyer 1988: 190-191, Fig. 6: L, M; Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 47, Fig. 47:71-73; Cohen 1997: 400, Pl. I:11; Burdajewicz 2006: 133, Fig. 1:32; Gorin-Rosen 2009: 82-83, Fig. 2.50:12. For
the coins from Rooms F, see Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 338 (321-323), 508 (351-354), 515 (Julian), 665
(gloria exercitus), 666 (gloria exercitus), 733 (salus reipublicae), 850 (LR), 863 (LR).
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Room A, an open courtyard in the Patrician House that was not sealed by second-story
collapse, also yielded a Stratum IV assemblage.148 Locus 3008 is described as a “moist, clumpy
layer of soil and occupational debris below L3006 [also Stratum IV] and above 3011 flagstones
and 3012 beaten-earth floor in SE corner of Room A.”149 The latest coins date to the reign of
Constantius II, especially around 341-346.150 The pottery includes published and unpublished
LRRW sherds including ARS Form 58, which was found among the heritage pottery for L3006,
and a PRS Form 3C bowl. Additional vessels include a Form 4B oil lamp sherd from surface
L3012.151
Above the ground-floor loci of the Lintel House was a layer of “pre-collapse
accumulation” and what might be called “early collapse.”152 Most of the coins from these loci
date to the mid-to-late 4th century and early 5th century.153 A Form 5A oil lamp from the same
context is much later than the rest of the material and likely intrusive.154 Above the “pre-

148

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers, 1981: 53. Unpublished excavation photographs of Room A, esp. photo 110.8,
indicate that it was likely not sealed by second-story collapse.
149

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 248 (Appendix B). At the intersection of Rooms A, B, and E to the northwest
of the courtyard proper and aforementioned assemblage is a small “storage-area” yielding a small assemblage of
pottery on top of a possible floor (L2006, equal to L1007) (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 248 [Appendix A]).
The floor is beneath debris layer L2001, which yielded a coin of Constantius II and another dating to 308-324
(Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 447 and 339, respectively).
150

Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 491 (L3005 [341-346]), 678 (L3008 [victoria augg.]), 704 (L3008 [vota]).

The lamp is dated to the “Middle/Late Roman Period” by the excavators, who reference Loffreda (Cafarnao II:
Fig. 41:28-31 – corresponding to his lucerne tipo 6). See also Cafarnao VI: 51-54; VII: DG 9-12.
151

152

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 73.

153

For the coins, see L5010: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 400 (Constantius II [351-354]), 563 (fel. temp.
reparatio), 667 (gloria exercitus); L5011: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: no. 391 (Constantius II [351-354]); L5015:
Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 362 (Constantine I [335-337]), 366 (Constantine I [341-346]), 394 (Constantius II
[330-335], 576 (fel. temp. reparatio); L5017: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 433 (Constantius II [341-346]), 756
(salus reipublicae); L5031: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: no. 483 (Constans).
154

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pl. 9.19:9 (from L5015, assigned to Stratum VIIB). For a complete
discussion of this oil lamp, see Chapter 5 Lamp Form 5A. See also supra n. 140.
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collapse” is a thick (40 cm) collapse layer (L5007, L5024), from which the latest coins date from
the mid-to-late 4th century. The pottery from locus 5024 includes an unpublished PRS Form 3
variant with an offset beneath the rim, a feature characteristic of the 6th century.155
15. Stratum V, M II Patrician and Lintel Houses
Loci: Patrician House – 1002, 4005, 4007, 4008, 4015, 4016, 4018, 4020; Lintel House – 5001,
5018
Published Pottery: Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pls. 8.1.2, 8.1.28, 8.2.3-4, 8.2.12, 8.2.15,
8.2.24, 8.2.28-29, 8.2.33-35, 8.2.37, 8.3.2, 8.3.23, 8.4.1, 8.4.8, 8.4.11, 8.4.15-16, 8.4.17, 8.4.2324, 8.4.26, 8.5.8-10, 8.5.17, 8.5.26, 8.5.28-29, 8.5.36, 8.5.40, 8.5.42-44, 8.14.2, 8.14.11-13,
8.14.15, 8.14.18, 8.14.22, 8.14.32, 8.18.1-6, 8.30.1, 8.30.5, 8.30.7-8, 8.30.11-12, 8.30.14-33,
8.30.3, 8.31.1, 8.31.5, 8.31.16-19, 8.31.21, 8.31.25, 8.31.31-32, 8.31.34-35, 9.18.13
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 11:1-63
Date: second half of the 5th century to the mid-6th century, and later
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 10, 14
According to the excavators, Stratum V finds derived from a small building that was
installed upon and used some of the earlier walls of the Patrician House.156 The latest coins date
from the late 4th century to the first half of the 5th century.157 Imported pottery types present
include PRS Form 3C, CRS Form 1, ARS Form 59, and a stamped base from a LRRW plate,
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For the coins, see L5007: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 622 (gloria exercitus), 681 (victoriae dd augg qnn),
782 (spes reipublicae). For the dating of the PRS 3E sherd, see supra n. 79.
156

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 54.

157

For the coins, see L4015: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 548 (Arcadius [388-392]), 608 (fel. temp. reparatio),
613 (fel. temp. reparatio), 617 (fel. temp. reparatio), 620 (fel. temp. reparatio), 628 (fel. temp. reparatio), 668
(gloria exercitus), 693 (gloria romanorum), 741 (salus reipublicae), 742 (salus reipublicae), 753 (salus
reipublicae), 778 (spes reiublicae), 779 (spes reipublicae); L4018: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 526
(Valentinian I [364-367]), 638 (fel. temp. reparatio), 679 (victoriae dd augg qnn).
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dated by Hayes to ca. 360-450. A well-preserved ARS Form 91B sherd was also among the
Stratum V materials (Fig. 11:4). Additional unpublished pottery from Room B (L1002) include
three joining rim sherds from a CRS Form 1 bowl preserving the entire profile; ARS Form 91C;
one large sherd from a LRA 3 preserving the rim, neck, and upper shoulder; and two sherds from
Form 3 oil lamps.158
In the Lintel House, Stratum V is represented by a 15-20 cm thick layer of surface debris
full of artifacts: pottery, bones, coins, roofing nails, glass, charcoal, and roof tile fragments.159
Finds include an Umayyad coin dated to 650-750, a large number of PRS Form 3 rim sherds, and
two unpublished glazed body sherds – one is most certainly from a Splash Glaze bowl with
sgraffito decoration (for the PRS sherds, see Fig. 11:34-59).160 Based on the Stratum V finds
from the Lintel House, it may be argued that occupation was continuous, albeit on a reduced
scale, from the abandonment of the Patrician and Lintel Houses to the 8th or 9th centuries;
however, since body sherds from later glazed bowls were found among the heritage pottery,
Stratum V levels in the Lintel House may have been more disturbed by later activity than in the
Patrician House.
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Two coins found in locus 1002 are dated generally to the Late Roman period, see Raynor and Meshorer 1988:
nos. 865-866. For the dating of LRA 3, see supra n. 104. A total of six examples of Form 3 oil lamps come from
Stratum V contexts, only one of which is published. For the published sherd, see Appendix VI, Fig. 11:24.
159

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 74.
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For the coin, see Raynor and Meshorer 1988: no. 938 (L5018). All of the PRS Form 3 sherds appear to be
Variant C, dated by Hayes to the late 5th century. Additional fineware vessels from L5001 include CRS Forms 1, 2,
and 9A; and a stamped PRS sherd dating to ca. the second half of the 5 th century. See Appendix VI, Fig. 11:60 (CRS
1), 61 (CRS 2), 62 (CRS 9A), 63 (PRS-stamp). For the dating of Splash Glaze bowls, see Stacey 2004: 117-119. The
second glazed sherd was coated in a matt-colored glaze and heavily worn.
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16. Stratum IV, Field M VII
Loci: 1006, 1009, 1010, 1013, 1014, 1015, 1020, 1025, 1025.1, 1040, 2006, 2007, 2016, 2019,
2021, 2022, 3010
Published Pottery: Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pls. 8.9.1-3, 8.9.6-11, 8.9.14-16, 8.9.18,
8.9.22-23, 8.9.27, 8.12.21-22, 8.12.25-26, 8.12.28, 9.16.6, 9.18.8-9
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 12:1-26
Date: late 3rd/early 4th century to the first half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 10-11
The buildings in Field M VII were two stories high at points, which collapsed onto the
first-story occupational/post-abandonment accumulation.161 As in Field M I, some of the surfaces
have clear signs of hard-packed accumulation and occupational debris directly on top of the
floors.162 Not all of these accumulations are sealed by second-story collapse but are all listed in
Appendix B (the critical locus list) of the final report; therefore, they are suitable for
reconstructing a Stratum IV ceramic assemblage.163

Evidence of superstructure (flooring) collapse is apparent in M VII.1 (L1006 – north of C-7 and L1009/1010 –
south of C-7, concentrations of nails and domestic refuse) and M VII.3 (L3010 – a concentration of 35 nails in
domestic debris on top of flagstones, plaster, and earth). For a list of the small finds from these loci, see Meyers,
Strange, and Meyers 1981: 254-255, 257.
161

162

The excavators originally designated several loci as leveling fills over bedrock (loci 1025, 3012); for the purposes
of this discussion, however, these will be assigned to Stratum IV (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 45). My analysis
of the pottery from loci 1025 and 3012 suggests that it is contemporary with that of the Stratum IV assemblage. The
excavators identify some unstratified Stratum II materials from earthen loci 1020 and 2010 beaten onto Stratum IV
cobbled surface L1033=2026 in the northernmost extent of M VII.1, as well as the tumble over these loci (L1037,
L2005) (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 45). My analysis of this pottery, however, indicates mostly Late Roman and
Byzantine forms with a handful of residual sherds. Moreover, locus 2010 is assigned to Stratum IV in Appendix B
from the final report (Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 256).
163

Stratum IV floors and accumulation immediately on the floors are represented by the following loci: Area 1:
L1025 (a rough cobbled floor above bedrock) and L1020 (compact soil above L1025); L1013 (soil and occupational
debris) above leveled bedrock/limestone fill (L1012 and L1018). Area 2: L2019 (a beaten-earth floor in Building 2)
and L2016 (accumulation above L2019). Loci 1020, 2016, and 2019 were not sealed by second-story collapse; locus
1013 was sealed. See supra n. 161.
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In Area M VII.2 the latest coins from the lowest layer of accumulation on bedrock,
beneath earthen-floor L2019, include issues of Aurelian (270-275), Probus (276-282), and
Maximianus Herculius (286-305).164 They serve as a terminus post quem of the third-quarter of
the 3rd to the early 4th centuries for the earliest occupation.
The Stratum IV floors and accumulations in the southwest of Area 1 (L1013) yielded
coins of the second half of the 4th and early 5th centuries.165 The published pottery from the
accumulation includes only oil lamp Forms 1 and 2, while the unpublished heritage pottery
contained several LRRW vessels – ARS Forms 50A, 58, and 59; and CRS Form 1 – and over
120 rim sherds from late form Galilean Bowls, especially 1E.166
The collapse of the second-story onto Stratum IV floors can be most clearly associated
with loci 1006, 1009/1010, 1040, and 3010.167 A terminus post quem of the early 5th century for
the collapse is provided by the numerous coins recovered from these contexts.168 This is further
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Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 317 (L2022); 324, 333 (L2021).

165

Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 521 (363-364); 609, 641 (fel. temp. reparatio); 738-739, 743 (salus
reipublicae).
166

For the oil lamps, see Appendix VI, Fig. 12:2-3.

167

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 46. Locus 1006 is important because of the enormous amount of mendable
pottery and small finds recovered. The excavators include it in the Critical Locus List (Appendix B). The daily
records from the excavation suggest that this locus consists of accumulation and occupational debris that collapsed
down into the nearby street from the structure directly to the north. These records clearly indicate that, while Field
M VII was more disturbed than others, L1006 was “out of modern contamination” (Weekly report of 06/2006/24/1977).
168

For the coins, see L1006: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 545 (Theodosius I), 568 (fel. temp. reparatio), 639
(fel. temp. reparatio), 640 (fel. temp. reparatio), 652 (fel. temp. reparatio), 726 (salus reipublicae); L1009: Raynor
and Meshorer 1988: nos. 535 (388-392), 591 (fel. temp. reparatio), 592 (fel. temp. reparatio), 595 (fel. temp.
reparatio), 624 (fel. temp. reparatio), 673 (victoria augg), 709 (vota), 710 (felicitas reipublicae), 712 (felicitas
reipublicae), 745 (salus reipublicae), 758 (salus reipublicae), 760 (salus reipublicae), 770 (spes reipublicae), 794
(spes reipublicae), 795 (spes reipublicae); L1010: Raynor and Meshorer 1988: nos. 614 (fel. temp. reparatio), 674
(victoria augg), 746 (salus reipublicae), 796 (spes reipublicae), 798 (spes reipublicae); L1040: Raynor and
Meshorer 1988: nos. 654 (fel. temp. reparatio), 727 (spes reipublicae), 728 (spes reipublicae), 740 (spes
reipublicae), 797 (spes reipublicae). No coins are published from locus 3010.
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supported by five oil lamp sherds from Forms 2 and 4.169 Numerous LRRW vessel sherds were
found in collapse contexts from Areas M VII.1, 3, only one of which – a PRS Form 3C bowl – is
published in the final report. The unpublished examples include PRS Form 3E, CRS Form 1, and
two base sherds from CRS Form 1 bowls. Notably, three large and restorable rim and three base
sherds from CRS Form 1 bowls discovered among the locus 1006 heritage materials, which
suggests that the ceramic material from the locus is mostly homogeneous.170
One partially preserved remnant of Stratum V occupation was uncovered in Area M VII.1
Loci 1009 and 1010 were part of a “sub-surface levelling” of second-story collapse above the
Stratum IV occupation. Beneath “enormous” tumble and fallen ashlar blocks a partially
preserved cobble-flagstone floor (L1008) was laid above the levelling fill.171 An unpublished
sherd from a CRS Form 9A bowl from the leveling fill (L1010) provides a terminus post quem
for its construction, suggesting that the surface was constructed during the Stratum V occupation,
and a chronological anchor, i.e. terminus ante quem, for the end of Stratum IV.
17. Cistern 6 (C-3), M I – South of Room K
Locus: 6001

169

Locus 1006 yielded three examples of Form 2; only one of these lamps is published in the final report, see
Appendix VI, Fig. 12:3. The heritage material from locus 1010 yielded one example of a Form 4A.
170

The published PRS Form 3C sherd is not well preserved, EVE 0.025%, and may be intrusive. A similar case
could be made for the PRS 3E sherd, which is only slightly better preserved – EVE 0.05%.
171

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 46-47. In Appendix B (Critical Locus List), the excavators explain that locus
1009 is below surface locus 1000 (surface debris) in the southwest of Area 1 (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981:
242, 255). The entry for locus 1010, also in Appendix B, describes it as the continuation of 1009 under surface 1008
(my emphasis) (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 255). Thus, I consider 1009 and 1010 to be one second-story
collapse and debris deposit beneath the cobble-flagstone floor (L1008). This hypothesis is all but confirmed by the
daily reports and locus cards for L1009. The area supervisor notes that the locus is probably second-story collapse
due to the great amount of organic material and small finds – ex. roofing nails and tiles. The unpublished daily
reports and plans for locus 1000 (above L1008) remark that there was a lot of cobble and boulder-sized tumble
above the Stratum V level. Photographs included with the daily report, also unpublished, confirm the huge amount
of collapse.
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Published Pottery: Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: Pls. 6.2.1-7, 6.2.9, 6.3.1-10, 6.4.1-15,
6.5.1-13, 6.6.1-27, 9.16.2-3, 9.17.2-3, 9.17.5, 9.18.3
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 13:1-68
Date: mid-4th century to the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 11
Cistern 6 is located just south of Room K (i.e. within Room L) and was found
accidentally while excavating Area M I.3 (see Assemblage 12). According to the excavators, the
period of construction and use of the cistern parallels that of the Field M I building complex.
Unlike the other cisterns uncovered at Meiron, it had been closed in antiquity and not lain open
to later contamination. The interior was filled to a depth of ca. 2 m with compacted, washed-in
fill containing a great deal of whole and restorable vessels – mostly Form 1A/KH 4D, as well as
two coins: a possible Tyrian issue and an issue of Constantius II.172 The latter provides a
terminus post quem in the first-quarter of the 4th century for soil layer L6001. Two examples of
LRA 3 are published in the final report. Curiously, the amphora published on pl. 6.4:4 (i.e. Fig.
13:62) is drawn with one handle but originally had two; a significant oversight since the twohandled variety of LRA 3 is common in contexts of the late 4th and especially the second half of
the 5th century, providing an important, if somewhat imprecise, chronological anchor-point for
the end of occupation in Field M I.173 Two complete lamps of a type not encountered in the other
assemblages of the ceramic corpus are dated at Beth Shean/Scythopolis to the 5th century (Fig.
13:65-66).174

172

Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 98-99 (the excavators originally dated the coin of Constantius II to 330-335);
Raynor and Meshorer 1988: no. 427 (the corrected date of the coin is 324-330).
173

Meyers, Strange, Meyers 1981: 102. For the dating of LRA 3, see supra n. 104.

174

For discussion of this type, see Hadad 2002: 50-53. See also Sellers and Baramki 1953: 34-36; Pella I: 215, 218,
Pls. 63:1035, 1039, 84:384.
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Gush Ḥalav (Assemblages 18-25)
18. West foundation trench of outer synagogue wall (Area west of wall W1002=4005); Areas
GH I.1, 4
Loci: 1027, 1033, 4014
Published Pottery: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Object Pl. D:4; Pt. Pls. M:1-7, Y:6-11;
FF:35
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 14:1-14
Date: late 3rd/early 4th century to the mid-4th/first half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 15-17
The excavators date the foundation trench deposit for the western wall W1002=4005 to
Period II, or their “Late Roman” period.175 The latest published pottery includes a small ARS
Form 50A sherd. An unpublished handle fragment from a Form 2 oil lamp was recovered from
the heritage material for locus 4014; the tag attributed it to L4014.1, possibly a clerical error (i.e.
belonging to 4014).176
Section D-D clearly shows that locus 1033 (= L4014) was laid above earlier domestic
contexts (see Appendix I, Fig. 17).177 The rocky rubble to the west of the foundation trench is
explained by the excavators as a measure to aid in draining water away from the exterior face of
the wall, and was likely debitage from the construction of the synagogue building. 178 What

175

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 265, 274 (Appendix B/Critical Locus List).

176

The box that held the lamp fragment was clearly labeled “L4014.1.”

177

Note the roof roller included in the section drawing for L1057.

178

The western wall of the synagogue was used as a retaining wall against the slope of the fill, and explains the
incongruity in heights between the top of the rubble layer and foundation trench (ca. 705.00 m) and interior surfaces
of the western corridor and synagogue nave (ca. 704.00 m), see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 18, Photo 5;
111, Fig. 44 [the steepness of the hill and the potential problems with erosion and drainage are apparent]).
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appears to be a second foundation trench (L1013) above locus 1033 is described as the “Second
phase (repair) foundation trench for wall 1002,” which is assigned to Period III and IV – i.e. the
latest phases of the synagogue.179 However, locus 1013 clearly cuts through the series of layers
that accumulated above the level of locus 1033, suggesting that the former is more likely a later
robbing trench, especially given how close it is to the modern surface level.180 While locus 1033
yielded no coins, locus 1070, which can conclusively be dated to the second half of the 4th and
first half of the 5th century, or Period III (see Assemblage 19), is at the same founding level of
wall W1002=4005.181 Locus 1027 does not appear in Section D-D but should be included with
the rubble fill layer of L1033.182
19. “Western Corridor” (Interior space between walls W1002=4005, W4001, W1004=4008,
W1022); Areas GH I.1, 4
Loci:
Phase 1 – 1070, 1074, 1089, 1100, 4033, 4035, 4060
Phase 2 – 1058, 1058.1, 1060, 1080, 4010, 4010.1, 4020, 4048, 4048.1, 4062, 4062.1,
4066, 4071

179

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 34, 251 (Appendix A).

180

A small (EVE 0.05%) rim sherd from an ARS Form 61A bowl was discovered among the unpublished pottery
for locus 1013, including several other clearly residual sherds from Galilean Bowls and cooking vessels in Kefar
Ḥananya ware.
This is stated more-or-less explicitly in the final report: “Locus 1060 [the lowest plaster surface in the western
corridor that is immediately above and seals L1070] …corresponds to the material in the foundation trench, L1033,
on the west side of wall 1002…” (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 34).
181

Meyers et al. describe the locus as “Fill under 1021 rocks [rocky tumble west of wall 1002 and under the soil
make-up of surface L1010] and 1020 fill west of wall 1002 [the outer western north-south wall of the synagogue]”
(Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 265 [Appendix B]). A notable find from this locus is a rim sherd from a Kh. elḤawarit Flat-rim Cooking Pot that exhibits an incised wavy line decoration on the neck (Appendix VI, Fig. 14:1),
see Hartal, Hudson, and Berlin 2008: 136, Fig. 3. Vessels manufactured in “Ḥawarit Cooking Ware” are dated from
the late 2nd/early 3rd century to ca. mid-5th century. The distribution is typically limited to the to the “Paneas district,”
i.e. the region in the immediate vicinity of the Sanctuary of Pan and city of Caesarea Philippi (Hartal, Hudson, and
Berlin 2008: 150, 152, Fig. 15).
182
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Phase 3 – 1046, 4009.1, 4044 (accumulation); 1005, 4009, 4040 (collapse); 4007
Published Pottery:
Phase 1 – Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. L:17-19, S:1-15, FF:43; Lamp Pls.
B:5, B:10, B:13-15, D:2; Fig. 3.15:1-22.
Phase 2 – Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. L:16, R:1-22, DD:10, EE:1, EE:10
FF:42, FF:44; Lamp Pls. A:8, B:1, B:3, B:9, B:11, B:16, C:1-15, C:17-19, D:1, D:3; see
also
Phase 3 – Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. DD:9, EE:16, FF:29; Lamp Pls.
B:8, D:6, D:8-9
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
19.1 – Fig. 15:1-18
19.2 – Fig. 16:1-54
19.3 – Fig. 17:1-6
Date:
19.1 – second half of the 4th century to first half of the 5th century
19.2 – mid-5th century to the first half of the 6th century
19.3 – second half of the 6th century to the 7th century, and possibly later
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 15-18
The western corridor is a key area for isolating stratified, well-dated ceramic assemblages
from the founding, use, and destruction of the synagogue that was not disturbed by the German
excavation team of Kohl and Watzinger. A schematic north-south section of the interior of the
western corridor provided by the excavators illustrates that the room was resurfaced several
times over the course of its use and that these surfaces seal layers of soil and accumulation
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beneath them (Appendix I, Fig. 18).183 The preservation of the plaster surfaces was not entirely
uniform throughout, especially in the southern sector. Three phases can be discerned in the
western corridor: Phase 1: sub-surface fill beneath the lowest dirt and plaster surfaces; Phase 2:
plaster re-surfacing and make-up; Phase 3: compact accumulation on top of the latest surface,
and architectural tumble and collapse from the destruction of the synagogue.184
Phase 1
Two deep probes were made south of northern wall W1022 and north of a pre-existing
wall (W1098) incorporated into the earliest plaster surface. Locus 1070, a soil layer sealed by
plaster L1060, yielded eight coins of the mid-4th century and a single PRS Form 1 rim sherd,
specifically Hayes’ variant “B.”185 A deep fill (L1089) beneath locus 1070 yielded a coin dating
to 341-346 (R78056).186 Another coin of the 3rd century (R78059) came from deeper, rubbly

183

The reader should consult this plan to understand the present discussion, yet be wary of several mislabeled loci.
For example, locus 1070 is illustrated as part of the lowest plaster surface in the northern section of the corridor.
184

The term “phase” and the designations assigned here are my own based on the final publication.

185

For the coins from locus 1070, see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: R771399 (341-346), R771400 (346-361),
R772101 (346-361), R772102 (355-361), R772104 (346-361), R772105 (4th century), R772106 (346-361), R772108
(341-361), R772109 (341-346). The latest coin is bolded. There is another possible example of a LRRW sherd (PRS
Form 1?) from locus 1089, see Pottery Plate S:4. The excavators do not comment on this sherd specifically, but the
fabric description is comparable to Phocaean Red Slip ware: exterior color – 2.5YR 5/4 (reddish brown); many
small white and black grits. Another possible identification is a Galilean Bowl Form 2.
According to the excavators, locus 1089 was “contaminated by material from a Byzantine [period] pit” (Meyers,
Meyers, and Strange 1990: 52). The pottery appears to be mostly contemporary with the 4 th and 5th centuries for the
most part; however, a base fragment from what is clearly a ERS-A bowl (see Pt. Pl. FF:43), based on the description
given by Groh, appears to be the only outlier. He describes the sherd as a “Base with a slight ridge at top of ring
base, on both interior and exterior. Matt red slip in poor condition from flaking and pinholing. Golden flecks of mica
throughout slip and ware; numerous small air holes in ware (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 148). The matt,
soapy red slip, poor quality of the ware, and golden mica is characteristic of ERS-A. While not strictly diagnostic,
the base sherd can tentatively be assigned to one of Hayes’ low-based dishes with shallow slopping walls – e.g.
Forms H-I – that were common in contexts in the second half of the 5th century and slightly later – i.e. corresponding
quite well with Phase 2 in the western corridor. For a description of the ware and forms, see Hayes 1972: 387-391,
Fig. 86. For the coin, see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 268 (Appendix B). Regarding the published coins
from Gush Ḥalav, the authors list only coins from critical loci in Appendix B. Each is given a catalogue number and
registration number. In the preparation of this chapter, I discovered several instances where catalogue numbers are
shared between two coins. To prevent confusion, therefore, I have forgone the catalogue numbers and am including
only the registration numbers when citing numismatic evidence since these, to my knowledge, do not repeat.
186
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debris in a probe (L1100) made in the northern section of the western corridor.187 In the southern
section of the corridor, a second probe was made north of façade wall W4001, which yielded a
coin dating to 324-330 (R771873 [L4033]), a Form 2 oil lamp, and three unpublished Galilean
Bowls Form 1E.188 Thus, Phase 1 constitutes an assemblage dating from the second half of the
4th century to the first half of the 5th century, i.e. the excavators’ Period III, and serves as a
terminus post quem for the surfaces/assemblages above.189 This stands in contrast to the
excavators’ conclusion that the sub-surface fills be assigned to a “renovation” of the Period I
synagogue, dated to the mid-4th century, or their Period II.190

187

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 269.

188

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 276. Additional coins from Phase 1 contexts include one dated generally to
the “Late Roman” period (R771374 [L4033]) and another dated to 337-341 (R78041 [L4060]). For the latter, see
Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 281.
Regarding the earlier dating of the Gush Ḥalav synagogue, see Magness 2001a: 16-17. See also Meyers 2001;
Magness 2001b.
189

190

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 34, 52. The excavators admit there are no surfaces within the western
corridor that correspond to an assumed Period I synagogue, but suggest that one “would probably have been at about
the level of L1060 [part of the lowest Phase 2 plaster surface] … at 704.58 meters” (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange
1990: 34). Curiously, the elevation cited by the excavators does not coincide with the section plans or the surveyor’s
elevations recorded in the original daily narratives from the excavation. In his critique of Magness’ (2001a: 3-18) redating of the synagogues excavated by the MEP, Spigel correctly identifies this issue but does not address the
mistake in the final excavation report:
“According to both the daily report for July 3, 1978, and the locus sheet, L4062 – which is the same as L4020
and identical to L1060 [all plaster surfaces within the western corridor], according to the published locus list
(Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 253) – is a plaster surface with a surveyor’s elevation of 704.163 m
(Meyers and Meyers 1970-1980: box 8; Fig. 4). According to both the daily report for June 21, 1978, and the
locus sheet, L4039 – a floor in the nave of the synagogue that had fallen architectural elements on it – had an
elevation of 704.190 – 704.221 m (Meyers and Meyers 1970-1980: box 8)” (Spigel 2016: 91-92).
Based on the elevations listed on the annotated stone-for-stone plan published in the final report and Spigel’s review
of the archival material, the following conclusions can be made concerning the western corridor and, by extension,
the synagogue building. First, the lowest floor level in the nave and western corridor is at ca. 704.16-704.20 m.
Second, the resurfacings of the latter throughout the period of use of the synagogue building bring the final elevation
to ca. 704.50 m, which correlates well with the elevation of the upper face of the threshold block that provides
access to the western corridor – 704.582 m, based on the reading provided on Fig. 4 in the final report (i.e. Appendix
I, Fig. 16).
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Phase 2
A series of plaster resurfacings within the western corridor reflect the continued use of
the space throughout the life of the synagogue building. According to the excavators, the plaster
surfaces and their make-up can be assigned variously to Periods II and III, ca. 306-460.191 Unlike
the Phase 1 fill beneath, the Phase 2 resurfacings yielded a greater number of artifacts. The latest
coins date to the mid-5th century.192 Moreover, hundreds of mold-made oil lamp sherds were
found among the heritage material. For example, just one medium-sized artifact box from locus
4048 contained over 350 body sherds, ranging in size from 1 to 10 cm, from several different
types of mold-made oil lamps; the most common from Phase 2 contexts are Forms 3 and 4B-C,
i.e. oil lamps typical of the Byzantine period.193 A type of lamp that may be unique to Gush
Ḥalav, Form 7, is present in this assemblage that mimics the shape of hanging glass oil lamps
(Fig. 16:51). Additional pottery finds include rim sherds from LRRW vessels of the late 5th (PRS
Form 3C) and early 6th centuries (PRS Form 3E). A notable import is a base fragment from an

191

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 34, 48-51, 266, 274-280.

192

For the coins, see L1058.1: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 266, R771398 (5 th); L1060: Meyers, Meyers, and
Strange 1990: 266, R771396 (346-361); L4010.1: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 273-274, R771191 (4th
century), R771192-94 (LR), R771204-9 (LR), R771210 (341-346), R771279 (383-408), R771280 (LR), R771281
(383-392), R771282 (LR), R771283 (425-450), R771284 (LR), R771285 (5 th century), R771314 (324-330),
R771317 (390-395), R771367 (LR), R771320 (450-457), R771321 (425-450), R771322 (LR), R771325 (LR),
R771368 (425-450), R771369 (383-408), R771370 (LR), R771329 (425-461), R771330 (383-408), R771371 (383408), R771372 (425-450); L4020: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 275-276, R771211-12 (341-346), R771213
(337-341), R771214 (341-346), R771333 (341-346), R771334 (4th century), R771335 (341-346); L4048.1: Meyers,
Meyers, and Strange 1990: 278-280, R78042 (402-450), R78043-45 (LR), R78047 (330-335), R78048-51 (LR),
R78180 (337-341), R78182 (LR), R78186 (346-361), R78187 (383-392), R78188 (364-375), R78189 (LR), R78192
(LR), R78195 (LR), R78197-99 (LR), R78200-1 (LR), R78202 (421-476), R78203 (LR), R78204 (450-457),
R78205-13 (LR), R78214 (364-378), R78215-23 (LR), R78233 (383-392), R78234 (346-350), R78236 (364-367),
R78237 (355-361), R78238 (LR), R78239 (383-392), R78240 (383-408), R78241 (346-361), R78242 (364-378),
R78248 (346-361), R78251 (LR), R78252 (383-408); L4066: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 281, R78249
(346-361), R78264 (LR), R78265 (364-367), R78266 (337-341); L4071: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 281282, R78262 (355-381), R78270 (355-361), R78272 (355-361), R78273 (345-360). The latest coins are bolded.
193

Most of the lamp fragments came from loci 4048 and 4048.1.
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ERS-A vessel that appears to be from a broad, shallow bowl/plate typical of the second half of
the 5th century to the early 6th century (Fig. 16:5).194
Phase 3
Directly on top of the latest plastered surface is a layer of rocky debris and accumulation
from the last use of the space but before the collapse of the superstructure. Near the north end of
the corridor, resting on the aforementioned layer of accumulation (L1046), a hoard of 1,953
coins was discovered within a cooking pot.195 Bijovsky’s examination of the contents identified
two coins from the middle of the 6th century, the latest specimen within the cook pot: an issue of
the Ostrogothic king, Baduila (catalogue no. 370 [549-552]) and a “Christogram” issue of
Justinian I (catalogue no. 367 [548-565]), which provide an important terminus ante quem for
Phase 2, and a terminus post quem for the abandonment and destruction of the synagogue
building.196
The pottery from the accumulation layer includes CRS Form 9A and a mold-made
‘channel’ lamp, Form 5A, common in the Late Byzantine and Umayyad period; a similar type of
oil lamp, Form 5B, from the Umayyad period, came from the tumble and collapse above the
accumulation layer (Fig. 17:6 [5A], 2-3 [5B]). Based on the coins and pottery, the abandonment
and destruction of the synagogue should be assigned generally to the excavators’ Byzantine 2b

194

The sherd is of the same fabric as the intrusive ERS-A vessel base from locus 1089 (Meyers, Meyers, and
Strange 1990: 148, nos. 43 and 44).
195

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 48.

196

Bijovsky 1998: 77-83. Due to the large number of items from the coin hoard, only the two latest coins are listed
here. For a complete description of the coin types, see Bijovsky 1998.
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(B2b) and Early Arabic (A1) periods – the second half of the 6th to the 7th century, and possibly
later.197
20. Accumulation north of exterior wall W1045=6045; Area GH I.1198
Loci: Lower debris – 1110, 1112; Upper debris – 1082, 1083
Published Pottery: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. A:2-6, 8-13, 16-17, 19; EE:11,
13199
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 18:1-16
Date: Lower debris – second half of the 3rd century; Upper debris – first half of the 6th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 15, 20
The accumulations against wall W1045=6045 can be divided into two levels: the upper
debris layers immediately beneath modern cultivation (L1001) and the lower layers at the
founding-level of the wall, beneath locus 1083.200 The lowest debris layer is L1112; L1110 is
sterile soil. Two oil lamp fragments are published from the former in the final report (R78226,
R78247), yet neither is described nor drawn.201 Based on the coin recovered from the foundinglevel of the wall on its southern side (see Assemblage 21: locus 1094), the lower debris layer can
be dated to at least the second half of the 3rd century, which provides a general terminus post
quem for the assemblage above. The upper layers yielded two rim sherds from 6th century

“Byzantine 2b Period” is assigned to the years “immediately after the collapse and abandonment of the
synagogue,” i.e. the years after 551 – a date stemming from an earthquake that apparently struck northern Israel
(Kallner-Amiran 1950-1951: 226; Russell 1985: 44-46); “Arab 1 Period” is dated to the 7th and 8th centuries
(Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 13; see also 8, Table 1.2a).
197

198

No analysis is given nor pottery published from Area GH I.6, north of wall W1045=6045.

199

No relevant pottery is published from the layer of lower debris/Assemblage 20.1, nor could any relevant pottery
be found among the heritage materials for these loci.
200

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 27, 267 (Appendix B).

201

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 270.
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variants of PRS Form 3 bowls.202 Although neither locus is sealed from above, the excavators
indicate that they reflect “the last phase of the synagogue…with postdestruction [sic]
accumulation materials…”203 The absence of any early Islamic coins or pottery suggests that the
accumulation can be dated to the first half of the 6th century.
21. “Northern Corridor” (Interior space between walls W1045=6045, W6030,
W1017=2017=6017, W1028); Area GH I.1204
Loci:
Lower debris – 1086, 1087, 1088, 1094
Upper debris – 1037
Published Pottery:
Lower debris – Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. B:2, CC:1-3
Upper debris – Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. B:1, EE:5, EE:9, EE:14,
FF:31, FF:37
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
21.1 – Fig. 19:7-10
21.2 – Fig. 19:1-6
Date:
21.1 – second half of the 3rd/early 4th century to the early 5th century
21.2 – second half of the 5th century to the late 6th/7th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 15, 20

202

A single coin dating to 93-196 came from locus 1083 (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 267, R78194).

203

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 27.

204

No analysis is given nor pottery published from Areas GH I.2, 6 in the northern corridor.
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Unlike the western corridor there are no clear surface loci within the northern corridor.
The excavators argue that there may have been a wooden staircase that gave access to a
mezzanine level located between the northern outer and inner walls. Regardless, there are three
debris layers apparent on the section drawing.205 The lowest layer is a foundation deposit
(L1094), above which are two smaller layers of fill (L1087, L1088).206 While the pottery from
the foundation dates to the excavators’ “Hellenistic 2” period, a single coin from the same
deposit dating to the mid-3rd century serves as a terminus post quem for the strata above and the
construction of walls W1017=2017=6017 and W1045=6045.207 Locus 1087 yielded Galilean
Bowl Forms 1C and D (Fig. 19:10 [1C], 7 [1D]). The next major debris layer (L1086), consisting
of rubbly fill with boulders, is assigned to Period III by the excavators.208 Of the five coins found
in this debris layer, the latest date from the mid-to-late 4th century.209
The top layer within the northern corridor, assigned to Period IV by the excavators, is
locus 1037: an “architectural fragment dump” with many roof tiles, heavy architectural fall, and
building-collapse materials.210 The latest pottery includes six published and two unpublished

205

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 28-29.

206

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 28, 269 (Appendix B).

207

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 269, R78058 (253-259). The excavators dismiss the coin as intrusive:
“…possibly dropped when the original building surface was prepared” (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 28). A
quick glance at the major north-south section plan of the building illustrates that this is likely not the case, as locus
1094 is more than 2 m (!) beneath the plastered surface of the synagogue (ca. 704.5 m). See Appendix I, Fig. 20;
Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 29, Fig. 5.
208

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 28, 267 (Appendix B). The pottery from locus 1087 was not present at the
IAA storage facility. No pottery is drawn from locus 1086; yet, three sherds of Galilean Bowl Form 1D were found
among the heritage material (total EVE 0.08%).
209

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 28. For the coins, see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 267, R78061 (353361), R78063 (218-222), R78064 (351-354), R78065 (LR), R78066 (383-395). The latest coin is bolded.
210

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 28, 267 (Appendix B). Elements of the collapsed superstructure can be seen
in Photo 6 (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 30).
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examples of LRRW vessels including PRS Form 3, PRS Form 10, ARS Form 104C, and CRS
Form 7.211
22. Area GH I.2 probes in the synagogue nave
Loci: 2009, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2018, 2022, 2025, 2029, 2037, 2041, 2042, 2043
Published Pottery: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. B:17-19, B:21-22, C:5-8, C:13,
C:15, C:17-18, D:1-3, D:9, Q:4-23, X:1-5, X:9
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 20:1-37
Date: late 3rd/early 4th century to the early 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 15-17, 19-20
Probes were made in two locations: (1) south of northern interior wall W2017 and
western side of eastern stylobate W2005 – where the deepest level of exploration was made; (2)
the other trench laid across stylobate W2005 and up to eastern interior wall W2002.212
Analogous layers of compacted soil with cobbles (L2009) and debitage from stone cutting
(L2013) made up the uppermost layers of material, all of which were partially sealed beneath
synagogue floor surface L2003.213 The pottery from these levels includes Galilean Bowls Form
1E, Cooking Pots Form 1A/KH 4D, and Casseroles Form 1B/KH 3B.
The earliest levels (el. ca. 701.50 to 703.00 m) in the west trench are represented by three
rubbly fills containing plaster fragments (L2041, L2042, L2043), most likely associated with the

211

One of the unpublished vessels is from an unknown of ARS form. Due to the small size of the sherd, EVE
0.03%, I determined that even an educated guess would not be prudent.
212

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 29, 41.

This surface is described by the excavators as composed of “wet lime mixed with soil rather than of true
plaster…[and] broken in many places, probably as a result of weathering that occurred when the paving stones it
most likely bore were removed after the final abandonment of the building” (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990:
42).
213
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founding of the synagogue building.214 In addition to several Persian, Hellenistic, and Early
Roman pottery forms, the latest pieces include Galilean Bowl Forms 1B, D, and E; and Casserole
Form 1B/KH 3B (Fig. 20:32 [Galilean Bowl 1B]; 34 [Galilean Bowl 1D]; 29, 33, 35 [Cass. 1B]).
This contradicts the excavators’ claim that the latest Galilean Bowl, Form 1E, was not found in
these fills.215 Above this was another fill layer (L2037) with rim sherds from published and
unpublished Galilean Bowl Forms 1C and E (Fig. 20:24 [Galilean Bowl 1B], 25 [Galilean Bowl
1E]). In the eastern trench, a little over a meter (el. 703.00 to 704.00 m) of stratified compacted
soil layers with rubble ran beneath debitage layer L2013.216 The pottery from these soil layers
constituted a range of forms from the Early, Middle, and Late Roman periods; the latest include
Galilean Bowls Form 1E, Cooking Pot Form 1A/KH 4D, and Casserole Form 1B/KH 3B (Fig.
20:11 [Galilean Bowl 1E]; 2-3, 5, 7, 9-10, 13, 19 [CP 1A]; 1, 4, 21[Cass. 1B]).217

214

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 29. The elevations presented here are approximations based on my reading of
Section plan A-A. See Appendix I, Fig. 20.
215

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 131. The 1E bowls were found in the heritage material for these loci.

216

The soil layers are represented by loci 2015, 2016, 2018, 2022, and 2025 (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990:
255 [Appendix A], 270 [Appendix B]). No pottery is published from loci 2015 or 2022, nor were any sherds present
from these contexts in the heritage materials.
217

The excavators argue that there is archaeological evidence of repairs to the stylobate in Area GH I.2, which were
made after an earthquake in the 4th century (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 68). Magness (2001a: 8) argues
against this reconstruction, suggesting that the published descriptions and section drawings provide evidence of only
one original period of construction. In his analysis of the unpublished reports from the excavation, Spigel points to
several documents that include observations that appear to corroborate the excavators’ original observations. The
first piece of evidence cited is the presence of Late Roman pottery directly beneath the stylobate, whereas “pottery
found to the side of the stylobate bedding but at lower elevations” dated to the Middle Roman period, i.e. earlier
than the sherds found beneath the stylobate (Spigel 2016: 95). His hypothesis is that the Middle Roman sherds in the
bedding to the side of the stylobate date to the original construction event, whereas the Late Roman sherds were
introduced following a later reconstruction event. As I have outlined above, however, a handful of sherds from the
latest variant of Galilean Bowls, Form 1E, and other 4 th century types were recovered from the deepest layers of fill
– i.e. loci 2041, 2042, and 2043. In other words, the pottery from the Area GH I.2 probe points to a single
deposition/period of construction. The pottery evidence notwithstanding, the reconstruction proposed by the
excavators would necessitate the total reconstruction of the synagogue building down to its foundations. The second
piece of evidence cited by the excavators and Spigel are two gaps in the layer of builder’s chips – loci 2013, 3032,
and 3044 – that were deposited in situ during the construction of the building. In the daily notes, the excavators
observe that the chip-layer is neither adjacent to stylobate 3005 nor the east interior wall (W2002), see Spigel 2016:
94-95 (Meyers and Meyers 1970-1980: box 8). While I cannot provide an explanation for the gap in the builder’s
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23. Area GH I.3 probes in the synagogue nave
Loci: 3022.1, 3029, 3030, 3032, 3033, 3037
Published Pottery: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. L:7-8, L:10, L:14-15, Y:1
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 21:1-4
Date: late 3rd/early 4th century to the early 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 15-17, 19-20
The probe in Area GH I.3 did not penetrate as deeply as in GH I.2 – ca. 0.5 m beneath the
stone paver bedding, here represented by locus 3022.218 Loci 3022.1, 3029, 3030, and 3033
represent completely sealed layers of soil west of stylobate W3005, assigned to Period II by the
excavators.219 The latest pottery types include Cooking Pot Form 1A/KH 4D, Casseroles Form
1B/KH 3B, and Galilean Bowl Forms 1D and E.220 To the east of W3005, the paver bedding
does not appear in the section drawing. Indeed, the excavators comment that, while there is no
evidence for German trenching activities, erosion likely contributed to the loss of much material
close to the surface and less well-preserved contexts.221 The only sealed contexts east of W3005

chips without my own investigation of the excavation daily reports for this area, I should again highlight that the
pottery evidence does not support more than one construction event.
218

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 28-29, 32-33.

219

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 35. They assign locus 3033 to Period I, yet no material is published from this
context, nor did I find any pottery among the heritage materials.
220

None of the Galilean Bowl sherds are published. Galilean Bowl Form 1E: loci 3022.1 (EVE 0.03%) and 3029
(EVE 0.46%); Galilean Bowl Form 1D: locus 3029 (EVE 0.18%).
221

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 35-36. The complete locus list entries for loci 3006, 3009, and 3020 describe
them as compact fill containing plaster (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 256-257 [Appendix A]). Prior to the
episodes of erosion following the abandonment/destruction of the synagogue building, these may have been part of
the paver bedding.
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are loci 3032 and 3037: stone chips and rocky accumulation associated with the founding of the
stylobate.222
24. Accumulation east of exterior wall W6030; Area GH I.6
Loci: Lower debris – 6028, 6034, 6038, 6050; Upper debris – 6006, 6019, 6027
Published Pottery: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. V:3-4, V:6-11, W:8-18
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 21:5-22
Date: Lower debris – 3rd century to the early 5th century; Upper debris – late 3rd/early 4th century
to the early 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 16
Against the exterior of the outer east wall of the synagogue building (W6030), the
excavators sunk several trenches to find the foundation trench of the wall and provide
chronologically significant material. The first probe, located just north of cross-wall W5031,
reached an elevation of 700.59 m, terminating at a layer of architectural tumble and traces of presynagogue structures (L6050).223 Only one sherd, a Form 1A/KH 4D cook pot (Fig. 21:22), is
published from this locus, yet two Galilean Bowl 1E sherds were found among the heritage
material. A glass sherd, dated to the 3rd century (R78281) also came from this locus.224 Thus, the
outer wall existed in Period II but the date of its founding is not clear. Locus 6050 was reached in
the second probe as well, providing a terminus post quem for the layers above (see below).225

222

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 36, 272-273 (Appendix B). The stone chip layer (L3032) is the same as rock
cuttings L2013 in Area 2 (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 42). For discussion of this context, see supra n. 217.
223

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 57-58.

224

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 285 (Appendix B).

225

Reconstructing the stratigraphic sequence at the bottom of the second probe is rather difficult based on the
description given by the excavators in the final report. They explain that digging proceeded to an elevation of 701.07
m ending with a “foundation trench” for W6030 designated L6043 (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 58).
However, the entry in Appendix B for L6050 clearly lists it as “below L6038” (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990:
285).
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A second probe, outside the north end of outer wall W6030 revealed several layers of
rock tumble in what appear to be domestic contexts. The layers can be divided into two main
groups on the basis of the stratigraphic evidence.226 The lowest stratum of the second probe
consisted of a compact dirt surface (L6038) above locus 6050.227 A layer of debris (L6034, el.
701.49 m) overlay surface L6038, sealed beneath a second dirt surface (L6028). Only one sherd,
from a Roman (?) storage jar is published from locus 6034.228 However, a great deal of
unpublished pottery was found among the heritage material. These include Galilean Bowl Forms
1B and E, Casseroles Form 1B/KH 3B, and a non-diagnostic body sherd from an ARS vessel.
The upper layers consisted of occupation debris and compact fill (L6027 [el. 702.33 m]
and L6019 [el. 702.60 m], respectively) that accumulated on top of surface L6028. Above these
was a ca. 0.5 m thick layer of rubbly fill (L6006, el. 703.24 m) containing nails and other
domestic artifacts (e.g. stone spindle whorl [R78122]), possibly from a collapsed roof.229 The
pottery sherds from the upper layers include many Galilean Bowls Form 1E.
25. “Eastern Corridor” (Interior space between walls W2002=6002, W6030, W6022, W5008);
Area GH I.6
Loci: 6018, 6025, 6029, 6035, 6048
Published Pottery: Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: Pt. Pls. U:14-22, V:1-2

226

Only loci from the critical locus list are considered here as there is no section drawing to accompany the
stratigraphic discussion of Area GH I.6. The elevations are taken from Table 2.2 in the final report (Meyers, Meyers,
and Strange 1990: 58).
227

In the final report, the excavators did not make the distinctions between layers made here. The labels assigned
here are mine based on my observations of the stratigraphy and ceramic assemblages.
228

No sherds are published from L6038.

229

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 58, 284 (Appendix B). This collapse layer is covered by additional layers of
rubble fill and debris beneath the modern surface, see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 262-263, L6001 and 6003
(Appendix A).
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Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 22:1-11
Date: late 3rd/early 4th century to the early 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
The rectilinear interior space on the east side of the synagogue building, referred to here
as the “eastern corridor”, contained several stratified layers of soil fill, occupational debris, and
wall collapse.230 As with the excavated remains outside the eastern exterior wall (see
Assemblage 23), there are no section drawings for this area. The lowest layer within the eastern
corridor is a compact layer of debris (L6048, el. 701.87 m) and yielded two Late Roman sherds:
Cooking Pot Form 1A/KH 4D and a Form 5A storage jar. Overlying locus 6048 are three
consecutive layers, ca. 1.5 m thick, of fill containing many tesserae (in reverse stratigraphic
order): L6035 (el. 702.61 m), L6029 (el. 702.80 m), and L6018 (el. 703.39 m). The pottery from
these fill layers constitutes a homogenous assemblage that postdates the construction of wall
W6030 and antedates the destruction of the synagogue building – ca. Periods II-III. The pottery
includes Galilean Bowls Form 1E, Form 1A/KH 4D cooking pots, and Form 1 and 5 storage jars.
Although the fills did not yield any coins or finewares, a lamp fragment dated to Period III/B1 is
recorded from locus 6018; unfortunately, it was not illustrated and could not be found among the
heritage pottery.231 The fill was sealed beneath a compacted earthen surface (L6009, L6013,
L6015) and wall collapse (L6007) that must have accumulated with the abandonment and
collapse of the superstructure.

230

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 55-57. The elevations included in the discussion of the eastern corridor are
taken from Table 2.1 (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 58).
231

For the lamp fragment, see Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 284, R78089 (Appendix B).
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Nabratein (Assemblages 26-32)
26. The Synagogue Building (Areas N I.1-4)
Since the publication of the final report, much debate has surrounded the number of
architectural phases and chronology of the synagogue building considered here. According to the
excavators, the building underwent three major building phases beginning with “Synagogue 1”
dated to ca. 135-250 and ending with “Synagogue 3” dated to ca. 564-700; Magness
reinterpreted the published evidence and argues that there was only one synagogue building
erected no earlier than the second half of the 4th century.232 For the purposes of this project, the
discussion of the ceramic assemblages assumes the validity of Magness’ proposed reconstruction
for two reasons: (1) the north-south section drawing of the synagogue published in the final
report clearly shows two surface levels, indicating three architectural/depositional phases
belonging to a single building (see below); (2) the pottery and numismatic evidence supports her
dating with some qualifications.
Loci:
Phase 1 – 1018, 1030, 1033, 1035, 1036, 2022, 2024, 2027, 2043 (leveling fill); 1012,
1015, 1026, 1027, 2019 (Plaster Floor 1); 1012.1, 1015.1, L1026.1, 1027.1, 2019.1,
(Plaster Floor 1 make-up)
Phase 2 – 1010, 1011.1, 1022, 1023, 1025, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017, 2030, 3015, 4009
(fill); 1011, 2012, 4011 (Plaster Floor 2 make up); 1002, 1006, 1008, 1009 (pit fill);
1003=2006/2009=3013=4003 (cobble surface)
Phase 3 – 1001, 2001, 2002, 3001, 4001
Published Pottery:

232

See Meyers and Meyers 2009: 26-32; Magness 2010: 61. See also Meyers and Meyers 2010.
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Phase 1 – Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. C:19-24, D:2, D:4, D:6-7, D:9, D:11-12,
D:19-20, D:24-25, E:1-3, E:7-10, E:12-14, E:16-24, F:1-8, F:11-15, H:19, H:21-23, I:1-3,
I:10, I:12, K:1, K:8, K:10-15, K:18-20, K:22, L:11-20, M:13, M:17, M:20-21, N:18,
N:21-22, O:9; Lamp Pls. B:6, C:8
Phase 2 – Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. A:1-21, A:23-24, B:1-15, B:16-23, C:1, C:3,
C:5-7, C:10-13, C:16-18, F:16-24, G:2, G:11, G:14-16, G:18-20, G:22-28, H:1-2, H:6,
H:7-12, L:1-2, L:4-5, L:7-10, Q:6-11, Q:16-21, R:1-4, R:13, S:13-21, T:1-6, T:11-12,
T:14; Lamp Pls. B:11, C:11
Phase 3 – Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. K:26, S:1-6, S:8-12
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
26.1 – Fig. 23:1-80
26.2 – Fig. 24:1-83
26.3 – Fig. 25:1-9
Date:
26.1 – 4th century, esp. the second half
26.2 – second half of the 5th century to second half of the 7th century
26.3 – 8th century and later
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 21-27
Phase 1
The synagogue building was constructed over uneven bedrock, which slopes 2.37 m from
the northernmost part of Field N I to the south (northern elevation: 680.55 m; southern elevation:
678.18 m).233 An irregular pit (L2022) beneath the eastern stylobate, shown in Section Drawing

233

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 66.
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5 (i.e. Appendix I, Fig. 29), yielded an unpublished sherd from a Galilean Bowl Form 1C.234 In
the southern part of the building, where the bedrock is deepest, a leveling fill for Plaster Floor 1
was laid.235 The fill and debris beneath the make-up of the earliest plaster surface are represented
by the following critical loci: 1018=1036, 1030=2027, 1033, 1035, 2022, 2024, 2043.236 LRRW
vessels and coins are absent from Phase 1 contexts. The latest pottery types are Galilean Bowl
Forms 1C, D, and E; Cooking Pot Form 1A/KH 4D; and a large sherd from a KH Jar Form
1A/KH 5A. Locus 2027 yielded a sherd from a down-turned rim glass plate, common in the 4th
century.237 While there are several Early and Middle Roman sherds mixed in with the fill, the
majority of saved heritage sherds exhibit poor preservation, indicating that they are residual.
Plaster Floor 1 was laid at a level of ca. 680.3-680.4 m.238 The latest pottery and diagnostic glass
sherds suggest a terminus post quem in the second half of the 4th century for the construction of
the synagogue building.
Phase 2
During Phase 2 the synagogue floor was raised ca. 0.50 m (el. ca. 680.80-90 m) by a
layer of debris and accumulation above Plaster Floor 1, above which the plaster and stone make-

234

See also Meyers and Meyers 2009: 444 (Appendix B).

235

One can clearly see in the section drawing that the southern fill ran all the way up to pre-synagogue wall W1024,
which was founded on a higher bedrock outcropping. The surface of the bedrock outcropping was incorporated into
the first plaster floor, exemplified by locus 1026 – a layer of plaster laid directly upon bedrock. Additional layers of
fill would have been needed south of L1026.
236

Locus 1030 is not listed as a critical locus in the final report; however, it was excavated beneath the make-up of
the first plaster floor (L1015.1), so I have combined it with loci 1018 and 1036 (compact debris below the first
plaster floor), see Meyers and Meyers 2009: 422 (Appendix A). According to the excavators, locus 1036 was
“disturbed by Period III activities” (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 422 [Appendix A]); however, the presence of 3 rd and
4th century pottery forms (e.g. Galilean Bowl Form 1B, Casserole Form 1B/KH 3B) in this locus renders the
argument moot, considering that their Period III is dated to 250-363 (27, Chart 2).
237

Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pl. E:8. For parallels, see Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 41-43, Fig. 4-3, Nos. 20, 21
(the form is dated to the second half of the 4th century); Cohen 1997: 400, Pl. I:15-17.
238

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 38, 41.
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up for Plaster Floor 2 was laid.239 The fill layer beneath the second plaster floor yielded an
Umayyad pre-reform coin dated to ca. 650-700.240 Another Umayyad pre-reform coin is reported
from part of the plaster bedding for part of Plaster Floor 2 (L2012) that was originally assigned
to the excavators’ Synagogues 2 and 3.241 The coins suggest a terminus post quem in the second
half of the 7th century for the Phase 2 alterations to the synagogue building, and a terminus ante
quem for the end of Phase 1.242 Additional coins, as well as pottery, from the fill layer attests to
the long chronological range of Phase 2, which, apparently, continues uninterrupted from the
Phase 1 foundation.243 The pottery finds include an unpublished rim sherd from a 6th century
variant of PRS Form 3; a misidentified base fragment from a PRS Form 3 or early Form 10
bowl; Form 2 oil lamps; and many published and unpublished rim sherds from late Galilean
Bowls, especially Form 1E, most of which are residual based on their poor preservation.244
Another part of the Phase 2 alterations included a stone-lined, plastered pit filled with
roof tiles (L1009) south of Column 1 in the southwest corner of the building.245 Section Drawing

The elevation of Plaster Floor 2 is inconsistently described in the final report. I follow Magness’ (2010: 62-63)
reconstruction of the elevations since they most faithfully follow the section drawings provided by the excavators.
239

240

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 443, cat. no. 115 (L2017). Coin no. 115 is erroneously labeled as coming from locus
1011 in the coin catalog (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 392). Seven other Umayyad pre-reform coins are attributed to
L1011, the plaster and stone make-up of the later floor, in the coin catalogue; however, are not referenced at all in
the main body of the final report or Appendix B (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 392, cat. nos. 116-122; 441 [Appendix
B]). I follow Magness’ (2010: 65) suggestion that their attribution is a clerical error and probably came from L1001,
as a majority of the Umayyad pre-reform coins were found from surface accumulation contexts (L1001, 2001) above
the latest floor.
241

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 443, cat. no. 106 (Appendix B).

The excavators inexplicably use the latest date of these coins – 700 CE – as a terminus ante quem for the end of
their Period IV (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 32).
242

243

For the coins, see Meyers and Meyers 2009: cat. nos. 74 (L4009 [450-457]), 75 (L4009 [450-550]).

The PRS Form 3/10 sherd is mislabeled as a “jar base” in the pottery catalogue. This identification was first
proposed by Magness (2010: 66). See also Hayes 1972: 329-38, 343-346.
244

245

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 56-59.
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4 (i.e. Appendix I, Fig. 24) shows that the top of the pit was at an elevation of ca. 680.8 m; Photo
18 (i.e. Appendix I, Fig. 26) reveals that the pit was dug through the plaster floor of Phase 1
(L1004B) and the plaster and stone-makeup of the Phase 2 plaster floor (L1002, L1006 [upper
fill of pit]; L1008 [lower fill]).246 Photo 13 (Appendix I, Fig. 25), taken prior to the excavation of
the pit, reveals that Plaster Floor 2 was intact, meaning that the pit and fill are contemporary with
the fill layer and floor make-up above Plaster Floor 1. Stratigraphically, the pit and its contexts
belong to Phase 2.
Phase 3
Phase 3, equivalent to the excavators’ “Early Arab” period, denotes the final use of the
synagogue and gradual accumulation of material on top of the latest surface. The Early Islamic
coins sealed under Plaster Floor 2, as noted above, suggest a terminus post quem of the second
half of the 7th century. An additional 23 Umayyad pre-reform and Arab-Byzantine imitation
coins were recovered from surface accumulation deposits (L1001, 2002).247 Locus 2001 yielded
two unpublished Form 5B oil lamp fragments, potentially prolonging the date range of Phase 3 to
the beginning of the Abbasid period or later.248
27. Trenches adjacent to the Synagogue Building; Areas N I.3, 5-7
Loci:
Phase 1 – 3007, 5038, 5042, 5045, 5046, 5046.1, 6009, 6032, 7004.1, 7015, 7016

246

Locus 1006 was cancelled and combined with 1002, which is listed as a critical locus, see Meyers and Meyers
2009: 421 (Appendix A), 439 (Appendix B).
247

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 390-392, cat. nos. 89-105 and 107-114.

248

The registration numbers associated with the oil lamp fragments are R0069 and R0124. The handles of both
fragments were missing. The shape of the handle from channel-nozzle lamps is one of the most important diagnostic
features used to date early (7th-8th centuries) versus late (8th-10th centuries) variants of this type. The pyramidal
handles of Form 5 oil lamps elongate in the Abbasid period and become what is commonly called a “tonguehandle.” See Hadad 2002: 95-106.
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Phase 2 – 3003, 3008, 3009, 5013, 5015, 5021, 5026, 5028, 5029, 5031, 6025, 6027,
7002, 7003, 7004
Published Pottery:
Phase 1 – Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. P:16-18, Y:4-11, Z:1-4, Z:9-12, CC:5-7;
Lamp Pls. B:8, B:14, C:15
Phase 2 – Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. P:19, T:17-18, U:1-23, V:1-5, V:8-10, BB:123, CC:1-2, CC:4, CC:11-15, VV:7; Lamp Pls. B:3, C:6, C:15
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
27.1 – Fig. 26:1-12
27.2 – Fig. 27:1-49
Date:
27.1 – first half of the 4th century to the early 5th century
27.2 – second half of the 5th century to the mid-/late 6th and early 7th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 22, 28-29
In addition to excavating the interior of the synagogue building, trenches were sunk in
four areas immediately outside: north (Area N I.3), southeast (Area N I.5), southwest (Area N
I.6), and northeast (Area N I.7).249 Section drawings 3 and 5 (i.e. Appendix I, Figs. 28-29) seem
to indicate that there were cobble-stone/paver surfaces with a plastered base surrounding the
synagogue at an elevation of ca. 680.30-680.40 m, similar to the paved surfaces in Fields N II
and N III and approximate level of the first synagogue floor, that yielded sealed ceramic

249

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 19-20, Fig. 4.
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deposits.250 Some of the excavated portions of each area, esp. Area N I.5, were heavily disturbed
or could not be adequately reconstructed based on the information provided in the final report
and, therefore, are excluded from this discussion. The chronology of several of the individual
deposits mirror the architectural phases of the synagogue building outlined in Assemblage 25,
and so the stratigraphic designations employed for the synagogue building (i.e. Phases 1 and 2)
will be applied to the present discussion.
Phase 1
North and slightly east of the northern wall of the synagogue building (W3005, equal to
W4005) was a paved surface on the west and east sides of north-south wall W3006 (loci 3009
and 3004, respectively) which was perpendicular to W3005. Beneath the surface was a thin layer
of accumulation on bedrock (loci 3009.1 and 3007).251 No pottery is published from locus
3009.1, though it was assigned to Period III. Only three sherds are published from L3007
(Cooking Pot Form 1A/KH 4D and two Form 6B jug/juglet bases), but much more was found
among the heritage materials including Casseroles Form 1B/KH 3B; and Galilean Bowl Forms
1C, D, and E.
North of the east-west exterior wall W5007 (parallel to the south wall of the synagogue
building W5011; identical to W2002, 3002, 7008), and outside a possible secondary entrance in
the east wall of the synagogue were the remains of several surfaces, some poorly preserved. 252
The earliest surface (L5042) was founded on a layer of debris that included paving stones and

250

The elevation for the plastered surface in Area 7 is 680.34 m (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 61). There is no section
drawing for Area 6, but the situation described above seems clear based on the locus descriptions given in Appendix
B.
251

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 445.

252

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 47-48; see also 24, Fig. 6 (annotated stone-for-stone plan), 426-427 (Appendix A).
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cobbles used to level the bedrock (el. 679.09 m).253 The leveling debris (L5046, L5046.1)
yielded no coins but produced a great deal of pottery, including an unpublished restorable
storage jar (Form 5A) and Form 2 oil lamp.254 Of the published pottery, most belongs to the
Persian and Hellenistic Periods; the remaining sherds are described by the excavators as
“…virtually all of the material accords with a sixth-century-CE date…”255 This assessment does
not reflect the heritage pottery remains from the debris layer just described. Furthermore, two
adjacent layers of debris and fill (L5038, L5045) yielded coins of the first half of the 4th century
and pottery typical of the 4th century and early 5th century.256 Based on the available evidence,
the aforementioned loci should be assigned to Period III.257
In Area N I.6 a layer of compact debris on bedrock (L6032) yielded a small Period III
assemblage consisting of Galilean Bowl Forms 1C and E, and a large sherd from a KH jar Form
1A/KH 5A. Additional sherds from the foundation trench of the southern wall of the synagogue
building (L6009), another sealed Period III context, are contemporary.258

253

There may be a clerical error in the section drawing. L5046.1, which appears to be a layer of paving stones and
cobbles, is shown as being above debris layer L5046. Convention dictates that a locus numerated in such a way is
mean to be understood as beneath the main section of the locus, in this case L5046 (my emphasis). It is possible that
L5046.1 is meant to read “L5042.1”. This would make the paving stones/cobbles the foundation for plaster surface
L5042. Unfortunately, L5046.1 is neither mentioned by the excavators in the body of the final report, nor in the
locus lists (i.e. Appendices A and B). For my purposes, I consider L5046.1 as part of the debris/leveling fill beneath
plaster floor L5042 and not part of the floor itself.
254

Loci 5043 and 5047 were cancelled and combined with locus 5046 (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 427). The
registration number associated with the lamp fragment is R0545.
255

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 136-137.

256

For the coins, see Meyers and Meyers 2009: 388-389, cat. nos. 40 (L5038 [317]), 53 (L5045 [337-341]).
Although these two loci do not appear in the section plan for Area 5, they are described in Appendices A and B
thusly: L5038: “Debris accumulation below 5028 [a debris layer equal to L5029 that appears adjacent to plaster
layer L5046]”; L5045: “Fill below 5038” (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 427, 449, respectively).
257

It is interesting to note that in Appendix B loci 5046 and 5045 are assigned to Period III, i.e. the period of the
excavators’ Synagogue 2, which they date to ca. 4 th century (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 446).
258

The southern wall of the synagogue building equals L1007=2003=5011=6006.
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To the east of the synagogue building a second deposit of roof tiles was found. Sealed
beneath a plaster surface (L7004) was a layer of ashy debris mixed with roof tiles, apparently
lying where they had fallen (L7015, L7016), which yielded four coins providing a firm terminus
post quem of the first half of the 4th century.259
In Area N I.7, two Form 2 oil lamps and two restorable, nearly complete storage jars
were found among the unpublished heritage materials beneath a Phase 2 plaster surface (L7004).
The make-up of the plaster surface (L7004.1) yielded two additional Form 2 oil lamp fragments
and a partially restorable storage jar Form 5A.260
Phase 2
The paver surface north of the synagogue (L3004, L3009) yielded a possible example of
a PRS Form 3 or 10 bowl base, which is the only sherd published.261 Unsealed layers of rubbly
accumulation (L3008) and loose tumble (L3003) above the paver surface yielded an unpublished
storage jar sherd with white on dark decoration and two examples of early channel rim oil lamps
(Form 5A).
On the eastern side of the synagogue, directly upon plaster surface L7004 (see above)
was a “compact clay level” rich in finds (L7003).262 Locus 7003 was sealed by rubbly fill L7002.

259

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 451-452. For the coins, see Meyers and Meyers 2009: 388-389, cat. nos. 45 (330-335)
[L7015]; 32 (309-312), 48 (330-335), 51 (337-341) [L7016]. The elevation for the plastered surface in Area 7 is
680.34 m (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 61).
260

Only three of the four oil lamps from Stratum III were published, see Appendix VI, Fig. 26:10-12 (Meyers and
Meyers 2009: Pls. B:8, 14 [L7016]; C:15 [L7004.1]). The registration number of the fourth oil lamp is R1138.
Prior to the construction of the synagogue building, it is possible that the villagers used a compacted dirt surface or
leveled bedrock for a walking surface. Later, they constructed an exterior plaster and cobble floor at approximately
the same elevation as the first phase/floor level within the synagogue, i.e. ca. 680.4-680.5 m. The many roof tiles in
loci 7015 and 7016, both of which are sub-surface fill and debris contexts (see above), likely derive from the
decommissioning of an earlier public building within the proposed confines of the new synagogue. For a different
interpretation, see Meyers and Meyers 2009: 52-61.
261

See Meyers and Meyers 2009: 187, Pl. P:19, described only as a “base of a large plate (?).”

262

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 451.
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Only one coin was found in this locus, dating to 337-341.263 The pottery and stem of a glass lamp
date the assemblage from the second half of the 5th to the first half of the 6th century. Although
the fill above locus 7003 was unsealed, a great deal of unpublished pottery from this context
appears to be indicative of further Phase 2 activity. The only published sherd is a stamp from a
PRS bowl dated by Hayes to the 5th and 6th centuries.264 Three unpublished PRS bowl rims come
from types of the late 5th and early 6th centuries (Forms 3C, E and 5A). A notable find from the
heritage materials was an intact rim from a Fine Byzantine Ware (hereafter FBW) juglet (Form
2b), dated by Magness from the mid-6th century to the early 8th century.265
East of the east wall of the synagogue, above part of badly preserved plaster surface
L5042, north of W5007, were two layers of debris accumulation (L5028, L5029, L5031 [lower
layer]; and L5015, L5021 [upper layer]).266 The lower debris layer yielded three coins from the
first half of the 4th century; the upper layer yielded 15, as well as two PRS Form 3 rim sherds.267
Although the excavators assign both layers to Period III, the PRS bowl sherds suggest a later,
Period IV, date. Both debris layers appear to have been partially sealed beneath L5013 – the
earthen make-up for cobbled layer L5012 and compact dirt layer L5009.268 The unsealed
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Meyers and Meyers 2009: 388, cat. no. 50.

264

Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pl. VV:7; Hayes 1972: 365, motif 71.

265

See Magness 1993: 239-241.

266

Only loci 5028 and 5015 are recorded as critical loci. Loci 5029 and 5031 were combined with L5028; locus
5026 was combined with L5015; L5021 is equivalent to L5015 (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 426-427).
267

Coins from the lower debris layer: L5028: Meyers and Meyers 2009: 388-390, cat. nos. 36 (315), 68 (346-350),
71 (first half of the 4th century); Coins from the upper debris layer: L5015: Meyers and Meyers 2009: 388-390, cat.
nos. 43 (324), 46 (330-335), 52 (337-341), 49 (337-341), 54 (337-341), 57-58 (341-346), 61-65 (341-346), 67 (346350), 72 (first half of the 4th century), 73 (4th century). The latest coins are bolded.
268

L5013 is listed in the critical locus list (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 447).
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accumulation and dump materials above these surfaces (L5003) yielded an unpublished fragment
from a channel-rim oil lamp.269
To the west of the synagogue, beneath a “thin burn layer” (L6025) and above L6032 (see
above) was a deposit of plaster-filled debris (L6027), possibly from the remains of a plaster-base
for the continuation of paved surface L6014 to the north.270 This context yielded many fragments
of LRRW vessels, most of which are types dating from the second half of the 5th century to the
end of the 6th century and early 7th century: ARS Form 59; and PRS Forms 3B, 5A, 10A, and
10B. A Form 3 oil lamp was also found in this context.271 The burn layer itself yielded a coin
dated to 570/571 and an unpublished rim sherd from a PRS Form 3F bowl.272
28. Field N II deposits
Loci: 1015, 1017
Published Pottery: Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. DD:3, DD:5-8, DD:14-17, EE:5-14, EE:1622, FF:1-7, FF:11-12, FF:20
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 28:1-24.
Date: 6th to 7th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 21-22
Field N II did not yield any sealed ceramic assemblages except for two deposits (loci
1015 and 1017) composed of accumulation debris and compact fill down to bedrock south of
wall W1008. It is not clear whether these loci are beneath the elevation of pavestone surface

269

The registration number associated with the lamp fragment is R0090.

270

Neither the narrative description of the final report nor the entries in Appendices A and B elaborate on the nature
of locus 6025. The locus is beneath a layer of debris accumulation under the modern surface.
271

The oil lamp was unpublished with registration number R0535.

272

For the coin, see Meyers and Meyers 2009: 390, cat. no. 82.
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L1011, and thus robbed out in this area, or that L1011 did not extend south of W1008. Both are
marked as critical loci by the excavators.273 The latest pottery forms includes CRS Form 10, a
PRS bowl variant of the 6th century, and PRS Form 10B.274 A glass sherd from locus 1015 is
dated at Gadara and Hippo-Sussita from the 5th to 7th centuries, but was most popular in the Late
Byzantine and Umayyad periods.275 Therefore, loci 1015 and 1017 are contemporary with other
assemblages from Period IV contexts, or Phase 2, in Field N I.
29. “Early” Area N III.3 deposits
Loci: 3019, 3024, 3029
Published Pottery: Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. JJ:4-21; Lamp Pls. B:2, B:4, C:1
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 29:1-17
Date: early 4th century to the early 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
Two deposits contemporary with Phase 1 contexts in Field N I, the synagogue building,
are published from Field N III. The first consists of material accumulated inside a tabun (L3019),
located at the intersection of walls W3018 and W3017 in Area N III.3, which yielded several

273

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 452-453. See Meyers and Meyers 2009: 105, Photo 34. The east-west wall at the top
of Photo 8 is W1008 and the soil accumulation seen above W1008 is L1015. The stone-for-stone plan (Meyers and
Meyers 2009: 24, Fig. 6) clearly shows a drain south of W1008, but its relationship to the fill and accumulation
deposits is not readily apparent. The compact bedding for pavement L1011 has an Arab-Byzantine imitation coin
(650-700) that is contemporary with the assemblage to the south (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 452; 392, cat. no. 114
[L1011.1] – an error in the catalog lists coin as coming from L1001).
274

Several published drawings at first appeared to be LRRW bowls, specifically Egyptian Red Slip A vessels of the
6th or 7th centuries. However, I have identified them as red-slipped Handmade Bowls Form 1A-B, see Appendix VI,
Fig. 28:2-5 (Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pls. EE:5-7, 14). These sherds are missing, so the identifications cannot be
confirmed, but I am very confident given the Munsell readings provided in the final report and the profile of the
vessels.
275

Meyers and Meyers 2009: Glass Pl. G:15; Cohen 1997: 425-426, Pl.VII:4-5; Burdajewicz 2006: 127-128, Fig.
1:1-4.
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large Galilean Bowl Form 1E sherds, Cooking Pots Form 1A/KH 4D, and Form 2 oil lamps.276
The second comes from the lowest layer of accumulation in pit L3029, sealed beneath pavestone
surface L3004.277 Pit L3029 yielded a great number of well-preserved published and unpublished
Galilean Bowls Form 1E (13 published and 27 unpublished), as well as Form 1A cooking pots, a
Form 2 oil lamp, and diagnostic glass sherds from vessels common in the second half of the 4th
century.278
30. “Late” deposits from Areas N III.2 and N III.3
Loci: 2006, 3003
Published Pottery: Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. II:5-24, VV:3-4
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 1-17
Date: second half of the 6th century to the 8th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
On either side of north-south wall W2003 are areas of rubbly debris accumulation. The
western deposit (L2006) extends down to bedrock, while the eastern deposit (L3003) lays
directly upon stone pavers L3004. Both deposits contain pottery (including CRS Form 10, and
stamped ARS and PRS sherds) ranging in date from the second half of the 6th century to the 8th
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For locus 3019, see Meyers and Meyers 2009: 458 (Appendix B). Two additional large sherds from Form 1A/KH
Form 4D cooking pots were found among the unpublished heritage material. An unpublished Form 2 oil lamp came
from the make-up of wall W3017 (R0997).
277

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 433 (Appendix B).

278

Of the Galilean Bowls Form 1E, the illustrated examples (Appendix VI, Fig. 29:7, 11 [Meyers and Meyers 2009:
Pl. JJ:10 and JJ:14]) are actually composed of two and three joining sherds, respectively. Other unpublished sherds
include Casseroles Form 1B/KH 3B, Cooking Pot Form 1A/KH 4D, Galilean Bowl Forms 1B and D, a Form 2A
cooking pot rim, and a Form 2A casserole. A layer of debris accumulation (L3015), said to be above and adjacent to
pit L3029, contains unpublished pottery including PRS Forms 10B and 10C, providing a broad terminus ante quem
of the 7th century for the sub-pavement accumulation deposit L3024. Glass vessels: Meyers and Meyers 2009: Glass
Pl. C:1, 4. For parallels, see Cohen 1997: Pl. I:6-7, III:16, 18.
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and 9th centuries; locus 2006 yielded a coin of early 7th century.279 Several diagnostic glass
sherds characteristic of the Late Byzantine and Umayyad periods are present in both deposits as
well.280 Loci 2006 and 3003 should be assigned primarily to the excavators’ Early Arab Period,
although there is some residual Period IV material present.281
31. Area N III.1 cobble/flagstone surface fills and accumulations
Loci:
Fill – 1012, 1013
Surface accumulation – 1005, 1006, 1007
Published Pottery:
Fill – Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. HH:15-21, II:1-4; Lamp Pl. C:17
Surface accumulation – Meyers and Meyers 2009: 144-147; Pt. Pls. GG:1-22, HH:1-14
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
31.1 – Fig. 31:1-4
31.2 – Fig. 32:1-18
Date:
31.1 – mid-5th century to the mid-6th and 7th centuries;
31.2 – 6th/7th century to the 8th or 9th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 30
Area N III.1 exhibits the clearest stratigraphic material assemblages between the
domestic area of the village (Field N IV) and the synagogue building (Field N I). Section
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Meyers and Meyers 2009: 390, cat. no. 87 (607-610).

280

Meyers and Meyers 2009: Glass Pls. O:2 (L2006); L:5, O:3-4 (L3003). For parallels, see Cohen 1997: 425-426,
Pl. VII; Burdajewicz 2006: 127-128, Fig. 1:3-4.
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Two glazed body sherds, one with traces of sgraffito decoration, which were found among the heritage pottery
for this locus are likely intrusive.
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Drawing 6 (Appendix I, Fig. 30), detailing north-south section F-F in Area N III.1, illustrates two
distinct phases: (1) a sub-surface fill beneath cobbled floor L1008 and flagstones L1011; (2)
accumulated debris directly on top of the stone surfaces, as well as some debris accumulation in
semi-circular bin L1006 and tabun L1018.282 The pottery from locus 1013 includes a sherd from
an ARS Form 91A bowl (Fig. 31:3). However, the latest pottery comes from locus 1012, which
yielded an unpublished FBW bowl Form 1A (ca. mid-6th century to the late 7th/early 8th century),
and a Form 5A oil lamp.283
Above the cobbles and flagstones and within semi-circular bin L1006 was a ca. 25 cm
thick layer of accumulation and debris rich in finds.284 Among the latest LRRW types present in
the assemblage are a CRS Form 9 B/C, CRS Form 1, and two ERS-B bowls.285 A handful of
additional unpublished LRRW dishes and Form 5A oil lamps were found among the heritage
material for locus 1007, including PRS Form 10A, PRS Form 10B, and the base from a PRS
Form 3/10 bowl. Several incised black ware sherds from the semi-circular installation (L1006)
and represent the latest finds from Area N III.1. While the excavators date them to the Byzantine
period, especially to the period of their Synagogue 3, three independent appraisals confirm an 8th
century date, at least, for this type of pottery.286

282

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 107-108, Photo 36.
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A total of nine body sherds from a single, restorable lamp were among the heritage material.

284

Meyers and Meyers 2009: 108-109, 431 (Appendix A, L1007), 453-455 (Appendix B, L1005). Locus 1007 is
marked as a critical locus in the complete locus list but is not listed in the critical locus list.
285

The excavators suggest that the sherd depicted in Fig. 32:1 is a CRS Form 2 or late PRS bowl (Meyers and
Meyers 2009: 139, Pl. GG:1). From first-hand examination, this is incorrect.
286

Stacey (2004: 94-95) suggests 750-850, while Magness (1994: 204) and Avissar (1996: 122-123) posit an 8th
century date.
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32. Domestic structures at the west edge of the site; Areas N IV.1-2
Loci:
Early fill – 1016, 1017, 1020, 1022, 1024
Collapse layers –1005, 1009, 1014, 2005, 2009, 2012, 2015, 2022, 2036
Published Pottery:
Early fill – Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. OO:5, PP:1-5, SS:6, SS:12-18; Lamp Pl.
C:4, C:13
Collapse layers – Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. NN:9-16, OO:1-3, OO:11, QQ:1-2,
QQ:5-8, QQ:17-23, RR:1, RR:3-13, RR:15-18, SS:1-20, TT:1, UU:2, VV:5-6; Lamp Pls.
B:7, B:12-13, C:7
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
32.1 – Fig. 33:1
32.2 – Fig. 33:2-30
Date:
32.1 – early 2nd century to the 4th century
32.2 – 4th/early 5th century to the first half of the 6th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 21, 31
Several domestic structures comprised of a set of two to three room units organized
around an open courtyard, grouped into three areas (N IV.1-3), each with one or more domestic
units.287 The structures are delineated by the major north-south (W1004=W2004, W3002) and
east-west (W2002) walls: the southern “rock-cut room” and the northern “L-shaped room”. In
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Meyers and Meyers 2009: 114-115. The segment of Area N IV.3 to the east of wall W3002, associated with the
large paved surface, was reassigned as N II.3 (see section on Field N II above) (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 114).
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terms of remains and phasing, the domestic unit(s) within Areas N IV.1 and N IV.2 represent a
parallel development and are considered together.
The earliest Late Roman occupation that can be distinguished stratigraphically in Field N
IV is associated with a series of surfaces laid after the Early Roman Period. Locus 1009 was the
only surface not founded on bedrock, and represents a reuse of the so-called “rock-cut room” in
the south of Area N IV.1. The surface was founded on relatively homogenous layers of rubble
and fill. The latest published pottery includes a Casserole Form 1B/KH 3B. No coins were
recovered from the fill within the rock-cut room, so dating the post-Early Roman occupation is
difficult. As the other surfaces are founded on bedrock, moreover, one cannot distinguish
between sub-surface fill and occupational accumulation. A general terminus post quem of the
early 2nd century to the late 4th century is provided by the established dating of KH 3B casseroles
from the levelling fill beneath surface L1009.
Some time between the end of Period III and beginning of Period IV the domestic units in
Areas N IV.1 and N IV.2 were abandoned and their walls collapsed, creating a deep layer of
debris on top of the floors. The material assemblage from this collapse is a mixture of common
and imported pottery from the 3rd/4th century through the 5th and 6th centuries including PRS
Forms 3, 10, and LRRW stamped body sherds; Galilean Bowl Forms 1B, C, D, and E; restorable
KH cook pots Form 4C and Form 1B casseroles/KH 3B; and Form 1 oil lamps.288 A glass bottle
sherd from locus 1005 has parallels dating from the late 3rd to the early 4th century and as late as
the second half of the 4th century.289

288

A large quantity of unpublished material was recovered from the heritage material but is largely reflected in the
aforementioned types, and, thus, will not be listed here.
289

For parallels, see Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 72, Fig. 4-33, No. 284; Fig. 4-39, No. 351, Pl. 45.2; Cohen
1997: 428, Pl. VI:17-20.
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Such a wide chronological range may be explained by later Period IV building activity to
the north of Field N IV. According to the excavators, there was evidence of later rebuilding in
the upper courses of the northern perimeter wall, W2002. Moreover, walls W2014 and W2041,
north of and abutting W2002, are more closely aligned with walls to the north than to the
south.290 Thus, Areas N IV.1 and N IV.2 seem to have been abandoned as the village expanded
to the north. As the structures slowly collapsed, they remained partially exposed, allowing later
materials to contaminate the earlier loci.291 Additional activity during Period IV, moreover,
would have further disturbed the earlier levels. These collapse layers were eventually covered by
additional layers of rubbly debris (L1003=L2003) that also contained 6th and 7th century
finewares.292 Due to the highly-disturbed nature of this fill, no meaningful ceramic chronology
can be derived from it.
Sepphoris/Tsippori (Assemblages 33-41)
Western Summit (Duke University)
33. Fill within cistern L1053; Area 84
Locus: 1056
Published Pottery: Sepphoris I: Pls. 20.2, 21.3, 28.6, 28.8-9, 29.8, 29.10, 30.5, 30.8, 31.7;
Sepphoris II: nos. 142, 158, 171
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Meyers and Meyers 2009: 128.

291

The excavators comment that the pottery vessels from L1005=L2005 were not found in any concentrations, as
one may expect from an earthquake or sudden collapse of wooden shelving, as they posit; rather, the pottery remains
were found “throughout the building and not in any single room” (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 129). Note also how
the illustrated pottery for locus 1005, the most southern area excavated and, therefore, farthest from the later
occupation to the north, contains the most restorable vessels as compared to L2005, which has none.
292

These sherds are not included in Appendices IV and VI, see Meyers and Meyers 2009: Pt. Pls. NN:3 (CRS 9C);
NN:4-6 (PRS 10A); NN:7 (PRS 3E). An additional unpublished rim sherd a PRS Form 10B/C bowl and two base
sherds from a late CRS bowl were found among the heritage materials.
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Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 34:1-12
Date: first half of the 4th century to the early 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
This cistern or underground space is located under a Roman-period house that continued
to be occupied into the Byzantine period. This fill and adjacent loci contained large numbers of
coins from the 330s and 340s, suggesting a scattered hoard.293 The latest coin dates to 402-408
(IAA 113677).294
34. Fill within cistern L1066; Area 84
Locus: 1068
Published Pottery: Sepphoris I: Pls. 8.20, 9.3-4, 10.9, 12.7, 13.6-7, 13.12, 14.2, 14.4-9, 14.11,
15.1-2, 15.4-6, 15.8-9, 15.12-13, 15.15-16, 16.1, 16.3-5, 16.7-9, 16.13, 16.15, 17.6-8, 18.1-2,
18.6, 19.2, 19.4-8, 20.1, 20.5, 20.9, 20.11, 21.10-12, 23.1-4, 23.8-11, 24.1-2, 25.1-3, 25.7-10,
25.13, 25.16, 26.1-6, 26.9, 26.12-14, 26.16, 27.1-3, 52.4; Sepphoris II: nos. 78-81, 83-84, 86-87,
89, 91-93, 95-97, 99-104, 106-109, 111-126, 129-132, 135-137.295
Date: 2nd/3rd centuries to the 5th/6th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
The ceramic types from this fill date primarily to the Late Roman and Byzantine periods,
with some residual material from the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods. The absolute
chronological anchors for the fill include the following: three coins of the mid- and late 4th
century (IAA 116165 [341-346], IAA 113998 [337-341], IAA 113714 [383-395]); two imported

293

Sepphoris II: 206 (Appendix A).

294

All of the coins are cited here using their IAA number, but readers should consult Sepphoris IV (forthcoming).

295

Due to the chronological breadth of the fill, its unstratified nature notwithstanding, an assemblage plate was not
created.
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amphorae (LRA 3 with pointed foot and Late Roman 4 ‘Gaza amphora’ [hereafter LRA 4]); and
48 cataloged fragments of Form 1 oil lamps.296
35. Deposit within a Roman-period house; Area 84
Locus: 1094
Published Pottery: Sepphoris I: Pls. 13.9, 17.4, 19.1, 20.6, 22.7, 26.8; Sepphoris II: nos. 49, 7475, 128, 134297
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 35:1-5
Date: first half of the 2nd century to the mid-3rd century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
This locus constitutes one of several rich refuse deposits with many Middle Roman
pottery types in the central and southern rooms of a Roman-period house. The deposit appears to
have been stratified during alterations to the house.298 Unfortunately, only a few sherds are
published from this locus. The latest specimen is a Casserole Form 1B/KH 3B (Fig. 35:1).
Additional finds include two coins: one from the reign of Trajan (IAA 113716 [98-117]) and
another from the early 3rd century (IAA 113717 [219-221]).
36. Fill within cistern L2078; Area 84
Locus: 2077
Published Pottery: Sepphoris I: Pls. 56.10-11, 57.5; Sepphoris II: nos. 156, 162-163, 172
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 36:1-7
Date: first half of the 5th century to the late 6th/early 7th century

296

For the imported amphorae, see Sepphoris I: Pl. 26.16, 52.4. For the dating of LRA 3, see supra. n. 104. LRA 4
amphorae date from the 4th to the 7th centuries, see Peacock and Williams 1986: 198-199.
297

No illustration or photograph for lamp no. 134 is available.

298

Sepphoris II: 205 (Appendix A).
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Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
This fill comes from an underground space that was hewn out for use as a cistern under a
house but was later joined to a small complex of three subterranean chambers.299 The latest coins
from this locus are of the late 4th and early 5th centuries (IAA 113750 [383-395], 113761 [402408], 113759 [383-395], 113763 [383-395]). Only a few sherds are published from the fill: three
fragments from LRRW bowls of the late 6th and early 7th centuries (CRS 9B, PRS 10A); and four
fragments from oil lamp Forms 2, 3, and 4A.
37. Fill within miqveh L4190; Area 84
Locus: 4142b
Published Pottery: Sepphoris I: 45.10, 48.11, 51.2, 55.5, 57.7; Sepphoris II: nos. 180, 184, 187188, 192
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 37:1-10
Date: 5th and 6th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
The miqveh is located in a Roman-period house that continued in use into the Byzantine
period.300 The published pottery from the fill includes LRRW imports (ARS Form 73A and ERSA Form P); LRA 3 with a pointed base; and pithos sherd with combed decoration on the exterior
surface (Wide-mouthed Jar Form 2B).301 The fill yielded a single coin dating to the late 4th
century (IAA 48596 [383-395]).

299

Sepphoris II: 207 (Appendix A).

300

Sepphoris II: 206 (Appendix A).

301

For the dating of LRA 3, see supra n. 104.
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38. Fill within cistern L85.1029; Area 85
Locus: 1195
Published Pottery: Sepphoris I: Pl. 53.1-27; Sepphoris II: nos. 189-191, 193-208
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 38:1-28
Date: second half of the 4th century to the 6th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
This cistern is located under the northern rooms of a Roman-period house that was
inhabited into the Byzantine period.302 The coins found within the fill range in date from the
mid-4th century to the second half of the 5th and 6th centuries.303 Along with the coins are Form
4C oil lamps. Dozens of whole, or nearly complete, locally manufactured jugs were recovered
from the cistern (Misc. Jug Form 4, see Chapter 5).
House of Dionysos (Duke University/Hebrew University)
39. House of Dionysos; Areas 85 and 86
Loci:
Probes beneath floor/Phase 1 – 1067, 1141, 1266, 1272, 1327, 1844
“Destruction Layer”/Phase 2 – 1021, 1161, 1166, 1169, 1174, 1183, 1192, 1203, 1225,
1232, 1242, 1300, 1326, 1391, 1394, 1414, 2029, 2062
Published Pottery:
Probes beneath floor/Phase 1 – Balouka 2004: 35-38, Pls. 1:1-15, 2:1-7
“Destruction Layer”/Phase 2 – Balouka 2004: 39-45, Pls. 3:1-14, 4:1-20
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:

302

Sepphoris II: 205 (Appendix A).

303

IAA 99613 (351-361), IAA 99555 (393-395), IAA 99558 (second half of the 5th century), IAA 99554 (second
half of the 5th century), IAA 99551-3 (4th century), IAA 99557 (4th-5th centuries), IAA 99556 (5th-6th centuries).
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39.1 – Fig. 39:1-9
39.2 – Figs. 40:1-20, 41:1-20
Date:
39.1 – late 2nd/early 3rd century
39.2 – late 3rd century to the late 4th/early 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 33
A series of probes were excavated within the House of Dionysos and adjacent to it,
revealing several Early Roman structures – cisterns, water installations, and a few earlier
walls.304 Five identifiable coins were recovered from beneath the floor bedding of the triclinium,
none post-dating the late 1st century.305 The finewares include three well-preserved rouletted
Nabataean cups dating from the 1st century to the early 2nd century. A few KH vessels were
recovered from the probes as well including a Galilean Bowl Form 1B, three rim sherds from
cooking pots Form 4A, and one Form 4B. Three unpublished Form 1 oil lamps were found
among the heritage material from the western summit excavations, presumably misplaced during
the publication of the Sepphoris I final report.306 The ceramic material more or less supports
Talgam and Weiss’ proposed date of ca. 200 for the construction of the building, following the
traditional dates assigned to the aforementioned KH forms, and provides an early 3rd century

304

The following list comprises all of the loci associated with Phase 1 contexts: 1844 (accumulation in miqveh);
1067 (probe trench in southwest corner of northern open courtyard); 1141 and 1266 (probe trenches within the
northern-most row of rooms east of the triclinium); 1272 (probe trench beneath the mosaic floor – north); 1327
(probe trench beneath the mosaic floor – south). See Talgam and Weiss 2004: 31, ns. 9-11.
305

Talgam and Weiss 2004: 28, Table 1. The latest coin is an issue of Agrippa II, dated 94-95 (L1327, R1717).

306

Two lamps came from the probe beneath the southwest corner of the northern open courtyard (locus 1067) and
the third from a probe beneath the surface of a room east of the triclinium (locus 1266). Fragments of oil lamps are
referenced by Talgam and Weiss but neither mentioned by Balouka nor illustrated: “The pottery found here [Phase 1
context], including some oil lamps, is dated to the Early and Middle Roman periods” (2004: 29 [my emphasis]).
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terminus post quem for the ceramic assemblage from the “destruction layer.” One sherd,
however, might be identified as a North Syrian Mortarium, which, if correct, would push the date
of the assemblage firmly into the 3rd century (Fig. 39:8).307
Above the surfaces within the building is a layer of “brownish orange to brownish gray
earth in which were found large quantities of fallen ashlars, several architectural elements,
fragments of plaster…, nails and numerous patches of …colored mosaic…” that the excavators
argue is the result of destruction caused by the earthquake of 363.308 The end of Phase 2, and the
building’s destruction, is dated primarily with the use of numismatic evidence. Sealed beneath a
layer of plaster within the peristyle courtyard (L1300) was a deposit of seven coins within the
destruction debris dating to the early and mid-4th century – none post-date 361.309 However,
these coins only provide a terminus post quem of 361 for the end of the occupation. Indeed, the
ceramic finds point towards a later date for the end of occupation.310 The pottery from the
destruction layer includes a variety of imports, including several LRRW vessels ranging in date
from the late 3rd century to the late 4th/early 5th century: ARS Forms 32-58, 58, 59A, 60, and

Balouka describes the sherd as follows: “A fragment of a basin with sloping walls and a flat base. It has a wide,
flat everted rim, with a slight depression below it on the vessel’s exterior. The fabric core is sandy and gritty in
shades of pink and orange; the surface of the vessel is light yellow-green…Many such sherds were found at
Sepphoris, primarily in contexts of the second and third centuries” (2004: 39). As a parallel, she sites basins at the
site of Jalame (Johnson 1988: Fig. 7-31:488-493) that are clearly Handmade Bowls/Basins with a strongly everted,
knobby rim (Form 1B) based on Johnson’s descriptions of the vessel fabric, which is either “fine or coarse…[with]
many minute to small white, red, and black grits…The clay color is evenly divided among reddish yellow (5YR
6/6), very pale brown (10YR 8/4), and pink (7.5YR 7/4). Traces of slip the same color as the clay are preserved on a
few fragments (my emphasis)” (1988: 183). For a description of Form 1B Handmade Basins, see Chapter 5. The
aforementioned parallel, therefore, is incorrect in my opinion. A closer parallel, especially in regard to the vessel’s
profile, also at the site of Jalame, are so-called ‘North Syrian Mortaria’ (Johnson 1988: Fig. 7-29:465-477). Because
I could not visually inspect the vessels from the House of Dionysos, I cannot verify this hypothesis. For a more
detailed discussion and chronology of North Syrian Mortaria, see infra n. 311.
307

308

Talgam and Weiss 2004: 29.

309

Talgam and Weiss 2004: 29, Table 2. L1308: R1570 (346-350), R1577 (351-361), R1636 (351-361), R1637
(313-318), R1638 (351-361), R1658 (313-318), R1682 (324-330). The latest coins are bolded.
310

Magness originally proposed a later date for the occupation (2009: 309-312).
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61A. Included among the imports is a ‘beaked’ version of a North Syrian Mortarium.311
Although no lamp sherds are published from Phase 2 contexts, five were found mixed in with the
heritage materials from the western hill excavations (see above). The two forms represented,
Form 2 (from loci 1021 and 1203) and Form 3 (from loci 1021, 1166, and 1225), are common in
both 4th and 5th century contexts.
Sepphoris Synagogue Building (Hebrew University)
40. Roman period building and levelling fills beneath synagogue; Area 87
Loci:
Phase 3 – 1162, 1219
Phase 2 – 1163, 1171, 1178, 1181, 1182, 1186, 1188, 1190, 1196
Phase 1 – 1131, 1132, 1133, 1134, 1136, 1137, 1140, 1145, 1149, 1150, 1152, 1154,
1158, 1160, 1161, 1167, 1169, 1174, 1179, 1187, 1189
Published Pottery:
Phase 3 – Weiss et al. 2005: Pls. C.I:1-7
Phase 2 – Weiss et al. 2005: Pls. C.II:1-16, C.III:1-13, C.IV:1-14, E.I:6
Phase 1 – Weiss et al. 2005: Pls. C.V:1-21, C.VI:1-21, E.I:4-5

311

This mortarium type was first identified by Hayes and occurs in two shapes. The first, and smaller of the two, has
a rectangular or square rim profile; the second, larger vessel has a wide, horizontal rim that often bends downward
forming a ‘beak’-shape (Hayes 1967: 340, Fig. 3:1-6). Both shapes have a flat base and high flaring wall. Often
times the large mortarium bears a two-line inscription repeatedly stamped around the top of the rim. The smaller
vessel commonly lacks this stamp. He proposed that the mortaria were manufactured at the site of Ras el-Basit in
northern Syria, which is supported by recent petrographic studies of the clay that also point toward the possibility of
multiple production sites (Hayes 1967: 337; Blakely, Brinkman, and Vitaliano 1992: 203-204). The clay is described
by Hayes as the following: “Most are hard-fired…the clay assuming a distinctive deep chocolate brown color. An
orange or orange-brown color, with a tendency to a darker core, also occurs” (1967: 337). The original chronology
by Hayes placed the range of manufacture from the 3 rd to early 4th centuries; however, additional finds clearly
indicate that they were produced until the mid-8th century. The following references include published examples of
North Syrian Mortaria illustrating the wide date-range of this type: Johnson 1988: 180-181, Fig. 7-29:465-474
(third-quarter of 4th century); Peleg 1989: 42, 45, Fig. 43: 7-8 (Stratum V); Pella II: Pl. 49:10-11 (6th-early 7th
centuries); Johnson 2006: 547, Fig. 15.6:124 (Byzantine-Early Islamic); Cafarnao VI: 236-237, piatto tipo 38 (tutta
la durata del periodo bizantino, i.e. ca. 350-650); Cafarnao VII: DG 230:1-90.
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Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
40.1 – N/A
40.2 – Fig. 42:1-14, 43:1-13
40.3 – Fig. 44:1-34
Date:
40.1 – 1st to 2nd century
40.2 – 3rd to 4th century
40.3 – second half of the 4th century to the first half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 34-35
Excavations beneath the synagogue’s mosaic floor, after its removal, revealed that the
building did not have any earlier stages; yet the area had already been settled in the Roman
period and, indeed, several rooms of a large building pre-dating the synagogue were
uncovered.312 Based on the sections made beneath the synagogue floor, the excavators identify
three building phases (beginning with the lowest): Phase 3: sub-surface fill beneath the level of
the Roman-period building; Phase 2: debris on the level of the Roman-period surfaces; Phase 1:
debris under the synagogue floor.313
Phase 3, the earliest, was only discerned from soundings made beneath floors of the
Roman building in two areas (L1162 and L1219), both were sealed beneath packed-earth
(L1196) and plaster floors (L1186) in Rooms 1 and 2, respectively.314 The pottery consists

312

Weiss et al. 2005: 3. Due to the limited nature of the excavation and the poor preservation of the earlier remains,
the excavators could neither draft a plan of the Roman period building nor what its purpose might have been.
313

Weiss et al. 2005: 37.

314

Weiss et al. 2005: 37, 319 (Locus List).
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entirely of Early and Middle Roman types, including KH Forms 3A and 4A, providing an
approximate terminus post quem of the 2nd century for the beginning of Phase 2.
Phase 2 is divided by the excavators into two groups: the first (L1182 and L1190)
represents a ca. 50 cm thick layer of soil and debris, stratigraphically earlier than the debris of
Phase 1, lying directly on the floor of Room 2; the second (loci 1163, 1171, 1178, 1181, and
1188) consists of brown to dark-brown soil laid in several levels containing large amounts of
pottery, fieldstones, and quarry waste in areas of the Roman-period building with robbed out
floors.315 A single coin, dating to 138-161, was found in Room 2.316 The pottery finds include
several of the later KH forms, including eight sherds of Galilean Bowl Forms 1C and E; KH Jar
Form 1A; and three Cooking Pots Form 1A/KH 4D cook pots and 80 KH 4C. Additional pottery
includes three sherds from Form 1 oil lamps.317 According to the excavators, the Phase 2 pottery
dates “primarily” to the late 3rd and early 4th centuries; yet, Adan-Bayewitz’s dating of the
aforementioned KH forms suggests that the end of Phase 2 could extend to the mid- or late 4th
century.318
The first layer of debris beneath the bedding of the synagogue floor, Phase 1, is
comprised of soft reddish-brown soil varying in thickness from 10 cm to 70 cm east to west. A
second layer of soil, 30 to 60 cm thick, beneath the previous one is more or less identical
chronologically to the previous one but contained a large amount of broken cut stones and
medium to large sized fieldstones. The excavators suggest that these debris layers were

315

Weiss et al. 2005: 31-37.

316

Weiss et al. 2005: 263, no. 4 (L1182).

317

Weiss et al. 2005: 286-287.

318

Weiss et al. 2005: 37.
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intentionally laid prior to the construction of the synagogue.319 Six coins were recovered from
Phase 1 contexts, three of which date to the mid-4th century and second half of the 4th century.320
The pottery includes a single sherd from a CRS Form 1 bowl, North Syrian Mortarium, KH jug
Form 2C, and 41 sherds from Galilean Bowl Forms 1C, D, and E.321 The plaster bedding of the
mosaic floor above the soil fill contained five coins all dating to the second half of the 4th
century.322 According to the excavators the synagogue was built “no later than the first or second
decade of the fifth century.”323 According to Hayes’ typology, however, CRS 1 ends by ca. 475,
so a slightly later date – perhaps the first half of the 5th century – is more reflective of this fact,
and better fits the numismatic and ceramic evidence outlined above.
41. Synagogue building, surface accumulation and destruction debris; Area 87
Loci:
Stratum II – 1018, 1019, 1023, 1041, 1042, 1043, 1045, 1047, 1091, 1148, 1180, 1183,
1184, 1192, 1221, 1235, 1241
Stratum I – 1013, 1014, 1028, 1040, 1046, 1048, 1055, 1056, 1061, 1065, 1078, 1085,
1087, 1093
Published Pottery:

319

Weiss et al. 2005: 37.

320

Weiss et al. 2005: 263-265, nos. 9 (Constantius II [348-351]), 16 (second half of the 4th century), and 18 (second
half of the 4th century); for the other coins, see 263-265, nos. 3, 5, and 8.
321

The excavators do not distinguish between the three sub-types of the late Galilean Bowls (Weiss et al. 2005: 287,
293).
322

Weiss et al. 2005: 265, nos. 11 (379-383), 13-15 (second half of the 4th century), 17 (second half of the 4th
century).
323

Weiss et al. 2005: 39.
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Stratum II – Weiss et al. 2005: Pls. B.I:9-15, B.II:1-5, B.II:7-8, B.II:10-14, B.II:16-20,
B.III:1-2, B.III:4-5, B.III:8-13, B.III:15, B.III:18-19, B.IV:1-9, B.IV:11, B.IV:14-17,
E.I:1, E.I:3
Stratum I – Weiss et al. 2005: Pls. B.I:2-3, B.I:5, B.I:8, B.II:6, B.II:9, B.II:15, B.II:21,
B.III:3, B.III:6-7, B.III:14, B.III:16-17, B.IV:10, B.IV:12-13, E.I:2
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
41.1 – Fig. 45:1-51
41.2 – N/A
Date:
41.1 – second half of the 7th century to first half of the 8th century
41.2 – Abbasid period/second half of the 8th century to the 9th century and later
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: n/a
After the abandonment of the synagogue building layers of debris and alluvium
accumulated on top of the floor to varying levels: ca. 1.6 m in the southwest of the building and
ca. 55 cm in the northeast. The three areas of the building (the narthex, synagogue hall, and
bema) were affected differently post-abandonment but share the following in common: a lower
layer of grayish colored material accumulated directly on top of the surfaces following the initial
abandonment of the building; a second layer of grayish-brown alluvium, not connected to the
destruction of the synagogue, accumulated over many years on top of first.324

According to the excavators the area of the bema was very disturbed and, therefore, the debris “reflects primarily
stages later than the building” (Weiss et al. 2005: 29-30). However, the published finds from the lower level of
accumulation are contemporaneous with those from other areas of the synagogue and, therefore, will be considered
as such in the following discussion.
324
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In the area of the narthex the lower layer of accumulation is the only location in the
synagogue building where the finds reflect the period immediately after the abandonment but
before the complete collapse of the superstructure (loci 1221, 1235, and 1241). The reason for
this unique situation is due to the fact that the mosaic floor was constructed above a cistern.
Thus, when the floor collapsed into the cistern the abandonment accumulation was more
protected from post-depositional processes, as compared to the synagogue hall and especially
area around the bema (see below). The pottery includes the knobby handle from a Form 5A oil
lamp, characteristic of the mid-6th century to the 7th century; a red-painted jug rim; and storage
jars common in the Umayyad and Abbasid periods.325 Above this is the top layer of alluvium not
connected with the building’s destruction (loci 1046, 1048, 1055, 1056, 1065, 1085, and 1093).
Four coins were found in this context, three of which date to the 7th century.326 Several imported
vessels were found as well. The LRRW types include ARS Form 99C, PRS Form 3C, PRS Form
3E, CRS Form 2, CRS Form 7, and CRS Form 10. Other imported vessels include five sherds
from a Late Roman Amphora Form 1 (hereafter LRA 1) variant common from the 5th to mid-7th
centuries.327
Pottery sherds from several different periods were recovered from the lower layer of
accumulation above the main synagogue hall along with coins of the 4th century and early 6th
century.328 The latest imported ceramic vessels include ARS Form 91C, PRS Form 3F, PRS

325

A notable find is Fig. 45:46, which is an imported Egyptian Coarse Ware Jar, see Taxel and Fantalkin 2011: 90,
Fig. 2:2. These were imported to Palestine mostly during the 8 th century and declined by the 10th century.
326

Weiss et al. 2005: 263-265, nos. 10 (mid-4th century), 22 (632/633), 23 (640/641), and 25 (7th century).

327

A limited number of LRA 1 are published in the Galilean ceramic corpus. According to Reynolds, this amphora
was rather common in Byzantine Levantine assemblages, appearing in the 4th century and was produced into the 7th
century (Reynolds 2008: 70-72). For further details of this amphora type, see Hayes 1976: 116; Keay 1984: 268278, Type LIII; Peacock and Williams 1986: 185-187, Class 44; Hayes 1992: 63-64, Type 5.
328

Weiss et al. 2005: nos. 19 (L1047 [second half of 4th]) and 12 (L1019 [Anastasius I, 498-518]).
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Form 10A, PRS Form 10B, PRS Form 10C, and CRS Form 5. A large “Candlestick” oil lamp
was also recovered from the lower accumulation.329 The upper layer yielded four coins of the 7th
century and one dating to ca. 700.330
The area of the bema was very disturbed, presumably by later stone robbing activities.
Nonetheless, the material from the lower layer of debris is quite uniform chronologically with
that of the narthex and synagogue hall – represented by loci 1042, 1091, 1148, 1180, 1183-1184,
1192. The ceramic objects include ARS Form 104C, ARS Form 107, PRS Form 3F, CRS Form
7(?), CRS Form 10, CRS Form 11, and a LRA 1 variant.331 Two coins, one from the second half
of the 4th and another dating to the reign of Justin I (518-527), also came from the bema.332
The imported dishes and mold-made oil lamps from the lowest layer of accumulation in
the narthex and synagogue hall suggest the abandonment took place closer to the mid/late 7th
century, followed by a destruction in the late Umayyad or early Abbasid period – perhaps
coinciding with the 749 earthquake.
Lower City (Hebrew University)
42. Probe beneath the floor in Room 4, Nile Festival Building; Area 67
Loci: 1603, 1605, 1606, 1607, 1609
Published Pottery: Weiss and Talgam 2002: 59, Fig. 4
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 46:1-14
Date: second half of the 3rd century to the late 4th/early 5th centuries

329

This type of oil lamp is dated by Magness from the mid-6th century to the late 7th/early 8th century (1993:251252).
330

Weiss et al. 2005: nos. 22 (L1046 [632/633]), 23 (L1046 [640/641]), 24-25 (L1046, L1078 [7th century]), 26
(L1028 [ca. 700]).
331

For the dating of LRA 1, see supra n. 327.

332

Weiss et al. 2005: nos. 20-21, respectively.
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Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 36
Based on the published illustrations of the pottery from the probe beneath the floor in
room 4 of the Nile Festival Building, there appear to be two examples of ARS dishes: Form 50A
(Fig. 46:6) and Form 57 (Fig. 46:8). The only coin from beneath the floor is an issue of Gratian
(378-383).333 On the floor of room 2 the excavators recovered 28 identifiable coins (L1453), the
latest being a coin of Theodosius II (425-450).334 With the exception of a few residual sherds, the
pottery from the room 4 probe represents an assemblage dating primarily from the late 3rd
century to the late 4th/early 5th centuries – the latter representing the approximate construction
date of the Nile Festival building. The coin of Theodosius II provides a relative terminus ante
quem for the room 4 sub-surface assemblage.335
Capernaum/Kefar Naḥum (Assemblages 43-59)
43. Fill within the inner octagon of the Octagonal Church
Locus: 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5
Published Pottery:
1.3-4 – Cafarnao VII: 255, DG 281:1-7, DG 282
1.2 – Cafarnao VII: 255-256, DG 281:8-23
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
43.1 – Fig. 47:1-35
43.2 – Fig. 48:1-16
Date:

333

Weiss and Talgam 2002: 59, Table 1. My identification of Fig. 46:8 is an approximation.

334

Weiss and Talgam 2002: 60, Table 2.

Weiss and Talgam suggest that “the Nile Festival Building was constructed around 400 or in the early 5 th
century” (2002: 60).
335
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43.1 – second half of the 4th century to the mid-5th century
43.2 – second half of the 5th century to the 6th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 38, 41-42
Locus 1 consists of five superimposed strata: the mosaic floor of the Octagonal Church
(L1.1, el. 10.00 m); fill (riempitura) beneath the mosaic (L1.2); destruction level of the Domus
Ecclesia with many fragments of painted plaster from the walls having fallen directly on top of a
polychrome floor of beaten lime (L1.3, el. 8.62 m); a packed earth and basalt floor (massicciata
A) beneath the polychrome floor (L1.4, el. 8.50 m); and a thin plaster floor beneath massicciata
A (L1.5, el. 8.37 m).336 Photos of the inner octagon taken in 1921, and before the resumption of
excavations by Corbo in 1968, clearly show that the plaster base for the mosaic floor was more
or less intact, meaning that the fill beneath it was sealed (Appendix I, Fig. 41).337 The coins from
strata L1.4 and L1.3 date from the mid-to-late 4th century.338 The ceramic vessels from L1.4
include several different LRRW vessels (one sherd ARS Form 50A, four sherds ARS Form 61A,
and ARS-stamped sherds dating from the late 4th to the mid-5th century or later) and a Form 3 oil
lamp (Fig. 47:28 [ARS 50A], 30 [ARS 61A], 31-34 [ARS-stamps], 35 [Lamp 3]).339 Locus 1.3
yielded a single ARS Form 61A bowl rim (Fig. 47:1).

336

Cafarnao VI: 280.

337

In photo DF 56 (Appendix I, Fig. 42), one can see the fill (L1.2) would have been directly below the octagonal
church’s floor. Lower down are stones from the walls of the Domus Ecclesia that was destroyed, and beneath that is
a thick layer of painted wall plaster that was torn down from the walls to prepare the space for the octagonal church.
The plaster is directly on the floor of the Domus Ecclesia (Cafarnao V: DF 56). Earlier surfaces (massicciate B and
C) were found underneath locus 1.5 but were not consistently preserved and contained material dating to the
excavators’ fasi 3 and 4 (Hellenistic and Early Roman) (Cafarnao VI: 280; for the pottery of locus 1.6, see Cafarnao
VII: 257, DG 284).
338

For the coins, see L1.3: Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 242 (350-361), 285 (364-378), 330 (4th-5th centuries?); L1.4:
Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 180 (347-348), 315 (383-389), 754 (4th-5th centuries).
339

For the stamped sherds, see Hayes 1972: 243, Fig. 42:73-74 k-m. He dates this type from the late 4th to mid-5th
centuries and later.
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The finds from L1.2, immediately beneath the mosaic floor, include several examples of
CRS Forms 1 and 9; PRS Form 1; and ARS Form 67 (Fig. 48:14 [CRS 1], 16 [CRS 9A], 15
[PRS 1B], 12 [ARS 67]). Two sherds appear to be examples of Rouletted Bowl Form 2A, dated
by Magness to the 6th century (Fig. 48:8-9).340 A splayed-rim oil lamp/Form 4B, Loffreda’s Type
7.0, was also recovered from the upper fill layer, but not included in the locus assemblage
plate.341 Loffreda assigns stratum 1.4 to the late 4th century (fasi 6 and 7) and suggests that
stratum 1.2 is “non oltre il 500 dC.”342 Based on the published finds, however, strata 1.4 and 1.3
should be dated from the second half of the 4th century to mid-5th century, while stratum 1.2
should be dated to the 6th century.343
44. Occupational debris and surfaces beneath the mosaic floor of the Octagonal Church,
north of the inner octagon
Locus: 4.3
Published Pottery: Cafarnao II: 112-113, Fig. 37344

These two sherds are equivalent to Loffreda’s piatti tipo 33 and 32, respectively, see Cafarnao VI: 234. Piatto
tipo 33 is explicitly stated by Loffreda to equate to Rouletted Bowls Form 2A: “Il tipo corrisponde a “Rouletted
Bowls Form 2A…” He describes the fabric of tipo 32 as “Impasto nicciola di buona qualità. Tracce di ingobbio
rosso alle pareti interne…Cottura buona.” The example from L1.2 also seems to exhibit light rouletting on the
exterior. The fabric and shape of tipo 32/Fig. 48:9 is similar to the small example of Rouletted Bowl Form 2A
included by Magness (1993: 188, no. 4). Based on Loffreda’s description and shape of the vessel, I have decided to
identify Fig. 48:9 as a second example of Rouletted Bowl Form 2A. For the dating of these bowls, see Magness
1993: 187-188 and 191-192.
340

341

Additional registered sherds not included in assemblage plate DG 281 for L1.2 include: Cafarnao VI: w6, w9023 (CRS 1); w8, w10 (CRS 9); w904 (ARS 67); w56 (Lamp 4B).
342

Cafarnao VI: 280; Cafarnao VII: 255.

343

As noted by Bijovsky, two literary sources provide an approximate construction window for the Octagonal
Church: “It is clear that the structure was erected after Egeria’s visit to the site at the end of the fourth century
(where she saw the domus ecclesia) and before c.570 when the Piacenza Pilgrim described a basilical church [a term
that applies to the Octagonal Church]” (2012: 80, and n. 63). See also Cafarnao I: 53-54; Loffreda 1993: 39.
344

The pottery from stratum L4.3 was not published in the 2008 volumes (Cafarnao VI-VIII), so I relied upon
Loffreda’s 1974 publication, i.e. Cafarnao II. No specific quantitative information is provided by in either the 1974
or 2008 pottery volumes.
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Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 17-24
Date: second half of the 4th century to the second half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 38
Locus 4 shares the same basic stratigraphy of locus 1: three clear strata below the mosaic
floor of the Octagonal Church: L4.2, L4.3, and L4.4.345 The upper stratum (L4.2) consists of fill
beneath the mosaic floor down to a dirt and basalt floor (massicciata A). L4.3 was the cleaning
(pulitura) of massicciata A, below which was an occupation level on top of another dirt and
basalt floor (massicciata B, L4.4). No finds are published from stratum L4.2; the illustrated
sherds from L4.3 include examples of ARS Form 61A, Galilean Bowls Form 1E, and Handmade
Bowl Form 2A (Fig. 48:17 [ARS 61A], 22-24 [Galilean Bowl 1E], 21 [Handmade 2A]).
Additional, un-illustrated sherds include CRS Form 1; and ARS Forms 58, 59, and 91A. Form 3
oil lamps and a coin dating to 355–361 were also found with the assemblage.346
45. Fills and surfaces south of the battistero on the eastern side of the Octagonal Church
Locus: 10.3, 10.4
Published Pottery:
10.4 – Cafarnao VII: 260, DG 291
10.3 – Cafarnao VII: 260, DG 290
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
45.1 – Fig. 49:11-31
45.2 – Fig. 49:1-10

345

Cafarnao VI: 280.

Cafarnao II: 113. NB: the un-illustrated terra sigillata forms cited by Loffreda on p. 113 – TS 5, 12, 14, and 16 –
correspond to CRS 1, ARS 59, ARS 58, and ARS 91A, respectively. His lucerne tipo 5 corresponds to bilanceolate
oil lamps/Form 3. For the coin, see Cafarnao IX: cat. no. 222.
346
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Date:
45.1 – 5th and 6th centuries
45.2 – mid-7th century to the 9th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 38, 43
Locus 10 in Area I is located in the area of the south pastoforo, south of the battistero on
the eastern side of the church. The upper-most stratum in this locus is pavimento A, associated
with the later addition of the baptistery and an apse in the eastern wall of the church.347 Beneath
pavimento A is a fill (L10.2) down to a second surface, pavimento B (el. 8.86 m), followed by
another fill (L10.3) extending to a plastered surface – pavimento C (el. 7.83 m). Excavation in
this area of the church ended with stratum L10.4 (el. 7.83 m), which is a gravelly fill beneath
pavimento C.348 Since this area was renovated in antiquity and remained close to the surface,
pavimento A was not entirely preserved at the time of excavation.349 Thus, the leveling fill above
pavimento B (i.e. L10.2) may have been disturbed. In fact, ceramic types characteristic of the
Early Islamic and Abbasid periods are published from this locus in the ceramic registry. 350

347

In the original plan of the Octagonal Church there was a corridor along the eastern wall, see Cafarnao I: 30-32,
Fig. 1 and photos 10-11.
348

Cafarnao VI: 281; Cafarnao VII: 260. There are some cataloged sherds belonging to a stratum L10.5 (ARS 67
[w3796] and CRS 1 [w3797]) but no description is given in either volume VI or VII. If these sherds come from a
stratum beneath L10.4, then they would provide a terminus post quem of ca. the last quarter of the 4th century to ca.
475.
349

A gap in pavimento A between the battistero and the recinto sacro can be seen in a section plan of the area
(Cafarnao I: 32, Figure 3).
350

See Cafanao VI: w1125, w1127 (cream/yellowish ware amphora); w1126 (large basin with incised exterior);
w1130 (cream ware jug). For descriptions and parallels of the amphorae, see Cafarnao VI: 142 (anfora tipo 49).
Walmsley (1995: 661-662) dates this form to the 8th and 9th centuries. For descriptions and parallels of the basin, see
Cafarnao VI: 250 (piatto tipo 68). According to Stacey (2004: 97, Fig. 5.11) this type of basin, or crater [sic], has a
limited distribution around the Sea of Galilee in the Umayyad period. For descriptions and parallels of the jug, see
Cafarnao VI: 173-174 (vaso tipo 31). At Tiberias, these jugs appear in contexts of the late 8th and 9th centuries and
remained popular at least until the middle of the 11th century (Stacey 2004: 130-132, Fig. 5.41).
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The remaining fills beneath pavimenti A and B, however, appear to be sealed and free
from later disturbances. A photo of the excavated section through the southern pastofori shows
that the surfaces beneath pavimento A appear to be intact (Appendix I, Fig. 43). The stratum
L10.4 pottery includes CRS Form 1 and 9A, and a hand-made, red-slipped bowl/basin (Form
2A). The pottery from the fill above (L10.3) contains FBW bowls Form 2C, dated by Magness
from the mid-7th century to the 9th/10th centuries, and a CRS Form 1 bowl that is likely
residual.351
46. Surfaces and occupational debris on the west side of Area 1
Locus: 34.2, 34.3, 34.4
Published Pottery:
34.4 – Cafarnao VII: 364, DG 300
34.3 – Cafarnao VII: 263-264, DG 299
34.2 – Cafarnao VII: 263, DG 298
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
46.1 – Fig. 51:1-24
46.2 – Fig. 50:23-46
46.3 – Fig. 50:1-22
Date:
46.1 – 4th century to the first half of the 5th century
46.2 – second half of the 5th century to the first half of the 6th century

351

For the date of the FBW bowls, see Magness 1993: 198-201. Loffreda assigns these bowls to his piatto tipo 31
but does not immediately identify them as FBW bowls: “Il tipo PIAT 31 è riferibile alla Form 2C e 2D del sud
[referring to Magness’ typology]” (Cafarnao VI: 234). However, based on his description of the fabric and the
nearly identical illustrations, there can be no doubt that these are FBW bowl types 2C/D. Thus, Loffreda’s original
dating of stratum L10.3 to fase 7 (i.e. 350-450) is incorrect and should be assigned to fasi 9/10.
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46.3 – mid-6th century to the first half of the 7th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 44-45
Locus 34 consists of a series of thick debris layers and surfaces: a destruction level with
fragments of roof tiles and mosaic tesserae (L34.2); a lower fill on top of massicciata A, an
uneven and disconnected surface throughout the locus (L34.3); a thick stratum of clay (ca. 25
cm) with “grande quantità di cocci del tardo periodo romano” under massicciata A, followed by
another well-preserved surface, massicciata B (el. 8.50 m) (L34.4); and the lowest surface,
massicciata C, beneath ca. 50-70 cm of dark fill (L34.5).352
The lowest stratum considered here, L34.4, yielded several coins dating mostly from the
4th and 5th centuries.353 The pottery includes some residual sherds from stratum L34.5, but mostly
types common in the 3rd and 4th centuries such as Galilean Bowl Forms 1B and the late variants –
1C, E, and 2 (Fig. 51:18-22 [Galilean Bowl 1B], 6 [Galilean Bowl 1C], 8 [Galilean Bowl 1E], 11
[Galilean Bowl 2]). Other types include a CRS Form 1 sherd and two mold-made oil lamps of
the 4th and 5th centuries to the early 6th century (Fig. 51:17 [CRS 1]).354 The fill associated with
massicciata A (L34.3) yielded LRRW sherds from ARS Form 93B, CRS Form 1, CRS Form 2,
and CRS Form 9 vessels, though the latter may be intrusive (Fig. 50:46 [ARS 93B], 42-43 [CRS
1], 44 [CRS 2], 45 [CRS 9A]). The pottery from the destruction level debris (L34.2) includes
several imported vessels such as ARS Form 104B, PRS Form 3F, PRS Form 10B, CRS Form 2,

352

Cafarnao I: 102; Cafarnao VI: 282; Cafarnao VII: 263-265. Stratum L34.5 yielded pottery of the Hellenistic and
Early Roman periods, see Cafarnao VII: 265, DG 301. None of the illustrated sherds need date later than the 2 nd
century.
353

For the stratum L34.4 coins, see Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 48 (218-222), 79 (347-348), 227 (355-361), 270 (364367), 279 (367-375), 282 (364-378), 436 (383-395), 459 (395-401) 467 (401-403), 774 (4th-5th centuries), 821 (4th5th centuries), 855 (4th-5th centuries).
354

16 Form 1, one Form 3, and one Form 4B oil lamp are listed on table XVII but not illustrated (Cafarnao VI: 272273).
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CRS Form 9A, and a PRS sherd with a stamped cross motif (Fig. 50:15 [ARS 104B], 16 [PRS
3F], 17 [PRS 10B], 18 [CRS 2], 19 [CRS 9A], 22 [PRS-stamp]).355
47. Four stratified surfaces and accumulations, southwestern sector of Area 2
Locus: 43.2-5
Published Pottery:
43.5 – Cafarnao VII: 268, DG 306
43.4 – Cafarnao VII: 267-268, DG 305
43.3 – Cafarnao VII: 267, DG 304
43.2 – Cafarnao VII: 266, DG 303
43.1 – Cafarnao VII: 265-266, DG 302
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
47.1 – N/A
47.2 – Fig. 52:1-65
47.3 – Fig. 53:1-42
47.4 – Fig. 54:1-51
Date:
47.1 – 2nd and 3rd centuries to the 4th century
47.2 – 4th century to the early 5th century
47.3 – second half of the 5th century to the late 7th century
47.4 – 8th century and later (?)
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 39

355

For the stamped sherd, see Hayes 1972: 59, Fig. 78, motif 67 i-l
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In the southwestern sector of Area 2 is a grouping of four loci (42, 43, 44, and 67) that all
contained elements of the same “quattro pavimenti sovrapposti” – pavimento A, massicciata B,
massicciata C, and massicciata D.356 The most informative of these loci is L43. The lowest
stratum, L43.5 (el. ca. 8.98/9.10 m), represents the material on massicciata D and includes
several KH forms: Galilean Bowl 1A; Casserole 3A; and Cooking Pot Forms 4A, B, and D.
These provide a date of the 2nd/3rd century for the stratum and terminus post quem for the strata
above.
The stratum above, L43.4 – the material on top of massicciata C (el. ca. 9.39 m), yielded
a far greater number of KH forms, especially of the later variants: Form 1B/3B casseroles; and
Galilean Bowl Forms 1C, D, and E. Other forms include oil lamps Form 1 and 3, and a terra
sigillata bowl dating to the late 2nd/3rd century and/or 4th century (Fig. 52:27-31 [Cass. 1B], 3242 [Galilean Bowl 1B], 43-49 [Galilean Bowl 1C], 50-55 [Galilean Bowl 1D], 56-58 [Galilean
Bowl 1E], 62 [TS bowl], 63-65 [Form 1 lamp]).357 Based on these finds, a 4th to early 5th century
date for this stratum is likely.
Above this is an assemblage sealed beneath pavimento A made up of two levels: the fill
above massacciata B (L43.2, el. ca. 9.64 m) and the material associated with the pulitura of
massacciata B (L43.3, el. ca. 9.48 m), respectively.358 Two coins associated with stratum L43.3

356

Cafarnao I: 182-183. For general photos of these surfaces and associated architectural features, see Cafarnao V:
DF 136-142.
357

The Form 3 oil lamp is not drawn. Regarding the terra sigillata bowl, Loffreda designates this as his terra
sigillata tipo 7, which he dates to the Middle Roman period, though contexts at Capernaum do not exclude a date of
the 3rd or 4th centuries (Cafarnao VI: 89-90). The bowl bears some resemblance to ARS Form 45B, which dates to
ca. 230/40-320 (Hayes 1972: 62-65). See also Hayes 2008: 219, nos. 976-977, Fig. 31. An identical bowl is
published from a collapse context at the site of Nabratein (Field N IV.L1006, Assemblage 32.2). See Meyers and
Meyers 2009: Pt. Pl. UU:3. As noted in the discussion of Assemblage 32.2, however, the context is heavily
disturbed.
358

While the material associated with these strata is divided by Loffreda into two separate assemblages, I have
combined them because they represent material from massicciata B and the fill beneath pavimento A, i.e.
accumulation and fill above massicciata B.
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date to 355-361 and the 4th-5th centuries.359 The latest pottery, dating to the 6th and 7th centuries,
was found exclusively from the upper fill (L43.2), including 21 sherds from PRS Form 10 bowls
(Fig. 53:11 [CRS 11], 13, [ARS 93A], 14 [ARS 104], 15 [ARS 107], 16 [CRS 7], 17-18 [CRS
9A], 19-20 [PRS 3E/G], 21-22 [PRS 10A]). The pottery associated with pavimento A (el. ca.
10.20 m) is largely the same. One significant difference is that the number of PRS Form 10
bowls doubled (42 sherds). A single published sherd from a Medieval cooking pot is likely
intrusive.360
48. Central zone/courtyard of Area 2
Locus: 46.3, 46.4
Published Pottery:
46.3 – Cafarnao VII: 269, DG 307
46.4 – Cafarnao VII: 270, DG 308
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
48.1 – Fig. 55:1-20
48.2 – Fig. 56:1-46
Date:
48.1 – second half of the 5th century to first half of the 6th century
48.2 – mid-6th century to the first half of the 7th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 39, 46

359

Cafarnao IX: nos. 224, 933

360

See Fig. 3.54:8. Loffreda dates this type to 1200-1400 at Capernaum (Cafarnao VI: 194, pentole tipo 20). For
parallels, see Avissar 2005: 92, Fig. 39:9-11 (ca. 14th-15th centuries); Stern and Tatcher 2009: 140, Fig. 3.23:12 (ca.
13th-14th centuries).
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Locus 46 consists of two major surfaces in Area 2: massicciata B (ca. 8.98 m) and
massicciata A (ca. 9.46 m).361 The finds from massicciata B (L46.4) include coins of the 4th to
5th centuries, LRRW bowls of the mid-to-late 5th century and first half of the 6th century, and oil
lamps Form 3 and 4B (Fig. 55: 10 [PRS 3B], 11 [PRS 3F/G], 14 [oil lamp]).362 Locus 46.4 also
yielded two stamped fineware sherds (Fig. 55:18 [Hayes 1972: 353, fig. 73:9, Group IIB], 19
[Hayes 1972: 241, fig. 39:70]). The surface above, massicciata A (L46.3), yielded a similar
range of imported vessels, of which the latest types (CRS 9A and PRS 10B) provide a terminus
post quem of the second half of the 6th century and early 7th century. A notable find is a body
sherd from a LRA 1 with red painted dipinto on the shoulder (Fig. 56:46).363
49. Passageway southeast of L46, Area 2
Locus: 51.2, 51.3
Published Pottery:
51.3 – Cafarnao VII: 272, DG 312
51.2 – Cafarnao VII: 271-272, DG 311
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
49.1 – Fig. 57:26-53
49.2 – Fig. 57:1-25
Date:
49.1 – second half of the 5th century to the early 6th century
49.2 – mid-6th century to the early 7th century

361

Cafarnao VI: 283.

362

For the coins from L46.4, see Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 149 (330-333), 159 (325-326), 604-605 (4th century), 613
(4th century), 668 (4th-5th centuries), (4th-5th centuries), 840 (4th-5th centuries). Two ARS Form 93 sherds and two
splayed-nozzle oil lamp sherds are not illustrated but appear on table XVIII, see Cafarnao VI: 273.
363

For the dating of LRA 1, see supra n. 327.
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Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 39
Locus 51 consists of two surfaces: pavimento A (L51.2) and massicciata B (L51.3).364
The lowest stratum, associated with massicciata B, is said by Loffreda to contain “alcuni cocci
sono dello strato superiore A.”365 The assemblage includes examples of CRS Form 1, CRS Form
2 (mistakenly counted as CRS Form 9 [see Cafarnao VI: 272–73, table XVIII; Cafarnao VII:
272, DG 312:29]), CRS Form 9A (a small fragment preserving the rim profile only), PRS Form
3C, ARS Form 58, and ARS Form 61A (Fig. 57:45 [ARS 58], 46 [ARS 61B], 47-49 [CRS 1], 52
[CRS 2], 53 [CRS 9A] 50-51 [PRS 3C]). The latest of five coins from this stratum provides a
terminus post quem of 425, while the rest date to the 4th and 5th centuries.366 With the exception
of one small fragment of CRS Form 9A, the ceramic evidence points to a terminus post quem in
the second half of the 5th century for this assemblage. Stratum L51.2 yielded several Byzantine
pottery types, including CRS Forms 2, 7, and 9, as well as a late variant of PRS Form 3E. Unlike
the previous stratum, two of the three illustrated CRS 9A sherds preserve a large portion of the
vessel, indicating that they are current in the assemblage (Fig. 57:18-20).
50. Small architectural unit in the south of Area 3
Locus: 75.3, 75.4
Published Pottery:
75.4 – Cafarnao VII: 279, DG 323
75.3 – Cafarnao VII: 278, DG 322
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:

364

Cafarnao VI: 283.

365

Cafarnao VI: 272.

366

Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 294 (364–375), 316 (383–392), 509 (383–425), 770 (4th-5th centuries), 924 (4th-5th
centuries).
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50.1 – Fig. 59:1-24
50.2 – Fig. 58:1-22
Date:
50.1 – 5th century to the mid-6th century
50.2 – second half of the 6th century to the 7th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 40, 47
Locus 75 consists of four strata associated with four different surfaces and walls of a
room founded at the level of the lowest surface: pavimento D (L75.6), massicciata C (L75.5),
massicciata B (L75.4, el. ca. 8.57 m), and massicciata A (L75.3, el. ca. 8.70/8.84 m).367 No
pottery assemblage figures are included in Cafarnao VII for strata L75.5 or L75.6, but the
cataloged sherds from these contexts provide a terminus post quem of the 1st century to mid-2nd
century for L75.5, and a 4th century to early 5th century terminus post quem for L75.4.368
16 coins are associated with L75.4, the latest of which date to 425.369 The pottery finds
include a Form 3 oil lamp and another with an elongated nozzle and body dated to the 5th to 6th
centuries (Fig. 59: 18 [Form 3], 17 [elongated nozzle lamp]).370 Other forms include a complete
cooking pot Form 2A and LRRW dishes of the 5th and 6th centuries (Fig. 59:5 [CP 2A]; 19 [PRS
3F]; 20, 22 [ARS 61B]; 21 [CRS 2]; 23 [CRS 9A]).

367

Cafarnao I: 197. See also Cafarnao VI: 284; Cafarnao VII: 278-279. For additional photographs of the locus, see
Cafarnao V: DF 113-114.
368

The latest cataloged sherds from L75.6, i.e. beneath massicciata C and associated with pavemento D, are KH
cooking pots Form 4B (Cafarnao VI: b2005-2006). Among the pottery from L75.5 is a Galilean Bowl Form 1B and
E, and KH jar Form 1a/KH 5A (Cafarnao VI: b745-746+748 [Galilean Bowl 1B], b749 [Galilean Bowl 1E], b763
[KH Jar 1A]).
369

Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 177 (347-348), 283 (364-378), 318 (383-392), 356 (379-383), 368 (388-392), 421 (395401), 446 (388-395), 454 (388-395), 484 (406-408), 499 (383-425), 538 (383-425), 636 (4th-5th centuries), 753 (4th5th centuries), 831 (4th-5th centuries), 847 (4th-5th centuries), 885 (4th-5th centuries).
370

For a possible parallel and dating of lamp Fig. 59:17, see Hadad 2002: 37-50, Type 19.
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The occupation level above massicciata A (L75.3) included a variety of LRRW vessels
of the 6th and 7th centuries; as well as oil lamps Form 3, 4, and 5A (Fig. 58:15 [PRS 10C], 16
[CRS 2], 17 [ARS 104C], 18 [Lamp 4B], 19 [Lamp 5A], 20 [Form 3], 21 [Form 4C]).371 A single
coin from the reign of Anastasias is published by Callegher (Cafarnao IX: n.1195 [498-507]);
Spijkerman’s numismatic report includes a coin of Maurice Tiberius [591-602] (Cafarnao III:
nos. 350-351). A well-preserved example of a Thickened-Rim Basin Form 1B also comes from
this locus (Fig. 58:10).
51. Small room to the south of alleyway L83, Area 3
Locus: 80.2, 80.3, 80.4
Published Pottery:
80.4 – Cafarnao VII: 281, DG 327
80.3 – Cafarnao VII: 280, DG 326
80.2 – Cafarnao VII: 280, DG 325
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
51.1 – Cafarnao VII: 281, DG 327
51.2 – Cafarnao VII: 280, DG 326
Date:
51.1 – second half of the 4th century to the late 5th/early 6th centuries
51.2 – 6th and 7th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 40, 48

371

A second Form 4C oil lamp is cataloged by Loffreda but not illustrated (Cafarnao VI: a113).
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Locus 80 consists of two massicciate – A (el. ca. 9.06 m) and B (el. ca. 8.64 m) – and a
layer of ash beneath.372 A coin of the 2nd century from stratum L80.5 provides a terminus post
quem for the massicciata B assemblage.373 Other finds include a Form 1 oil lamp; KH cooking
vessel forms 3A, 3B, and 4A; and an ARS-base, most likely from a form 52 bowl, dated to the
early 4th century by Hayes (Cafarnao VII: DG 328: 4-5 [KH 4A], 7 [KH 3A], 8 [KH 3B], 9
[ARS-base], 11 [Form 1 lamp]).374 Massicciata B yielded 9 coins, the latest of which dates to
425-435.375 The pottery from stratum L80.4 includes LRRW vessels and two stamped PRS
sherds, which provide a late 5th/early 6th century terminus post quem (Fig. 60:25-26 [PRS 1B],
27-28 [PRS 3C], 30 [CRS 1], 31 [PRS 8], 40-41 [PRS-stamps]).376 Other finds include oil lamps
common in the 5th and 6th centuries (Fig. 60:37 [Form 3], 39 [Form 4C]).
Above stratum L80.4 are two occupation levels associated with massicciata A: the makeup of the surface (L80.3) and occupation level above it (L80.2); because they are associated and
yielded similar ceramic assemblages, they are considered together. Several well-preserved and
complete CRS Form 2 and CRS Form 9A bowls come from the surface make-up along with
coins of the late 4th century and 5th century (Fig. 60:4-6 [CRS 2], 7-8 [CRS 9A]).377 In the

372

Cafarnao I: 198. See also Cafarnao VI: 284; Cafarnao VII: 280-281.

373

Cafarnao IX: cat. no. 11 (130-131).

374

Another possibility is ARS Form 44, but the thickness of the vessel wall is unlike that of the former, which tend
to be thinner. See Hayes 1972: 58, Fig. 10. A stamp from a terra sigillata bowl is also published from this stratum,
yet it is too small to identify with any certainty.
375

Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 22 (244-249), 55 (251-253), 319 (383-392, 328 (364-383), 464 (425-435), 496 (383-345),
710 (4th-5th centuries), 1193 (4th-5th centuries).
376

For the stamped sherds, see Hayes 1972: 363-365, Fig. 78, motif 67 (late 5th-early 6th century); Hayes 1972: 357,
motif 34j.
377

Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 327 (364-383), 526 (383-425), 711 (4th-5th centuries), 1075 (4th-5th centuries), 1105 (4th-5th
centuries), 1140 (5th centuries).
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occupation stratum above, a large number of LRRW vessels appear, including 10 sherds from
late PRS Form 3 bowls and 30 sherds from PRS Form 10 bowls.378
52. Large room north of alleyway L83, southwest zone of Area 3
Locus: 84.3, 84.4
Published Pottery:
84.4 – Cafarnao VII: 282-283, DG 330
84.3 – Cafarnao VII: 282, DG 329
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
52.1 – Figs. 61:26-48, 62:1-16
52.2 – Fig. 61:1-25
Date:
52.1 – second half of the 4th century to the second half of the 6th century
52.2 – late 6th/7th century to 8th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 40
L84 contains two stratified surfaces: massicciata A (L84.3) and pavimento B (L84.4). Fill
beneath pavimento B yielded a coin of the second century, providing a terminus post quem for its
foundation; none of the catalogued pottery needs to post-date the second century.379 L84.4
yielded 10 coins, the latest of which date to the early 5th century and 425-430.380 The pottery
includes a variety of LRRW forms including a complete ARS Form 59 plate and a small rim

378

Cafarnao VI: 276-277, table XX.

379

For the pottery, see Cafarnao VII: 283, DG 331.

380

Cafarnao IX: cat nos. 153 (328-329), 471 (404-406), 562 (425-430), 691 (4th-5th centuries), 740 (4th-5th
centuries), 758 (4th-5th centuries), 843 (4th-5th centuries), 901 (4th-5th centuries), 1047 (4th-5th centuries), 1141 (4th-5th
centuries).
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sherd from an Egyptian Red Slip-A bowl of the late 6th to 7th centuries (Fig. 62:6 [ARS 59], 12
[ERS-A J]). Other forms present include PRS 10B, CRS 9A, and stamped LRRW sherds
common in the 5th and early 6th centuries. The pottery types present in the layer above (L84.3)
are mostly the same. An Umayyad anonymous issue, dating to ca. 8th century, provides a
terminus post quem for the end of the stratum.381
53. Large room east of the synagogue building, west zone of Area 4
Locus: 97.3
Published Pottery: Cafarnao VII: 286-287, DG 336
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 62:17-46
Date: first half of the 4th century to second half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 49
Locus 97 in Area IV consists of strata above and below massicciata A.382 No description
is given for the stratum above (L97.2), nor is any pottery listed.383 The only published find is an
anonymous mid-8th century Umayyad coin, which provides a terminus ante quem for the
occupation level below.384 Loffreda describes the occupation level of massicciata A (L97.3) as
dating to the 3rd and 4th centuries “ma con intrusioni.”385 The pottery, however, suggests a later
date. Among the LRRW vessels are examples of CRS Form 1, CRS Form 2, and PRS Form 3C
(Fig. 62:21 [PRS 3C], 22 [CRS 1]).386 A nearly complete ARS Form 45B bowl provides an early

381

Cafarnao IX: cat. no. 1253 (8th century?).

382

Cafarnao I: 201-202.

383

Cafarnao VI: 285.

384

Cafarnao IX: cat. no. 1247.

385

Cafarnao VII: 286–287.

386

The CRS Form 2 bowl is not illustrated, see Cafarnao VI: 270, table XVII.
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chronological anchor for this stratum of the late 3rd/early 4th century (Fig. 62:23). The oil lamps
include six bilanceolate lamps (Form 3) and one of Form 4C (Fig. 62:17-18 [Form 3], 19 [Form
4C]).387 The ceramic evidence suggests a date range of the first half of the 4th century to the
second half of the 5th century for this stratum, with a few residual sherds. This date is supported
by the numismatic evidence: the latest coin provides a terminus post quem of 425-435; thus,
stratum L97.3 represents a contemporary assemblage with no intrusions.388
54. Medium-sized room/shop north of the synagogue building, east zone of Area 5
Locus: 119.2
Published Pottery: Cafarnao VII: 290, DG 342
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 63:1-38
Date: late 5th/early 6th century to the first half of the 7th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 50
Locus 119 of Area 5 consists of two stratified massicciate—A (L119.2) and B
(L119.3).389 The pottery associated with massicciata A includes one complete, and another
nearly complete, CRS Form 2 bowl, ARS Form 93, and ARS Form 107 (Fig. 63:24, 28 [CRS 2];
25 [ARS 93], 26 [ARS 107]). The locus also yielded a large number (at least 30) unused Form
4B oil lamps, including four complete or nearly complete specimens (Fig. 63:29-38). 44 coins
were recovered from this locus: 43 from stratum L119.2, the latest of which dates to 507–512,
and 1 (of Constantine I) from beneath massicciata A – stratum L119.3 – providing a terminus

387

Cafarnao VI: 271, table XVII.

388

Cafarnao IX: cat. no. 579. The only potentially intrusive sherd is a jar rim that may be late (Fig. 62:30), see
Cafarnao VI: cat. no. f2836. For potential comparanda, see Walmsley 1995: 663, Fig. 8:2.
389

Cafarnao VI: 286; Cafarnao VII: 290. See also Cafarnao I: 207.
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post quem of the early 4th century.390 Common pottery vessels include a complete Form 2A
casserole and well-preserved example of a Wide-mouthed Jar Form 2A (Fig. 63:3 [WJ 2A], 19
[Cass. 2A]).
55. Passageway north of the synagogue building, west of L119; east zone of Area 5
Locus: 124.3
Published Pottery: Cafarnao VII: 291-292, DG 344
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 64:1-39
Date: first half of the 4th century to the second half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 37, 51
Locus 124 consists of pavimento A (L124.2) and massicciata B below (L124.3). Loffreda
explains that L124.2 contained “…intrusioni del periodo arabo”, an observation that seems to
correlate with the pottery assemblage, which represents a broad chronological range.391
Loffreda’s description of the stratum beneath the surface (L124.3), the material on top of
massicciata B, contains no references to intrusions or mixed material. Thus, the latter appears to
be a sealed assemblage. The ceramic types from this stratum include CRS Form 2, PRS Form
1B, PRS Form 8, ARS Form 50A, ARS Form 58, ARS Form 61A, a Form 3 oil lamp, and 329 of

390

Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 144 (314-315), 145 (315-316), 142 (316), 148 (317), 135 (317-320), 172 (317-324), 158
(321), 164 (324-325), 169 (327-328), 151 (328), 166 (330-335), 178 (347-348), 231 (350-361), 336 (364-383), 288
(378-383), 312 (378-383), 377 (383-395), 300 (388-392), 303 (388-392), 349 (388-395), 444 (388-395), 481 (406408), 489 (406-408), 548 (383-425), 511 (383-425), 546 (383-425), 565 (408-ca. 430), 591 (457-474), 638 (4th -5th
centuries), 667 (4th-5th centuries), 672 (4th-5th centuries), 694 (4th-5th centuries), 698 (4th-5th centuries), 765 (4th-5th
centuries), 823 (4th-5th centuries), 825 (4th-5th centuries), 922 (4th-5th centuries), 1015 (4th-5th centuries), 1019 (4th-5th
centuries), 1056 (4th-5th centuries), 1203 (507-512), 1204 (507-512). The latest coins are bolded.
391

Cafarnao VII: 291.
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Galilean bowls Form 1E (Fig. 64:19-26 [Galilean Bowl 1E], 29 [PRS 1B], 31 [ARS 50], 32
[ARS 61A], 34 [ARS 58]).392
56. Large room of the so-called “Casa dalla due colonne”; Area 5
Locus: 136.2, 136.3, 136.4
Published Pottery:
136.4 – Cafarnao VII: 297, DG 353
136.3 – Cafarnao VII: 297, DG 352
136.2 – Cafarnao VII: 296-297, DG: 351
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
56.1 – Fig. 66:25-33
56.2 – Fig. 66:1-24
56.3 – Fig. 65:1-38
Date:
56.1 – mid-3rd century to the early 4th century
56.2 – second half of the 4th century to the second half of the 5th century
56.3 – first half of the 6th century to the mid-7th/early 8th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 52
While no section drawings exist at present, Loffreda provides photographs of the latest
surface (massicciata A, el. ca. 12.60 m) of the room where multiple excavated surfaces are
visible. Associated with the latest stratum (L136.2) are ceramic types of the 6th century through

392

The CRS 2 sherd is attested only on table XVIII, see Cafarnao VI: 272-273. The Form 3 oil lamp is cited by
Loffreda in the 1974 volume, see Cafarnao II: 131. For the quantitative data relating to the Galilean Bowls, see
Cafarnao VI: 212, table IX. An example of Loffreda’s terra sigillata tipo 7 (Fig. 64:30) is also published from this
stratum. For discussion of this type, see supra n. 357.
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the 7th century and a coin dated to 638.393 Among the imported pottery vessels are CRS Form 7
and 9, PRS Form 3E, and ARS Form 104C (Fig. 65:29 [CRS 7], 32 [ARS 104C], 35 [PRS 3E]).
Other types include an un-illustrated Form 5A oil lamp and FBW juglets Form 2A, which date
from the mid-6th century to the early 8th century (Fig. 65:8-9 [FBW 2A]).394
An earlier surface, massicciata B, lies beneath massicciata A at an unknown elevation
designated stratum L136.3. A coin of the 3rd century from the stratum beneath (L136.4) provides
a terminus post quem of the mid-3rd century for the surface above.395 The finds associated with
L136.3 include coins of the 4th and 5th centuries, the latest dating to 406-408, and LRRW vessel
forms ARS 61A, PRS 3C, and an un-illustrated PRS 5 (no catalogue number; not drawn).396
According to Loffreda this stratum contains “possibili intrisioni” from stratum L136.2, yet the
finds presented above represent a contemporary assemblage of the 4th through 5th centuries, even
if one were to exclude the PRS Form 5 sherd as intrusive.397
57. Entryway/vestibule for large dwelling to the south, east of ‘courtyard’ L92a; Area 4
Locus: 200.2, 200.3
Published Pottery:
200.3 – Cafarnao VII: 300, DG 357

393

Cafarnao IX: cat. no. 1232.

394

The oil lamp is cataloged as e2894, see Cafarnao VI. For the dating of the FBW vessel, see Magness 1993: 240.

395

Cafarnao IX: cat. no. 39 (218-222).

396

Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 168 (330-331), 208 (335-347), 483 (406-408), 798 (4th-5th centuries), 880 (4th-5th
centuries). Loffreda does not specify whether this PRS Form 5 sherd is variant A (dating to ca. 460-500) or B (first
half of the 6th century) (Cafarnao VI: table XVIII). For the detailed morphology and dating of this form, see Hayes
1972: 339-340, Fig. 70.
397

Cafarnao VI: 286. The description of stratum L136.3 given with the associated pottery plate (DG 352) does not
indicate any concern regarding intrusive material: “Stratto sotta la massicciata A con colonne. Periodo bizantino
antico” (Cafarnao VII: 297).
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200.2 – Cafarnao VII: 355, DG 356
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
57.1 – Fig. 67:20-41
57.2 – Fig. 67:1-19
Date:
57.1 – 5th century to early 6th century
57.2 – 6th century to the 7th century (+)
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 53
There are two surfaces and occupational debris comprising L200: massicciata B (L200.3,
el. 9.29 m) and massicciata A (L200.2, el. 9.47 m). According to Loffreda, the debris associated
with massicciata B was possibly contaminated from the upper strata, containing a “mistura di
cocci bizantini e arabi;” yet none of the published LRRW sherds date later than the early 6th
century and, in fact, they cluster in the mid-to-late 5th century.398 Of the five coins from this
stratum, four date generally to the 4th and 5th centuries, while the other dates to the late 4th
century.399 Therefore, stratum L200.3 represents a uniform 5th century to the early 6th century
assemblage.400 No coins were recovered from the upper stratum, L200.2, but did yield several
late Byzantine LRRW types, including a large sherd from a CRS Form 2 bowl, preserving nearly
the entire profile; ARS 104, CRS 7, and a late variant of PRS 10 (Fig. 67:14 [CRS 7], 15 [ARS

398

Cafarnao VI: 300.

399

Cafarnao IX: cat. nos. 297 (378-383), 749 (4th-5th centuries), 954 (4th-5th centuries), 1042 (4th-5th centuries), 1092
(4 -5th centuries).
th

400

One bowl/basin sherd (Fig. 67:35) may be an example of a southern fineware, i.e. FBW bowl. The closest
parallels would be Forms 2A/B. Considering the likely presence of a FBW bowl sherd in the stratum above (see Fig.
67:19), it is possible that this sherd is intrusive. A second sherd (Fig. 67:36, corresponding to Loffreda’s piatto tipo
35) is from another “semi-elegante” red-slipped bowl with no firm dating and may in fact represent several different
types, see Cafarnao VI: 235.
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104B], 16 [PRS 10C], 17 [CRS 2]). A single sherd of a bowl form similar to or identical to FBW
Form 2C/D is published from this context, potentially pushing the date into the 9th/10th century
(Fig. 67:19).
58. Domestic unit (?) in central zone of Area 4
Locus: 300.4
Published Pottery: 300.4 – Cafarnao VII: 308, DG 369
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI, Fig. 68:1-30
Date: 300.4 – 2nd/3rd centuries to the late 4th/early 5th centuries
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Figs. 54-55
The Late Roman and Byzantine occupation within L300 is most apparent in strata
L300.4: occupational debris beneath massicciata C, el. ca 9.99 m. There is no section drawing
available and the photographs of the locus are not particularly helpful. Nevertheless, the material
from stratum L300.4 suggests that it is sealed and contains a contemporary assemblage.401 The
fill beneath massicciata C contained no LRRW vessels and only one coin, dating to the 1st
century.402 Most of the pottery in this stratum are KH types, the most prevalent being the late
Galilean Bowl Forms, but especially 1B and 1D (83 and 77 sherds, respectively), and cook pot
Forms 4 B/C and D (69 and 30 sherds, respectively) (Fig. 68:15-18, 24 [Galilean Bowl 1B]; 27-

401

Two strata above L300.3 (L300.1-2) contain additional surfaces and occupational debris. The upper stratum
(massicciata A, el. ca. 11.00 m) contains pottery of the 8 th and 9th centuries, including a cream ware bowl with
incised decoration (Cafarnao VII: cat. no. b5380), dated by Stacey at Tiberias from the second-half of the 8th to the
mid-/late 10th centuries (2004: 92-93). For the catalogued pottery from L300.1, see Cafarnao VII: cat. nos. b5376,
b5380, f3219-20, f3223-24, f3226-27, f3234, f3255-58. The lower stratum (massicciata B, el. ca. 10.34 m, L300.2)
includes sherds more or less contemporary with L300.3, immediately below, including CRS Form 7. For the
catalogued pottery from this stratum, listed here by form, see Cafarnao VII: f212 [CRS 7], f201, 206, 210
(Thickened-Rim Basin 1B); f227 (Thickened-Rim Basin 1A); f208 (Cooking Pot 2A); f217 (piatto tipo 49?); f209
(Handmade Basin 2B).
402

Cafarnao IX: cat. no. 78 (Agrippa II).
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30 [Galilean Bowl 1E]).403 A complete Form 1B storage jar also comes from this stratum (Fig.
68:1).
59. Large room, immediately west of and pre-dating the Octagonal Church; Area 7
Locus: 601.3, 601.4
Published Pottery:
601.4 – Cafarnao VII: 317-318, DG 382
601.3 – Cafarnao VII: 316-317, DG 381
Assemblage Pottery: Concordance – Appendix IV; Illustrations – Appendix VI:
59.1 – Fig.
59.2 – Fig.
Date:
59.1 – 2nd to 4th centuries
59.2 – second half of the 4th century to the second half of the 5th century
Relevant Excavation Figures and Photographs: Appendix I, Fig. 56
A series of massicciate and occupational debris were excavated in a large room west of
the entrance courtyard of the Octagonal Church and immediately adjacent to the western
boundary wall of the Domus Eccelsia. According to Loffreda, the earliest stratum, L601.5
(massicciata D, el. 7.96 m), contains pottery of the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman period,
including “knife-pared” oil lamps and the earliest KH forms – e.g. Forms 4A and 3A.404 This
provides a terminus post quem of the 1st and 2nd centuries for the layer above – L601.4
(massicciata C, el. 8.11 m). The latter yielded a handful of Galilean Bowls (Forms B, C, and D),

403

For the quantitative data, see Cafarnao VI: 271, table XVII.

404

For the published pottery from L601.5, see Cafarnao VII: 318-319, DG 383.
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KH casseroles Forms 3A and B, and Form 1 oil lamps. Loffreda dates this assemblage to the
Early and Middle Roman periods – i.e. fasi 4 and 5. As some of these forms continue into the
Late Roman period, however, the date should include the 4th century. The stratum above,
associated with the occupation of massicciata B (L601.3, el. 8.62 m), contained LRRW bowls of
the late 4th and 5th centuries (Fig. 69:16 [ARS 61], 18 [CRS 1]).405 Other finds include Form 2 oil
lamps (Fig. 69:19-20). The last surface, massicciata A (L601.2, el. 9.32 m), yielded a single CRS
Form 2 sherd, providing a terminus ante quem for the stratum below.406

405

A PRS 3 sherd from this stratum does not appear with the other drawn pottery but is listed on table XVIII
(Cafarnao VI: 272).
406

The sherd is not illustrated, see Cafarnao VI: 344, cat no. g483.
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CHAPTER 4:
THE LATE ROMAN AND BYZANTINE POTTERY FROM ḤORVAT ḤUQOQ
Introduction
The source of the primary material for this study, Ḥuqoq, is an ancient village located on
a medium-sized hill surrounded by arable farmlands 3 km northwest of the Sea of Galilee (map
ref. 1952.2546). A perennial fresh water spring (̒En Ḥuqoq) is located at the foot of the northern
slope. Roads run 2 km to the south (the Wadi Zalmon route) and 3 km to the north (the Beth haKerem to Ramat Korazim route). The remains of the ancient village (ca. 2.5-3 hectares) are
covered partly by the ruins of the 19th-20th century village of Yakuk (ca. 1 hectare), which was
inhabited until 1948.407
In 1968, the modern village was bulldozed, leaving the center of the site covered with
mounds of rubble mixed with ancient remains. Since then, several Israeli archaeologists have
conducted surveys: Daryn wrote a high-school thesis incorporating literary evidence and a
survey of the site; Tepper and Shahar explored a hiding complex, miqveh, and agricultural
installations (possibly connected with mustard production); Ilan reported architectural fragments
and a lintel carved with a menorah clustered at the center of the site, suggesting that a
monumental synagogue once existed; and Leibner recently collected over 200 potsherds of the

407

Magness et al. 2014: 327. See also Leibner 2009a: 151.
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Hellenistic through Byzantine eras. The latter also noted wine and oil presses, architectural
fragments, burial caves, and quarried cist tombs scattered around the site and its periphery.408
Since 2011, a consortium of universities, known as the Ḥuqoq Excavation Project (HEP),
has been excavating at Ḥuqoq under the direction of Jodi Magness, assisted by Shua
Kisilevitz.409 The site is divided into four quadrants (NE, NW, SE, SW), which are subdivided
into a grid of squares (10x10 m each).410 Excavations have focused on two areas: the ancient
village (SE quadrant, Area 2000); and the Late Roman synagogue, Medieval building, and
modern village (NW and SW quadrants, Area 3000).411 Area 2000 was opened because here the
ancient village is not overlaid by the modern village of Yakuk. Late Roman-Byzantine walls
appeared ca. 0.50 m below the modern surface. By the end of the 2014 season, nine squares (one
row of two squares in the north, one row of four in the center, and one row of three in the south)
had been excavated and most of the baulks removed.
This chapter includes a summary of the stratigraphy in Area 2000 complete with
elevations, plans, and section drawings. The stratigraphic summaries were produced using the
locus cards and end of season reports compiled by the area supervisor, Chad Spigel (Trinity
University). A catalogue and illustrations of the Late Roman-Byzantine and Early Islamic
pottery from Area 2000 (organized by stratum, room, and locus) can be found in Appendices III
and V, respectively. Not all of the illustrated sherds are discussed below as the emphasis of this
chapter is the stratigraphic and chronological context of the pottery assemblages. The ceramic

408

Daryn 1982 (unpublished high school thesis); Tepper and Shakar 1987: 311-313; Tepper, Daryn, and Tepper
2000: 25, 84-85; Leibner 2009a: 151. See also Magness et al. 2014: 329-331, ns. 14-21.
409

I am grateful to Professor Jodi Magness for allowing me to study and publish this material.

410

The excavated squares are 4x4 m each, plus the baulks.

411

Areas 3000 and 4000 (a miqveh) are not discussed here. For the preliminary report, see Magness et al. 2014: 331332 (Area 4000), 336-347 (Area 3000).
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typology and chronology is the subject of the following chapter, which includes the data from
Ḥuqoq and the other sampled sites (Chapter 5). Because the author analyzed, catalogued, and
quantified all of the pottery recovered during the 2011-2015 excavation of Area 2000, the
ceramic assemblages from Ḥuqoq served as the basis (i.e. primary material) of the common
pottery typology and chronology.
Area 2000
The most complete architectural feature exposed are two side-by-side structures (Units 12) separated by a common wall (W212). Both structures have at their core two rooms, one
behind the other: Unit 1 (the western unit) consists of Rooms 1 and 2 (separated by W217), and
Unit 2 (the eastern unit) consists of Rooms 3 and 4 (separated by W226). There are additional
rooms to the west (Room 5), north (Rooms 6, 7, 8), east (Room 9), and the northernmost part of
the excavated area (Rooms 10 and 11), whose relationship to Units 1-2 is unclear (see below)
(Appendix I, Figs. 2-3). The walls are well-preserved, some to a height of over 2.0 m. The floors
are compacted plaster or compacted dirt with plaster flecks. There are no signs of destruction in
Area 2000. Instead, Units 1-2 and the neighboring structures (Rooms 5-9) were abandoned and
gradually collapsed, as indicated by a layer of dirt accumulation on top of the floors. The
accumulation seems to include the collapse of the roof (there is no evidence of a second story),
as indicated by the presence of artifacts including grinding stones that crashed into the floors,
and a roof roller. After the roof collapsed, the walls gradually tumbled down.
The stratigraphy and occupational history of Area 2000 are difficult to understand when
first observing the section plans (Appendix I, Fig. 4:A-C). Finely-hewn threshold blocks in
W226 were part of a doorway that provided access from Room 3 to Room 4. A threshold for a
doorway in W222 could have provided access from Room 4 (in Unit 2) to Room 8 to the north.
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However, the threshold is approximately 0.60 m above the floor level in Room 2, and 0.35 m
above the floor level in Room 8, without any sign of steps. It is possible that the threshold was
associated with later floors at higher elevations in Rooms 2 and 8, although no evidence of such
floors was discerned in the excavations. Indeed, only one floor was found in every room in Area
2000, with the exception of Rooms 10 and 11. The floor levels in the neighboring rooms (Rooms
5-11), however, were over 0.30-0.50 m higher (ca. 27.00 m) than those in Units 1-2; the latter
sharing a common elevation of ca. 26.50 m.412 In addition, the foundations of W223 and W211
are nearly 2 m below the floor in Room 5, and no other surface or floor was discovered in this
room. Only Rooms 10-11 have clear evidence for multiple resurfacings and later occupation
extending into the Early Islamic period. That the rooms and surfaces around Units 1-2 were
constructed slightly later is a hypothesis borne out by the material evidence (see below).
Three major occupational strata can be attributed to Area 2000. The earliest is Stratum 1:
fill sealed beneath the surfaces in Units 1-2 and Rooms 5, 7, and 9. The Late Roman and
Byzantine occupation, Stratum 2, represents the material from the make-up of the floors, surface
accumulation, and collapse of the ceilings and walls. Stratum 3 represents the
abandonment/collapse of Units 1-2 and Early Islamic occupation in Area 2000 north. In the
following discussion, coins and LRRW vessels are relied upon as absolute chronological
indicators, supplemented by diagnostic small finds (glass vessels and ceramic lamps). In a
limited number of instances, KH vessels are the only known latest datable material and so are

Surface elevations for Units 1-2 by room and locus in meters above sea level: Room 1 – L2076, L2077 (ca.
26.22-26.49 m), L2092 (ca. 26.36 m); Room 2 – L2073 (ca. 26.48-26.54 m), L2190 (ca. 26.51 m); Room 3 – L2074,
L2082, L2083, L2149 (ca. 26.48 m); Room 4 – L2068, L2071, L2080, L2150 (ca. 26.51-26.58 m). Surface
elevations for Rooms 5-9 by room number and locus in meters above sea level: Room 5 – L2134 (ca. 27.16 m),
L2144 (ca. 27.00 m); Room 6 – L2147 (ca. 26.92 m); Room 7 – L2139 (ca. 26.91 m); Room 8 – L2141 (ca. 26.80
m); Room 9 – L2124 (ca. 27.20-27.30 m).
412
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used conservatively.413 The stratigraphy and ceramic material from Rooms 10 and 11 will be
discussed separately. The reader is encouraged to reference “Primary Site Assemblages” (1-5) –
Appendix VII – and the typology and chronology summaries of KH ware and LRRW vessels to
follow the discussion more clearly (see Appendix II).
Stratum 1
Because the site of Ḥuqoq was more or less continuously inhabited for millennia prior to
the Late Roman period, a mixture of ceramic forms from the Early Bronze Age (ca. 3000 BCE)
to the Late Roman and Byzantine periods (4th-5th centuries) are represented among the ceramic
finds from Stratum 1. The occupational debris and soil fills appear to be un-stratified and,
therefore, provide only a terminus post quem for the construction of the rooms in Area 2000, and
serve as a fixed point for the site ceramic typology and chronology. Two sub-phases can be
distinguished: 1A – localized beneath Rooms 1-4, i.e. Units 1-2 (loci 2078, 2081, 2087, 2088,
2091, 2193, and 2194); and 1B – the sub-surface fills in Rooms 5, 7, and 9 (loci 2067, 2072,
2079, 2085, 2086, 2090, 218, 2123, 2125, and 2126).414
Stratum 1A
A coin of Constantius II/Constans (347-348) was recovered beneath the floor of Room 3,
providing a mid-4th century terminus post quem for its construction.415 The pottery assemblage
from Stratum 1A is illustrated in Fig. 1 and includes a single sherd from a CRS Form 1 bowl
(Fig. 1:2) and examples of Galilean Bowl Forms 1B (Fig. 1:4), 1D (Fig. 1:1), and 1E (Fig. 1:3).

413

See discussion in Chapter 2, p. 40.

414

The HEP did not excavate beneath the floors in Rooms 6 and 8.

415

L2078, B20722. All coin readings were made by Nathan Elkins (Baylor University).
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Together, the coin and pottery finds provide a terminus post quem of the second half of the 4th
century to the first half of the 5th century (ca. 350-450) for the construction of Units 1-2.
Stratum 1B
The pottery from Stratum 1B contexts is illustrated on Fig 4.2. Southwest of Unit 1
excavations in Room 5 yielded a great deal of residual material beneath the Stratum 2 surface
consisting mostly of Galilean Bowls Form 1E (Fig. 2:3-9, 26-29, 31-36). The latest sherd, a CRS
Form 2 bowl, came from a misidentified foundation trench (L2079) north of wall W211 50 cm
(!) beneath the floor level (Fig. 2:25). Further excavation beneath locus 2079 revealed even more
unstratified fill layers with 5th century pottery. Locus 2090 yielded an ERS-A Form H-I bowl,
dated to the second half of the 5th century (Fig. 2:30). One rim sherd from a glazed bowl was
recovered from the lowest excavated point in Room 5 (Fig. 2:49); but, considering the depth of
the trench, this sherd was likely introduced accidentally. Locus 2067, fill beneath the surface in
Room 7, yielded coins from the mid-to-late 4th century and the early 5th century, and Galilean
Bowl Forms 1D and 1E (Fig. 2:1-2).416 The sub-surface fill in Room 9 (L2118) yielded a large
quantity of residual pottery spanning the Iron Age to the Late Roman period. A few notable
types include one example of a Handmade Bowl Form 1B, coated in a red-slip, and a complete
base from a Late Roman unguentarium, dated by Hayes to ca. 500/520-650 (Fig. 2:40 and 2:62,
respectively). The latter, however, is likely intrusive from Stratum II contexts.417 Other

416

L2067: B20543 (ca. late 4th/early 5th century), B20713 (ca. mid-late 4th century); L2090: B20780 (268-270).

417

Hayes 1971: 245. For general discussion of this vessel type, see Hayes 1968: 312-214; 1971. The area
supervisor’s notes indicate that in locus 2105 the collapsed stones from W218 had sunk beneath the level of the
plaster floor, while another portion of the same floor (L2107) was noted as “unsealed.” Moreover, the surface was
left unexcavated between seasons.
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chronologically significant pottery from this locus includes 21 rim sherds from Galilean Bowls
Form 1E (Fig. 2:50-51).418
The bulk of the Stratum 1 pottery assemblage consists of sherds with no restorable
vessels. The sources of most of the pottery are the production centers at Kefar Ḥananya and
Kefar Shiḥin, which is typical for eastern Galilean villages up to the 4th and 5th centuries. For
example, a total of 85 sherds from Galilean Bowls, especially the latest variant Form 1E, were
recovered from beneath the floors of Rooms 5 and 9. Shiḥin ware vessels are represented mostly
by storage jars (e.g. Form 2), but a few examples of ‘Hooked Rim’ basins (Form 2, Fig. 2:22-23)
and beveled rim storage jar lids (Bell-Bowls Form 1, Fig. 2:53-56) also occur in the assemblage.
Also present are Form 5A-B storage jars, not produced at Shiḥin, characterized by a “diamond”shaped rim profile (Fig. 2:14-18, 41, 44-45, 59-61).
Taking the chronological data presented above into consideration, the difference in
elevation between the surfaces in Units 1-2 and Rooms 5-9 can be attributed to gradual
accumulations of domestic refuse and architectural alterations across a time span of roughly 50
to 75 years: ca. 400 to the later 5th century.419 In other words, the sub-surface fills and floors in
Units 1-2 (i.e. Stratum 1A) were laid in the late 4th/first half of the 5th century, while the other
surfaces (Stratum 1B) were laid in the second half of the 5th century.

418

Not all of the sherds that were recovered are included in the plate. The two illustrated examples are representative
of the preservation exhibited by the sherds.
419

Regarding the surface in Room 9, I believe that it was laid around the same time as the surfaces in Rooms 5-8
and 10-11, as those surfaces sharing an approximate elevation of 27.00 m, as the fill (excavated to a depth of ca. 25
cm across the entire trench) did not yield a single LRRW sherd. Considering the date range of the unguentarium and
the relative commonality of LRRW dishes at other Galilean sites of the late 5th and 6th centuries, the absence of even
a single body sherd is significant. Moreover, it is not completely level and angles downward from the north to the
south. One hypothesis is that the initial clearing of the surface in 2011 removed some of the less well-preserved
sections of floor. Locus 2124, the level of the surface in the north of Room 9, was not excavated, so this cannot be
verified.
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Stratum 2A
Stratum 2, the Late Roman and Byzantine occupation of Area 2000, is divided into two
sub-strata. This is because several floors and surface accumulations sealed by roof-collapse were
isolated during the course of excavations in Units 1-2 and Rooms 5-9: loci 2059, 2082, 2113,
2124, 2129, 2133, 2134, 2139, 2142, 2143, 2144, 2184, 2189, 2190, 2191, and 2192. These
deposits are crucial for dating the principal occupation and abandonment of these structures. To
differentiate them from unsealed surfaces and accumulations they have been collectively
designated as Stratum 2A. The pottery from this sub-phase is characterized by several large
sherds and restorable vessels making up a significant portion of the assemblage, as well as a
significant increase in the number and preservation of LRRW vessels as compared to Stratum 1,
all of which date from the 5th century, especially the second half of the 5th century to the mid-tolate 6th century. These include CRS Form 1 (Fig. 3:2); CRS Form 2 (Fig. 3:23-27), CRS Form 5
(Fig. 3:18); CRS Form 9A (Fig. 3:1); base fragments from CRS Form 2 bowls (Fig. 3:28-29);
rim sherds from several variants of PRS Form 3 (Figs. 3:3, 4:4-6, 5:1-22); a PRS Form 3 base
fragment (Fig. 3:19); and a body sherd stamped with motif 68j (a cross monogram), dated by
Hayes to ca. 500 (Fig. 3:4).420 The most abundant LRRW dishes are PRS bowls from Asia
Minor, especially Form 3. Two different types of imported amphorae were recovered from
Stratum 2. The accumulation in Room 2, sealed beneath the collapsed roof of Unit 1, yielded a
two-handled variant of a LRA 3, and the entire top third of a LRA 1; both types were common
between the 5th and 7th centuries.421 A partially restorable Form 6A baggy jar with white-painted
decoration on the exterior also came from this context.

420

See Hayes 1972: 363-365, Fig. 78.

421

For the dating of LRA 3, see supra n. 104. For the dating of LRA 1, see supra n. 327.
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A rim and attached handle fragment from a FBW jug, uncovered in Room 2, appears to
be a variant dated by Magness to the mid-6th century to the early 8th century (Fig. 3:15).422 Room
2 yielded two small sherds that date from the Late Byzantine and Early Islamic periods,
including a body sherd decorated with red slip on a buff surface (Pl. 1:7) and a base fragment
from a cream ware jug (Fig. 3:14).423 These sherds represent the only aberrant finds and are
likely intrusive.
9 coins were recovered from Stratum 2A contexts in Rooms 2, 7, and 9, and coincide
with the dating provided by the pottery. While most date between the mid-to-late 4th century and
early 5th century, the latest examples provide a 5th to 6th century terminus post quem.424 The coins
and pottery, therefore, represent a homogeneous chronological horizon dating from the mid-tolate 5th century to the mid-to-late 6th century – i.e. an occupation of approximately 100 to 150
years.
Stratum 2B
Units 1-2 and Rooms 5-9 have several incompletely sealed loci consisting of
accumulations on surfaces and lower layers of collapse mixed with soil – up to 0.50 m thick in
the former, ca. 26.50 to 27.00 m – and containing an assemblage of material mostly
contemporary with Stratum 2A.425 These incompletely sealed contexts are designated Stratum

422

See Magness 1993: 236-239, Form 1C.

423

Red-on-buff decoration is common on vessels found 8th to 9th century contexts at Amman, Pella, Kursi, and
Tiberias. See Harding 1951: Fig. 3:39, 47, 65; Northedge 1992: Fig. 131:1-2; McNicoll, Smith, and Hennessy 1982:
Pls. 147:2-3, 148:1; Walmsley 1995: Fig. 6; Stacey 1988-1989: 1-9. See also Stacey 2004: 130-131, Fig. 5.40.
424

L2059: B20437 (ca. late 4th/early 5th century), B20441 (ca. mid-4th to early 5th century), B20436 (ca. mid-4th to
early 5th century), B20415 (ca. mid-late 4th century); L2113: B20985 (ca. late 4th to 6th century), B21018 (ca. late
4th to 6th century), B21017 (ca. 5th/6th century), B20982 (383-403), B21477 (238-244); L2142: B21163 (ca. late
4th-6th century); L2190: B21602 (ca. 354-358). The latest coins are bolded.
425

The fact that the surfaces in Rooms 1-4 were laid at elevations 0.50 m lower than the neighboring floors helped to
preserve this ubiquitous layer of post-abandonment accumulation. Due to the higher elevation of the surfaces in
Rooms 5-8 and later activity, the depth and preservation of Stratum 2 was affected more noticeably. While the floor
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2B. The major difference is that Stratum 2A represents securely sealed contexts beneath thick
layers of sealing and wall collapse; Stratum 2B contains material from less securely sealed
contexts, although it should be stressed that the surfaces and layers of accumulation under
discussion were all still technically sealed by the layers of collapse. This situation arose because
occupation of Area 2000 continued to the north and west in Rooms 10 and 11, while parts of
Units 1-2 and the neighboring rooms were left abandoned and open for an unknown period of
time and, therefore, subject to contamination. Nevertheless, a great deal of caution has been
exercised in the process of drawing conclusions from these contexts – both in regard to the
occupation history of the ancient village and using the archaeological data for a ceramic
typology.
A total of 16 coins was recovered from Stratum 2B contexts in Units 1-2 and Rooms 5-9,
all dating from the mid-to-late 4th and early 5th centuries.426 Examples include an issue of
Arcadius (B20699 [383-392]) and Aelia Eudoxia (B20702 [395-401]) from the surface of Room
2. Diagnostic glass sherds from vessels of the 5th-7th centuries were found throughout Stratum 2B
contexts in Units 1-2.427 The ceramic finds are characterized by many large sherds, partially
restorable vessels, and even some complete examples, especially from Units 1-2/Rooms 1-4.
Pottery from contexts just above the Stratum 2 surfaces in Units 1-2 appear to confirm a mid-5th

in Room 9 was also close to the modern surface, the large amount of collapse and tumble above the Room 9 Stratum
2 deposit (L2113) helped to preserve it.
426

Room 1: B20781 (Constantius II [355-361]); Room 3: B20627 (Constantius II/Constans [348-350]), B21203 (late
4th/early 5th century); Room 4: B20513 (ca. mid-4th to early 5th century); Room 7: B20437 (ca. late 4th/early 5th
century), B20441 (mid-4th to early 5th century), B20436 (ca. mid-4th to early 5th century), B20415 (mid-to-late 4th
century, found in the make-up of the surface), B20507 (ca. mid-to-late 4th century); Room 8: B20599 (ca. late
4th/early 5th century), B20597 (ca. late 4th to early 5th century).
427

I thank Carrie Swan Needell (UCL Qatar), the HEP glass specialist, for providing illustrations of the sherds and
helpful bibliography. Many more glass sherds were recorded throughout Area 2000 and will be included in the glass
report by Swan Needell. Two of the largest sherds were recovered from locus 2066 (B20500) and 2145 (B21146).
For parallels, see Weinberg and Goldstein 1988: 70-72, Fig. 4-32; Cohen 1997: 425, Pl. VII; Pollak 2006: 184-185,
189-191, Fig. 143.
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century to mid-6th century occupation, followed by a late 6th century abandonment. The major
deposits are discussed according to room.
A layer of collapse immediately above the floor in Room 1 (L2146) yielded two LRRW
body sherds: one stamped with motif 68j – a Christian cross – and the other with another
possible example of a cross-motif (Fig. 6:14 and Pl. 1:9, respectively). The collapse layer above
this yielded a complete example of a Form 4B oil lamp (Fig. 6:5) and a large body sherd from a
storage jar with white slipped decoration (Fig. 6:1, Pl. 1:1). A nearly complete PRS Form 3F
bowl and several other large sherds and restorable vessels, such as Casserole Form 2A and
Storage Jar Form 6C, were found on the surface of Room 2 (Fig. 7:1 [PRS 3F], 3-5 [Cass. 2A],
6-7 [SJ 6C]). A layer of collapse 5-8 cm thick on top of the floor in Room 3 (L2074 and L2149)
produced three LRRW base sherds, one from a CRS Form 2 (Fig. 8:3) and two from PRS Form 3
bowls (Fig. 8:7-8); locus 2070, also a collapse layer in Room 3, yielded a shoulder fragment
from a Form 4C oil lamp (Pl. 1:10). Above these collapse layers was another, thicker layer of
collapse (L2111), which bore a complete FBW juglet, dated by Magness from the mid-6th
century to the early 8th century (Fig. 8:6).428 Accumulation located directly on top of the floor in
Room 4 (loci 2066, 2068, 2071, 2080, and 2150) yielded the largest concentration of pottery,
including rim sherds from a several LRRW vessels: CRS Form 1 (Fig. 9:15); PRS Forms 3B
(Fig. 9:14), 3E (Fig. 9:8), and 3H (Fig. 9:23); and large fragment from an ARS Form 76 plate
(Fig. 9:9). Additionally, a body sherd from a LRA 3, including the neck and attachment point for
two handles (Pl. 1:2); the handle and part of the splayed-nozzle from a Form 4A oil lamp (Fig.
9:22 and Pl. 1:11, respectively); and two storage jar body sherds with white-painted decoration

428

See Magness 1993: 239-241, Form 2B.
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(Fig. 9:13, 21) came from the same context.429 A larger layer of collapse that spanned Rooms 3
and 4 produced a similar assemblage of pottery, including a second rim sherd from a FBW jug
(Fig. 10:2) and additional LRRW vessels including: PRS Forms 3C (Fig. 10:4) and 3F (Fig.
10:3), and CRS Form 1 (Fig. 10:5).
The rooms adjacent to Units 1-2 yielded few sealed Stratum 2 pottery assemblages, and
consisted mostly of residual Stratum 1 sherds and a complete absence of LRRW vessels, with the
exception of critical locus 2113 from the northern half of Room 9, which bore the greatest
concentration of these types.430 A representative sample of the diagnostic pottery sherds from
Rooms 5, 7, and 9 is illustrated on plates 4.11 and 4.12. Notable types include large fragments
from a Cooking Pot Form 3B and Miscellaneous Jugs Form 1B (Fig. 11:2 [CP 3B], 3-4 [Misc.
Jug 1B]).
Five sherds dating to the Early Islamic occupation of Area 2000, i.e. Stratum 3, were
mixed in with the Stratum 2B ceramic material (Fig. 6:4 [L2039]; Pl. 1:3 [L2054], 5-6 [L2070],
8 [L2146]). Although they represent only a fraction of the predominantly 5th and 6th century
pottery, their presence in the assemblage is indicative of possible disturbance and contamination.
The vessels from which the sherds originate range in date between the 8th and 10th/11th
centuries.431
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For the dating of LRA 3, see supra n. 104.

430

Supra n. 419.

431

L2039: Fig. 6:4 (cream-ware outturned rim jug, see Stacey 2004: 134-135, Type 4, Fig. 5.45 [8th-9th centuries];
Cafarnao VI: 143, anfora tipo 51 [periodo arabo antico]); L2054: Pl. 1:3 (splash-glaze bowl with cork-screw
sgraffito, see Stacey 2004: 117-119, Fig. 5.25: 12-13, 16 [ca. 11th century]); L2070: Pl. 1:5 (base sherd from an
alkaline-glaze bowl, see Stacey 2004: 110-111, Group 1, Fig. 5.20:1-2 [ca. late 8th-early 9th centuries]), 6 (base sherd
from a splash-glaze bowl, see Stacey 2004: 117-119, Fig. 5.25 [ca. 9th-11th centuries]; L2146: Pl. 1:8 (body sherd
with red-on-pink decoration, see supra n. 422 [Abbasid/Fatimid periods]).
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Stratum 3
Stratum 3 is not well-represented in the southern part of Area 2000 (i.e. Rooms 1-9) and
is reflected by a few stray sherds from vessels common in the later 8th century to the 10th century
Stratum 2B collapse contexts (see above). The only architectural evidence is walls W201 and
W202 in the southeast corner, which appear to date to the 12th-13th centuries, and W219 in the
northwest corner that is also post-Byzantine but without a more precise date. No floors were
found associated with these walls, which lay immediately below the modern surface. Conversely,
Stratum 3 occupation can be seen clearly in Rooms 10 and 11 (see below).
Rooms 10 and 11
Rooms 10 and 11 are the only contexts in Area 2000 where occupation appears to have
been continuous from the late 4th/early 5th century, or earlier, to the mid-8th century and the 10th
century, though not contiguously. The earliest phase excavated in Room 10 has one clear Late
Roman-Byzantine surface (L2192, ca. 27.24 m) with W231 as the north wall, W235 as the east
wall, and W237 as the south wall. Pottery from locus 2192 included Galilean Bowls Form 1D,
Casserole Form 1B/KH 3B, Cooking Pot Form 1B/ KH 4E, and KH Jug Form 2B/KH 6B (Fig.
13:11-12 [Galilean Bowl 1D], Fig. 13:14 [CP 1B]).432 Above this was a second, thick plaster
surface (L2188) and the accumulation above it (L2183). The finds from the make-up of the
surface includes a single sherd from a PRS Form 3E bowl (Fig. 15:1) and a coin dated to ca.
5th/6th century (L2188, B21511). Locus 2183 contained a mix of Byzantine and Early Islamic
pottery (i.e. Stratum 2B and 3) including: three rim sherds PRS Form 3F/G; two base fragments
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The Cass. 1B/KH 3B and KH Jug 2B/KH 6B sherds are not illustrated. Technically the earliest phase in Room 10
is indicated by wall W238. Unfortunately, since this wall was uncovered at the end of the 2014 excavation season, it
was not sufficiently explored to identify any floors associated with it. The pottery from the accumulation above the
wall indicates that it must have gone out of use in the 5th/6th centuries and, therefore, could be part of an earlier Late
Roman/Stratum 1 phase.
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from PRS Form 3 bowls; a cream ware jug rim, with traces of a neck sieve; and body sherd from
the base of a cook pot with splashes of dark glaze on the interior surface (Fig. 16:1-3 [PRS
3F/G], 4-5 [PRS 3-base], 14 [cream ware jug], glazed cooking pot [non-diagnostic,
unillustrated]).433
Room 11 has evidence of at least four surfaces. The earliest, L2191 (el. 26.97 m), is
contemporary with the Stratum 2 surfaces in Rooms 5 (loci 2058, 2063, 2134, 2144) and 6
(L2147), which can be seen clearly in section drawing C (Appendix I, Fig. 4:C). Locus 2191
yielded a large sherd, preserving nearly one-third of the vessel, from a juglet dated to the 5th
century by Magness (Fig. 13:10).434 Other pottery types included KH Forms: Casserole Forms
1A/KH 3A and B/KH 3B, and Cooking Pot Form 1A/KH 4D; and several Galilean Bowls Form
1E (Fig. 13: 1-5 [Galilean Bowl 1E], 9 [Cass. 1A]).435 Immediately above was a second plaster
surface, L2189 (ca. 27.08 m), and ca. 20 cm thick layer of accumulation (L2184), both of which
were sealed beneath a third plaster surface (L2181, 27.28-27.29 m). The second plaster surface
yielded two coins of the late 4th/early 5th century (L2189, B21508, B21509), as well as a single
Proto-Vandalic coin (B21512 [455-475]). Pottery from the second plaster surface and
accumulation above it includes several restorable vessels, including a Form 2B Cooking Pot
(Fig. 14:5), two fragments of Form 4C oil lamps, and a base fragment of a CRS Form 1 or 2
bowl (Fig. 14:1 [CRS 1/2]; 7, 9 [oil lamps]). Plaster surface L2181 yielded a Form 4A oil lamp
nozzle (Fig. 17:13). Immediately above was a layer of accumulation (L2164) mostly sealed
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For the date of the cream ware jug, see Walmsley 2001: 309, Fig. 2:8 (Abbasid/Fatimid periods); Stacey 2004:
130-132, Fig. 5.41:9 (Stratum II/10th-11th centuries).
434

See Magness 1993: 242, Form 2B.

435

The other sherds are not illustrated.
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beneath a fourth floor made of packed-earth (L2174).436 The layer of accumulation yielded a
coin of Phocas (B21315 [606/607]) and two joining fragments from an ERS-A Form J bowl (Fig.
17:1).
Architectural evidence for Stratum 3 in the north of Area 2000 is identifiable only in
Room 11 and to a lesser extent in Room 10. Wall W228 was built on top of W239 and extended
above W236 into the west balk, where it seems to continue as W231 into Room 10 and beyond
the western extent of Area 2000. The floors associated with this alteration, both composed of
compact yellow soil and plaster, are loci 2174 (ca. 27.61 m) and 2165 (ca. 27.77 m). The finds
from locus 2164 (see above) provide a terminus post quem of the 7th century for their
construction, while the pottery assemblage from the surfaces and accumulation suggests a date of
the late 8th/9th century to the 11th century.437 Because of the extensive robbers’ trenches, the
evidence for Stratum 3 in Room 10 is less clear. There is at least one more surface above L2188
consisting of paving stones and yellow packed-earth (loci 2170 and 2173, ca. 27.75 m), but it
survives only in patches, having suffered from later stone robbing activities during the 13th to
15th centuries.
In addition to the interior of Room 11, a small strip to the east of W230 and a small strip
to the north of W228 and to the west of W229 were excavated. This was done in an attempt to
identify the lower portions of W230 and find other possible surfaces. Beneath layers of collapse,
some of which contained roof tiles and burnt embers, two possible surfaces were uncovered:
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The Abbasid period packed-dirt floor in Room 11 was not completely preserved, especially in the south and
south east where a robber’s trench cut through it and into some of the fill beneath. However, the excavators removed
the debris in the robber’s trench before excavating beneath the floor.
437

A fifth surface above L2174, composed of compact yellow earth and plaster, and the accumulation above it
(locus 2165 and 2160, respectively) yielded an Islamic period coin; rim sherds from alkaline glazed and splash
glazed bowls, and a body sherd from a cream-ware table jug with incised decoration. For the dating of these types,
see supra n. 431.
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L2196 (east of W230 [ca. 27.24 m]) and L2197 (north of W228 and west of W229 [ca. 27.52
m]). Immediately above these surfaces were layers of compact soil and plaster bits containing
pottery contemporary with Stratum 2B in Rooms 10 and 11: loci 2159, 2163, and 2177. These
included a base sherd from a late PRS Form 3 or early Form 10, two rim sherds from PRS Form
3F bowls, and two body sherds with red-on-buff decoration (Fig. 18:1 [PRS-base], 7 [PRS 3F], 8
[PRS 3F]).438
To summarize: Stratum 1 represents the sub-surface fills beneath the Stratum 2 surfaces
in Units 1-2 and Rooms 5-9, and is divided chronologically into two phases: Stratum 1A,
localized beneath Units 1-2, was sealed some time in the first half of the 5th century but contains
much residual material, especially from the 4th century; Stratum 1B is localized beneath the
surfaces of Rooms 5, 7, and 9, and was sealed in the second half of the 5th century. Stratum 2
contexts from Area 2000 can be divided into two chronological and occupational phases of the
ancient village – A and B. The first group, Stratum 2A, represents domestic refuse and soil
accumulated on top of the surfaces in Units 1-2 and neighboring rooms following their
abandonment which were sealed by the collapse of the roof and walls. The second group,
Stratum 2B, represents the approximately 0.50 m thick accumulations on top of the surfaces in
Units 1-2 and a thinner, less well-preserved yet similarly composed, accumulation layer in
neighboring rooms 5-9, also sealed beneath layers of collapse. Unlike the former, these were
incompletely sealed and left exposed after the abandonment of the structures, during which time
domestic refuse may have been purposely dumped or washed into these areas. The Stratum 2
occupation in the southern half of Area 2000 dates from the mid-5th to mid-late 6th centuries, and
this part of the area was abandoned by the late 6th/early 7th century. During Stratum 2B,
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For the dating of red-on-buff decoration, see supra n. 423.
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following the abandonment of Units 1-2 and Rooms 5-9, occupation in the two northernmost
excavated rooms, 10 and 11, which were founded around the same time as the southern rooms,
i.e. in the 5th century, continued to be used into the 7th and early 8th centuries. Stratum 3 is
characterized by continued occupation in Rooms 10 and 11, at least until the 9th to 11th centuries.
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CHAPTER 5:
COMMON POTTERY FABRICS AND FORMS
Introduction
This chapter presents an overview of the most common fabrics, wares, and vessel forms
that occur in the ceramic corpus. It begins with a macroscopic discussion of the fabrics and
wares, followed by the shape typology and chronology. For the purposes of this study, only
forms from securely dated contexts are included from the 59 assemblages discussed in Chapters
3 and 4. Forms and fabrics that occur in the corpus but are non-Galilean in origin are not
considered in this chapter. An analysis of imported LRRW vessels concurrent with the Galilean
ceramic corpus is presented in Chapter 6.
Chronologically, this survey extends from the 3rd/4th centuries through the 7th century (i.e.
ca. 300-700), yet some forms that occur slightly earlier or later are included if they demonstrate
continuity or important typological trends. To aid the reader in visual comprehension of the
various wares, fabrics, and features of the vessels discussed herein, photographs of key sherds
have been collected and can be found in Appendix IX.
Macroscopic Fabric and Ware Descriptions
The corpus can be divided broadly into three fabric and/or ware groups: Kefar Ḥananya
(KH) and sand tempered wares, and ‘white-grit’ tempered fabrics. During the process of
cataloguing the corpus, these fabric/ware groups were assigned the following Arabic numerals to
hasten the process of cataloging: KH ware (1), sand tempered ware (2), and ‘white-grit’ fabrics
(3). Although there is some variety within fabric 3, the limitations of time and resources barred a
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more specific analysis; thus, it is not technically a fabric as defined in Chapter 2, but rather an
amalgam of related fabrics. Each description below is accompanied by photographs of sectionbreaks and one or two typical vessel shapes, general observations regarding the nature of each
fabric/ware, and shape families used. Colors are described using a Munsell number and a
subjective term, e.g. “reddish-brown.” Lamp fabrics are not discussed collectively here due to
the variance inherent to these types of objects. The reader should consult the entries given in the
typological discussion, which describe the full range of fabrics of each oil-lamp form.
(1) Kefar Ḥananya Ware
Nearly all of the datable Late Roman ceramic types in Galilee are produced in this ware.
It is named after the workshop identified by Adan-Bayewitz using petrographic sourcing.439
According to his comprehensive study and references in rabbinic literature, the workshop there
was concerned primarily with the production of cooking vessels, which were traded over a wide
area of the Galilee beginning in the late 1st century BCE and continuing into the 5th century CE.
The qualities of the ware make it easily recognizable (Appendix IX, Pl. 1). It is produced from a
well-levigated clay with some small angular white grits, and sub-angular or rounded black
nodules. The section color is rather homogenous, reflecting the uniformity of the clay source and
oxidizing conditions in the kilns: reddish-orange to red (2.5YR 5/8 to 2.5YR 4/8). The exterior
colors tend to vary a bit more, from red or purplish-red (10R 4/6-5/6) to reddish-brown (2.5YR
5/6), presumably due to stacking and the objects’ positions within the kiln. Surfaces of vessels in
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A recent article by Aviam (2014) has identified a pottery kiln at the site of Yodefat, north of Sepphoris and Kefar
Shiḥin dating to the Late Second Temple Period (1st century BCE to 1st century CE), that produced cooking vessels
and storage jars that are identical to KH ware, suggesting that the site of Kefar Ḥananya was not the only producer
of these types.
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KH ware are sometimes smoothed, especially table vessels; most often bear relatively shallow,
narrowly spaced ribbing on the body. Fractures tend to produce fine-grained, even breaks.440
(2) Sand Tempered Ware
Referred to as “Competing Ware” by Adan-Bayewitz, vessels composed of this fabric
begin to replace and then subsume those made of KH ware. The composition of this ware is
significantly different from its predecessor in both color, inclusions, and hardness (Appendix IX,
Pl. 2). This ware is characterized by sand used as a tempering agent, which seems to have made
up a large proportion of the paste. The fabric, therefore, is much coarser and less well-levigated.
In terms of color, there are two sub-groups based on the firing atmosphere in the kilns: a ‘lighter’
subgroup (“light grayish-red” [10R 4/4] to “reddish-brown” [2.5YR 4/4-4/8]) and ‘darker’
subgroup (“dark reddish-brown” [5YR 4/3-3/3] to “brown” [7.5YR 3/4-4/4]). In addition to
quartz sand, other inclusions present are rounded white and dark grits of varying size and
frequency. Generally, the quartz is more prevalent in the section. Breaks produce rather coarse
fracturing but this varies quite a bit from vessel to vessel.441 Vessels produced in this ware tend
to be thinner-walled than KH ware. Similar fabrics were identified by Avshalom-Gorni and
Shapiro at a pottery workshop uncovered at the site of Aḥihud in western Galilee east of Akko
and by Getzov et al. at nearby Ḥorvat ʽUẓa, potentially alluding to the primary, or one potential,
source of the ware.442 A wide variety of vessel shapes were produced with this ware, but
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Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 23, 150-154. A parallel development is a group of vessels produced in the region of the
Golan similar in form to those produced in KH ware. The former vessel types are rare in Galilean assemblages and
are not considered here. For discussion and typology of the Golan pottery, see Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 165-181.
441

Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 155-156.
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Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 81. Getzov et al. 2009: 1-2, Fig. 1. For the presentation of the pottery from
Ḥorvat ʽUẓa, see pp. 27-75 in the aforementioned volume.
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predominantly utilitarian forms (e.g. cooking vessels and storage jars). The surfaces of some
vessels are visibly smoothed but are always still rough to the touch.
(3) ‘White grit’ fabric
This fabric group is characterized by the addition to terra rossa soil of a considerable
amount of poorly sorted small to medium sub-rounded to rounded white grits, with occasionally
larger or more angular examples (Appendix IX, Pl. 3). There are occasional round black grits
ranging in size from small to large (1 mm), though some examples contained larger quantities of
black versus white grits. Quartz/mineral and stony inclusions are also present in varying
quantities and sizes. Voids are few but when present consist of rounded impressions left from
larger white/black grits, as well as those that are long and ovoid. The break of these fabrics tend
to create fine fractures, though there is some variety from vessel to vessel.
Color varies considerably between examples but can be divided generally between gray
and red colored varieties – i.e. the predominant color of the vessel as achieved through the firing
process. Section colors vary between light red (10R 6/6) to red (10R 4/6) and light reddish-gray
(2.5YR 4/1) to dark gray (5YR 4/1). Cores, when present, are gray to dark gray. To be clear: the
color of the section tends to be evenly fired to a single consistency while the surfaces/margins
tend to vary by a much greater degree, even on the same vessel. Some examples are completely
evenly, or very nearly, fired to the same consistency between the section and surfaces. Exterior,
and sometimes interior, surfaces can at times be fired to a variety of colors ranging from a
pale/light reddish-brown (7.5YR 7/3), light to dark red (10R 4/4), and various shades of gray all
the way to black. Two possibilities that are not mutually exclusive: (1) vessels were stacked
closely together in the kiln during firing producing such variety, (2) given the size of some of the
vessels it may have not been possible to produce an even consistency between surfaces – this
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would depend largely on whether the vessels were utilitarian or for table use. The bodies of
cooking and storage vessels are frequently covered with ribbing, though the depth and spacing
varies. Table vessels, such as jugs, tend to be wet-smoothed creating the appearance of a matt
self-slip.
One distinct ware can be distinguished within this fabric group and is characteristic of the
pottery kilns at the site of Kefar Shiḥin. Common is a dense dark gray core (5R 4/1) when
present, narrow light red margins (10R 5/6), and small to medium white grits.443 The firing is
typically very good, producing sharp breaks. Deep bowls/basins produced in this ware often have
drips of white paint in no particular pattern on the exterior. Shiḥin is cited in several rabbinic
sources for the production pottery, especially storage jars.444 Many of the vessels excavated at
Sepphoris seem to have originated from Shiḥin, of which many forms may be unique to the site.
Another chronologically distinct sub-group of this fabric are hard-fired storage jars
whose sherds produce a metallic sound when dropped and exterior surfaces decorated with white
painted designs. This group of jars is found in assemblages dating from the late 4th/5th century
and later. Related to this sub-group are lower-fired jars that are also decorated with white painted
designs.
Shape Typology and Chronology
The purpose of this section is to provide a shape typology based on the morphological
traits of the vessels that make up the Galilean ceramic corpus that is the focus of this study. The
presentation of the ceramic corpus follows the common convention of proceeding from open to
closed shape families, arranged in the following order: bowls, basins, casseroles, cooking pots,
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Adan-Bayewitz and Wieder 1992: 198-199; Wieder and Adan-Bayewitz 1999: 337. See also Avshalom-Gorni
and Getzov 2002: 78, Fig. 5.1.4-7; Berlin 2006: 16.
444

Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 23-26.
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lids (wide and narrow diameter), storage jars and other assorted jars, jugs and juglets, and oil
lamps. All of the vessels are wheel made except for the oil lamps, which are mold made. First,
morphologically distinctive types within each shape family will be distinguished with a brief
verbal description or using a well-established appellation, e.g. “Galilean Bowls.” Each type is
then sub-divided into a number of morphologically and/or chronologically distinguishable
‘forms.’ Some forms are further separated into variants based on additional morphological or
chronological characteristics, if present.
References to the fabrics and wares outlined above are given for each type and are
supplemented with additional observations specific to each form and/or variant. Discussion of
ware color is given, first, a verbal description, followed by Munsell numbers where available.
The chronological information provided for each type is based on the contextual analysis of the
assemblages in Chapter 3. This is supplemented by trends in the quantitative data presented in
the form of graphs that can be found in Appendix VIII. The x-axis of each graph will display
relevant assemblages representing a distinct chronological period, typically ranging from 50 to
100 year spans, ordered chronologically from earliest to latest.445 The y-axis data will typically
contain two types of data based on the EVE collected for each vessel type: (1) the percentage of
a type’s EVE represented within a specific assemblage, or contemporary group of assemblages;
(2) the level of ‘brokenness’, or preservation, based on the average EVE of a type within an
assemblage or group of assemblages. The assemblages on each chart are divided into groups of
roughly one century: 3rd, 4th, 5th, etc. However, these are not exact and the reader should consult
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To establish the chronological order of the assemblages, I first ordered those assemblages that have a fairly tight
range i.e. 50 to 100 years. For the remaining assemblages, I rounded to the nearest century within the date range and
used that as the base line for establishing where it would go in the timeline. For example, an assemblage with a
chronological range of ca. 350 to 500 would be rounded to a more manageable 400-450 date range.
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the contextual discussion of each assemblage in Chapter 3 and the summary of this information
provided in Appendix VII, so as to fully understand the justification for the chronology of each
type. Moreover, the graphs do not contain quantitative data from the sites of Khirbet Shemaʼ or
Sepphoris due to reasons discussed in Chapter 2.446 The limited amount of rim-count data
provided in the Cafarnao VI report will be presented separately as a supplement to the
aforementioned data, as rim-count alone is not a statistically relevant measure of a type’s
prevalence in an assemblage.447 Unfortunately, not all of the assemblages discussed in Chapter 3
from Capernaum have quantitative data associated with them. Therefore, if this information is
absent for a particular ceramic type or assemblage, it will not appear in the following discussion,
nor in the collection of charts in Appendix VIII.
All illustrated examples of each type that are present in a given assemblage are provided
for the sake of completeness and as a means of comparing the preservation of vessels not among
assemblages that were quantitatively analyzed. The reader can find these illustrations in
Appendix VI for the secondary sites, and Appendix V for the Ḥuqoq pottery. Publication
references for the sherds from secondary sites are given in the pottery concordance in Appendix
IV. In addition, parallels from the sites of Aḥihud, Ḥorvat ʽUẓa, Jalame, Sumaqa, Capernaum
(Orthodox compound), Ḥammat Gader, and Pella are cited as a means to track the distribution of
certain types across the eastern and western Galilee and parts of Palaestina Secunda closest to
the Jordan. This was not always possible for each type, however, and in such cases this section
was omitted.448
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See supra, pp. 12-15, 24-30.
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Orton, Tyers, and Vince 1993: 169.

Because every published illustration from the secondary sites and Ḥuqoq is given for each entry, providing
parallels from the settlements that are the subject of this study would be superfluous.
448
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Galilean Bowls
Nearly all of the datable Late Roman ceramic types in Galilee consist of KH ware,
particularly a type of casserole, named the “Galilean Bowl” by E.M. Meyers, and designated
“Form 1” by Adan-Bayewitz (Appendix IX, Pl. 1:C).449 Galilean Bowls are the most numerous
vessels in the corpus on the basis of sherd count. Form 1 is divided into variants designated A-E,
the chronology of which spans the entire Roman period in Galilee, i.e. 1st to 5th centuries, and are
distinguished mainly by variations in the rim. Maʽoz divides Galilean bowls into two typological
groups: “Early” (Forms 1A and 1B, ca. 1st to 3rd centuries) and “Late” (Forms 1C-1E, ca. 4th to
5th centuries).450 The established typology and chronology of Adan-Bayewitz asserts that Forms
1C and 1D date from the mid-3rd century to the latter 4th century, and Form 1E (the latest variant)
dates from the mid-3rd century to the earlier 5th century.451 Variants 1A and 1B are, therefore,
precursors of variants C-E. No quantitative analysis was undertaken for variants A or B.
However, based on the chronological profiles of the find-spots, the original terminus assigned by
Adan-Bayewitz to 1B, i.e. ca. mid-4th century, is confirmed by the evidence collected for this
study.452
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Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 170-180; Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 87. Galilean bowls are always manufactured
of KH ware (Ware 1), but see supra n. 439.
Maʽoz argues that the production of Form 1E did not terminate before the 6th century. He bases this assertion on
the “sizeable quantity of sherds of Late Galilean Bowls (1E)” in the destruction debris of the synagogue at the
Byzantine site of En Nashut (2010: 257). See also Maʽoz et al. 2010. However, the preservation of these sherds is
not indicated. If the majority of the sherds are residual, then the quantity is irrelevant, rather reflecting the popularity
of this type of vessel during the period when the synagogue was in use. That he undermines the authoritative
preference given to numismatic evidence for chronological purposes and condemns the use of issue dates as a
terminus ad quem rather than a terminus post quem is laudable.
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Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 98-109. “Latter fourth century” here is taken from Adan-Bayewitz 1993. See also
Appendix II, Table 2.
451

Four Galilean Bowl Form 1B sherds are published from Ḥuqoq Assemblages 1-2 and 4; see Appendix V, Figs.
1:4, 2:12, 6:10, 15:7. The total number of sherds is 10 with a total EVE of 0.44 and mean-EVE of 0.04, i.e.
exhibiting poor preservation. 73 sherds are published from secondary assemblages, see Appendix VI, Figs. 1:3-4
(A:6); 5:3 (A:11); 6:6-8, 59, 61-62, 88, 112 (A:12A); 20:24, 32 (A:22); 23:4, 7, 9-10, 14, 21, 23, 25-27, 46, 54, 56
(A:26.1); 24:6-8, 21-22, 31, 41, 43-44 (A:26.2); 28:8-9 (A:28); 33:4-7 (A:32); 39:4 (A:39.1); 43:9 (A:40.2); 46:3
452
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The following discussion of Galilean bowls will focus on variants 1C-1E. For the sake of
continuity, the alphanumeric system adopted by Adan-Bayewitz for Galilean Bowls is
maintained here. The walls are sloped, terminating at a pointed base, and exhibit pronounced
ribbing on their interior. Forms 1C-E are generally thicker than Forms 1A and B. Galilean bowls,
especially variants 1A and 1B, generally have two small ring handles extending from the rim to
just below it; later variants exhibit an increasingly degenerate handle: progressing from a small
knobby handle to being totally absent, especially in variant 1E. Charts 5.1-5.6 present the
quantitative data relevant to the present discussion. Charts 5.1-5.4 show the percent EVE each
variant represents among a given assemblage; the average preservation of each variant is
compared diachronically in Chart 5.5 from assemblages at Nabratein dating to ca. 300-400 and
450-500, and later, respectively.
Form 1C
Suggested date: from the late 3rd century to ca. 400
This variant is characterized by a single groove on the rim exterior and is the least wellrepresented of the later Galilean Bowls, yielding a total of 106 sherds from the ceramic corpus or
4.77% of all catalogued Galilean Bowls. It first appears in assemblages dating to the second-half
of the 3rd and early 4th centuries, and appears to remain current through the 4th century. Due to
the relatively few number of sherds, any trends during the 4th century are impossible to track.

(A:42); 49:5-6 (A:45.2); 51:18-22 (A:46); 52:32-42 (A:47.2); 55:1 (A:48.1); 59:8 (A:50.1); 61:44 (A:52.1); 66:17
(A:56.2); 67:26 (A:57.1); 68:15-18, 24 (A:58); 69:21 (A:59). The aforementioned assemblages with the largest
number of Form 1B sherds tend to date to ca. 3rd and 4th centuries. Assemblages with single examples tend to date
from the late 4th/5th century or later and are clearly residual.
Assemblages dating primarily to the 1st-3rd centuries were not intensively studied for this project, so the dating of
Form 1A could not be confirmed. It is worth noting, however, that only a few examples could be found from welldefined 3rd-4th century contexts among the secondary assemblages – e.g. Appendix VI, Fig. 68:12-14 (A:58). Only
one poorly preserved sherd was recovered from an Assemblage 2 (i.e. Stratum 2B) context at Ḥuqoq, see Appendix
V, Fig. 2:13.
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The quantitative data from Ḥuqoq, Meiron, and Capernaum (Chart 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3,
respectively) exemplify the issue: the trends across assemblages of the 4th into the 5th century are
relatively flat and, therefore, inconclusive. An example of a false trend can be seen in Chart 5.3
(the average representation of each variant diachronically from contexts at Nabratein) as
compared to Chart 5.4, which clearly shows a decrease in average preservation between the 4th
and late 5th century assemblages. The relatively poor preservation of published sherds from
contexts of the second half of the 4th century (e.g. Assemblages 26.1, 40.3, 42, and 43.1)
suggests that Form 1C ceased to be produced in the late 4th century. Sherds of this type in
contexts of the 5th century are likely all residual.
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 2:37 (A:2); 8:4, 12:2, 15:9 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 2:8 (A:9); 6:2, 73, 82-87, 111 (A:12.1); 19:10 (A:21); 23:3, 8, 20, 24, 47, 49,
51 (A:26.1); 24:4-5, 29-30, 36, 39, 42, 56 (A:26.2); 28:22 (A:28); 42:1 (A:40.2); 44:34 (A:40.3);
46:1 (A:42); 47:2, 16 (A:43.1); 51:6 (A:46.1); 52:43-49 (A:47.2); 53:39-40 (A:47.3); 60:11
(A:51.1); 64:16, 38 (A:55); 66:15 (A:56.2); 67:27 (A:57.2); 68:19-23 (A:58).
Form 1D
Suggested date: late 3rd century to the early 5th century
This variant has two grooves on the rim’s exterior and is slightly more common in the
ceramic corpus than 1C, yielding a total of 272 sherds that represent 12.25% of all catalogued
Galilean Bowl rim fragments. The first appearance of 1D coincides with 1C, suggesting that they
were contemporary and this, indeed, was the original conclusion of Adan-Bayewitz. While it is
more common in the ceramic corpus, the small number and poor preservation of most of the
sherds hinders the tracking of its popularity. The most telling quantitative data comes from
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Meiron, Nabratein, and Capernaum. Chart 5.2 clearly shows that 1D is most common in
Assemblage 11 and falls out of use by the first half of the 5th century. A significant drop in
representation and preservation can also be seen between 4th and late 5th century contexts at
Nabratein (Chart 5.4 and 5.5, respectively). Indeed, 1D is most prevalent in Assemblage 58.1 at
Capernaum, dating ca. 300 to 400 (Chart 5.5).453
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 1:1 (A:1); 2:2, 10-11 (A:2); 13:11-12 (A:3); 6:9, 9:24, 11:1, 15:8 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:5 (A:6); 5:1 (A:11); 6:5, 29, 40-42, 60, 76-81 (A:12.1); 7:5, 11 (A:13);
11.12 (A:15); 16:6 (A:19.2); 19:7 (A:21); 20:34 (A:22); 23:19, 22, 43, 55, 70 (A:26.1); 24:19-20,
37, 54-55, 68-69, 71, 81 (A:26.2); 27:22 (A:27.2); 40:11 (A:39.2); 47:18 (A:43.1); 52:50-55
(A:47.2); 53:37-38 (A:47.3); 55:2 (A:48.1); 63:13 (A:54); 64:17-18 (A:55); 66:26 (A:56.1);
66:16 (A:56.2); 64:39 (A:56.3); 68:25-26 (A:58); 69:7-8 (A:59.2).
Form 1E
Suggested date: ca. 300 to the late 5th century
Galilean Bowl Form 1E is characterized by a rounded or squared rim with no grooves,
but otherwise is similar to the previous two variants (1C, 1D). It is the most common Galilean
Bowl type by far in Late Roman period ceramic assemblages (1843 rim sherds or 82.89% of all
catalogued Galilean Bowl sherds) and is present in large numbers at every settlement included in
this study. Unlike the previous variants, therefore, trends could be mapped with some precision,
within 50 year intervals in some instances. The earliest appearance of this type is in contexts of
the second half of the 3rd to early 4th centuries (Assemblages 11, 40.2, 56.1). On the terminal end

453

A contemporary assemblage at Capernaum (A:47.2) yielded large sherds.
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of its production, there is a sharp drop off between Assemblage 2 and Assemblage 3 at Ḥuqoq,
indicating that this variant was no longer current by the early 6th century (Chart 5.1).
This is further substantiated by the comparison presented in Chart 5.6, illustrating the
prevalence across assemblages of the 4th, mid-5th, and late 5th-early 6th centuries at Gush Ḥalav,
and the sherd count data from Capernaum (Chart 5.5). The mean-preservation of 1E sherds
presented in Chart 5.4 remains flat across assemblages of the 4th to late 5th/early 6th centuries at
Nabratein. The trends displayed in Chart 5.2 and 5.5 are particularly interesting, as they indicate
the floruit of this type was the second half of the 4th century and first half of the 5th century.
Adan-Bayewitz’ original contention that Form 1E was no longer manufactured by the mid-5th
century is no longer valid and should be shifted to the last decade of that century.454
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 1:3, 7 (A:1); 2:1, 3-9, 26-29, 31-36, 50-51 (A:2); 3:5, 30, 13:1-5 (A:3); 6:6, 8;
8:2, 12:4, 15:2-6 (A:4); 16:6 (A:5).
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:1-2, 6 (A:6) 2:3-5 (A:7); 3:8, 18 (A:8); 2:12 (A:9); 5:7-12, 15 (A:11); 6:34, 11-12, 15-20, 28, 30-39, 56-58, 67, 69-72, 74-75 (A:12.1); 6:115-116 (A:12.2); 7:4 (A:13);
8:25-28, 41-42, 46 (A:14.1); 9:3-5, 7, 13-17, 27-33, 40-41, 10:2-8, 18 (A:14.2); 11:11, 26
(A:15); 12:4, 10-14 (A:16); 14:3, 14:9 (A:18); 15:2, 5 (A:19.1); 16:2, 7, 14, 21 (A:19.2); 18:7
(A:20.2); 20:11, 25 (A:22); 21:5, 17 (A:24.2); 22:1, 3, 5 (A:25); 23:1-2, 50 (A:26.1); 24:3, 9, 2628, 38, 51-52, 65-67, 82 (A:26.2); 25:4 (A:26.3); 26:4-5 (A:27.1); 27:6, 9, 21, 27-34 (A:27.2);
28:6-7, 20-21 (A:28); 29:1-2, 5-14 (A:29); 30:3-4 (A:30); 32:9 (A:31.2); 33:21-22 (A:32); 40:12
(A:39.2); 43:7 (A:40.2); 44:7, 23 (A:40.3); 46:7 (A:42); 47:3, 19-27 (A:43.1); 48:22-24 (A:44);
49:25-27 (A:45.1); 49:7-8 (A:45.2); 51:8 (A:46.1); 50:23 (A:46.2); 52:56-58 (A:47.2); 53:41-42

Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 108-109. As noted above, the entry for KH Form 1E includes suggested dates of “mid third
to earlier fifth century [sic].”
454
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(A:47.3); 55:15, 17 (A:48.1); 57:28-35 (A:49.1); 59:9-11 (A:50.1); 60:12 (A:51.1); 60:1
(A:51.2); 61:45-47 (A:52.1); 62:39-43 (A:53); 63:15 (A:54); 64:19-26 (A:55); 66:27-28
(A:56.1); 66:18-20 (A:56.2); 65:17 (A:56.3); 67:28 (A:57.1); 68:27-30 (A:58); 69:5-6 (A:59.2).
Parallels:
Form 1C: Johnson 1988: Fig. 7-22:364; Ben-Arieh 1997: Pl. I:10, VI:8; Kingsley 1999: Fig. 6.1
(?).
Form 1D: Johnson 1988: Fig. 7-22:365-372; Ben-Arieh 1997: Pl. I:11
Form 1E: Pella I: Pl. 28:1209, 1237; Johnson 1988: Figs. 7-23:373-383, 7-24:384-391; Peleg
1989: Fig. 44:1-5; Ben-Arieh 1997: Pl. I:12-13, VI:9-12; Kingsley 1999: Fig. 6.2-3 (?);455
Johnson 2006: Fig. 15.6:128; Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: Fig. 7:2.
Form 2
Suggested date: early 4th/mid-4th century to the first half of the 5th century
Although it is not commonly considered to be a variant of the Galilean Bowl and is rather
uncommon in the ceramic corpus, this form is bears several similarities to the aforementioned
later variants and so is included here. It is characterized by a nearly vertical or slightly in-turned
simple rim, with the same deeply ridged interior and V-shaped body of the later Galilean Bowls.
A total of five sherds is published from assemblages dating to the 4th century and first half of the
5th century. An additional five heritage sherds were catalogued from Meiron (Assemblages 12.2,
14, and 16), suggesting perhaps a slightly later production date in the mid-4th century.
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:7 (A:6); 2:9 (A:9); 23:18 (A:26.1); 51:11 (A:46.1); 67:34 (A:57.1).

455

In appendix 2, Kingsley remarks that Fig. 6.1 depicts a Galilean Bowl Form 1E, while Fig. 6.2 is meant to
represent a Form 1C; yet the images do not match up. I suggest that the order should be reversed and, moreover, Fig.
6.3 may also be a Form 1E, though this cannot be confirmed.
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Parallels:
Johnson 1988: Fig. 7-27:456-457.

Bell-Bowls/Lids
This is a group of vessels that possibly served as small, deep bowls and/or lids for storage
jars. The bowls are most often produced in an evenly fired, well-levigated Fabric 3, Shiḥin ware,
or, less-often, Ware 2. The surfaces appear to be wet smoothed in most examples. Fractures
typically produce fine grained breaks. They can be divided generally into two forms on the basis
of morphology and chronology. Relatively few sherds could be catalogued or clearly identified
due to the fragmentary nature of the corpus overall, thus the following observations should be
considered preliminary until a larger set of quantitative data can be amassed.
Form 1
Suggested date: 3rd century to the (early?) 5th century
These bowls or lids have a rim that exhibits a sharp inward bevel, furrowed, or straight.
The body has a gently carinated, “bell”-shaped profile that terminates in a small omphalos base
that could have served as a handle. Most of Form 1 bell-bowls were produced at the workshop at
Kefar Shiḥin and are uniform in shape, with thickened walls and rim diameters of ca. 10-15
cm.456 Only a handful were produced in Ware 2, including two out of six examples from Ḥuqoq
(Appendix V, Figs. 2:38, 13:6).457 Generally, the examples of this form produced in Shiḥin ware

456

For provenience studies, see Adan-Bayewitz and Pearlman 1990: fig. 3:2; Adan-Bayewitz and Wieder 1992: 196,
fig. 5:2.
457

These sherds may have originated in a kiln located in the western Galilee based on the consistency of the fabric.
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are rare outside of Sepphoris. Balouka has suggested that this type of bowl appeared in the mid2nd century, but the available evidence points to a 3rd century date.458
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 2:38, 53-56 (A:2); 13:6 (A:3); 12:5, 9 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 7:6 (A:13); 8:4 (A:14.1); 41:7 (A:39.2); 42:8 (A:40.2); 44:14, 18 (A:40.3);
46:10 (A:42).
Parallels:
Johnson 1988: 220-221, Fig. 7-55:828-845; Kingsley 1999: Fig. 9:29; Avshalom-Gorni 2009:
28-30, Fig. 2.25:1-6, 2.39:7-9;459 Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 78-79, Fig. 9:1-2.
Form 2
Suggested date: 4th to 5th centuries, possibly later
These bowls have a slightly thickened rim that is rounded or squarish, but they are most
recognizable from their deep, cone-shaped bodies. Unlike Form 1, the walls from the rim to the
join at the base are always straight and vary in thickness from 0.4 to 0.8 cm, sometimes with
shallow ribbing on the interior and/or exterior. The most common rim diameter is 15 cm but it
can be as wide as 23 cm. No complete examples were found, but nearly complete examples at
Ḥuqoq and Meiron appear to terminate in a rounded or flat-ish base. However, similar vessels
from the site of Ḥorvat ʽUẓa and Jalame have small handles attached to the rounded base
(Appendix IX, Pl. 4:A). While they bear some similarities to later variant Galilean Bowls, these
vessels are not made from KH ware and are far less common and thus represent a separate

458

Balouka 2013: 52. While it is not definite, it should be noted that Form 1 was not found beneath the floor of the
House of Dionysos – an assemblage dated to ca. 200.
459

These bowls share a similar shape to ‘Bell-Bowls’ Form 1 but are local to the site of Ḥorvat ʽUẓa.
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tradition. A large specimen from the upper-collapse of Room 1 (L2039) at Ḥuqoq suggests it
may have been current into the 6th century (Appendix V, Fig. 6:2).
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 2:52 (A:2); 6:1 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 4:1 (A:10); 8:5, 29-30 (A:14.1); 9:8-9, 43 (A:14.2); 16:28 (A:19.2); 24:72
(A:26.2); 65:38 (A:56.3); 69:15 (A:59.2).
Parallels:
Johnson 1988: 221-222, Fig. 7-45:846-851; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 57-59, Fig. 2.39:36.

Thickened-Rim Bowls/Basins
This group of bowls or basins have a thickened rim. The inner side is flat or inverted,
while the section is rectangular or rhomboidal in shape. The outside of the rim is often pointed at
the lower end and points downward or is slightly angled outward. A channel of varying depth is
created at the join of the rim and wall of the vessel. Many of the rims bear tooling marks where
they were smoothed on the wheel. The walls are usually thick and smoothed, but sometimes
exhibit very broad, shallow ribbing. Only a few partially restorable vessels are present in the
ceramic corpus to reconstruct a “typical” profile. Nevertheless, it appears that most of these
bowls/basins had deep, gently curving walls that terminated in an omphalos base. The rim
diameter varies between ca. 20 cm for bowls and ca. 30-40 cm for basins.
They are mostly produced in a hard-fired Fabric 3 that is well-levigated, exhibits finegrained breaks, and dark red (7.5R 4/4) or reddish-brown (10R 4/6-4/3, 2.5YR 5/6) in color
(Appendix IX, Pl. 4:B); however, the ware is not uniform and is not always hard-fired. A small
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number are produced in a less well-fired Ware 2, typically of a reddish-brown color (2.5YR 5/8).
Some are coated in a black slip, while others have traces of white-slipped decoration consisting
of horizontal lines added when the clay was leather hard – indicated by traces of impressions
made by the tool. A number of forms can be distinguished on the basis of rim morphology and
surface treatment.
Form 1
Suggested date: 5th to 7th century
These bowls and basins are characterized by rims with rectangular/rhomboid and
triangular profiles. Several variants can be distinguished on the basis of rim morphology and
surface treatment. Based on the available ceramic evidence, there does not appear to be any
chronological or distribution patterns to account for these different variants.
Variant A
This variant is the most common among the published and unpublished ceramic corpus. It
is undecorated and most examples are hard-fired with red (7.5R 4/4) to dark reddish-brown (10R
4/3) surfaces and breaks. The edges of the rim are rounded rather than pointed. Beneath the rim
is a channel where it joins the body. In addition to the published sherds, unpublished examples
were found among the heritage materials from Assemblages 16 (EVE 0.12%, 0.18% of total
EVE) and 29 (EVE 0.05%, 0.89% of total EVE). The best-preserved vessels of this type come
from Ḥuqoq (Appendix V, Figs. 4:1; 8:9-10, 9:1), where it accounts for 1.33% of the Stratum 2
ceramic corpus.
Variant B
These vessels are similar to Variant A, but the edges of the rim are more pointed and
prominent, probably the result of tooling, and produced in a medium fired Ware 2 that is reddish-
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brown/orange (2.5YR 5/8) in color. Examples of this type are represented only at Capernaum
and Ḥuqoq.
Variant C
The profile of this variant bears some similarity to CRS Form 9C/10. The everted portion
of the rim is flattened and often bears combed line decoration. Some examples have a channel
beneath the rim on the exterior, others do not. There does not seem to be any chronological
significance to this feature. Examples of this type were found only at Capernaum and Sepphoris
among the sampled sites.
Variant D
The rim profile of this variant is triangular, often with plastic or thumb impressed
decoration on the bottom exterior. This type is only represented at Capernaum among the
secondary sites.
Variant E
The rim profile of this variant becomes more squarish/rhomboidal and the lower
projection of the rim is more pronounced. The top of the rim and exterior walls are sometimes
decorated with incised wavy lines. This type is only represented at Ḥuqoq and Capernaum,
among the secondary sites.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 4:1 (A:3); 8:9-10, 9:1 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:16 (A:6); 18:3 (A:20.2); 45:13 (A:41.1); 59:37 (A:51.2); 64:14 (A:55);
67:18 (A:57.2).
Variant B:
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Appendix V, Figs. 18:2-3 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 48:7 (A:43.2); 57:41 (A:49.1); 59:13 (A:50.1); 58:9-11 (A:50.2); 60:36
(A:51.1); 67:4, 6 (A:57.2).
Variant C:
Appendix VI, Figs. 45:24 (A:41.1); 47:6 (A:43.1); 53:8 (A:47.3); 54:19-23 (A:47.4); 58:8
(A:50.2); 63:22 (A:54); 67:3, 38 (A:57.2).
Variant D:
Appendix VI, Figs. 53:9-10 (A:47.3); 56:17 (A:48.2); 60:32-33 (A:51.1); 59:34-35 (A:51.2);
63:21 (A:54); 65:20 (A:56.3); 67:8 (A:57.2).
Variant E:
Appendix V, Figs. 17:2 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 53:12 (A:47.3); 56:18 (A:48.2); 59:39 (A:51.2); 61:11 (A:52.2); 63:23
(A:54); 65:19, 24 (A:56.3).
Parallels:
Variant A: Ben-Arieh 1997: Pl. II:13; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 34-36, Fig. 2.29:1.
Variant B: n/a
Variant C: Johnson 2006: 553, Fig. 15.14:277; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 36, Fig. 2.29:5.
Variant D: Peleg 1989: 42, Fig. 43:5; Ben-Arieh 1997: 357, Pl. VI: 20-21; Avshalom-Gorni
2009: 34-36, Fig. 2.29:1-4.
Variant E: Johnson 1988: 174-175, Fig. 7-25:410-413; Peleg 1989: 42, Fig. 43:12; Ben-Arieh
1997: 357, Pl. VI:18, 20-21; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 34-36, Fig. 2.29:1-4; Avshalom-Gorni and
Shapiro 2015: 74-75, Fig. 7:6.
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Form 2 (‘Knob-Rim Basins’)
Suggested date: second half of the 6th/early 7th centuries to the 9th/10th centuries and later.
Form 2 consists only of large basins. The basic morphology of the rim is related to Form
1 but it is thicker and more rounded. Features typical of basins from the Early Islamic period,
more strongly inverted rims and more vertical walls, make their appearance here. The external
surfaces often bear combed, incised, or gouged line decoration.
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 18:4 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 27:11 (A:27.2); 56:20 (A:48.2); 65:25 (A:56.3).
Parallels:
Pella I: Pl. 33:504, 1144; Peleg 1989: 54, 58-59, Fig. 47:1-7; Ben-Arieh 1997: 365-367, Pl. X;
Stacy 2004: 101, Fig. 2.15:5-14; Johnson 2006: 552, Fig. 15.14:278.

Inverted Rim Basins
Suggested date: 6th to 8th centuries
These basins have a very thick, inverted rim that has an inward bevel on top. Two ring
handles extend from the rim to the upper body. On the exterior, there is usually a gouged
meandering line just below the level of the handle. The typical diameter is ca. 30 cm. The basins
are made from a hard-fired, orange colored (5YR 5/6) Fabric 3, but with few white grits,
indicating they were well-levigated. The breaks can be coarse. In addition to the published
examples which all come from Capernaum, unpublished sherds were found among the heritage
materials for Assemblage 21 (EVE 0.06%) that included a sherd of PRS Form 3 (EVE 0.07%),
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and one very poorly preserved (EVE 0.025%) sherd was found among the heritage materials for
Assemblage 15 at Meiron above the Stratum IV collapse of the Lintel House (M II.L5001).
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 54:18 (A:47.4); 58:13-14 (A:50.2); 61:12 (A:52.2).
Parallels:
Peleg 1989: 59-60, Fig. 48:1-3; Ben-Arieh 1997: 356-357, Pl. VI:1 and 365, IX:5-6; Stacey
2004: 97, Fig. 5.11.

Shiḥin Ware Bowls/Basins
The common characteristic of this group of deep bowls and basins is that they were
produced at the Kefar Shiḥin workshop near Sepphoris.460 These types range in date from the 2nd
and 3rd centuries to the 5th century. Two forms can be distinguished based on morphology and
surface treatment.
Form 1
Suggested date: 2nd century to the 4th/early 5th century
These deep bowls or basins are hard-fired with a pink (10R 5/8) section; the surfaces are
smoothed and coated in a yellow-buff slip (7.5YR 7/6) (Appendix IX, Pl. 5). The walls are
generally thin and gently carinated, sometimes with shallow ribbing on the interior. Form 1
bowls/basins appear to be unique to the site of Sepphoris with the exception of four sherds
recovered from Meiron, all of which were recovered together in Room F of the Patrician

460

For provenience studies of this ware, see supra ns. 443-444.
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House.461 Two variants can be discerned based on the morphology of the rim and surface
treatment.
Variant A
This variant exhibits a simple rounded rim that is slightly everted, with shallow
horizontal grooves on the exterior.
Variant B
This variant has a strongly everted ledge rim that bears multiple deep grooves on the
upper face. Some examples bear wavy thumb print decorations on the lower part of the rim. The
walls are convex and often bear traces of white paint that appear to be simple lines or splashes
with no discernable patterns. Variant B appears to be much more common than A.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix VI, Figs. 8:31-33 (A:14).
Variant B:
Appendix VI, Figs. 8:34 (A:14); 39:7 (A:39.1);462 42:2, 5 (A:40.2); 44:8, 32 (A:40.3).
Parallels:
Variant A: Sepphoris I: 49, Pl. 24:1-2.
Variant B: Sepphoris I: 49, Pl. 24:3-10.

461

Three sherds of Form 1A (total EVE 0.21%, mean-EVE 0.07%) and one sherd of Form 1B (EVE 0.27%),
representing only 0.61% of Assemblage 14.
462

It is not clear from the published illustration whether or not this is a Form 1B bowl or 2A basin. Balouka
comments that this sherd has drippings of white paint on the walls, typical of Shiḥin ware and these types of
bowls/basins (2004:37-39).
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Form 2 (‘Hooked Rim Basin’)
These large deep bowls/basins are ubiquitous at the site of Sepphoris and, therefore, have
been dubbed the “Sepphoris Krater.”463 They have an everted, “hooked”-rim that turns
downward. The wall immediately beneath the rim is slightly carinated, creating a depression and
turning the everted rim into a handle. Complete vessels found at Sepphoris have a rounded base
with three large legs consisting of wide, flat loops – similar to contemporary storage jar handles.
Large quantities of these basins were found in the debris above the floor of the Roman
building beneath the Sepphoris synagogue (Assemblages 40.2-40.3).464 Several examples are
also published from the House of Dionysos (Assemblages 39.1-39.2). Three variants can be
distinguished on the basis of morphology and firing duration of the production process. Variants
A and C tend to be well-fired red (10R 5/6) or reddish-brown (2.5YR 5/6), often with a light or
dark gray core and clean breaks. Variant B tends to exhibit a coarser, reddish-gray or solidly gray
ware (5R 4/1), gray or light brown (5YR 6/4) surfaces, and more uneven breaks.
Ten Variant A and seven Variant B sherds were catalogued from sites outside of
Sepphoris, suggesting it was not intensively traded.465 At Ḥuqoq four sherds of Variant A and
one sherd of Variant B came from 5th century fill contexts, all of which were residual.466 Johnson

463

Balouka 2013: 46.

464

Weiss et al. 2005: 277. A single sherd was found in the fill beneath the floor.

465

Quantities of hooked rim basins, equivalent to piatto tipo 22, are recorded at Capernaum but Loffreda does not
distinguish between Variant A or B in the data tables; thus, these counts could not be incorporated into the present
discussion. It is worth noting, however, that the largest concentration of sherds (six in total) appears in Assemblage
47.2, dating from the 4th to early 5th centuries. For quantitative data, see Cafarnao VI: tables XVII and XX. Three
Variant B sherds were found among the heritage materials from Nabratein; unfortunately, they were from mixed
contexts in Field IV L1005 and therefore chronologically insignificant.
466

Variant A: total EVE 0.215%, mean-EVE 0.054%; Variant B: EVE 0.05%. If one combines Assemblages 1 and 2
(i.e. Stratum 1), Hooked Rim Basins account for only 1.26% of the whole. Two additional sherds, one of each
variant, were found in Stratum 2B/Assemblage 4 contexts and are clearly residual (EVE 0.05% and 0.025%,
respectively).
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records 30 “fragments” of this form “scattered all over the site” of Jalame, all of which appear to
be of the later Variant B type.467 One example of Variant A is published under the heading
“Carinated Bowls.”468
Variant A
Suggested date: 2nd to 4th centuries
This variant exhibits a hooked rim and a large rounded depression beneath in the wall of
the vessel.
Variant B
Suggested date: 3rd/4th centuries to the first half of the 5th century
The rim of this variant almost joins the wall of the vessel, thereby reducing or eliminating
the depression beneath it.469
Variant C
Suggested date: 4th century?
Only one clear example of this variant is published from the fill beneath the Sepphoris
synagogue (Assemblage 40.3). The rim is strongly everted to horizontal with one or two wide,
shallow grooves. There is an off-set where the rim joins with the body, which is considerably
thinner.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 1:5 (A:1); 2:39 (A:2); 6:11 (A:4).

467

Johnson 1988: 183.

468

Johnson 1988: 173-174, Fig. 7-25:398.

469

Balouka refers to this variant as “degenerative” (2013: 46).
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Appendix VI, Figs. 21:11 (A:24); 39:5, 7 (A:39.1);470 43:5 (A:40.2); 44:17 (A:40.3); 52:59-60
(A:47.2).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Figs. 2:22-23 (A:2); 12:10 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 2:13-14 (A:9); 12:5 (A:16); 21:12 (A:24); 41:10-12 (A:39.2); 42:3, 43:11
(A:40.2); 44:2, 12-13, 29 (A:40.3); 59:36 (A:50.1).
Variant C: Appendix VI, Figs. 44:27 (A:40.3); [3.67:36 (A:57.1)].471
Parallels:
Variant A: Johnson 1988: 173-174, Fig. 7-25:398; Sepphoris I: 46-47, Pl. 12:2-8, 23:1-7.
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 182-183, Fig. 7-30; Kingsley 1999: Fig. 6:6; Sepphoris I: 46-47: Pl.
31:2-4; Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 74-75, Fig. 7:7.
Variant C: n/a

Handmade Bowls/Basins
Suggested date: 4th to 7th centuries
These deep bowls and basins are handmade and smoothed on a wheel. They have thick,
gently sloping walls and a flat base. The fabric is coarse, though some examples are more fired
than others, and contains grits of different sizes and sometimes voids from organic material like
straw. The color and consistency of the fabric is widely varied (Appendix IX, Pl. 6). Common
are a gray core and pink margins in several shades including: reddish-yellow (7.5YR 7/6),

470

See supra n. 462.

The sherd published from Assemblage 57.1, equivalent to Loffreda’s piatto tipo 35, may be Shiḥin ware and
closely resembles Variant C. The small size of the sherd and the inability to visually verify these observations,
however, means that this identification is only preliminary.
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grayish-brown (7.5YR 4/3), reddish-brown (5YR 5/4-6/4), and light purplish-red (10R 6/6). The
interior surfaces and parts of the rim and exterior of some vessels are slipped in a red or brown
colored slip. Three forms can be discerned based on the morphology of the rim, all of which
appear to be contemporary.
Form 1
This group of vessels have an undecorated rim.
Variant A
These vessels have a plain rim (rounded or flat) that is sometimes slightly everted.
Variant B
These vessels have a more strongly everted, nearly horizontal rim that often exhibits
undercutting on its underside. The profile is either knobby or squarish.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 5:53 (A:3).
Appendix VI, Figs. 9:11 (A:14); 11:27 (A:15); 28:5 (A:28); 34:9 (A:33); 44:25, 45:36 (A:40.3);
54:17 (A:47.4); 65:22 (A:56.3).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Fig. 2:40 (A:2).
Appendix VI, Figs. 28:2-4 (A:28); 66:33 (A:56.1).
Parallels:
Variant A: Johnson 1988: 183-185, Fig. 7-32:494-499, 502, 504, 505; Pella II: Pl. 52:27
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 183-184, Fig. 7-31:488-493; Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 7475, Fig. 7:9.
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Form 2
This group of vessels have a decorated rim.
Variant A
The rim of these vessels has one or more incised grooves and thumb-impressed
decoration on the exterior. In some examples the rim is divided and a small horizontal ledge is
created.
Variant B
This variant is closely related to A but is differentiated in the orientation of the rim and
surface treatment. The walls are nearly vertical; the rim is flattened and protruding towards the
center of the vessel, and bears a combed design. The exterior is decorated with swirling and
horizontal combed designs, as well as a reddish-brown slip. Only one sherd of this type is
published.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Fig. 5:51 (A:3).
Appendix VI, Figs. 41:13 (A:39.2); 47:7 (A:43.1); 48:10 (A:43.2); 48:21 (A:44); 49:24 (A:45.1);
52:61 (A:47.2); 53:23 (A:47.3); 55:9 (A:48.1); 59:16, 24 (A:50.1); 63:20 (A:54); 65:21, 23
(A:56.3); 66:21 (A:56.2).
Variant B:
Appendix VI, Fig. 64:15 (A:55).
Parallels:
Variant A: Johnson 1988: 184-185, Fig. 7-32:500, 506-512; Ben-Arieh 1997: 350, Pl. II:9;
Johnson 2006: 545, Fig. 15.10:206-207, 209-212.
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Variant B: Johnson 2006: 545, Fig. 15.10:208 (?).
Form 3
Unlike the previous groups of vessels, this form has very short walls and a slightly
thicker base. It is much less common than the other forms but seems to be contemporary based
on the limited number of published examples.
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 33:27 (A:32.2); 47:8 (A:43.1); 50:21 (A:46.3).
Parallels:
Johnson 1988: 222-223, Fig. 7-58:859 (?).

Casseroles/Cooking Bowls
Form 1
The predominant casserole/cooking bowl of the Roman and Late Roman period in
Galilee was a carinated form (Form 1) produced at Kefar Ḥananya, equivalent to AdanBayewitz’s Form 3. Form 3 is divided into variants designated A and B, whose chronology spans
the mid-1st century BCE to the late 4th century, based on Adan-Bayewitz’s chronology. They are
distinguished by variations in the rim, shape and size of the vessel body. Both are characterized
by relatively deep, open bodies and two ring handles extending from the rim edge to the
shoulder. Form 3A has an outturned rim (horizontal, upturned, or slightly downturned) and is
relatively broad – ca. 1.5-2 cm. Its shoulder and base are rounded. The rim of Form 3B is
generally narrower than that of 3A (ca. 1-1.5 cm). Both the rim diameter and depth of the vessel
are often greater than 3A as well. A distinctive feature of the latter is the shoulder, which is
sharply carinated and recognizable even with a poorly preserved vessel. The established
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chronology of these types suggests that Form 3A dates from the mid-1st century BCE to the mid2nd century CE; Form 3B is dated from the early 2nd century to the late 4th century. Form 3A is,
therefore, a precursor to 3B. As with the early variants of Galilean Bowls, no quantitative
analysis was undertaken for Form 3A; yet, the general absence of this type from Late Roman and
later pottery assemblages, save for residual sherds, indirectly confirms the original chronology.
The following chronological discussion will focus on Variant B. The alphanumeric system
adopted by Adan-Bayewitz is combined with the form number adopted for this type, i.e. Form 1.
References in the pottery concordance to this type will contain both labels (ex. Casserole Form
1B/KH 3B).
Variant A
Suggested date: mid-1st century BCE to mid-2nd century CE
This variant has a broad ledge rim and rounded shoulders. It is equivalent to KH Form
3A.
Variant B
Suggested date: 2nd century to the late 4th/early 5th century
This variant has a shorter ledge rim than Variant A and a sharply carinated shoulder. It is
equivalent to KH Form 3B. Form 1B/KH 3B first appears in contexts dating to the 2nd century,
e.g. Appendix VI, Fig. 35:1 (A:35). Chart 5.7, which illustrates the EVE data for Forms 1B and 2
from Meiron, indicates that the former peaks in the second half of the 3rd and declines sharply
during the 4th century. The average preservation of Form 1B sherds decreases considerably from
4th to 5th century assemblages at Gush Ḥalav, as shown on Chart 5.8. This is further substantiated
by the rim count data from Capernaum (Chart 5.9), which shows that most of the sherds cluster
in 4th century contexts. Thus, the floruit of Form 1B appears to have been in the 3rd century and
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first half of the 4th century. Indeed, published sherds from contexts of the early 5th century and
later all appear to be poorly preserved and, therefore, residual.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Fig. 13:9 (A:3).
Appendix VI, Figs. 16:53 (A:19.2); 20:18 (A:22); 43:2 (A:40.2).472
Variant B:
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:8 (A:6); 6:89, 106 (A:12.1); 8:17-18 (A:14.1); 8:48 (A:14.2); 12:15 (A:16);
13:58 (A:17); 14:4-5 (A:18); 15:6 (A:19.1); 20:1, 4, 12, 21, 26, 29, 33, 35 (A:22); 21:3-4 (A:23);
3.21:18 (A:24); 23:5, 12, 28-29, 41, 44, 59-61, 74 (A:26.1); 24:2, 10-11, 32, 40, 45-47, 57-59,
75, 83 (A:26.2); 25:6 (A:26.3); 26:8 (A:27.1); 27:47 (A:27.2); 32:12 (A:31.2); 33:1, 8 (A:32);
35:1 (A:35); 40:7-8 (A:39.2); 43:10 (A:40.2); 46:9 (A:42); 49:9 (A:45.2); 51:7, 9, 23-24
(A:46.1); 52:27-31 (A:47.2); 53:35 (A:47.3); 55:3 (A:48.1); 62:44 (A:53); 66:30 (A:56.1); 66:13
(A:56.2); 69:24-26 (A:59.1).
Parallels:
Variant A: n/a
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 173-174, Fig. 7-25:392-393; Ben-Arieh 1997: 350, Pl. III:1-5;
Kingsley 1999: Fig. 8:9; Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 73, Fig. 7:1.
Form 2
Suggested date: 4th century to the 8th/9th centuries
Beginning in the 4th century, Kefar Ḥananya ware casseroles began to be superseded by
those made in Ware 2; the latter remained the dominant cooking ware into the Early Islamic
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These illustrations do not represent all of the published examples of this type in the ceramic corpus.
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period. Indeed, there is no apparent change in the consistency of the ware from the Late Roman
to the Early Islamic period, as far as macroscopic observation is concerned. The ware is sandy
and fired to a light (2.5YR 6/3) or dark reddish-brown (2.5YR 3/2-3/3, 2.5YR 4/4, 5YR 3/3). The
most common rim diameter is between ca. 25-30 cm.
Common characteristics of this vessel during the Late Roman and Byzantine period
include the following: two horizontally oriented handles are attached just below the rim, which
either has an inward bevel or is flat. The handles are rounded or slightly oval in profile can be
straight or up-turned. Some are twisted or bear small ridges. The vessel walls tend to be slightly
thicker than Form 1 and exhibit an inward carination below the rim, terminating in a slightly
rounded or pointed base. Most examples have shallow, widely spaced ribbing on the interior; the
exterior is smoothed, but the surface is still rough to the touch. Due to the difficulty in
distinguishing between Variants A and B and the lack of chronological development, the
quantitative data collected for these types was combined for Charts 5.7-10. The chronological
division between KH casseroles and Ware 2/Form 2 casseroles is visually clearest on Charts 5.89, where the mid-4th century is the point of division. Charts 5.9-10 indicate that these cooking
vessels were common into at least the 8th century.473
Variant A
The wall immediately below the beveled rim is vertical, slightly inverted, or everted.
Approximately 3-5 cm below the rim the body angles inward. The carination is either strong,
creating a “V”-shaped profile, or more gentle with a somewhat rounded profile; thus, the depth
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The sharp drop seen for Assemblage 5 in Chart 5.10 stems from the lack of Stratum 3 material from Area 2000 as
compared to Strata 1-2, rather than a decrease in use of this type of vessel.
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of the vessel varies from deep to shallow. Chronological development of this type is difficult to
trace due to the consistency of the form.474
Variant B
This variant has an inward beveled or flat rim and round horizontal handle like Variant A.
Unlike the latter, it has a deep, rounded profile without a sharp inward bend. Variant B is
difficult to distinguish from A unless a relatively large portion of the vessel profile is preserved.
As such, only a limited number of this type could be identified with confidence.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 4:2, 7-8, 5:39-42, 13:8, 14:3-4 (A:3); 7:3-5, 9:4, 10, 16, 25, 10:6, 12:3, 15:1011, 17:10, 18:9 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 8:6-7, 35 (A:14.1); 9:18-19 (A:14.2); 11:13, 28-29 (A:15); 28:12 (A:28);
30:8 (A:30); 32:11, 14-15 (A:31.2); 33:23 (A:32.2); 34:4 (A:33); 40:9 (A:39.2); 44:9 (A:40.3);
45:20, 29 (A:41.1); 47:5, 15 (A:43.1); 48:18 (A:44); 49:21-23 (A:45.1); 49:10 (A:45.2); 51:1213 (A:46.1); 50:38-41 (A:46.2); 50:14 (A:46.3); 53:7, 36 (A:47.3); 54:14-15 (A:47.4); 55:8
(A:48.1); 56:15, 44-45 (A:48.2); 57:43-44 (A:49.1); 57:12-13 (A:49.2); 59:7 (A:50.1); 58:6, 12
(A:50.2);475 60:22-23 (A:51.1); 59:33 (A:51.2); 61:39-41 (A:52.1); 61:10 (A:52.2); 62:38 (A:53);
63:19 (A:54); 66:14, 19 (A:56.2); 65:18 (A:56.3); 67:29 (A:57.1); 67:9 (A:57.2); 69:9-10
(A:59.2).
Variant B:

One example of this form manufactured in Ḥawarit Ware was identified among the heritage pottery from Meiron
but is not illustrated. See Hartal, Hudson, and Berlin 2008: 137-139, Fig. 5 (“Carinated Casserole”).
474
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The identification of figure Appendix VI, 58:12 is not certain. Loffreda originally identified this sherd as a piatto,
see Cafarnao VI: 314. See also Cafarnao VI: 227, piatto tipo 14.
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Appendix VI, Figs. 10:9 (A:14.2); 32:10, 13 (A:31.2); 62:45-46 (A:53).
Parallels:
Variant A: Pella I: Pl. 45:1284; Johnson 1988: 200-201, Fig. 7-43:630-634; Peleg 1989: 70-71,
Fig. 52:31-33; Ben-Arieh 1997: 351, 371, Pls. III:32-34, XII:7, 12-13; Kingsley 1999: 282, Fig.
9:3; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 37-39, Fig. 2.31:1-4.
Variant B: Pella I: Pls. 30:1127-1128, 1328, 45:1281; Johnson 1988: 200-201, Fig. 7-43:635637; Peleg 1989: 70-71, Fig. 52:22-29; Pella II: 108-110, 114, Pls. 51:5-6, 53:13, 17, 55:5,
61:12-13; Ben-Arieh 1997: 351, 371, Pls. III:26-31, XII:4-6, 8-9, 11, 13; Kingsley 1999: 282,
Fig. 9:1, 4; Stacey 2004: 123-125, Fig. 5.32:6-8; Johnson 2006: 539, Figs. 15.6:126, 15.11:231,
552-553, Fig. 15.14:280-281; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 39-40, Fig. 2.31:5-11; Avshalom-Gorni
and Shapiro 2015: 74-75, Fig. 7:10.

Casserole Lids
Suggested date: early 4th to the 8th/9th centuries
The casserole lids are made of the same ware as the Form 2 casseroles.476 The edge of the
rim is flat or beveled to fit on the casserole. They were manufactured at the same time as the
casserole by first creating a closed top on the casserole, and then cutting the lid away from the
vessel while it was leather-hard. Handles are not often preserved with the rest of the lid, but
complete examples indicate that they typically consist of a raised knobby protrusion, the base of
which is often surrounded by a depression.477 Developments in the morphology of Galilean
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Lids made from KH ware are not present in the ceramic corpus.

477

Single examples of handles not attached to the rest of the lid include: Appendix V, Figs. 10:8 (A:4) and Appendix
VI, Fig. 6:14 (A:12.1).
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casserole lids are not evident across the vessel’s long chronological span; however, two types
can be distinguished based on surface treatment.
Form 1
The exterior surface of this form is plain, smoothed, or exhibits horizontal ribbing; the
latter is more often deep and closely spaced, but can also be shallow.
Form 2
Unlike Form 1, the exterior of this form is decorated with bands of combing on the
exterior walls. The bands circle the surface in parallel rows, rounded meandering groupings,
and/or crisscross in overlapping groups. Different combinations are common (Appendix IX, Pl.
7:A).
Illustrations:
Form 1:
Appendix V, Figs. 3:9, 20, 5:43, 14:6 (A:3); 9:5, 17:4, 11 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 4:10 (A:10); 8:36 (A:14.1); 9:10, 12, 38-39 (A:14.2); 11:20, 30-31 (A:15);
12:18-19 (A:16); 16:9-10 (A:19.2); 27:10 (A:27.1); 30:5-6 (A:30); 32:5-8 (A:31.2); 33:24
(A:32); 45:30 (A:41.1); 49:1 (A:45.1); 58:12 (A:50.2);478 61:42 (A:52.1).
Form 2:
Appendix V, Figs 5:44 (A:3); 9:6, 28, 18:6 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 3:5 (A:8); 8:14-15 (A:14.1); 9:21-22 (A:14.2); 11:21-22, 32 (A:15); 34:5
(A:33); 40:10 (A:39.2); 45:43 (A:41.1); 47:17 (A:43.1); 49:28 (A:45.1); 51:14 (A:46.1); 55:1213 (A:48.1); 61:43 (A:52.1); 69:4 (A:59.2).
Parallels:

478

See supra n. 475.
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Form 1: Pella I: Pls. 28:1193, 1229, 30:1125; Johnson 1988: 201-202, Fig. 7-44:639-642; Peleg
1989: 71-72, Fig. 52:35; Pella II: 114, 117, Pls. 55:1, 61:11; Ben-Arieh 1997: 367-371, XII:1-3;
Kingsley 1999: Fig. 9:27-28; Stacey 2004: 125-126, Fig. 5.33:1-2; Johnson 2006: 539, 548, Figs.
15.6:129, 15.11:232-234; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 40, Fig. 2.31:12-13; Avshalom-Gorni and
Shapiro 2015: 78-79, Fig. 9:1.
Form 2: Johnson 1988: 201-202, Fig. 7-44:644-652; Peleg 1989: 71-72, Fig. 52:36.

Cooking Pots
Form 1
Adan-Bayewitz divides the cooking pots manufactured at Kefar Ḥananya, designated
“Form 4” based on his typology, into five variants that span the mid-1st century BCE to the early
5th century. As with Galilean Bowls, KH cooking pots can be separated into two typological
groups based on common features and chronology. Group 1 (Forms 4A, B, and C) typically have
thin walls and a rounded/globular body; Group 2 (Forms 4D and E) have thicker walls and a
greater height to breadth ratio. These variants are distinguished mostly by variations in the rim.
Form 4A has an inset groove forming a ridge just below the lip. Forms 4B and C each have a
flattened rim with two grooves but are distinguished by several typological features: the neck of
4B is generally taller; there is a ledge or groove at its base; and the vessel mouth is broader than
4C. Form 4D has a short neck and simple rim, while 4E has a tall neck and either has an exterior
groove or is plain. Based on the traditional typology, the cooking pots of Group 1 date from the
mid-1st century BCE to the 3rd/mid-4th centuries CE; the types in Group 2 are dated from the
early 4th to early 5th centuries.
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The focus of discussion will be centered on the latest two KH ware cooking pot types,
Forms 4D and 4E, since their rim and vessel body profiles parallel types made from Ware 2 (see
below). No quantitative analysis was undertaken for types 4A-4C, but some chronologically
significant examples of types 4A-C have been included in the illustrations of sherds from
secondary assemblages in Appendix VI.479 Based on the chronological profiles of the pertinent
assemblages, the terminal dates assigned to 4B and C, i.e. the mid-2nd and mid-4th centuries
respectively, are confirmed by the evidence collected for this study.480
Variant A
Suggested date: late 3rd/early 4th century to the second half of the 5th century
Form 1A cooking pots correspond to KH Form 4D. They are characterized by a short
neck and simple rim with an average diameter of 10 cm. The body is widest at the shoulder and
tapers towards the base, unlike earlier cooking pots of the Roman period that are rounded or
globular. The handles are round in profile, extend from the rim to shoulder, and tend to be larger
than earlier KH cooking pots. Some vessels have deep ribbing that extends from the shoulder to
the base, while others have a smooth shoulder.

479

Contexts dating to the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods (i.e. 1 st century BCE to 1st century CE,
respectively) were not the focus of this study. Therefore, the dating of type 4A could not be examined in any
significant way. I follow the established dating of type 4A as there is no significant evidence that calls it into
question. Assemblage 58, dated from the 2nd/3rd centuries to 400, yielded a single sherd of KH 4A, the preservation
of which is typical of residual rim sherds of this type in contexts of the 3 rd to 4th centuries, see Appendix VI, Fig.
68:11.
480

The following are published examples of KH Form 4B, separated by assemblage: Appendix VI, Figs. 1:10-11
(A:6); 2:11 (A:9); 7:2 (A:13); 8:43 (A:14.1); 9:42 (A:14.2); 15:7 (A:19.1); 20:27 (A:22); 23:15 (A:26.1); 39:6
(A:39.1); 43:1 (A:40.2). The following are published examples of KH Form 4C, separated by assemblage: Appendix
VI, Figs. 6:10, 13, 21-24, 45-46, 63-65, 68, 91-101 (A:12.1); 7:8 (A:13); 13:54-57 (A:17); 20:22 (A:22); 23:30
(A:26.1); 33:9-11, 29 (A:32); 42:7 (A:40.2); 44:11 (A:40.3); 47:12 (A:43.1); 51:5 (A:46.1); 52:20-24 (A:47.2);
62:32-33 (A:53); 64:8-9 (A:55); 66:8 (A:56.2). In some instances, I could not distinguish between type B and C due
to the quality of the published illustration, so I have collected these examples into a sub-group designated Form
4B/C: Appendix VI, Figs. 5:16 (A:11); 19:8 (A:21); 20:14, 30 (A:22); 23:6, 76-78 (A:26.1); 24:12-13, 23-25
(A:26.2); 53:31 (A:47.3); 66:29 (A:56.1); 68:10 (A:58).
The cooking pots illustrated in Appendix VI, Fig. 34:1-2 are not distinguished between KH ware and Ware 2.
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Form 1A cooking pots first appear in secure contexts dating to the late 3rd/early 4th
century. It is common and represents a significant portion of assemblages dating to the 4th and 5th
centuries, as indicated by Charts 5.11-14. Of particular note is the data expressed on Chart 5.14,
which illustrates how the preservation of the sherds between 4th century assemblages at Gush
Ḥalav and Assemblage 19.1, of the mid-4th to mid-5th centuries, remains consistent until the
second half of the 5th century and first half of the 6th century (Assemblage 19.2). Chart 5.11
shows the EVE data from Ḥuqoq for Form 1A, which spikes in Assemblage 2, suggesting a
terminal date for this type of cooking pot in the second half of the 5th century.481 This is later
than Adan-Bayewitz’s original dating of this type, which he suggested ceased to be
manufactured in the early 5th century.482
Variant B
Suggested date: first half of the 4th century to the late 5th century
Variant B corresponds to KH Form 4E, which has a relatively tall neck (ca. 2.5 to 4 cm)
and ribbing on the shoulder and body. The rim is slightly inverted at the top and has a shallow
exterior grove. Thick handles, round/ovoid in profile, extend from the rim to the shoulder. This
latest variant in the KH cooking pot series was the least common in the ceramic corpus, as is
clear from the relative scarcity of illustrated examples and dearth of EVE-data on Charts 5.11,
13-14. For example, the data illustrated on Charts 5.11 and 5.14 is not sufficient enough to posit
any significant conclusions relating to chronology.483 The preservation data from Meiron
presented on Chart 5.13 suggests that Form 1B began to be manufactured slightly later than

481

The sherds that appear in Assemblages 3 and 4 are residual.

482

Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 132.

483

For Chart 5.11, the sherds from Assemblages 3 and 4 are residual.
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Form 1A, i.e. the first half or mid-4th century. Sherd preservation is greatest for Assemblage 14,
which dates from the second half of the 4th century to mid-5th century, suggesting that this was
the floruit for this type. As with Form 1B, this date is much later than the original chronology
proposed for this type of cooking pot – “earlier fourth to earlier fifth century.”484
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 2:57-58 (A:2); 12:11 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 3:1-2, 9-11, 15, 19-20 (A:8); 2:15-17 (A:9); 4:2 (A:10); 6:9, 43-44, 90, 110
(A:12.1); 7:10 (A:13); 8:45 (A:14.1); 9.6, 35, 37, 10:10-14 (A:14.2); 11:18 (A:15); 12:6 (A:16);
13:3-5, 8-19, 29-41 (A:17); 14:6, 10 (A:18); 15:3, 8, 12 (A:19.1); 16:15, 23-25 (A:19.2); 18:2, 8
(A:20.2); 20:2-3, 5, 9-10, 13, 19, 31 (A:22); 21:1 (A:23); 21:7, 20, 22 (A:24); 22:6, 10 (A:25);
23:11, 16, 40, 62 (A:26.1); 24:60-61, 73-74 (A:26.2); 26:1, 6 (A:27.1); 27:35-38 (A:27.2); 29:3,
15 (A:29); 34:3 (A:33); 40:1 (A:39.2); 43:8, 12 (A:40.2); 44:10, 22 (A:40.3); 47:13 (A:43.1);
52:25-26 (A:47.2); 53:32 (A:47.3); 57:26 (A:49.1); 59:6 (A:50.1); 62:34-35 (A:53); 63:14
(A:54); 64:10, 27-28, 36-37 (A:55); 66:9 (A:56.2); 65:11 (A:56.3); 67:24 (A:57.1).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Figs. 4:10 (A:3); 9:11, 13:14 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 3:3-4, 12 (A:8); 13:20-23, 25, 27-28 (A:17); 14:11 (A:18); 16:22 (A:19.2);
34:1-2 (A:33);485 40:2 (A:39.2); 48:11 (A:43.2); 49:13-14 (A:45.1); 50:35 (A:46.2); 59:31
(A:51.2).

484

Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 135.

485

Without a description of the fabric, Cooking Pot Form 1B is indistinguishable from Form 2B. An example of this
situation manifests in the case of cooking pot sherds Appendix VI, Fig. 34:1-2; Balouka (2013: 23-24, Pl. 28.8-9)
does not make a distinction between the two types, and so I have catalogued these examples with both types.
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Parallels:
Variant A: Johnson 1988: 198, Fig. 7-41:606-607.
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 188-189, Fig. 7-34:529-530.
Form 2
Form 2 cooking pots are manufactured from Ware 2, not KH ware. Two variants can be
distinguished on the basis of morphology. The clearest and most abundant quantitative data for
this form comes from the sites of Ḥuqoq and Meiron, and is expressed in two hybrid charts,
Charts 5.15-16, that illustrate the percentage of each type within a given assemblage and the
mean preservation of each type.
Variant A
Suggested date: first half of the 4th century to the 8th/9th centuries
This cooking pot has a tall (ca. 2.5 to 4 cm) neck with a simple rim that is vertical or
slightly everted. The neck sometimes exhibits shallow ribbing. Examples in Appendix VI, Figs.
45:7, 19 and 31 are a sub-variant with a folded, triangular rim. Form 2A does not appear at
Meiron until the first half of the 4th century and never represents more than 1% of any
assemblage. It appears to have remained current through the 5th century and into the 6th century.
With the exception of Assemblage 2, Form 2A is fairly common at Ḥuqoq in Strata 1-2 and
especially in Stratum 3. This consistency is underscored by the stable preservation of the sherds
across all of the assemblages. A number of large and restorable vessels of this type are published
from several secondary assemblages including: A:27.2 (Appendix VI, Fig. 27:5), A:30
(Appendix VI, Fig. 30:10), A:50.1 (Appendix VI, Fig. 59:5), A:50.2 (Appendix VI, Fig. 58:22).
These examples come from contexts dated from the second -half of the 5th century to the second
half of the 7th century. The relative paucity of this type from 4th and 5th century contexts at
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Meiron versus its relative abundance in 5th to 7th century contexts at Ḥuqoq suggests that this
type was most common in the latter period.
Variant B
Suggested date: early 4th century to the 8th/9th centuries
This variant is identical to Cooking Pot Form 1B but is produced in Ware 2. Vessels of
this type from the 4th to 6th centuries are rather coarse and have rough fractures; some Early
Islamic period examples are hard-fired and produce cleaner breaks. Form 2B cooking pots first
appear in early 4th century contexts. As Chart 5.16 illustrates, however, it did not become
relatively common until the late 4th century and, especially, the 5th century. One can clearly see
that the preservation of the sherds rises along with the increasing presence of this type in the
ceramic corpus at Meiron. At Ḥuqoq, Form 2B remains common at the site from the 5th century
through the 6th and 7th centuries.486 Notably, Assemblage 3 yielded a partially restorable example
from locus 2184 in Room 11, which also yielded a Proto-Vandalic coin dated to 455-475. As
with Form 2A, large fragments and complete vessels of Form 2B cooking pots are published in
several secondary assemblages. These include A:14.2 (Appendix VI, Fig. 9:46), A:19.3
(Appendix VI, Fig. 17:4), A:27.2 (Appendix VI, Fig. 27:4), A:57.1 (Appendix VI, Fig. 67:23),
A:59.2 (Appendix VI, Fig. 69:11). The latter come from contexts dating predominantly from the
5th to early 7th centuries.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 1:9-10 (A:1); 2:46 (A:2); 3:6-8, 4:9, 5:31-36, 14:5 (A:3); 7:2, 9:2, 15:12-15
(A:4); 16:7-9 (A:4/5).

486

Regarding the absence of Form 2B cooking pot sherds in Assemblage 5, see supra n. 473.
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Appendix VI, Figs. 1:9 (A:6); 8:38 (A:14.1); 9:20, 36 (A:14.2); 11:17, 19 (A:15); 13:6-7, 26
(A:17); 18:11-12 (A:20.2); 21:8-9 (A:24); 27:5, 14 (A:27.2); 30:10 (A:30); 32:16 (A:31.2); 45:7,
19, 31 (A:41.1); 49:15 (A:45.1); 50:13, 36 (A:46.2); 53:6, 34 (A:47.3); 54:11-13 (A:47.4);
56:10-12 (A:48.2); 57:42 (A:49.1); 57:10-11 (A:49.2); 59:5 (A:50.1); 58:4-5, 22 (A:50.2); 59:32
(A:51.2); 61:9 (A:52.2); 63:16 (A:54); 66:11 (A:56.2); 65:13 (A:56.3); 67:11-13 (A:57.2).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Figs. 1:8 (A:1); 5:37-38, 13:7, 13, 14:2, 5 (A:3); 6:12-13, 8:5, 11, 9:17-19, 26-27,
10:7, 17:3, 7-9 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 8:37 (A:14.1); 9:34, 44 (A:14.2); 11:8 (A:15); 12:16 (A:16); 13:24 (A:17);
16:16 (A:19.2); 17:4 (A:19.3); 27:4 (A:27.2); 34:1-2 (A:33);487 45:40 (A:41.1); 49:12 (A:45.1);
50:33-34, 37 (A:46.2); 50:12 (A:46.3); 53:5, 33 (A:47.3); 55:7 (A:48.1); 56:14 (A:48.2); 57:38
(A:49.1); 57:8-9 (A:49.2); 60:19-20 (A:51.1); 62:37 (A:53); 63:17-18 (A:54); 66:10 (A:56.2);
65:12 (A:56.3); 67:23 (A:57.1); 69:11, 13 (A:59.2).
Parallels:
Variant A: Pella II: 55:9; Peleg 1989: 61, 69, Fig. 52:1-6; Ben-Arieh 1997: 367, Pl. XI:1-7, 1015; Stacey 2004: 123, Fig. 5.32:1-2, 4; Johnson 2006: 553, Fig. 15.14:279; Avshalom-Gorni
2009: 40-42, Fig. 2.33:1-2, 4.
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 188-189, Fig. 7-34:526-528; Peleg 1989: 61, Fig. 52:11-13; Ben-Arieh
1997: 350-351, Pl. III:13, 18; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 42, Fig. 2.33:5-8; Avshalom-Gorni and
Shapiro 2015: 76, Fig. 7:13.

487

Regarding the difficulty in distinguishing these two examples, see supra n. 485.
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Form 3
These cooking pots are neckless and are all produced in Ware 2. Two variants can be
distinguished on the basis of rim morphology.
Variant A
Suggested date: first half of the 4th century to the second half of the 7th/early 8th century
This variant has a flat or square shaped rim that is manipulated in two styles equally
common in the ceramic corpus: (1) the rim is strongly everted outward at an angle of 45-90
degrees; or (2) it is everted and then flattened to create a shallow depression, probably for
receiving a lid. Variant A is the most common of the neckless cooking pots; little relevant
quantitative data could be accumulated for the other variants. The published sherds of this type
suggest that it first appeared in contexts dating to the first half of the 4th century. The greatest
number of heritage sherds of this type came from Meiron, which are displayed on Chart 5.16.
Based on the data from Meiron, Neckless Cooking Pot Form 3A became more common in the
late 4th and 5th centuries. This observation is further substantiated by the heritage materials of
Assemblage 27 at Nabratein: Assemblage 27.1, dated from ca. 300-350 to the early 5th century,
contained no sherds of this type, while Assemblage 27.2, dated to the second half of the 5th
century and later, yielded 12 sherds (1.79% EVE) representing 14.6% of the coarse wares.488
Complete examples are published from assemblages A:17 (Appendix VI, Fig. 13:1) and A:39.2
(Appendix VI, Fig. 40:3).
Variant B
Suggested date: (early?) 5th to 7th centuries

Assemblage 19.2 at Gush Ḥalav, dated ca. mid-5th century to the first half of the 6th century, yielded one sherd
from a Form 3A cooking pot (0.11% EVE). No examples were found among the heritage materials of A:19.1, but
one is published.
488
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This variant has a thick, rectangular rim that has two parallel grooves incised along the
top. Variant B neckless cooking pots are far less common than A; well-preserved sherds and
partially restorable vessels of this type are only present at Ḥuqoq and, to a lesser extent, among
the published materials from Capernaum.489
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Fig. 15:16 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 3:13-14 (A:8); 4:3 (A:10); 8:8, 19-21 (A:14.1); 10:15 (A:14.2); 11:6-7, 14-16
(A:15); 12:1, 17 (A:16); 13:1-2 (A:17); 15:10 (A:19.1); 21:19 (A:24); 27:23 (A:27.2); 40:3-6
(A:39.2); 44:33 (A:40.3); 45:41 (A:41.1); 47:14 (A:43.1); 48:19-20 (A:44); 49:17, 19 (A:45.1);
51:10 (A:46.1); 50:29 (A:46.2); 50:20 (A:46.3); 55:16 (A:48.1); 61:36-37 (A:52.1); 63:10
(A:54); 66:12 (A:56.2); 65:14 (A:56.3); 69:12, 14 (A:59.2).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Figs. 8:1; 9:3; 11:2 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 49:16, 18 (A:45.1); 50:28, 30 (A:46.2); 60:21 (A:51.1); 61:38 (A:52.1);
63:11-12 (A:54); 65:15 (A:56.3); 67:25 (A:57.1).
Parallels:
Variant A: Pella I: Pl. 28:1271; Johnson 1988: 190-192, Figs. 7-35:533-542, 7-6:543-551, 737:552-558, 7-38:559-568; Pella II: Pl. 53:5, 10, 14-15; Peleg 1989: 61, Fig. 52:18; Ben-Arieh
1997: 351, 371, Pls. III:19-25, XII:14-21; Kingsley 1999: 281, Fig. 9:9, 12, 14-16, 18, 26;
Johnson 2006: 547-548, Fig. 15.11:222, 224; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 45, Fig. 2.34:1-2, 7, 11-14;
Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 76, Fig. 7:12.

Cooking Pots Form 3B accounted for 2.44% of Assemblage 4 at Ḥuqoq (10 sherds, 0.81% EVE). One additional
sherd of this type (0.1% EVE) was found among the heritage materials for Assemblage 14 at Meiron.
489
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Variant B: Johnson 1988: 192-195, Figs. 7-38:569-573, 7-39:574-586; Kingsley 1999: 281-282,
Fig. 9:11; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 45, Fig. 2.34:4-5, 8-10.
Form 4
This group of cooking pots is distinguished from Forms 1-2 by having hard-fired, dark
red (10R 3/4-4/6) or reddish-brown (2.5YR 4/6-4/4) ware that bears some additional decoration,
and is neither Wares 1 or 2. Narrowly spaced, shallow ribbing extends from the shoulder to the
base. Two variants can be distinguished on the basis of morphology and surface treatment.
Variant A
Suggested date: 6th to 7th/8th centuries (?)
This variant has a very short neck and the rim is squarish with tooling marks to create a
divot, probably for a lid. The exterior is fired to a very dark gray or black and may be selfslipped.
Variant B
Suggested date: 6th century or later (?)
This variant is neckless with a very deep body. The walls are angled sharply outward in
the middle and then tapper towards the base. The exterior surface bears combed decoration.
Illustrations:
Variant A: Appendix V, Fig. 5:46-50 (A:3).
Variant B: Appendix VI, Fig. 38:23-24 (A:38).
Parallels:
Variant A: Peleg 1989: 69, Fig. 52:17; Pella II: Pl. 51:11.
Variant B: Cafarnao VI: 193, pentole tipo 19.
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Storage Jars
All of the storage jars in the Galilean ceramic corpus have a few shared features across all
forms: the bodies are bag-shaped, ribbed, and terminate in a rounded base, and have two ring
handles at the shoulder. There is a tendency for the bodies to get wider from the Late Roman
period on; Late Hellenistic and Early Roman jars have a longer, cylindrical shape, although this
feature can only be distinguished from complete or partially restorable vessels.
Quantitative analysis was not possible with many of the published and unpublished
sherds, due in part to the relatively fragmentary nature of the storage jars and the propensity for
rim and neck fragments to survive as large fragments even in clearly residual contexts – i.e.
sherds from early types appeared frequently in later contexts with well-preserved rim sherds.
Furthermore, some of the types originally assigned to storage jars during the categorization
process were not always consistent under scrutiny. The same is true of the jars published from
Capernaum; however, it should be reiterated that the author was unable to visually examine this
material. Nonetheless, several individual examples or entire types have been reassigned. The
reader can track these changes using the pottery concordance in Appendix VI and Cafarnao VI.
In assigning dates to storage jar types, therefore, large sherds, cross-basket/locus mends, or
restorable vessels were heavily weighted when creating the chronology, as types that are wellpreserved must have been current in their respective assemblage. Nonetheless, these conclusions
should be considered preliminary.490

490

The sheer number of storage jar sherds examined for this study invites the possibility of over-simplification and
mistakes to occur. My intention is to revisit the storage jar ceramic corpus from sites across Galilee, not limited to
the eastern half, and update this typology. During the writing of this chapter I was made aware of a project begun by
Adan-Bayewitz, in which he is undertaking petrographic analyses of storage jar fragments from several of the
secondary sites included in this study. It is my hope that his results will benefit my more focused investigation of
Galilean storage jars, regional trade, and the purchasing agency of the rural population of Roman and Byzantine
Galilee.
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Form 1
This is the most common form of ‘bag-shaped’ storage jar associated with Galilean sites
from the 1st/2nd centuries through the 4th-early 5th century. It is characterized by an everted rim
that is triangular, rounded, or with an interior gutter and a ridge at the base of the neck.
Sometimes a horizontal white-slipped band was added to the central part of the exterior body.
Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) indicates that Shiḥin was the origin of this storage jar and,
indeed, the catalogued examples all exhibit the characteristic features that ware. Three variants
can be distinguished on the basis of morphology of the rim, neck, and body.
Variant A
Suggested date: 1st century to mid-3rd century
This variant has a tall neck that bulges slightly outward in the middle. The rim is round or
triangular in profile and everted, with a distinctive interior gutter channel.491 Unlike later
variants, the body of this type is narrower and more elongated, with rounded shoulders. The
initial date of manufacture of Form 1A began some time in the 1st century CE, as suggested by
examples published from contexts at Capernaum and Gamla.492 With the exception of one wellpreserved example published from Assemblage 35 at Sepphoris (ca. 100-150 to the mid-3rd
century), with approximately half of the upper part preserved (Appendix VI, Fig. 35:3), no large
or restorable published or unpublished sherds of this type are found among the primary or

491

Adan-Bayewitz and Pearlman (1990:168) call this type an “inset neck-everted rim storage jar.”

492

Locus 31.6 in Area 1/Insula Sacra is dated by Loffreda primarily to fase 4, i.e. 65 BCE to 70 CE. An illustrated
example of Storage Jar Form 1A preserves nearly the entire vessel. Other types associated with the locus include
several ‘Herodian’ knife-pared oil lamps and KH Casserole and Cooking Pot Form 3A, 4A, and 4B. For the
illustrated sherds, see Cafarnao VII: 262-263, DG 297. For the dating and location of this locus, see Cafarnao VI:
282 and Pianta I. According to Berlin, the greatest concentration of this type of jar at Gamla (87% of a total number
of 316 rim sherds) came from Areas R and S, the occupation of which she dates from the later 1 st century BCE or
early 1st century CE to the site’s destruction by the Romans in 67 CE (2006: 100). For an illustration and the dating
of this type, see Berlin 2006: 48-49, 56 and Fig. 2.28:4.
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secondary assemblages. The latter observation suggests that this jar was no longer current by the
end of the 3rd century.
Variant B
Suggested date: 2nd century to the first half of the 4th century
The walls of this jar are slightly thicker than Variant A. The rim is still everted but is
thicker, rounded, and has lost the interior gutter channel. The shoulders are also carinated, rather
than rounded, and the body is much wider. The earliest well-dated occurrence of Form 1B is
from construction fill beneath the House of Dionysos at Sepphoris (Appendix VI, Fig. 39:1),
providing a 2nd or early 3rd century date. The floruit of this type appears to have been during the
3rd and early 4th centuries. This is suggested by the only complete vessel published from
Assemblage 58 at Capernaum (Appendix VI, Fig. 68:1) dating from the 2nd/3rd century to the end
of the 4th century. Nearly all of the remaining published sherds, as well as the heritage sherds
from the same assemblages, constitute largely fragmentary or residual examples. This is
especially true of assemblages dating from the 4th century and later such as Assemblages 12.1,
14, 22, and 26.1.
Variant C
Suggested date: 2nd century to the (late?) 4th century
This variant has a flat, slightly everted rim that is often tooled to create a ledge. The neck
is tall and straight. It appears to be contemporary with Variant B (i.e. 2nd century to early 4th
century), however, unlike Variants A and B, it is difficult to distinguish from drawings and is
represented only by a limited number of heritage sherds; thus, the date given here is an
approximation. One nearly complete vessel is published from Assemblage 33 from the western
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summit excavations at Sepphoris (Appendix VI, Fig. 34:8), dating to the first half of the 4th
century to early 5th century, suggesting that this type may date a little later than Variant B.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Fig. 12:8 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 5:5 (A:11); 6:47 (A:12.1); 23:32-33, 48 (A:26.1); 35:3 (A:35); 42:9 (A:40.2);
46:3 (A:42); 51:3 (A:46.1); 53:27 (A:47.3); 68:2-3 (A:58).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Figs. 1:6 (A:1); 2:43, 48 (A:2); 12:12 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 4:4 (A:10); 5:4, 6, 13 (A:11); 6:1, 48-51, 55, 102-103, 107-109, 114
(A:12.1); 7:3 (A:13); 8:44 (A:14.1); 10:17 (A:14.2); 12:24-25 (A:16); 15:11 (A:19.1); 20:16-17,
20, 23, 37 (A:22); 21:15 (A:24); 22:8 (A:25); 23:13, 17, 31, 34-38, 64-69, 72-73, 79 (A:26.1);
24:14-15, 48-49, 62-64, 76-77, 79 (A:26.2); 27:41 (A:27.2); 28:14-16 (A:28); 29:4, 16 (A:29);
33:25, 30 (A:32.2); 39:1 (A:39.1); 44:4 (A:40.3); 46:4 (A:42); 51:1-2 (A:46.1); 52:1-5, 7
(A:47.2); 53:24-26 (A:47.3); 67:21 (A:57.1); 68:1, 4-6 (A:58).
Variant C:
Appendix VI, Figs. 14:14 (A:18); 16:29, 54 (A:19.2); 21:14 (A:24.2); 34:8 (A:33); 39:2
(A:39.1); 42:10-11 (A:40.2); 44:16 (A:40.3); 46:14 (A:42); 51:4 (A:47.1); 52:8-9 (A:47.2);
53:28-29 (A:47.3); 62:24-25 (A:53); 64:1-2, 6 (A:55); 66:25 (A:56.1); 66:2 (A:56.2); 67:20
(A:57.1); 68:7 (A:58); 69:27 (A:59.1).
Parallels:
Variant A: Johnson 1988: 214-215, Fig. 7-51:764-767; Peleg 1989: Fig. 60:19; Berlin 2006: 4849, 56, Fig. 2.28:4; Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 72-73, 76, Figs. 6:3, 8:1-3.
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Variant B: Johnson 1988: 214-215, Fig. 7-51:768-772; Peleg 1989: Fig. 60:17-18; AvshalomGorni and Shapiro 2015: 72-73, 76-77, Figs. 6:4, 8:4-6.
Variant C: n/a.
Form 2
Suggested date: 2nd century to the late 4th/early 5th century
This form has a folded rim that creates a small “collar” around the entire neck just below
the lip, and there is a ledge at the base of the neck. Earlier versions of this form tend to be of a
finer quality in terms of firing and shaping of the rim; the later versions are less well-fired and
formed. The rim and neck of the later version also tend to be slightly everted, whereas the earlier
examples have straight rims and necks. Like Form 1, this type of jar seems to have been
manufactured at Kefar Shiḥin; however, nearly identical examples are published from Ḥorvat
ʽUẓa in western Galilee, suggesting that multiple workshops produced this form by the 4th
century. The ware is fired red (7.5R 4/6, 10R 4/4) or reddish-brown (2.5YR 3-4, 5YR 4/4),
sometimes with a gray core. Well-preserved examples have a horizontal white band painted on
the exterior body. The most well-preserved and earliest occurrence of Form 1C is from
Assemblage 35 from the western summit at Sepphoris, which dates from ca. 100-150 to the mid3rd century (Appendix VI, Fig. 35:2). Assemblages 14 and 16 yielded several well-preserved rim
sherds, between ca. 0.30-0.80% EVE, but no restorable vessels. Published and unpublished
sherds from contexts dating to the 5th century and later are clearly residual, suggesting that
production of this jar did not continue past the 4th century.
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 2:19-21, 42 (A:2); 4:11 (A:3); 12:6-7 (A:4).
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Appendix VI, Figs. 6:25, 52-54, 66, 104 (A:12.1); 7:7 (A:13); 12:21-22 (A:16); 21:2 (A:23);
21:21 (A:24); 22:7 (A:25); 23:71 (A:26.1); 24:33, 50, 78 (A:26.2); 30:11 (A:30); 35:2 (A:35);
39:9 (A:39.1); 41:1 (A:39.2); 42:12 (A:40.2); 44:15 (A:40.3); 46:12 (A:42); 52:12-15 (A:47.2);
62:23 (A:53); 63:2 (A:54); 64:4-5 (A:55); 66:1 (A:56.2); 68:8 (A:58).
Parallels:
Johnson 1988: 214-215, Fig. 7-51:773-777; Ben-Arieh 1997: 351, Pl. IV:1; Avshalom-Gorni
2009: 54-55, Fig. 2.37:7-9, 11, 2.37a; Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 78, Fig. 8:10-11.
Form 3
Suggested date: 4th century to the first half of the 6th century
This form is related typologically and chronologically to Form 2. The key difference
between the two is that the ware of Form 3 is hard-fired and makes a metallic sound when tapped
with one’s finger. The jars were first fired in the kiln in an oxidizing environment and then
reduction fired to create a dark gray interior and exterior margins. The darkened exteriors were
decorated with white-painted designs. Form 3 storage jars first appear in contexts dating to the
4th century (e.g. A:39.2) and continue into the 5th century. Two complete examples are published:
one is from Room F in the Patrician House at Meiron (A:14.2, Appendix VI, Fig. 9:59); the other
is from a context dating from the second half of the 5th century to the first half of the 6th century
(A:48.1, Appendix VI, Fig. 55:6).
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 4:7 (A:10); 8:39 (A:14.1); 9:57 (A:14.2); 11:33 (A:15); 12:20, 23 (A:16);
16:27 (A:19.2); 41:8-9 (A:39.2); 47:4 (A:43.1); 48:1, 5 (A:43.2); 50:27 (A:46.2); 53:30 (A:47.3);
55:6 (A:48.1); 57:36 (A:49.1); 62:16 (A:52.1).
Parallels:
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Landgraf 1980: 67-69, Fig. 21; Johnson 1988: 218-219, Figs. 7-53:809-810, 7-54:817, 822;
Peleg 1989: 78, Fig. 60:22; Pella II: Pl. 48:6.
Form 4
Suggested date: 2nd/3rd century to the 4th century
This form is unique to Sepphoris and was likely produced at Kefar Shiḥin. The rim is
flattened and is often grooved. In fact, it bears a striking resemblance to Shiḥin Bowl Form 2 in
its morphology. Some jars are decorated with splashes of white slip or paint. The neck is short
and often has a narrow ledge at its base.
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 34:7 (A:33); 35:4 (A:35); 39:3 (A:39.1); 42:14, 43:13 (A:40.2); 44:30
(A:40.3).
Parallels:
Sepphoris I: 39-40, Pls. 20:1-12.
Form 5
Suggested date: 4th century to the early 6th century
This is the most common form of ‘bag-shaped’ storage jar associated with Galilean sites
from the 4th to 6th centuries. It is characterized by a thickened rim that typically has a “diamond”shaped profile. The sharpness of the edges can range from rounded to highly angular. Typical is
a prominent ridge at the base of the neck just above the join to the shoulder. The ware is either
hard-fired or not, though the quality of the latter is never poor. All jars of this form are made
from Fabric 3 and have a large amount of white grits, varying in size and shape (i.e. rounded,
sub-angular, and angular). The color of the ware can be divided into two groups: vessels that are
evenly fired red or reddish-brown (5R 5/6, 7.5R 5/6-6/4, 10R 4/4-4/6); and those that have a red
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(10R 4/6) or reddish-gray core (7.5R 4/1-10R 4/1) with purplish-red (7.5R5/4), reddish-brown
(5YR 6/4), or gray margins (2.5YR 3/2). The exterior of the jar is commonly decorated with
white-painted decoration. Two variants can be distinguished on the basis of the height and
thickness of the neck. Both variants appear to be contemporary. Storage Jar Form 5 first appears
in 4th century contexts, for example in Room F at Meiron, from which several complete jars are
published (A:14.2), and the “destruction debris” of the House of Dionysos (A:39.2). Both
variants are popular in 5th century contexts and continue late into that century and perhaps to the
early 6th century. The latter observation is based on the fact that relatively large concentrations of
Form 5 storage jar fragments were recovered from the domestic fills beneath Stratum 2 levels at
Ḥuqoq, suggesting the form was current until the end of the 5th century.
Variant A
This variant has a high, straight neck (ca. 3.5 cm from the top of the rim to the neck
ledge) that is relatively thick, though not as thick as the rim. Occasionally there is shallow
ribbing on the neck.
Variant B
The neck is a little shorter than in Variant A and tappers towards the join at the shoulder.
The profile of the rim and neck, therefore, looks like an inverted ‘tear-drop’. The rim is either
straight or incurved.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 2:15-18, 44-45, 59-61 (A:2); 7:8, 12:14 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 3:16 (A:8); 2:10 (A:9); 4:9 (A:10); 6:26 (A:12.1); 8:22 (A:14.1); 9:47-56, 58,
10:16, 11:23 (A:14.2); 12:7 (A:16); 16:12, 52 (A:19.2); 21:10, 16 (A:24); 22:11 (A:25); 23:63
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(A:26.1); 27:39-40 (A:27.2); 41:2-4 (A:39.2); 42:13 (A:40.2); 46:11, 13 (A:42); 48:4 (A:43.2);
49:11 (A:45.1); 51:16 (A:46.1); 50:6 (A:46.3); 52:6, 10-11 (A:47.2); 55:4-5, 20 (A:48.1); 56:9
(A:48.2); 57:37 (A:49.1); 57:7 (A:49.2); 60:17 (A:51.1); 61:31 (A:52.1); 61:1 (A:52.2); 62:26,
28 (A:53); 63:1, 5 (A:54); 64:35 (A:55); 65:5-6 (A:56.3); 66:3-5 (A:56.2).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Figs. 2:14, 41, 47 (A:2); 14:8 (A:3); 8:12 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 4:11 (A:10); 18:13, 16 (A:20.2); 22:2, 4, 9 (A:25); 27:12, 42 (A:27.2); 28:13
(A:28); 31:4 (A:31.1); 34:6 (A:33); 41:5-6 (A:39.2); 45:14 (A:41.1); 46:5 (A:42); 48:2-3
(A:43.2); 51:15 (A:46.1); 50:26, 31-32 (A:46.2); 50:8-9 (A:46.3); 53:4 (A:47.3); 59:1-2
(A:50.1); 58:1 (A:50.2); 60:18, 35 (A:51.1); 59:28 (A:51.2); 61:27-29 (A:52.1); 62:29 (A:53);
63:6 (A:54); 64:3 (A:55).
Parallels:
Variant A: Pella I: Pl. 29:1201; Johnson 1988: 214-219, Figs. 7-52:785-790, 7-53:804-807, 754:813, 819; Pella II: Pl. 52:12; Ben-Arieh 1997: 351, Pl. IV:2-3, 7; Kingsley 1999: Fig. 10:5,
16, 20; Johnson 2006: 549, Fig. 15.12:245; Avshalom-Gorni and Shapiro 2015: 77-78, Fig. 8:79.
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 214-219, Figs. 7-52:794-796, 7-53:811, 7-54:816, 824; Ben-Arieh
1997: 351, 373, Pls. IV:5, 9, XIII:1, 3; Kingsley 1999: Fig. 10:18; Johnson 2006: 549, 552, Figs.
15.12:245, 247, 15.13:272.
Form 6
Suggested date: late 5th/early 6th century to the first half of the 8th century
This form is characterized by a short, thick neck and rim. White painted decoration is
common the exterior surface of the body (Appendix IX, Pl. 7:B). The ware is completely fired,
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sometimes hard-fired, red (10R 4/4-4/6) to purplish-red (7.5R 5/4, 2.5YR 6/4) with a dark gray
core where present. It is made from a Fabric 3 that is sand tempered. Four variants can be
distinguished on the basis of the morphology of the neck and rim, all of which are approximately
contemporaneous. Form 6 storage jars appear at Ḥuqoq in well-dated contexts of the late 5th and
6th centuries, including several joining rim sherds and one partially restorable example from
beneath the roof-collapse of Unit 1 (A:3, Appendix V, Fig. 3:11).
Variant A
This variant has a square, inverted rim with an inward bevel and a concavity on the
interior side of the neck. The neck is reinforced and commonly exhibits a small cuff on the
exterior.
Variant B
This variant has a short, inverted neck with an inward bevel. The neck thins out
significantly from the top down.
Variant C
The rim of this variant is rounded rather than beveled, forming a “beak” that hooks
inward. Some examples have a dark patina on the walls.
Variant D
This variant has a thick, squarish rim, sometimes with a tooled channel around the top,
and a very low neck.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 3:11, 5:45 (A:3).
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Appendix VI, Figs. 16:26 (A:19.2); 18:4 (A:20.2); 25:9 (A:26.3); 27:48-49 (A:27.2); 50:2-5, 7
(A:46.3); 53:1-3 (A:47.3); 54:6 (A:47.4); 56:3-7 (A:48.2); 57:1-6 (A:49.2); 59:25-26, 60:3
(A:51.2); 61:30 (A:52.1); 61:3 (A:52.2); 63:7 (A:54); 65:1-3 (A:56.3).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Fig. 6:2-3 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 18:5, 14 (A:20.2); 33:26 (A:32.2); 44:19 (A:40.3); 45:25, 38 (A:41.1); 50:1
(A:46.3); 54:7 (A:47.4); 56:8 (A:48.2); 61:4 (A:52.2); 67:1 (A:57.2).
Variant C:
Appendix V, Fig. 7:6-7 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 27:15 (A:27.2); 30:14 (A:30).
Variant D:
Appendix V, Figs. 6:7, 15:18 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 18:15 (A:20.2); 27:16 (A:27.2); 33:28 (A:32.2); 45:8 (A:41.1); 54:1-3
(A:47.4); 56:2 (A:48.2); 59:27 (A:51.2); 61:2, 5 (A:52.2); 65:4 (A:56.3).
Parallels:
Variant A: Landgraf 1980: 67-69, Fig. 22:6; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 55-57, Fig. 2.38:2-3, 5.
Variant B: Landgraf 1980: 67-69, Fig. 22:4-7, 11; Ben-Arieh 1997: 357, Pl. VI:3; Kingsley
1999: Fig. 11:36; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 55-57, Fig. 2.38:7.
Variant C: Pella II: Pl. 48:15; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 55-57, Fig. 2.38:1.
Variant D: Johnson 1988: 212, Fig. 7-51:760; Ben-Arieh 1997: 373-375, Pl. XIII:6; Johnson
2006: 549, Fig. 15.12:243, 248; Avshalom-Gorni 2009: 55-57, Fig. 2.38:4, 6, 9, 10.
Form 7
Suggested date: 7th century to the 9th/10th century
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This form has a straight neck of varying length, typically tall, that is slightly inverted.
The rim is slightly thickened and is either round or, less often, square in profile. The junction
between the neck and the body of the vessel is more fluid and less sharp than the previous forms.
Two variants can be distinguished on the basis of the ware.
Variant A
This variant is made either from a hard-fired Ware 2 or a sand tempered Fabric 3 fired
reddish-brown (2.5YR 5/8), light brown (7.5YR 6/4), or gray (10YR 5/2).
Variant B
This variant is made from a fine grained cream-colored/pale yellowish-brown ware
(7.5YR 8/2, 10YR 8/4, 2.5Y 8/2) that often has a thin self-slip on the exterior. In addition, many
examples have a ribbed neck (Appendix IX, Pl. 8:A).
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 17:5-6 (A:4); 16:10-12 (A:5).
Appendix VI, Figs. 32:17-18 (A:31.2); 45:15, 21, 37 (A:41.1); 62:27 (A:53).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Fig. 3:12 (A:3)
Appendix VI, Figs. 30:12-13 (A:30); 48:6 (A:43.2).493
Parallels:
Variant A: Pella I: Pl. 31:1149, 1155; Peleg 1989: 73, 78, Fig. 60:1-5; Pella II: Pls. 54:1-2, 60:2;
Ben-Arieh 1997: 373-375, Pl. XIII:2, 4-5; Stacey 2004: 126, Fig. 5.34:1-2.

493

This sherd may be intrusive.
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Variant B: Pella I: Pl. 31:1272; Peleg 1989: 78, 90, Fig. 60:40, 43-45; Pella II: 54:4; Ben-Arieh
1997: 375, Pl. XIII:7; Stacey 2004: 126, Fig. 5.34:3.

Wide-mouthed Jars
Form 1
Suggested date: late 6th/7th century to the first half of the 8th century
This form is related typologically to Storage Jar Form 6 in having a very short neck and
thick rim that is inverted and beveled. Unlike the latter, however, the width of the vessel’s mouth
averages between 18-20 cm. No sherds of this type could be examined visually for this project,
but descriptions of similar vessels published from the Sepphoris synagogue indicate that the ware
is fired to reddish-yellow or light reddish-brown (5YR 6/4) and contained many white and gray
grits, suggesting that it was made from Fabric 3 with possible sand temper.494
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 28:24 (A:28); 45:9, 23 (A:41.1).
Parallels:
n/a.
Form 2
Suggested date: 5th to 8th centuries
This is a handmade, slab-constructed, neckless jar/pithos form with an ovoid, gently
curving body. These jars can be up to a meter in height and terminate in a raised disk-base. The
exterior often bears combed and incised decoration, sometimes coated in a cream (10YR 8/2) or
pinkish wash (10R 6/3); a smaller number have a reddish-brown-slipped exterior (5YR 5/4) with

From comparing the written descriptions of published sherds with the physical objects, I’ve noticed that
excavators have the tendency to equate quartz inclusions with “gray grits,” although this is not always the case.
494
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no added decoration. No sherds of this type could be examined visually for this project, but
descriptions of similar vessels published from Capernaum indicate that the fabric is coarse and
fired brown (10YR 8/3) or gray (2.5Y4/0), with voids left by organic temper such as straw. Two
variants can be distinguished on the basis of rim morphology.
Variant A
This variant has a simple rim.
Variant B
This variant has a thickened, everted rim that was made on the wheel and then attached to
the body.
Illustrations:
Variant A: Appendix VI, Figs. 28:23 (A:28); 47:11 (A:43.1); 54:9-10 (A:47.4); 56:19 (A:48.2);
61:26 (A:52.1); 62:31 (A:53); 63:3 (A:54); 65:7 (A:56.3); 69:1 (A:59.2).
Variant B: Appendix VI, Figs. 37:5 (A:37); 50:10 (A:46.3).
Parallels:
Variant A: Peleg 1989: 91, Fig. 61:6; Pella II: Pls. 50:24, 59:1; Johnson 2006: 541, 552, Figs.
15.7:150-151, 15.13:274-275.
Variant B: Peleg 1989: 91, Fig. 61:1-4; Pella II: Pl. 50:22-23.

Kefar Ḥananya Ware Jars and Jugs
Form 1
Form 1 is equivalent to Adan-Bayewitz’s KH Form 5, which is a type of jar. It is
characterized by a narrow neck and wide-body with two ring handles on the shoulders. A single
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small spout is located on the shoulder.495 Two variants can be distinguished based on
morphology and chronology.
Variant A
Suggested date: 2nd/3rd century to the 4th century
This jar has a globular body, with the maximum breadth at mid-body, and the entire
surface is covered with narrow grooves. The walls are thinner than Variant B and the rim is
flattened. Adan-Bayewitz dates this type from the “earlier second to third or earlier fourth
century.” 496 At Capernaum, Assemblages 58 and 59.1 (ca. 2nd/3rd centuries to 400, and 2nd to 4th
centuries, respectively) yielded a total of nine sherds, though they are not illustrated; thus, an
initial date of the 2nd or 3rd century for the type’s appearance is likely.497 Most of the illustrated
examples come from contexts dating to the 4th century. All published and unpublished sherds
from contexts of the 5th century and later appear to be residual.
Variant B
Suggested date: early 4th century to the second half of the 5th century
This jar is termed a “dipper jar” in the Meiron excavation report.498 The body of Variant
B is similar to Cooking Pot Form 1/KH Form 4D in that it tapers towards the base, with the
widest part at the shoulder. The walls are thicker than Variant A and the ribbing is sparse. The
rim is either everted with a splaying neck or, less common, plain with a cylindrical neck. A large

495

For illustrated examples of spouts from KH Jug Forms 1-2 and Misc. Jug Form 1, see Appendix V, Figs. 4:12
(A:3), 17:12 (A:4) and Appendix VI, Fig. 50:25 (A:46.2). There are no clear morphological differences between
these forms.
496

Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 139.

497

See Cafarnao VI: 273, table XVIII.

498

Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 101.
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concentration of this type of jar is published from Assemblage 17 at Meiron, dating from the
mid-4th to 5th centuries. In fact, Meiron yielded the greatest number and best preserved sherds of
this jar type from contexts spanning the early 4th to the mid-to-late 5th centuries, but especially
the mid-4th to mid-5th century.499
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:17, 19 (A:6); 5:14 (A:11); 6:27 (A:12.1); 14:12-13 (A:18); 21:13 (A:24);
23:39 (A:26.1); 24:16 (A:26.2); 26:9 (A:27.1); 33:12 (A:32.2); 43:3 (A:40.2); 52:19 (A:47.2);
62:36 (A:53); 64:11 (A:55).
Variant B:
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:18 (A:6); 8:16, 47 (A:14.1); 13:42-53 (A:17); 15:9 (A:19.1); 23:57
(A:26.1).
Parallels:
Variant A: n/a.
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 206-207, Fig. 7-46:696, 698.
Form 2
Form 2 is equivalent to KH Forms 6A, 6B and 6C.500 It has a narrow neck that splays
outward forming a wide funnel shape at the mouth of the vessel. A handle extends from the

499

A:12.1: 0.33% EVE, 1.9% of total; A:12.2: 0.41% EVE, 1.7% of total; A:14: 5.01% EVE, 6.4% of total; A:15:
0.25% EVE, 1.01% of total; A:16: 1.52% EVE, 2.3% of total.
An earlier variant, Form 6A, is described as “… a squat, globular jug with narrow mouth and expanding neck. A
handing lip extends downward from the slightly everted rim, forming a collar” (Adan-Bayewitz 1993:142).
According to Adan-Bayewitz, this type is uncommon in Galilean assemblages, and the possible fragments that have
been recovered are difficult to distinguish from other KH wares – Forms 4A and 5A. During my research for this
project, I was unable to identify any examples of Form 6A; thus, I have excluded this type from the typology.
500
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middle of the neck to the shoulder. A single small spout is located on the shoulder. Three
variants can be distinguished based on morphology and chronology.
Variant A
Suggested date: 2nd century, possibly later?
This is a squat, globular jug with an expanding neck and narrow mouth that terminates in
an everted rim with a handing lip. According to Adan-Bayewitz, the hanging lip is “a
characteristic feature of most of the Kefar Ḥananya jugs.”501 The body of the vessel is covered
with narrow grooves starting below the neck. The chronology of this type is hard to define as few
examples are published and none could be positively identified among the heritage ceramic
material, suggesting that it was rather uncommon and only manufactured for a brief period.502
Variant B
Suggested date: 2nd/3rd century to the 4th century
The opening of this jug is wide, ca. 7-8.5 cm. A sieve set into the base of the neck seems
to have been a common feature. Only four clear published examples could be identified, of
which the two sherds from Assemblage 57.1 (ca. 5th century to the early 6th century) are certainly
residual. Area 2000 at Ḥuqoq yielded 3 sherds from Assemblages 2-4, and two unpublished
sherds were identified among the heritage pottery from Meiron (A:12.2) and Nabratein
(A:27.1).503 Due to the scarcity of quantitative data for this type, a definitive chronology is not

501

Adan-Bayewitz 1993:142.

502

Adan-Bayewitz 1993:143.

503

A:2: 0.15% EVE, 0.75% of total; A:3: 0.23% EVE, 1.8% of total; A:4: 0.3% EVE, 0.9% of total; A:12.2: 0.15%
EVE, 0.6% of total; A:27.1: 0.25% EVE, 2.8% of total.
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possible. Adan-Bayewitz suggests a date of the “second to latter third or earlier fourth century,”
although the terminal date should at least be expanded to encompass the entire 4th century.504
Variant C
Suggested date: early 4th century to the second half of the 5th century
This jug, which is the most common of this form, has a narrower neck and mouth than
Variant B. Some examples have a hanging lip as with the previous type, while others do not. The
neck and rim were made separately from the vessel body, which is apparent from the irregular
opening at the point of juncture. Based on the published examples, jugs of this type were most
common in the 4th and 5th centuries; none dated earlier than the early 4th century. However, the
neck and rim section of the vessel survives quite well due to the thickness of the walls, the
narrower diameter of the rim, and the fact that this part was made separately. Thus, examples
preserving this part of the vessel have the propensity to show up in much later contexts – e.g.
Appendix VI, Fig. 61:6 (A:52.2). Unpublished sherds of this type from the site of Meiron and
Gush Ḥalav come from contexts dating no later than the first half of the 6th century, therefore a
terminal production date of the late 5th century is most likely.505 This is later than AdanBayewitz’s “early fourth to earlier fifth century” date for this form.506
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix VI, Fig. 52:18 (A:47.2).

504

Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 144.

Meiron – A:12.2: 0.40% EVE, 1.64% of total; A:14: 1.85% EVE, 2.4% of total; A:15: 1.0% EVE, 4.05% of total;
A:16: 1.11% EVE, 1.7% of total; Gush Ḥalav – A:19.2: 0.28% EVE, 2.8% of total. Area 2000 at Ḥuqoq yielded four
sherds of this type: A:2 (0.50% EVE), A:3 (0.05% EVE), A:4 (1.0% EVE). The latter example may be from the
latest production of this type or a well-preserved residual sherd.
505

506

Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 146.
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Variant B:
Appendix VI, Fig. 59:4 (A:50.1); 64:12 (A:55); 67:30-31 (A:57.1).
Variant C:
Appendix V, Fig. 2:24 (A:2).
Appendix VI, Figs. 8:9, 40 (A:14.1); 11:9 (A:15); 12:26 (A:16); 40:13-14 (A:39.2); 44:3
(A:40.3); 47:10 (A:43.1); 49:20 (A:45.1); 50:24 (A:46.2); 57:27 (A:49.1); 58:2 (A:50.2); 60:1315, 34 (A:51.1); 61:6 (A:52.2); 63:9 (A:54); 66:6 (A:56.2); 69:2-3 (A:59.2).
Parallels:
Variant A: Ben-Arieh 1997: 355, Pl. V:9.507
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 206, Fig. 7-45:683, 695.
Variant C: Johnson 1988: 206, Fig. 7-45:680; Peleg 1989: 72, Fig. 55:2.

Miscellaneous Jugs
This category includes several unrelated jug forms.
Form 1
Suggested date: 5th century to the first half of the 7th century
These jugs are made from a well-levigated, well-fired Fabric 3 that is very similar to
Kefar Ḥananya ware. The ware is fired purplish-red (7.5R 6/4-5/6) to reddish-brown (10R 5/6)
and appears to be wet-smoothed (Appendix IX, Pl. 8:B-C). A characteristic feature of this type of
vessel is the shape of the rim, which resembles a cup; the opening is narrower than the KH jugs.
The neck is straight or slightly concave. A handle extends from just beneath the cup-shaped rim
to the shoulder. The exterior walls of the vessel bear shallow ribbing. As with KH jug Form 2B,

507

Ben-Arieh incorrectly assigns this jug to KH Form 6B.
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the neck and rim were made separately from the vessel body and attached separately. A single
small spout is located on the shoulder. The upper half of the body is rounded, with the widest
point at approximately mid-vessel, while the lower half tapers towards the base, which is
concave (see Appendix V, Fig. 3:21). Two variants can be distinguished based on the shape of
the rim and are contemporary.
Misc. Jug Form 1 is common only at the sites of Ḥuqoq and Capernaum.508 The
accumulation above the surface of Room 7 (Assemblage 4) at Ḥuqoq yielded two well-preserved
vessels, each preserving roughly the entire upper-half of the jug.509 The vessels published from
Capernaum are most common in contexts of the 5th and 6th centuries.
Variant A
The rim of this jug is short and curvilinear forming a “cup”-shape.
Variant B
This jug is distinguished from the previous by having a taller, thicker rim that tapers
towards the lip.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Fig. 9:12 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 56:1 (A:48.2); 60:16 (A:51.1); 61:32-33 (A:52.1); 67:32 (A:57.1).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Fig. 11:3-4 (A:4).

508

Three relatively small sherds were identified among the heritage material from Meiron. The sherds came from
Assemblages 14 and 16, and had a total EVE of 0.71%.
509

All examples of this jug came from Assemblage 4 contexts with a total EVE of 2.4%, or 7.2% of the total
assemblage.
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Appendix VI, Figs. 50:11 (A:46.3); 59:29, 60:2 (A:51.2); 66:7 (A:56.2); 65:10 (A:56.3); 67:33
(A:57.1).
Parallels:
Variant A: Peleg 1989: 73, Fig. 56:3.
Variant B: Johnson 1988: 206-207, Fig. 7-46:694.
Form 2
Suggested date: 5th to 7th centuries
This jug has a folded, squared rim with an exterior cuff that is slightly inverted. It
resembles a scaled-down version of the rim from storage jar Form 6. The neck is straight and the
body is globular. The shoulder exhibits shallow ribbing, while the bottom of the vessel is
smooth. A massive handle extends from the rim to the shoulder and has a round section profile.
The ware is composed of sand tempered Fabric 3, fired to light reddish-brown (5YR 6/4).510
This type of jug is relatively uncommon. Assemblages 3 and 4 at Ḥuqoq yielded a total
of three sherds (0.52% EVE). The earliest example comes from Assemblage 14 at Meiron
(Appendix VI, Fig. 9:45), which preserves the entire top third of the vessel.511 At Capernaum, the
latest well-preserved examples comes from Assemblages 51.2 and 52.2, suggesting a terminal
date in the 7th century, perhaps late in that century.
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Fig. 12:1 (A:4).

510

A possibly related variant of this jug is published from Assemblage 38 (Appendix VI, Fig. 38:25) that has a short
neck and deeply ribbed body. No description of the ware is given.
511

Two additional unpublished sherds also come from this context (0.41% EVE). The only other unpublished sherds
of this type that could be found include a single rim sherd from Assemblage 19.2 at Gush Ḥalav (0.1% EVE) and
two rim sherds from Assemblage 27.2 at Nabratein (0.73% EVE).
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Appendix VI, Figs. 9:45 (A:14.2); 27:17 (A:27.2); 59:3 (A:50.1); 58:3 (A:50.2); 59:30 (A:51.2);
61:34 (A:52.1); 61:7 (A:52.2); 67:22 (A:57.1); 67:2 (A:57.2).512
Parallels:
Ben-Arieh 1997: 378-379, Pl. XIV:20
Form 3
Suggested date: 4th and 5th centuries
This group of jugs is made from a hard-fired reddish-yellow (5YR 6/4-6/6) variant of
Fabric 3. Two variants can be distinguished on the basis of morphology.
Variant A
This variant has a thickened, grooved rim with a single handle attached directly onto the
rim that extends to the shoulder. The body is ribbed and terminates in a flat base. The widest part
of the vessel is at the shoulder.
Variant B
Like Variant A this jug has a single handle and a flat base, but the body is shorter, has a
squarish profile, and an everted, plain rim. The exterior surface is smoothed and not ribbed.
Illustrations:
Variant A: Appendix VI, Fig. 13:59, 61 (A:17).
Variant B: Appendix VI, Fig. 13:60 (A:17).
Parallels:
n/a.
Form 4
Suggested date: second half of the 4th/early 5th century to the 6th century

512

The identification of this last example is not certain. Loffreda originally assigned this sherd to his vaso tipo 20,
see Cafarnao VI:165.
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A large collection of these jugs has been published from Sepphoris; no other examples
were discovered at the other sites included in this study. They have an elongated body with the
widest diameter of the body at the shoulder, tapering towards the base. The neck is high and
terminates in an everted rim, which has a triangular section and groove. One large handle with a
round section extends from the rim to the shoulder. The body is ribbed and has a concave buttonbase. According to Vincenz, the ware is fine, well-levigated, and may contain some mica.513
Identical vessels published from Caesarea and Jalame are made from a hard-fired reddish-brown
clay (2.5YR 5/4) with a few white and black grits, suggesting a local fineware variant of Fabric
3. The latter publications do not mention mica inclusions. The shape of the body and handle is
reminiscent of other Galilean jugs, such as Form 5A, with the exception of the shape of the base
– concave vs. flat.
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Fig. 38:1-21 (A:38).
Parallels:
Johnson 1988: 205, Fig. 7-45:677-678.
Form 5
Suggested date: 6th to 7th centuries
This small jug has a tall, slightly everted neck and a single thick handle extending from
the rim to the upper shoulder. The base is rounded and the body slightly ribbed. Only two
examples are published from secure contexts. No detailed analysis of the ware is available, but

513

Vincenz 2013: 158-160.
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Loffreda describes the six vessels found at Capernaum as having “Impasto beige”; similar
vessels from Pella have the following Munsell readings: 2.5YR 6/6 (reddish-orange).514
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 38:22 (A:38); 63:8 (A:54); [Appendix V, Fig. 16:15 (A:4)].515
Parallels:
Pella I: Pl. 32:1130; Ben-Arieh 1997: 379, Pl. XIV:18.
Form 6
This group of vessels consists of jar, jug, and juglet bases that cannot be assigned to a specific
type. Two variants can be distinguished on the basis of morphology.516
Variant A
These are flat bases in a variety of wares. Some are thickened and string-cut, others are
plain.
Variant B
These are jugs and juglets with ring-bases.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Fig. 7:9.
Appendix VI, Figs. 8:10; 16:11; 24:17; 27:43.
Variant B:

514

Cafarnao VI: 166.

This jug rim from Assemblage 4 at Ḥuqoq may be a third example of Jug Form 5. The context is consistent in
date with the other firmly identified examples. It is composed of a coarse, light reddish-brown ware (5YR 6/6) with
inclusions typical of sand temper.
515

516

No parallels are cited for these vessels due to the variety among each variant. Moreover, further distinctions
between individual examples could not always be made from the published ceramic material due to a lack of or
inadequate fabric descriptions. Thus, I did not attempt to make any chronological divisions.
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Appendix V, Fig. 3:21.
Appendix VI, Figs. 18:10; 19:9; 20:15; 26:2-3; 27:18-19.

Lids
Less common than “bell”-bowls and casserole lids are three types of small lids that can
be distinguished on the basis of ware and morphology.
Form 1
Suggested date: 2nd/3rd century (?) to the 4th century
These lids seem to occur only at the site of Sepphoris and are made from Shiḥin ware.
The edges are wide, while the rim is simple and angled sharply downward to it within the vessel
mouth. According to Balouka, this type has a small button handle.517 The dating of this type is
not clear. Based on the published data, it was common some time between the 2nd or 3rd centuries
to no later than the 4th/early 5th century.
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Fig. 44:31 (A:40.3).
Parallels:
Sepphoris I: 52, Pl. 25:7-14.
Form 2
Suggested date: 3rd century to 4th/early 5th century
These lids have an inverted “V”-shaped body and are made of a sandy brownish-gray or
greenish-brown fabric.518
Illustrations:
517

Balouka 2013: 52.

518

No Munsell readings are published for this variant.
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Appendix VI, Figs. 43:6 (A:40.2); 44:22 (A:40.3).
Parallels:
n/a.
Form 3
Suggested date: 4th to 6th centuries, possibly later
These lids have a sharply incurved rim and a deep “bell”-shaped body. A marked
carination occurs approximately half-way up the vessel wall. There is a depression at the
junction between the handle and body similar to casserole lids (see above). No complete
examples are present in the corpus, but the size of the attachment point for the handle suggests
something similar to the shape of casserole lid handles. They are made in Ware 2 and uniformly
fired light brown (5YR 4/4). The small diameter, ca. 12 cm, suggests that these were used as
cooking pot or storage jar lids. Three unpublished, non-residual rim and handle sherds were also
found among the heritage materials for Assemblage 31.2 at Nabratein.
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 9:20, 10:8, 15:17 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Fig. 3.21:6 (A:24.2).
Parallels:
n/a.

Oil Lamps
All of the oil lamps are mold-made and decorated with a variety of reliefs on the upper
half of the body. Sourcing analysis was not carried out on the oil lamps. However, Lapp’s
publication of the lamps from the western summit excavations at Sepphoris contains a wealth of
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data concerning the likely origin of many Late Roman and Byzantine period lamps, including all
of the most common types that occur in the ceramic corpus.
Form 1 (‘Palestinian Discus Lamps’)
Suggested date: early 2nd to 3rd centuries
These oil lamps are characterized by a round, discus-shaped body and a small, curved
nozzle. The central, concave discus is either plain or decorated with a variety of motifs: circles,
ovulos, volutes, concentric triangles, etc. Some examples have figured motifs decorating the
central discus. The shoulder is wide and frequently features a single band of evenly spaced,
repeating geometric designs. Most have a large filling hole formed by breaking the discus after
firing, which is apparent from the jagged edges, but a smaller proportion has a small, round
filling hole formed when the lamp was made. Lapp proposes at least two separate sources for
these lamps based on the composition of the clay: the area around Beth Shean/Scythopolis and
Pella.519 They are typically coated in a slip that either adheres well or very poorly. Common
colors include brown (7.5YR 4/3), red (2.5YR 5/6), reddish-brown (5YR 5/4), and dark gray
(7.5YR 3/1). The ware is fired various shades of reddish-orange (2.5YR 7/6), reddish-brown
(2.5YR 5/4), and brown (5YR 6/4) (Appendix IX, Pl. 9).
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 12:13 (A:4)
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:14 (A:6); 6:105 (A:12.1); 8:49 (A:14.2); 12:2 (A:16); 13:64, 67-68 (A:17);
23:58, 80 (A:26.1); 33:13-15 (A:32.2); 34:10 (A:33); 35:5 (A:35); 43:4 (A:40.2); 44:6, 26
(A:40.3); 52:63-65 (A:47.2); 69:28-29 (A:59.1).
Parallels:

519

Sepphoris II: 51. See also Lapp 1997: 161-162, 174-179.
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Hadad 2002: 16-20, nos. 19-29, Type 7 (Late 1st/2nd-3rd centuries).
Form 2 (‘Northern Stamped Lamps’)
Suggested date: early 4th to 5th centuries
These oil lamps are also known as “Beth Sheʾarim lamps” based on their frequency in the
catacombs at Beth Sheʾarim and are only common in northern Israel, especially Galilee.520 They
have an ovoid shaped body with a shallow, rounded discus that contains the central filling hole.
A groove usually delineates the discus from the rest of the body. The most common decoration
consists of impressed geometric and floral elements such as net-patterns, circles, triangles,
leaves, star-bursts, etc. The quality of this decoration varies but is typically poor to the point of
being illegible; yet, a minority are of medium-to-good quality and sharply defined. The type has
a small grooved handle and short ring or flat base, which is undecorated. The clay is fine and has
a powdery feel; it is typically buff/light brown in color (7.5YR 6/4) and never slipped (Appendix
IX, Pl. 10).
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 1:15 (A:6); 4:5 (A:10); 7:1 (A:13); 8:50, 9:2 (A:14.2); 12:3 (A:16); 15:13-18
(A:19.1); 16:13, 19, 49-50 (A:19.2); 24:35, 80 (A:26.2); 26:10-12 (A:27.1); 29:17 (A:29); 34:11
(A:33); 36:4 (A:36); 69:19-20 (A:59.2).
Parallels:
Rosenthal and Sivan 1978: 110-111, nos. 448-449; Kingsley 1999: 284, Fig. 14:12; Hadad 2002:
24, no. 46, Type 14 (first half of the 4th century).

520

Lapp suggests one or more production centers in the Galilee or southern Phoenicia, see Sepphoris II: 78.
Traditionally, this lamp is dated to before 363 CE based on the presence of large numbers of such lamps at Beth
Sheʾarim, which was supposedly destroyed in the mid-4th century. More recent excavations suggest that occupation
continued through the Byzantine period, see Vitto 1996; see also Rosenthal and Sivan 1978: 110-111.
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Form 3 (‘Bilanceolate Lamps’)
Suggested date: mid-4th century to the first half of the 6th century
This type of lamp is ovoid and terminates in two “spear”-shaped ends, hence the name. A
characteristic feature is the flat shape of the lamp body. The handle is knob or triangular shaped,
and usually has two to three deeply incised parallel grooves. Deeply impressed chevrons and
concentric circles decorate the shoulders. The filling hole is wide and is typically marked off
from the shoulder by a deep groove and ridge. Like Form 2, this type of lamp is most common
on northern Israel including Galilee, the northern Jordan Valley, and Transjordan. They are made
from a distinctive, low to medium fired fabric that is light brown (10YR 7/3), reddish-brown
(5YR 7/6), and grayish-brown (7.5YR 7/2). The surfaces are coated in a slip ranging in color
from dark reddish-brown (10R 3/3) to red (10R 4/6) (Appendix IX, Pl. 11:A). Based on
petrographic analysis of the vessel fabric, Lapp suggests sources in central and northern Israel, as
well as Jordan – i.e. the areas around Beth Shean/Scythopolis, Pella, and Gadara.521
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 9:1 (A:14.2); 11:24 (A:15); 16:18 (A:19.2); 34:12 (A:33); 36:7 (A:36); 47:35
(A:43.1); 55:14 (A:48.1); 59:18 (A:50.1); 58:20 (A:50.2); 60:37 (A:51.1); 60:10 (A:51.2); 61:35
(A:52.1); 62:17-18 (A:53).
Parallels:
Rosenthal and Sivan 1978: 111-112, nos. 450-451 (3rd-4th centuries); Hadad 2002: 26, nos. 5373, Type 16 (4th-5th centuries).
Form 4 (‘Bow Nozzle lamps’)
Suggested date: 5th to 6th centuries

521

Sepphoris II: 90-91.
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This group of are northern versions of oil lamps found in Cisterns I and II at Beth Nattif.
The distinguishing features of this form are the bowed- or spatulate-shaped nozzle and low,
pyramidal handle. Some examples have a raised rectangular shaped handle with two parallel
lines. The filling hole is surrounded by one to three concentric ridges. Decoration is common on
the channel between the wick-hole and filling hole, as well as the area of the shoulder and discus.
The most common decorative elements along the shoulder and rim channel include a herringbone pattern, large dots in high relief, alternating circles and rhombi, guilloche pattern, radial
pattern, and alternating circles and lines. Vegetal motifs are also common, such as bunches of
leaves and grapes. Jewish symbols appear occasionally on the rim channel or discus.
The ware is diverse but can be generally separated into two broad groups. The first
consists of a friable, chalky buff/pale brown ware (7.5YR 7/4-6/3) that tends to flake off; the
second is well-levigated, pink (5YR 7/4) or reddish-orange colored (2.5YR 6/8), and is hardfired. Lamps produced in both wares are sometimes coated in a light red to red colored slip
(2.5YR 6/6-4/6). There is no clear production center for these types of lamps, though Lapp
discusses this point in some detail that is beyond the scope of this study.522 Three variants can be
distinguished on the basis of morphology and decoration (Appendix IX, Pl. 11:B-D).
Variant A
This variant has a rounded body and small to medium sized filling-hole
Variant B
The filling-hole of this variant is larger than Variant A. Variant B tends to be slightly
larger and is the most common of this form of oil lamp.
Variant C

522

See Sepphoris II: 85-87, 92-106. A sub-type of Variant C that was produced in a distinctive white colored ware
(2.5YR 8/2) appears to have been produced at Sepphoris.
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This variant has a small, spatulate-shaped nozzle and large sunken discus-shaped body. A
small filling hole is located in the center or slightly off-center of the discus. Other than geometric
patterning on the shoulder (herringbone motif is most common), the only other decorative
elements are located on the discus.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix V, Figs. 17:13, Pl. 1:11 (A:4)
Appendix VI, Fig. 36:5-6 (A:36).
Variant B:
Appendix V, Figs. 3:16 (A:3); 6:5, 9:22 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 10:19 (A:14.2); 16:17, 30, 36-39, 41-44 (A:19.2); 54:42-43 (A:47.4); 56:13
(A:48.2); 58:18 (A:50.2); 59:50-53 (A:51.2); 61:8 (A:52.2); 63:29-38 (A:54).
Variant C:
Appendix V, Figs. 14:7, 9, Pl. 1:10 (A:3).
Appendix VI, Figs. 16:31-33, 40, 45-46 (A:19.2); 37:6-10 (A:37); 38:26-28 (A:38); 58:21
(A:50.2); 60:39 (A:51.1); 61:24 (A:52.2).
Parallels:
Variant A: Rosenthal and Sivan 1978: 104-106, nos. 423-429 (second half of the 3rd-4th/5th
century); Hadad 2002: 26-35, nos. 74-108, Type 17 (4th-5th century).
Variant B: Rosenthal and Sivan 1978: 125-126, nos. 515-518; Hadad 2002: 56-61, nos. 255-270
(5th-early 6th century).
Variant C: Rosenthal and Sivan 1978: 124-125, nos. 513-514; Hadad 2002: 61, nos. 271-272
(5th-early 6th century).
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Form 5 (‘Channel-nozzle lamps’)
This form has an elongated oval or almond shaped body and pointed nozzle. It has a large
filling hole formed during the manufacture of the lamp. A shallow channel runs from the filling
hole to the wick-hole. The ware is typically pinkish-red (5YR 7/4) to light brown (7.5YR 6/4).
The upper half of the lamp is decorated with various floral or geometric motifs. Two variants can
be distinguished by morphology and decoration (Appendix IX, Pl. 12).
Variant A
Suggested date: mid-6th to 7th centuries
This variant has a flat base and bears decoration only on the upper half of the body. The
channel is not strongly demarcated from the rest of the body. It has either a small knob handle or
a small triangular handle.
Variant B
Suggested date: 7th century to first half of the 8th century
This variant has a low ring base that often contains delicate relief patterns. The channel
and filling hole are demarcated by a prominent ridge; the body is more elongated/pointed toward
the nozzle. The handle is conical and taller than Variant A.
Illustrations:
Variant A:
Appendix VI, Figs. 17:6 (A:19.3); 27:1-2 (A:27.2); 31:2 (A:31.1); 58:19 (A:50.2).
Variant B:
Appendix VI, Figs. 17:2-3 (A:19.3); 45:51 (A:41.1).
Parallels:
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Variant A: Rosenthal and Sivan 1978: 123-124, nos. 510-511 (late 6th-first half of the 7th
century); Pella II: Pls. 55:11 (first-quarter of the 8th century), 62:15 (second-quarter of the 8th
century); Hadad 2002: 78-82, nos. 339-355, Type 35 (Umayyad).
Variant B: Rosenthal and Sivan 1978: 131-133, nos. 533-545; Hadad 2002: 82-95, nos. 356-419,
Type 36 (Umayyad).
Form 6 (‘Pan Lamp’)
Suggested date: late 5th/early 6th century to the 8th century
This form is identical to casserole Form 2A, though on a reduced scale: horizontal or
beveled rim, horizontal handles, a sharply carinated body, round base, and made from Ware 2.
The color of the ware is varied but typically is dark reddish-brown (5YR 4/3). A key feature is
that the depth of the vessel is always shallow as compared to casseroles; another is the presence
of soot and scoring on the interior or along the lip. There is a tendency for the handles to angle
downward so that they are below the top of the lip.
Illustrations:
Appendix V, Figs. 3:17 (A:3); 18:5 (A:4).
Appendix VI, Figs. 54:16 (A:47.4); 56:16, 41 (A:48.2); 57:21 (A:49.2); 65:16 (A:56.3); 67:10
(A:57.2).
Parallels:
Cafarnao VI: 82-83 (lucerne tipo 12).
Form 7 (‘Hanging Bowl Lamp’)
Suggested date: mid-5th century to the mid-to-late 6th century
This form resembles the shape of a cooking pot lid: the rim is rounded, flat, or beveled
with a relatively narrow mouth (ca. 9-15cm), and terminates in a flat, stem-shaped base that
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resembles a handle. Like Form 6, the lamp is made from Ware 2 and fired reddish-brown (2.5YR
4/4), sometimes with a light gray core. According to Meyers, these lamps were made to resemble
glass lamps, “…a bowl or reservoir set upon a stem that was placed in a holder or bracket of
some kind.”523 As with Form 6, the only way to recognize this form is by scoring left from a
burning wick (Appendix IX, Pl. 13). Most of the examples catalogued from Gush Ḥalav are
blackened on the interior.524
Illustrations:
Appendix VI, Figs. 16:1, 47-48, 51 (A:19.2); 58:7 (A:50.2).
Parallels:
Cafarnao VI: 82 (lucerne tipo 11).

523

Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 129. Due to the shape of the base, there is no way these vessels were
intended for use as bowls as the design is too unstable.
524

Loffreda notes the same about the examples at Capernaum (Cafarnao VI: 82).
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CHAPTER 6:
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF LATE ROMAN AND BYZANTINE GALILEE
Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to step back from the minutiae of a ceramic typology –
describing the size and frequency of mineral grits, how far a particular bowl rim is everted
outward, whether a vessel feels ‘soapy’ or ‘chalky’, etc. – to place the Late Roman and
Byzantine Galilean ceramic corpus in its regional and historical context. It is divided into three
parts based on the topic of discussion, all of which are much debated among scholars. Part 1
considers the proposal that Jewish settlement in eastern Galilee experienced a settlement and
demographic crisis beginning in the late 3rd century and reaching its peak during the mid-to-late
4th century. Using the assemblage chronologies amassed in Chapter 3, the validity of the
proposed crisis is weighed against a new interpretation of occupation chronology at the seven
settlements that are at the heart of his project: Ḥuqoq, Khirbet Shemaʼ, Meiron, Gush Ḥalav,
Nabratein, Sepphoris, and Capernaum. The results of this analysis have significant implications
for our understanding settlement chronology, demography, and socio-economic trends in Late
Roman and Byzantine Galilee; and about how pottery can and cannot inform us about wideranging cultural and historical trends. Part 2 briefly considers the debate concerning the dating of
monumental synagogue buildings, which is a topic closely related to and dependent upon the
newly refined settlement chronology that is discussed in Part 1. Part 3 will present the results of a
comparative diachronic analysis of the quantitative data from the Galilean ceramic corpus
collected for this project. The examination of a number of key ceramic assemblages from several
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sites across the defined chronological sequence of this study has yielded several important
developments; in particular, a gradual yet significant shift in the ceramic traditions of eastern
Galilean household assemblages especially with regard to imported red-slipped fineware vessels
and cooking wares. The chapter ends with a brief summary of the major points derived from
each discussion.
History and Archaeology: Settlement Chronology of Eastern Galilee in the Late Roman
and Byzantine Periods
The goal of this section is to reconstruct chronologically not only the settlement history
of the specific primary and secondary sites used for this project, but also bring to light any
regional trends or patterns, which have a significant impact on our diachronic understanding of
the social, cultural, and economic modus operandi of Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee. The
disruption to Jewish settlement, if true, may be symptomatic of larger historical or cultural
developments. Thus, it is imperative that the status of Jewish settlement is as well understood as
possible. In what follows, a brief synopsis of the current state of scholarship will be presented,
focusing on the most recent publications. This is followed by the presentation of the settlement
timelines of the seven sites that form the basis of this project based on the newly reevaluated
dating of key material assemblages from each site. This section concludes with proposals
regarding Galilean regional culture based on the analysis of the ceramic material.
A “Crisis” in Jewish Galilee? Synopsis of Scholarship
Based on historical events and archaeological evidence from surveys and excavations,
some scholars have argued that settlements in eastern Galilee experienced a demographic crisis
beginning in the late 3rd and first half of the 4th centuries, reaching its apex in the second half of
the 4th to the early 5th centuries. Since settlements in eastern Upper and Lower Galilee were
predominantly Jewish, the conclusion is that Jewish settlement in Galilee declined during this
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period.525 Other scholars argue that the archaeological data can be interpreted as supporting the
opposite – a picture of continuous settlement through the 4th, 5th, and 6th centuries, even allowing
for fluctuations in distribution, intensity, and size – and that the supposed crisis in Jewish
settlement represents an attempt to reconcile archaeological data with a modern understanding of
historical events.526 In the next section, the corpus of evidence is presented thematically, i.e.
historical/literary and archaeological.
Historical Evidence
The lion’s share of evidence regarding the decline of settlement in the Galilee comes
from the Meiron Excavation Project (MEP), Adan-Bayewitz’s monograph on Kefar Ḥananya
ware, and the recent publications of Leibner, all of whom focus on historical processes or events
occurring in the 3rd to 4th centuries and beyond, in conjunction with numismatic evidence, to
account for the perceived collapse of settlements in eastern Galilee.527 These include the Gallus
Revolt, the earthquake of 363, the “Christianization” of the Roman Empire and its effects on
Galilean Jews, and developments in Jewish (i.e. rabbinic) literature. A brief summary of these
factors is presented below.
The Gallus Revolt:
Based on a limited number of possibly fictitious literary sources, a Jewish rebellion known as
the “Gallus Revolt” took place in Galilee in 351/352, named after the Roman general who

525

Scholars who propose a demographic and settlement crisis struck eastern Galilee in the Late Roman period:
Safrai 1998; Leibner 2006, 2009a: 351-383, 2009b.
526

Scholars in favor of stable and continuous settlement from the Late Roman into the Byzantine period: Stemberger
2000: 159, 313-315; Schwartz 2001: 181-184, 203-214; Levine 2004; Magness 2009; Magness and Schindler 2015.
527

MEP Publications: Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 6, 64, 81, 258; Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: xx;
Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 11-13; Meyers and Meyers 2009: 18-28. Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 239-247. For the
site of Sepphoris, see e.g. Strange 1992: 352-353; Meyers 1992: 328-329; Talgam and Weiss 2004: 29. For Leibner,
see supra n. 525.
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“destroyed” Sepphoris (Diocaesearea) – one of the major centers of the rebellion. Scholars are
divided into two camps regarding the severity and veracity of the revolt: maximalists argue that
it was incredibly disruptive for the Jewish community; minimalists suggest it was limited to a
local, rather insignificant event.528 Archaeologically, there is no clear evidence in the form of
destruction layers that can be attributed to this specific event. However, several scholars have
suggested that the proposed destruction caused by the Gallus Revolt was masked by an
earthquake that occurred a decade later (see below).
The Earthquake of 363:
Archaeologists working in the southern Levant often attribute destruction levels to
historically attested earthquakes. Natural disasters can be a powerful catalyst for socio-economic,
political, and cultural shifts on a regional scale. If the evidence for earthquake damage is secure
and can be correlated with a particular seismic event, these natural phenomena can become
useful historical markers and aid in our reconstruction of the ancient past. However, there is a
danger of circular argumentation in cases where a correlation is not as secure. One of the most
significant events that is said to have attributed to the widespread demographic crisis in Galilean
Jewish settlements is the earthquake of 363: a major natural disaster that devastated a large
portion of Palestine extending from northern Galilee to the ʽAravah, and from the Mediterranean
coast to the site of Petra in modern Jordan. As Leibner states:
“Of all the events in the mid-fourth century, it seems that only with regard to the earthquake
of 363 have sufficient data been gathered in the last generation that allow us to arrive at an
initial evaluation of its seemingly significant destructive effect on settlements.”529

The following list of scholars is taken from Levine (2005: 490-491, n. 113) and Leibner’s (2009b: 283, n. 35)
helpful footnotes regarding this subject. For maximalists, see Avi-Yonah 1976: 176-181; Geiger 1982: 202-217
(Hebrew). For minimalists, see Lieberman 1945: 329-370; Schäfer 1986: 184-201; and Mor 1989: 335-353.
528

529

Leibner 2009b: 285. See also Leibner 2009a: 367-372.
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The most extensive contemporary account of the event is from a pseudonymous letter
attributed to Cyril of Jerusalem (Harvard Syriac 99), dated to the late 4th or early 5th century,
which references 21 urban centers that were damaged by the earthquake including: Paneas,
Tiberias, Sepphoris, Jerusalem, and Petra.530 Several other ancient texts written by early
Christian authors make reference to an earthquake that occurred following the Roman emperor
Julian’s failed attempt to rebuild the Temple in Jerusalem and his death in 363. While the
authenticity of Harvard Syriac 99 is secure, two elements of the latter group of texts cast doubt
on their objectivity and reliability: (1) fantastical episodes/details (e.g. lights in the shape of a
Christian cross appearing in the sky) and (2) the inherent bias of the Christian authors against the
agenda of the pagan emperor and his Jewish supporters.531 Moreover, there are no contemporary
Jewish accounts for either Julian’s Temple project or the 363-earthquake.532
Regarding archaeological evidence for the 363-earthquake, the same methodological
issues affecting the original settlement chronologies assigned to the sampled sites reviewed in
Chapter 3 arise in relation to two contemporary sites located in modern Jordan: Petra, one of the
sites listed in Harvard Syriac 99, and Aila (ʽAqaba). One context explored at Petra pertinent to
the present discussion is the so-called “middle house” structure of Area I, excavated by

530

For the text, translation, and commentary on Harvard Syriac 99, see Brock 1977. See also Russell 1980: 47-48.

531

According to Russell’s assessment of these texts:
“Much of the difficulty in assessing the historicity of a major Palestinian earthquake in 363 results from the
religious orientation of the ancient documents in which it is recorded…This earthquake apparently brought
to an end the attempted rebuilding of the [Jewish] Temple in Jerusalem by the pagan emperor Julian II (361
to June 26, 363)…Early Christian writers were quick to discern the hand of God at work in the event,
chastising both the presumptuous pagan Julian the ‘false hopes of the Jews’…” (Russell 1980: 50-51 [my
emphasis]).

For further discussion of these points, see Adler 1893.
532

Russell 1980: 52.
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Hammond between 1976-1977.533 Debris cleared from several of rooms yielded many domestic
artifacts and large quantities of crushed ceramics, including a group of 85 small denomination
bronze coins (45 of which were identifiable) minted during the reign of Constantius II (337-361).
Of the latter, five were minted between 337-346 and 40 between 354-361, providing a terminus
post quem for the collapse. In conjunction with the crushed ceramics, the Hammond concluded
that the structure was destroyed in the 363-earthquake.534 The author was unable to study the
pottery from this context in any detail yet, as has been discussed elsewhere, the use of 4th century
coinage for dating is particularly problematic.535 In this instance, the 40 coins dating to 354-361
would have needed to be minted, had time to circulate, and then be deposited all within the span
of 3 to 9 years. While this is certainly possible, the chronological window is rather narrow.
Turning now to the site of Aila, currently one of the best published contexts in the ancient
city is the so-called “monumental building,” which was constructed of mud-brick and located
adjacent to the Byzantine period city wall.536 According to the published preliminary excavation
reports, the building had multiple phases beginning with its construction in the late 3rd to early 4th
century (Phase 1). Following a minor seismic event “at some point in the mid to late fourth
century A.D.” (i.e. Earthquake VI) and subsequent repairs and modifications (Phase 2), the
building was violently destroyed by the 363-earthquake (i.e. Earthquake V).537 Of the 100 coins

Because the site of Petra has been so extensively excavated and published since in the 1950’s, I have limited my
comments regarding evidence for the earthquake of 363 to a single example. However, I plan on returning to the
question of the 363-earthquake and its correlation with archaeological data by investigating sites in southern Israel
and Jordan, including Petra.
533
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For an overview, see Hammond 1978. Hammond also dated architectural collapse from the main theater to the
mid-4th century based on two coins of Constantine I and one of Constantine II (1965: 13-17).
535

For the problematic nature of using 4th century coinage in dating archaeological contexts, see supra n. 78.
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Parker 1999b: 373-374, Figs. 2-3.

537

For discussion and illustrations detailing the physical effects of seismic activity on the structure, see Parker
1999a: 151; 1999b: 375-376; Thomas, Niemi, and Parker 2007: 63-68, Figs. 2-5.
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found on the final floor level, the latest date to the reign of Constantius II, providing a terminus
post quem of 337-361 for this phase; the latest pottery includes “several examples of African Red
Slip form 67.”538 The excavators assert that this provides secure enough evidence to link the
destruction of the monumental building with the earthquake of 363, yet this is not as certain as
they suggest. In addition to the problematic nature of the numismatic evidence (see above), ARS
Form 67 was a long-lived vessel that was common from ca. 360 to 470, or approximately one
century.539 The pottery and coins thus suggest that the structure may have continued to be in use
into the late 4th/first half of the 5th century, after which time it was destroyed by a seismic
event.540
It is difficult and imprudent to come to any decisive conclusions regarding the intensity
and geographical scale of the 363-earthquake, if it happened at all. While a seismic event may
have occurred in the year 363, the archaeological evidence from several eastern Galilean
settlements presented in Chapter 3 (esp. Meiron, Gush Ḥalav, Nabratein, and Sepporis) indicates
that it was either localized along the southern Jordan Valley and ʽAravah or had limited effects
on the region of Galilee. Further analysis and review of the published remains from sites
potentially affected by this event is needed, as well as continued publication of sites currently
being excavated in southern Palestine (e.g. Aila).
“Christianization”:
Adan-Bayewitz and Leibner point to the period following the Roman emperor
Constantine’s conquest of the eastern empire in 324 and Christianity’s rise in power and
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Thomas, Niemi, and Parker 2007: 66.
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For the dating of this vessel type, see Appendix II, Table 1.

540

As noted above, this assessment of the evidence is based on preliminary reports and may change following
further publication. I thank Tom Parker for his comments regarding the monumental building.
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influence following its legalization and increasing imperial patronage, both of which not
coincidentally overlap with the proposed settlement crisis in Galilee. Morphing from a rather
insignificant region, Galilee became one of the focal points of Christian pilgrimage and
patronage as it was the location of many significant Christian shrines and holy places, as well as
the center of Jesus’ ministry. They suggest that Christian presence in the region increased, with
many Christian settlements being established between the late 4th and 5th centuries, thereby
increasing the pressure on Galilean Jewish settlements and causing a demographic shift in favor
of the former.541 In other words, the “Christianization” of the Roman Empire caused the
increased marginalization of Jews and Jewish settlements, not limited to but exemplified by the
demographic shift proposed to have occurred in Galilee during the 4th and 5th centuries.
Jewish Literature:
Regarding specifically Jewish literature, the 4th and early 5th centuries, according to
Leibner, marked a “break with the ‘golden age’ of Palestinian Talmudic literature.”542 The
previous period, between the 2nd century and first half of the 4th century, coincided with a prolific
period of composition of rabbinic sources, including the redaction of the Mishnah by R. Judah
ha-Nasi. The completion of the Jerusalem Talmud and the elimination of the Patriarchate (a
collection of Jewish elders who acted as the religious leadership of Palestinian Jews post-70) by
429 coincides with the proposed crisis.543
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Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 242-243; Leibner 2009a: 362-372. Ben-David suggests a similar development in the area
of the Golan, arguing that Jewish settlement was “gradually pushed out of good agricultural land – Upper Golan and
the territory of Hippos – into the marginal lands of Lower Golan” (2006: 49). See also Ben-David 2005: 222-223.
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Leibner 2009a: 397-398. See also Leibner 2009b: 286-294.
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I do not claim to be a rabbinic scholar and, therefore, am not able to detail such a rich and complex literary,
cultural, and scholarly tradition. For an overview of the rabbinic class, historical value of their written sources, and
their influence on Jewish society, see Levine 1989, 1992; Schwartz 2001: 103-176. The abolition of the institution
of the Patriarchate is first mentioned in a law of Theodosius II in 429, see Schäfer 2003: 187.
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Archaeological Evidence
This section details the archaeological material relevant to the settlement crisis debate,
consisting of pottery evidence from intensive archaeological surveys of the eastern Lower
Galilee conducted by Leibner and material culture obtained through stratigraphic excavations of
a series of settlements located both in Upper and Lower Galilee; all six of the secondary sites are
included, as well as the site of Khirbet Wadi Ḥamam. The methodology and results of Leibner’s
survey will be reviewed first, followed by a critical assessment and analysis of his data and
conclusions. Then, the settlement chronologies of the primary and secondary sites will be
examined based on the analysis of the heritage pottery and published materials that was
undertaken in Chapter 3.
Lower Eastern Galilee Survey:
A systematic survey of 50 sites (dating between ca. 300 BCE-650 CE) was conducted by
Leibner between 1999-2004 in the northern part of eastern Lower Galilee – an area of 285 km sq.
in the vicinity of Tiberias and the Ḥananya, Bet Netofa, and Arbel valleys – and supplemented
by limited data from shovel testing.544 The types of settlements were predominantly rural (cave
dwellings, farmsteads, and small villages) but did include several large villages or “towns.” Each
site was divided into subsections, with the pottery from each collected and analyzed separately in
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For a map of the survey area detailing the location of the sites and the geographical features, see Leibner 2009a:
15, Map 3. Shovel testing entails digging small probes to a limited depth and was conducted at three of the surveyed
sites: Khirbet Ḥamam, Kulʽat esh Shuneh, and Nasr ed-Din (Leibner 2009a: 68-69). Faust and Katz criticize the use
of shovel testing data to confirm the results of a survey. Regarding Leibner’s survey specifically, they argue the fact
that “a greater number of periods were detected in the survey” than in the shovel tests challenges Leibner’s assertion
that this a reliable method of establishing a site’s chronology or “establish the reliability” of historical settlement
reconstructions (2012: 163). See also Leibner 2009a: 68, 81-82. Though the conclusions presented in this section
call into question Leibner’s methodology and most significant historical argument (i.e. a settlement crisis affected
eastern Galilee beginning in the late 3rd century through the 4th century), the full publication of his project
parameters and survey data allows for the type of dialog between scholars of different backgrounds and specialties
that allows us to better reconstruct and understand the past.
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an effort to “discern significant changes at one site over the course of time.”545 Analysis was
based on 75 pottery forms distinguished in the ceramic corpus spanning the Hellenistic, Roman,
and Byzantine periods. The periods of settlement at the various sites were dated on the basis of
the pottery collected. His interpretation of the survey data points to the “beginning of the decline
in the late third century, continuing in the first half of the fourth, and peaking in the middle and
up to the end of that century. This steady decline creates the impression that this was an ongoing
process rather than due to any specific event…” The implication is that the initial phases of
decline occurred prior to the rise of Christianity and must have been caused by other, systemic
problems within the empire; nevertheless, Leibner cites the aforementioned “dramatic events” of
the mid-4th century as strengthening and hastening the “process that had already started.”546
Recently, Magness and the author scrutinized the methodology and results of Leibner’s
survey, arguing that the ambiguous nature of the survey data means that this material can be
interpreted to support a different settlement picture. Our analysis of the ceramic data from three
of the surveyed sites (Nasr ed-Din, Parod, and Ḥorvat Ammudim) suggests that settlement in
eastern Lower Galilee was continuous through the 4th, 5th, and 6th centuries, with fluctuations in
distribution, intensity, and size. At its core, the methodology adopted for the survey was
fundamentally flawed for three reasons.
One significant issue is a classic instance of circular reasoning: traditionally, common
pottery produced in Galilee during the Late Roman and Byzantine periods has been dated on the
basis of numismatic evidence; however, large numbers of 4th century coins continued in
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Leibner 2009a: 67; 2009b: 272.
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Leibner 2009a: 368. See also Leibner 2009a: 351, 364-365, 370.
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circulation of through the 5th century, combined with a drop in the number and quality of coins
minted in the 5th century, leading to the fundamentally skewed dating of the ceramic types.547
Another problem is the consistency of the ceramic material from surveys and the actual
numbers involved. Nearly all of the datable Late Roman ceramic types consist of KH ware
(Ware 1), and in particular Galilean Bowls, whose termination of production has been
traditionally dated to the early 5th century by Adan-Bayewitz.548 From the mid-4th century on,
Leibner bases the dating of the sites he surveyed mostly on LRRW vessels, which he argues are
ubiquitous “at every site in the survey area where local Byzantine pottery was collected” from
the 5th century on.549
This is problematic since locally produced coarse wares, especially cooking vessels, are
much more common than imported fineware dishes and because the latter did not become
common in Galilee until the mid-5th century on (see Part 3 below). Therefore, any conclusions
based on the presence or absence of imports only is likely to be skewed. This is compounded by
the fact that, until the present study, no typology and chronology of common Galilean pottery
types of the Byzantine period existed following the cessation of production of KH ware in the
second half of the 5th century, as Leibner himself notes: “Research on local Byzantine ceramics
enables us to date most of these types in general terms only as ‘Byzantine.’”550
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Magness 2009: 296-297. For more detail on this phenomenon, see supra n. 78. See also Magness and Schindler
2015: 191.
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See discussion of Galilean Bowls in Chapter 5, pp. 157-162.
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Leibner 2009a: 353. See Appendix II, Table 1 for the chronology of the most common types that appear in
Galilee.
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Leibner 2009a: 352.
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These observations are substantiated by a forthcoming study of the published survey data
by Lapin: according to his analysis, of the 60 Roman and Byzantine forms, KH types make up
ca. 30% of the total sherds collected, and account for approximately 50% of the entire corpus;
Galilean Bowl Form 1E, moreover, makes up almost 25% of all the pottery collected.551
Unidentified pottery accounts for 10% of the Roman and Byzantine pottery and at some sites
outnumbers the identified types. Considering the fact that common Byzantine pottery types were
relatively unknown when the survey was conducted, it is not unreasonable to assume that a
reexamination of the unidentified survey pottery would yield additional Byzantine sherds and has
the potential to alter Leibner’s survey results.
The periodization scheme adopted by Leibner to assign dates to settlements and pottery
types artificially accentuates the idea of a “gap” in Galilean settlement between the mid-4th and
mid-5th centuries. So-called Late Roman “Intermediate” pottery types, of which Galilean Bowl
Form 1E is included, are pigeon-holed into the chronological parameters of one of Leibner’s
periods, rather than taking into account their established chronology, by using the following
procedure:
“A. All of the intermediate types were attributed to the Late Roman period at
sites that did not have any local or imported Byzantine sherds.
B. All of the intermediate types were attributed to the Late Roman period also at
sites where the number of sherds of the types appearing only from the mid fourth
century on was less than 5%, and the LRRW vessels are only of the
types found in the 363 CE destruction layer at Sepphoris.
C. The intermediate types were divided equally between the Late Roman and
Early Byzantine period at sites where Byzantine vessels (from all of the subperiods
together) were found in considerable amounts of 5% or more of the
finds.”552
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Lapin (forthcoming): 4. The approximations made by Lapin exclude sherd count data from cave and shovel
testing, since the contexts from which those pottery sherds derive and the manner in which they are collected (i.e.
not the result of surface survey) are different from the rest of the corpus. I thank Hayim Lapin for sharing the latest
version of his article before it appeared in press and permission to cite it in my dissertation.
Leibner 2009a: 50. Other types included in the “Intermediate” grouping are CP Form 1/KH 4D and Galilean
Bowl Form 2.
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Although according to the traditional dating, Galilean Bowls Form 1E continue to the early 5th
century and imported Late Roman Red Wares are not common until the 5th century, Leibner
establishes a set of criteria that assign all of Galilean Bowl sherds to the Late Roman period (i.e.
from mid-3rd to mid-4th century), or needlessly divides them between the Late Roman and
Byzantine periods, the latter of which he dates from the mid-4th century to the mid-5th century.553
Thus, the methodology applied by Leibner to the surveyed ceramic corpus creates an apparent
“gap” in settlement, rather than proposing more modest conclusions:
“At many sites, there were considerable finds of late Kefar Ḥananya types, without any of
the types that first appear in the Galilee in assemblages around the mid-fourth century and
later. The conclusion was that these settlements were abandoned prior to the mid-fourth
century CE. Even if we assume that the inhabitants continued to reside there after the midfourth century and that an absolute dominance of Kefar Ḥananya tableware was maintained
there, the date of abandonment cannot be postpone [sic] by more than a few decades, in
view of the cessation of production of the Kefar Ḥananya types around 430 CE and their
total absence from assemblages belonging to the mid-fifth century (Adan Bayewitz 2003:
21). The total absence of Byzantine vessels at these sites, compared to their presence at
other sites, sometimes quite nearby, leads to the conclusion that the end of settlement at
these sites cannot be pushed beyond approximately the third quarter of the fourth
century.”554
Finally, there is the question of whether it is methodologically sound to use survey data to
carry out direct, quantitative comparisons between sites within a surveyed region. As noted by
Given, surveyors must take into account the many factors that “intervene between the past
human activities under investigation…and the tables and maps with which survey projects
publish their results.”555 Lapin’s methodological study of Leibner’s raw survey data shows that
“non-demographic” factors, in particular the distance from a single production site, can account
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Leibner 2009a: 50-51.
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Leibner 2009a: 50. My emphasis.
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Given 2004: 19, see also 13-21 and Table 2.2, which lists some of the most common factors that create
differences in surface artifact density figures.
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for changes in the percentages of pottery across an entire region like eastern Lower Galilee. He
argues that while a rapid depopulation and decline cannot be disproven based on the survey data
alone, the alternative, “substantial population continuity, even long term growth,” is more
consistent with the increase in urbanization seen throughout the region, as well as the increase in
number of monumentalized synagogue buildings.556 Faust and Katz underscore this point in their
own methodological case-study of shovel testing: “We must…stress that there is no precise way
to calibrate the finds of surveys and shovel tests to reflect changes in the size of a site through
time. There are too many variables that cannot be assessed without large scale excavations.
Notably, even reconstructing the history of different parts of the site is in many cases impossible
without excavations.”557 This is especially true of regional studies where the number of variables
involved increases, as opposed to an individual site.
Excavated Settlements
This section presents a chronological synopsis of key assemblages from the seven-total
primary and secondary sites discussed in Chapters 3-4, beginning with Ḥuqoq and proceeding in
the order each was discussed. Because the site of Khirbet Wadi Ḥamam plays such an integral
role in Leibner’s reconstruction of the eastern Lower Galilee, it is included in the present
discussion. By grouping chronologically relevant assemblages from each site, it is possible to see
long-term trends in settlement, re-evaluate the traditional dating of some settlements, and begin
to discuss larger issues relating to the political, economic, and social history of Galilee. Because
they have been discussed in great detail previously, the reader is encouraged to reference back to
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the relevant numbered assemblage in Chapter 3 and the stratigraphic and chronological summary
given in Appendix VII.
•

Ḥorvat Ḥuqoq: Assemblage 1, localized beneath Units 1-2, was sealed some time in the
first half of the 5th century; Assemblage 2 is localized beneath the surfaces of Rooms 5,
7, and 9, and was sealed in the second half of the 5th century. Thus, the principal Late
Roman and Byzantine occupation of Area 2000 began in the early 5th century. This part
of the ancient village, therefore, appears to have been constructed at the same time as the
synagogue building in Area 3000 to the west.558 The sealed collapse on top of the floors
of the southern rooms (Assemblage 3) and half-meter of accumulation above
(Assemblage 4) indicate that occupation in the southern half of Area 2000 dates from the
mid-5th to the mid-to-late 6th centuries, and this part of the area was abandoned by the
late 6th/early 7th century. Following the abandonment of Units 1-2 and Rooms 5-9,
occupation in the two northernmost excavated rooms, 10 and 11, which were founded
around the same time as the southern rooms, i.e. in the 5th century, continued to be used
into the 7th and early 8th centuries. Assemblage 5 is characterized by continued
occupation in Rooms 10 and 11, at least until the 9th to 11th centuries.

•

Khirbet Shemaʼ: While analysis was limited to the published material, it is clear that the
principal Late Roman and Byzantine occupation of the village began some time in the
mid-to-late 4th century as indicated by the dating of Assemblages 6-7 and 9, which all
appear to be levelling fills prior to major construction events – e.g. the synagogue
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Fill from the foundation trench of the eastern wall excavated in 2013 contained pottery providing a terminus post
quem of the late 4th century or later. For a selection of the excavated sherds, see Magness et al. 2014: 342, Fig. 23:1
(CRS 1), 2-4 (Galilean Bowl 1E), 17 (Lamp Form 4), 18 (Lamp Form 3), 19-20 (Lamp Form 2). A sounding made
beneath the mosaic floor of the synagogue building in 2014 yielded the rim of a Galilean Bowl Form 1E (Magness
et al. 2016). During the 2016 excavation season, a second probe beneath the mosaic floor produced a rim sherd from
a Cooking Pot Form 1A/KH 4D. At present, it is unclear when the synagogue went out of use.
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building. Assemblages 8 and 10 are domestic/occupational refuse that began to
accumulate in the mid-to-late 4th century. Occupation in Room A (Assemblage 10)
appears to end around the mid-5th century, whereas the upper fill from the cistern
(Assemblage 8) suggests activity may have continued into the second half of the 5th
century.
•

Meiron: The Field M I building complex was constructed above earlier occupational
strata in the second half of the 3rd to early 4th century (Assemblage 11); whereas the
Patrician and Lintel Houses (Field M II) were built slightly later, ca. mid-4th century
(Assemblage 13). With the exception of Rooms D and E in Field M I, none of the
excavated domestic structures from the excavators’ Stratum IV had more than one floor
level. Material from the second-story levels that collapsed on top of the floors following
the abandonment of Field M I indicate that occupation ended some time in the first half
of the 5th century (Assemblages 12, 17); the Patrician and Lintel Houses were abandoned
around the mid-5th century (Assemblage 14). The buildings in Field M VII were likely
contemporary with the M I building complex: an occupation spanning the entire 4th
century and first half of the 5th century (Assemblage 16). Following their abandonment,
new construction took place above the ruins of the earlier structures, certainly in Fields M
II and M VII and less certainly in M I. This second period of occupation began some time
in the second half of the 5th century and continued until at least the first half of the 6th
century.

•

Gush Ḥalav: Based on the material from several sealed fills beneath the floor level of the
synagogue, it could not have been erected prior to the 4th century and was most likely
constructed some time after the second half of that century (Assemblages 18, 19.1, 20 –
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lower debris, 21.1, 22-25). The western corridor is the only area of the synagogue that
preserved material from the last use and collapse of the super-structure; the latter
occurred in the second half of the 6th century or in the 7th century (Assemblage 19.3).
There is no definitive evidence from the section plans that the synagogue underwent
extensive rebuilding; whereas multiple resurfacings of the western corridor suggest that
minor alterations were made over the entire occupation history of the building, which
appears to be continuous (Assemblage 19.2).
•

Nabratein: Architectural and ceramic evidence from Field N IV is indicative of
occupation from the early 2nd century until the 4th century, at which point that part of the
village was abandoned. The principal Late Roman and Byzantine occupation of the
village began in the second half of the 4th century or early 5th century with the
construction of the synagogue building, which had the same plan as the excavators’
Period IV synagogue, and plastered/paved surfaces in its immediate vicinity
(Assemblages 26.1, 27.1, 29). Renovations to the building and surrounding surfaces took
place in the second half of the 7th century (Assemblages 26.2, 27.2, 31.1). The final
abandonment of the synagogue building and the village occurred some time in the 8th or
9th centuries (Assemblages 27.3, 30, 31.2).

•

Sepphoris: The material from the western summit excavations lacks a stratigraphic report,
so the following assertion is subject to revision; yet, based on the published pottery and
coins, there is evidence of occupation from the 2nd century to the 6th or 7th centuries
(Assemblages 33, 35-38). The nearby House of Dionysos, which was constructed in the
late 2nd or early 3rd century (Assemblage 39.1), appears to have been abandoned in the
late 4th or early 5th century (Assemblage 39.2). In the northern section of the city, the
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synagogue building was founded on earlier Roman (Assemblage 40.1) and Late Roman
and Byzantine (Assemblages 40.2-40.3) fills dating to the 1st-2nd centuries and 3rd century
through the end of the 4th and first half of the 5th century, respectively. Thus, the
synagogue was constructed in the early or first half of the 5th century. The building seems
to have been in continuous use up until its abandonment and collapse some time in the
second half of the 7th century to the first half of the 8th century (Assemblage 41.1). In the
lower city, the Nile Festival Building appears to be more or less contemporary with the
establishment of the synagogue and abandonment of the House of Dionysos, i.e. a
construction date of the late 4th/early 5th century (Assemblage 42).
•

Capernaum: Based on the stratified remains analyzed for this project, occupation was
continuous from at least the 2nd century (e.g. Assemblages 46.1, 59.1) until the 7th or 8th
centuries (e.g. Assemblages 52.2, 57.2). The most prolific period of construction appears
to be during the second half of the 4th century to the 5th and 6th centuries (e.g.
Assemblages 44, 45.1, 47.2, 54) coinciding with the erection of the Octagonal Church
(Assemblages 43.1-43.2) and the monumental white limestone synagogue building in the
6th century.559
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The synagogue at Capernaum was constructed no earlier than the beginning of the 6 th century based on pottery
and coins from sealed contexts beneath the stone pavement of the nave and adjacent courtyard. For the dating of the
synagogue, see Cafarnao IX: 75-80, 147-148; Loffreda 1970: 78, Fig. 3:1 (PRS 1), 2-3 (CRS 1), 5, 8 (PRS 3), 13
(ARS 59); 1979: pl. 19, nos. 1-14 (PRS 3), 15-20 (CRS 2), 21 (PRS 5). See also Loffreda 1982b; Magness 2001a:
19-33, 2012: 111-112. Some scholars have tried to dismiss this evidence by arguing that the synagogue was
originally constructed in the 2nd or 3rd century, and later destroyed and rebuilt, thereby introducing 5 th and early 6th
century pottery and coins (see e.g. Avi-Yonah 1981; Foerster 1981: 59; Tsafrir 1995: 154-157). However, the
evidence published from the Franciscan excavations gives no indication of an earlier phase (see Corbo 1972, 1982;
Loffreda 1981, 1997).
It should be noted that the Franciscan excavations did not extend beneath the Late Roman and Byzantine period
strata, and so are probably over-represented, see Mattila 2015: 237. Recently, Mattila (2015: 217-254, esp. 237-254)
has published a “detailed statistical analysis” of the quantitative ceramic data included by Loffreda in Cafarnao VI
with the goal of reconstructing diachronic demographic developments at the site. Based on her analysis of the
pottery from the Late Roman and Byzantine periods at Capernaum, she argues that the village experienced
demographic decline during the first half of the 4 th century while “enjoy[ing] a substantial recovery precisely in the
second half of the fourth century CE…” (Mattila 2015: 248). She substantiates this claim using numismatic evidence
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•

Khirbet Wadi Ḥamam: The site of Khirbet Wadi Ḥamam was excavated by Leibner in the
wake of his previous survey project. Currently, the results of the excavations are
published only in a few brief preliminary reports; moreover, the author was unable to
obtain access to the excavated pottery for inclusion in this study. Nevertheless, pottery
and coins from sealed contexts are published and allows for a critical analysis of the
interpretations proposed by Leibner, with the caveat that the conclusions in the final site
report may differ from the preliminary reports. The site is located in the eastern Lower
Galilee above the gorge of Wadi Arbel (Ḥamam), 2 km west of the Sea of Galilee (map
ref. 2460.780).560 Three areas of the site have been explored: A – a Galilean-type
synagogue constructed in the center of the settlement on an artificial terrace, B – a
residential structure and agricultural installation north of the synagogue building, C –
residential structures near the south edge of the site. Leibner suggests that the site was

published by Callegher (Mattila 2015: 249). There are several issues with Mattila’s conclusions. The demographic
decline of the first half of the 4th century is based on the Average Annual Number of Specimens (AANS), or
individual sherds, of KH and non-KH cooking wares according to counts and dates provided by Loffreda, but
assumes that (1) a demographic decline occurred and (2) the terminal date of KH ware vessels was the mid-4th
century rather than Adan-Bayewitz’s dating of the early 5th century, i.e. coinciding with the earthquake of 363, etc.
The “surge” in population beginning in the second half of the 4th century cited by Mattila is based strictly on sherd
counts, as is the corresponding earlier decline. Following the late 4 th century “surge” in population, she suggests that
the population of the village fell by 63% and remained stable until 650, again based on sherd counts and coins. In
other words, a direct link is made between the number of sherds and coins, and the population of the village (my
emphasis). The reader will remember that in the discussion of the material from Capernaum in Chapter 2, there are
significant discrepancies in Loffreda’s tallies of various types and subtypes – a point that Mattila herself points out.
See Chapter 2, p. 33. Furthermore, Mattila’s attempt to substantiate her reconstruction of the population levels of the
village by incorporating numismatic evidence does not take into account Bijovsky’s conclusions concerning 4 th
century coinage. See supra n. 78. Finally, she argues that LRRW vessels were more common than locally produced
cooking vessels between ca. 450-650 and supports Leibner’s use of these types as a “reliable indicator for settlement
at a given site.” Again, her conclusions are based on incorrect sherd counts and Loffreda’s typology of the common
pottery. While I applaud Mattila for incorporating quantitative ceramic data into reconstructions of the ancient past,
the many issues with the Capernaum material render all of her points moot. In light of the typology and chronology
offered in Chapter 5, it is necessary to reanalyze and re-catalogue the entire Late Roman and Byzantine ceramic
corpus from Capernaum.
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For previous research on the site and goals of the Hebrew University excavation project, see Leibner 2010: 221223.
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abandoned gradually over the course of the 4th century, beginning with Area C, and
culminating in the final abandonment of the center of the village in the late 4th century.561
The residential structure in area B was constructed above an Early Roman dwelling that
may have been destroyed during the Bar-Kokhba Revolt in the first decades of the 2nd
century.562 Based on coins of the mid-3rd century embedded in the beaten-earth floor of
Area C, the post-Early Roman occupation of the site probably began some time in the
second half of the 3rd century.563 Loci located on top of the floors in Area B yielded the
“latest stratified evidence for activity” including coins of the late 4th/early 5th centuries
and pottery types dating to the 4th and 5th centuries, including ARS 67 (ca. 360-470).564
Pottery from a probe in Area A, which was cut into the terrace fill on which the
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Leibner 2010: 223-225.
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Leibner bases this hypothesis on a ca. 0.50 m deep ash layer that was discovered above the floor of the Early
Roman structure along with a group of 60 bronze and silver coins dating to the early 2 nd century (2010: 224-225).
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Leibner 2010: 227. Additional finds from Area C are published in a recent article by Elitzur Leiman and Leibner
(2016). Pottery from a layer of accumulation sealed beneath collapse within an inner courtyard (L.3C006) includes
the following types: ARS Form 58; Galilean Bowls Form 1E; casseroles Form 1B and 2A-B; KH cooking pots Form
4C and 1A/KH 4D, and Ware 2 cooking pots Forms 2 and 3; and several Late Roman and Byzantine storage jar rims
(e.g. Form 5) (Elitzur Leiman and Leibner 2016: 222-225, Fig. 3:3 [ARS 58, ca. 290-375], 1-2 [Galilean Bowls 1E],
4-5 [Cass. 1B/KH 3B], 6-7 [Cass. 2A-B], 8-9 [KH 4C], 10-11 [CP 1A/KH 4D], 14 [CP 2B], 12-13, 15 [CP 3A], 1620 [storage jars]). A dozen coins from the House of Constantine, the latest of which are issues of Constantius II
(337-361), are also published from Area C (Elitzur Leiman and Leibner 2016: 222, 225, Table 1). Whereas the
authors argue that “no dateable material [from the assemblage]…must be later” than the mid-4th century, the pottery
and coins represent an assemblage dating to the second half of the 4 th century: precisely the time when Leibner
argues that Area C was totally abandoned, with few residents remaining in the other sections of the village (Areas
A-B) (Elitzur Leiman and Leibner 2016: 222-223).
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See Leibner 2010: 224. The coins include issues of Theodosius I, Valentinian II, and Arcadius and Honorius. The
complete ceramic assemblage described by Leibner includes a Form 3 oil lamp; LRRW vessels (ARS 67, CRS 1,
and PRS 1); Galilean Bowl Form 1E; Cooking Pot Forms 1A/KH 4D, 1B/KH 4E, and 2B; and Casserole Form 2A.
None of the sherds are illustrated. For the dating of the LRRW sherds, see Appendix II. A similar assemblage is
described, and not illustrated, by Leibner from the abandonment phase of Area C. While no LRRW vessels were
found, the other types include Galilean Bowl Forms 1C, 1D, and 1E, and a dozen coins of the House of Constantine.
Leibner suggests that the lack of LRRW vessels is indicative of an earlier abandonment of the periphery of the
settlement in the half century before the center, i.e. prior to the mid-4th century (2010: 227). Neither the lack of
LRRW vessels nor the date of the pottery or coins is indicative of such a scenario. Indeed, the assemblage from Area
C is contemporary with the abandonment assemblage from Area B.
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synagogue building was founded and is associated with its construction, included rim
sherds from Galilean Bowl Forms 1C and 1D – unillustrated. Although no coins or redslipped imports were recovered from the fill, the Galilean Bowls provide a late 3rd/4th
century terminus post quem for the synagogue building.565 In sum: the published
evidence suggests that the principal Late Roman and Byzantine occupation of the site
began in the second half of the 3rd century and continued at least through the first half of
the 5th century.
Conclusions
This review of the historical and archaeological evidence suggests that there was no
settlement crisis and decline in Jewish settlement in eastern Galilee between the second half of
the 3rd century and first half of the 5th century. The proposed crisis represents an attempt to
reconcile archaeological data with a modern understanding of historical events. Survey data
presented by Leibner is inherently flawed methodologically speaking and, in an earlier review of
the quantitative data from three of the surveyed sites, Magness and the author demonstrated that
the data he provides can be interpreted as providing a picture of continuous settlement through
the 4th, 5th, and 6th centuries, even if there were fluctuations in distribution, intensity, and size. A
review of the settlement chronology for the seven excavated sites included in this project, in
addition to the site of Khirbet Wadi Ḥamam, compliments this conclusion: occupation at some
sites (e.g. Ḥuqoq, Capernaum) was continuous throughout the Late Roman and Byzantine period,
while others were only inhabited for one or two periods (e.g. Khirbet Shemaʼ, Meiron). In other
words, Jewish settlement in eastern Galilee was more or less consistent as Christianity became
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Leibner 2010: 234. See also Magness 2012: 112-114. Leibner adopts the earliest range of dates for these two
types to fit within the a priori historical narrative of a settlement collapse. The same is done with the assemblage
from Area C, see supra n. 564.
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increasingly dominant throughout the eastern Mediterranean from the 4th century and later.
Moreover, the later material assemblages from Ḥuqoq, Gush Ḥalav, Nabratein, Sepphoris, and
Capernaum suggest that Jewish settlement not only remained consistent but continued well into
the Early Islamic period at those sites.
This review underscores the need for archaeologists and historians to consider
methodology more closely when using material evidence. Adopting the earliest possible dates
within a given range for pottery types or coins ignores the fact that these ranges do not provide a
precise date, only a terminus post quem for the associated level or remains. Common pottery
types especially tend to have broad chronologies due in part to the lack of change in forms over
time; whereas for imported fine wares one has to consider that they have to be manufactured,
transported, distributed, purchased, and used before they are broken or discarded. Finally, the
reconstruction of the past cannot be dominated by literary “anchor-points” whose validity can
often be a point of contention, making them red-herrings rather than allies. The material evidence
must be allowed to speak for itself before any historical generalizations are made.
The Chronological and Social Development of Jewish Synagogue Buildings in Late Roman
and Byzantine Eastern Galilee
Although the institution of the synagogue (Greek: “synagogue”= “assembly”) had
developed centuries earlier, the monumental buildings that housed these gatherings and their
distinctive architectural and decorative styles only began to appear in Palestine long after the
destruction of the Jerusalem Temple and the destruction and exile of Jews from Judea following
the First and Second Jewish Revolts.566 The dating of monumental synagogue buildings is central
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A limited number of purpose-built synagogue buildings have been identified in pre-70 CE Palestine, for example
at the sites of Gamla, Masada, Herodium. Architecturally, these synagogues had an arrangement that resembled
Greco-Roman bouleuteria or ekklesiasteria: square or rectangular halls with benches. As noted by Levine, “The
buildings themselves are neutral communal structures with no notable religious components…[t]he first-century
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to our understanding of the socio-economic and cultural environment of the Galilee during the
Roman and Byzantine periods. Any reconstruction of the settlement chronology of Galilee has a
great bearing on the dating of synagogue buildings, as these were the public building parexcellence of Jewish settlements and typically were the only monumental public building in a
Jewish settlement.567
After the discovery of the first monumental synagogue buildings in the early 20th century,
a typology of synagogues based on stylistic considerations and geographic factors was
established by Sukenik and became established in Israeli archaeology.568 According to the
sequence, the earliest type, known as “Galilean synagogues,” dates to the 2nd and 3rd centuries;
next are “Transitional synagogues” of the 4th century; and finally, “Byzantine synagogues” of the
5th and 6th centuries.569 The typology has been largely discredited thanks to the discovery and
stratigraphic excavation of new synagogue buildings, which suggests that all three types were
more-or-less contemporary. It is not uncommon, however, for some excavators to assign an
earlier date to a synagogue regardless of its architectural style (see below).
One ongoing controversy concerns the dating of “Galilean-type” synagogues, which
cluster in eastern Galilee to the north and northwest of the Sea of Galilee, with a related group of
buildings present in the Lower Golan.570 At the center of this debate are the methodologies used

synagogue did not have the decidedly religious profile that the institution was to acquire in Late Antiquity” (2005:
75).
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The same is true of Christian settlements as well, whose main, or only, public building consisted of a church.
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Sukenik 1934; Avi-Yonah 1971; Urman and Flesher 1995: xxvi-xxvii. See also Magness 2001a: 1.
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Because the focus of this project is ceramic data and not architecture, I have forgone an in-depth description of
synagogue typology. See Levine 2005: 10.
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Although not universal, the common characteristics of this type of synagogue building are, generally speaking: a
basilical plan; a large, decorated façade that, typically though not always, features three doors in the Jerusalemoriented wall; a flagstone floor; and no set place for the Torah ark or shrine. Magness 2001a: 1; 2012: 112; Levine
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for dating these structures, which can be divided into groups of scholars who adopt an “early”
versus “later” dating-scheme. Those who opt for a later date, between the 4th and 6th centuries,
rely heavily on archaeological data by using the latest stratigraphically relevant remains as a
terminus post quem to establish the foundation date of the structure; those who opt for an earlier
date (i.e. between the 2nd and 3rd centuries, typically no later than the early 4th century) argue that
the data provided from survey and excavation should be considered in light of pertinent historical
and literary evidence, such as imperial edicts dating to the 4th, 5th, and 6th centuries against
Judaism and forbidding the construction of new synagogue buildings.571 The justification for an
earlier dating of Galilean-type synagogues also incorporates the same evidence (literary and
archaeological) used to suggest a 4th century settlement crisis in Galilee that was discussed
earlier in Part 1.
Based on the coin and pottery evidence compiled in Chapter 3 and discussed at the end of
Part 1, there is no question that the traditional stylistic typology and chronology of Palestinian
synagogue buildings is no longer valid: the appearance of monumental synagogue architecture is
a phenomenon that began in the 4th century and continued into the 7th and 8th centuries, resulting
in two significant implications. First, the period following the destruction of the Jerusalem

2005: 319-322. Examples of Late Roman and Byzantine period settlements in the Lower Golan with Galilean-type
synagogues include ed-Dikke (see Maʽoz 2009) and ʽEn Nashut (see Maʽoz et al. 2010).
571

See Levine 2005: 210-211, ns. 1-4. Based on the archaeological evidence most of these laws were either not
enforced or were totally ignored, and are rather more indicative of a widespread phenomenon of prolific synagogue
construction:
“By the latter part of the fourth century, and with increasing frequency in the fifth and sixth centuries [my
emphasis], Jews, Judaism, and the synagogue were being assaulted on a number of fronts throughout the
Empire. Church legislation attached Jews and Jewish practices, Imperial edicts became more restrictive, and
Christian preachers fulminated against a religion and people they regarded as anachronistic, loathsome, and
rejected by God…Despite official restrictions, the Jews of Byzantine Palestine continued to build
synagogues…In many instances, it was at this time (i.e., the sixth and seventh centuries) that a synagogue
building reached its greatest dimensions…In several regions (e.g., the Golan), many synagogues were erected
where few, if any, seem to have existed beforehand [my emphasis]” (Levine 2005: 211).
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Temple in 70 until the 4th century leaves a gap of just over 200 years devoid of any synagogue
remains that can be identified with certainty. This raises several difficult issues, namely that the
absence of archaeological evidence cannot in and of itself be used to make far-ranging
assumptions about the social and religious developments within Palestinian Judaism between 70
and the 4th century.572
A number of hypotheses have been proposed to account for this two-century gap. One
such explanation purports that, due to the fact that synagogues did not require a purpose-built
building in which to meet, much like the contemporary Christian domus ecclesiae, Jews gathered
in private homes leaving no clear physical evidence of their existence. Levine dismisses this
assertion on two accounts: (1) synagogue buildings of the 1st and 4th centuries were clearly
purpose-built, communal buildings, and the continuity of their public nature is confirmed by
literary sources; (2) the false equivalency of synagogues and churches during the 1st to 3rd
centuries, considering that only Christianity was assigned the status of religio illicita.573
E. M. Meyers and J. F. Strange have suggested that the absence of synagogues is due to
the effects of the Jewish revolts: Judeans migrating to the Galilee following the wars had to first
accumulate the means necessary to construct large buildings, and that it was only in the 3rd
century when the earliest Galilean synagogues were erected.574 This hypothesis, however,

According to Levine (2005: 187), “…any attempt to base far-reaching conclusions regarding the nature and
importance of the synagogue in the post-70 period based on the presence or absence of archaeological materials is
fraught with danger. Only an assessment that balances the archaeological and literary remains within the historical
context of the late Roman era can hope to achieve some degree of credibility.” See also Meyers 2010: 435-436.
572
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Levine 2005: 185.
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Elsewhere, Meyers (2010b) has attempted to undermine the very idea of a two-century gap between in synagogue
architecture, pointing to the so-called “broadhouse building” (“Synagogue 1”) at the site of Nabratein as proof that
such structures did exist in the 2nd and 3rd centuries. However, this assertion is based on the original architectural
phasing and chronology of the excavators that concluded that the synagogue building underwent three phases of
construction and rebuilding, the earliest of which is dated to the Middle Roman period, i.e. 135-250. Meyers goes
farther by arguing that, due to the fact most of the pottery recovered beneath the plaster floor of the building dates to
the Early Roman period, “a date on the earlier MR [Middle Roman] side of things than on the later side” should be
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assumes that the institution of the synagogue was a distinctly Judean phenomenon and ignores
the fact that Galilee “boasted synagogues as early as the first century C.E.,” as underscored by
Levine.575
Schwarz has argued that Judaism “went underground” following the two failed revolts,
“normalizing” to gentile public life (save for sacrificial rituals), exemplified by traditionally
Greco-Roman motifs featured in the necropolis at Beth Sheʾarim and on Galilean city coins. The
influence of Christianity in the 4th century then stimulated the resurgence of Jewish identity that
had been maintained by the rabbis, which Schwartz characterizes as marginal in Palestinian
Jewish society.576 Recently, Werlin has underscored a significant issue with Schwartz’s
hypothesis: it assumes that certain aspects of Greco-Roman society, e.g. figural imagery, cannot
be reconciled with Judaism, yet this “runs counter to important studies by scholars of late ancient
Judaism…whose work in rabbinics and material culture in the past two decades” problematize
such an argument.577
Another solution, proposed by Levine, is that extensive building activity in Late
Antiquity obliterated earlier remains of synagogue buildings throughout villages, towns, and
cities. While this is certainly possible in some circumstances, it would necessitate that this
phenomenon affected a large majority of earlier synagogue construction. Furthermore, Magness

assigned to the structure (2010b: 446-447). Such a method clearly ignores the principle, used in this project and by
most archaeologists, that the latest datable material from a context beneath a surface provides a terminus post quem
for its construction. See also the discussion of Assemblage 26 in Chapter 3.
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Levine 2005: 186. Evidence for 1st century synagogues in Galilee predominantly comes from references in the
New Testament, see Levine 2005: 46-48. See also Mark 1:21-28, 39; 3:1; 6:2; Matt. 4:23; 9:35; Luke 4:15-44;
13:10-21; John 6:35-59; 18:20.
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Schwartz 2001: 129-161. See also F. Millar’s 2006 review.
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Werlin 2015: 293-294. See also Eliav 1998; Levine 2003; S. Miller 2004; Fine 2005; Weiss et al. 2005.
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has suggested that 2nd-3rd century synagogues existed but are difficult to identify in the
archaeological record because, like pre-70 synagogues, they were modest buildings with few, if
any, identifying features.578 Although as of yet there is no definitive answer as to why there is a
lack of physical evidence during this period, the institution of the synagogue must have
continued to function as the central fulcrum of Jewish communities given its prominence in the
4th century and later.579
The second major implication is that the rise of monumental synagogue architecture,
decorative motifs, and religious symbols developed concurrently with Christian basilicas and art,
rather than serving as antecedents. Beginning in the 4th century, with the de facto toleration of
Christianity in the late 3rd and early 4th centuries followed by its official decriminalization under
Galerius, church-building under imperial and wealthy pilgrim sponsorship occurred throughout
the Palaestina provinces at regular intervals during the 4th, 5th and 6th centuries, especially in
locations connected with Jesus’ ministry (e.g. Galilee) and crucifixion (e.g. the Church of the
Holy Sepulcher), as well as monasteries (e.g. Scythopolis and Mt. Nebo).580 In western Galilee,
where it seems most rural Christian settlements were concentrated, hundreds of churches were
erected throughout the Byzantine period, but especially from the mid-5th century through the 6th
century as evidence from excavations and dedicatory inscriptions on the buildings attest.581
Taking into consideration the continuity of Jewish settlement in eastern Galilee throughout the
Late Roman and Byzantine periods, it would appear that the “Christianization” of Galilee was a
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Levine 2005: 186-187; Magness 2012: 112.
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How institution of the synagogue manifested physically during this period is a question outside the scope of this
project.
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Parker 1999a: 151-154.
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Tzaferis 1976: 23-25; Di Segni 1995; Aviam 1999. See also Bar 2004: 313-314.
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prolonged process, rather than a quick one. According to Bar, “the rate at which the rural
population converted to Christianity resembles more the relatively slow process that
characterized other regions of the Roman Empire.”582
Regarding the rather sudden appearance of monumental synagogues in northern
Palestine, an important question remains to be answered: what spurred this prolonged period of
building? Leibner suggests that it was a result of a “confrontation” with Christianity:
“From recent studies, it emerges that nearly all of the Byzantine period settlements had
monumental synagogues (Levine 2005: 242-249; Schwartz 2001: 206-208, 277). This can
be explained against the background of the confrontation with Christianity, the
strengthening of community status and issues involving the self-determination of the
Jewish communities. The extensive construction of churches in Palestine, particularly in
the fifth century onward, appears to have led to a ‘struggle of monuments.’”583
Magness argues that this “struggle of monuments” can be framed as a competition between Jews
and Christians for claim over the traditions associated with the Temple in Jerusalem, i.e.
Christian attempts to appropriate Jewish heritage and Jewish attempts to maintain it.584 The
evidence of this competition can be seen in the similar elements extant in Jewish and Christian
liturgy, decorative motifs, and thematic combinations of figured images taken from the Hebrew
Bible.585 In other words, the erection of monumental religious structures, both in urban and rural
contexts, served as a visual expression or “sign-post” of religious and cultural identity. The
investiture of resources into these structures is telling of their importance and centrality to life in
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Bar 2004: 314-315. See also MacMullen 1984: 83-85; Chuvin 1990: 101-118; Trombley 1993-1994: 134-204;
MacMullen 1997.
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Leibner 2009a: 403.
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Magness 2005: 13.
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For an overview and additional bibliography, see Hachlili 1988 (esp. pp. 135-382), 1996: 96-129, 1997; Levine
2005: 242-248.
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Late Antique Galilee and symbolic of the ability of the Jewish population to adapt and respond to
outside influences.
Continuity and Change: The Regional Ceramic Corpus of Late Roman and Byzantine
Galilee
The development of the Late Roman and Byzantine Common Pottery Typology and the
collection of EVE data from relatively secure stratified deposits has, for the first time since the
earliest stratigraphic excavations of rural Galilean sites, allowed for a systematic study of the
changing characteristics (i.e. shape and fabric) of ceramic assemblages spanning the 3rd to 7th
centuries. An unfortunate reality of the locations chosen for excavation and publication in
Galilean archaeology is that the lion’s share has been focused on monumental architecture, i.e.
synagogues and churches. Relatively few wholly domestic contexts have been thoroughly
explored. This is not an insurmountable issue if one’s goal is to simply create a ceramic typology
and chronology, as well as assessing trends between assemblages comprising contemporary
deposits, i.e. observing the consistency of well-deposits dating to the 3rd century versus those of
the 5th. As long as a relatively large number of relatively discreet and chronologically defined
contexts can be isolated and dated, even if a large number consist of pits, wells, and architectural
fills, a satisfactory level of precision can be achieved in regard to relative abundance (i.e.
comparing relative EVE or weight percentages) and typological seriation.586 The typology
presented in Chapter 5 is a testament to this fact, making use of 59 assemblages that are
composed of over twice as many discreet deposits. On the other hand, if one’s goal is to study
Another example is Magness’ southern ceramic typology, which can be viewed as a companion to this project,
the strong degree of regionalism in types notwithstanding. Many, if not most, of the secondary contexts she uses in
the creation of her typology consist of fills containing ceramic material from a broad range of periods. E.g., see
Magness 1993: 29-43 – description of material deriving from soundings published by Hamilton (1944) of the north
wall of Jerusalem; and excavations in the vicinity of the Damascus Gate by Bennett and Hennessy, published by
Wightman (1989). Nevertheless, the typology is a well-established and often cited apparatus that has stood up to
scrutiny.
586
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the socio-economic habits of Galilean villagers in domestic contexts, the majority of the study
material must derive from such contexts.
With this in mind, the sites of Meiron and Ḥuqoq are best suited for the present
discussion for the following reasons. As the proposed chronologies and stratigraphic summaries
for Assemblages 11-17 make clear, most of the excavated and published ceramic material from
the site of Meiron derives from the principal occupation, which dates from the late 3rd/early 4th
century to the first half of or mid-5th century, with a limited occupation immediately following
(i.e. Stratum V) dating from ca. mid-5th to the first half of the 6th century. Moreover, the ceramic
material from Stratum IV has been stratigraphically separated from that of Stratum V by the
excavators and conceptually by the author, providing two chronologically distinct assemblages.
In a similar fashion, the principal occupation in Area 2000 at Ḥuqoq, Stratum 2, is
stratigraphically well-defined and dated from the late 5th to the late 6th/early 7th century. Between
them, therefore, it is possible to compare the character of two different rural Galilean settlement
occupations, one dating to ca. 300 to 450 and another dating to ca. 500 to ca. 600.
In addition to yielding arguably the most chronologically distinct set of assemblages,
both sites simply have the greatest quantity and best preserved ceramic material to study. Of the
secondary sites Meiron yielded the greatest amount of published/saved pottery and large
sherds/restorable vessels. With regard to Ḥuqoq, the author catalogued and saved all diagnostic
sherds, in addition to restoring numerous vessels. The latter point is key, since a large sample
size of well-preserved fragments/restorable vessels means the resulting quantitative data is
arguably more authoritative with regard to representing the types of vessels that were current at
the time of their deposition in the archaeological record.
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Late Roman Red Ware Dishes: How Common were they in Galilee?
Luxury, red-slipped tablewares were produced and traded throughout the Roman and
Byzantine Empires, appearing in rural, urban, civilian, and military contexts until the mid-7th
century. While some finewares were produced in regional/provincial contexts, such as Gaul and
Egypt, three major workshops produced finewares on a large scale and exported them throughout
the Mediterranean basin during the Late Roman and Byzantine periods: African Red Slip (ARS),
produced in several workshops in north Africa; Phocaean Red Slip (PRS) from Asia Minor; and
Cypriot Red Slip (CRS), which may have been manufactured in multiple locations, including
Cyprus.587 The dishes produced in these distinctive wares constitute nearly all of the imported
vessels identified in excavations and surveys of Galilean rural and urban sites.
There are two camps concerning when LRRW vessels began to be imported in significant
quantities to Galilean settlements. The prevailing view in Galilean archaeology is that these types
of red-slipped dishes became common beginning in the mid-4th century and grew increasingly
popular in the 5th and 6th centuries. Others have argued that it was not until the mid-5th century
and later that they were imported in any large quantities, with the caveat that they did appear in
small amounts beginning the second half of the 3rd century.588
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See supra n. 18.
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For these opposing positions, see inter alia, Leibner and Ben-David 2014: 189-190; Magness and Schindler
2015: 194-196. Based on the types of dishes recovered from Galilean villages occupied in the Late Roman period
and the dating of those vessels vis-a-vis the established chronology of Hayes, there is no doubt that LRRW vessels
began to appear in this area of Palestine in small quantities in the second half of the 3 rd century. It is neither my goal
nor intention to argue against this point. I emphasize the word “common” above because it is often, one may say
‘commonly’, used by scholars arguing for an earlier date for the influx of LRRW dishes. The use of such a term
implies that something is often occurring and/or prevalent. The data that I present in this section argues against such
a notion as applied to LRRW imports.
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The Evidence from Meiron and Ḥuqoq
The following quantification data is based on the LRRW dishes from the heritage pottery
of Meiron and the excavated pottery from Ḥuqoq. Chart 6.1 represents LRRW vessels as a
percentage of the assemblages presented based on their total EVE. The assemblages are in
relative chronological order with Assemblages 11-12 and 13-14 combined due to the fact that the
ultimate goal is to seek out diachronic trends in the data. LRRW vessels accounted for only
0.85% of Assemblages 11-12, with a combined date of ca. 250-300 and ca. 400-450, from the
Stratum IV occupation of the Field M I building complex. The ceramic assemblage from Field M
VII, Assemblage 16, spans the entire chronological range of Stratum IV, i.e. from the early 4th to
the first half of the 5th century, of which LRRW vessels represent 2.87% of the total EVE of the
combined Assemblages 11-12. The Stratum IV occupation of the Patrician and Lintel Houses,
Assemblages 13-14, yielded double the amount of finewares, 1.71% of the total ceramic
assemblage. Considering that the Stratum IV occupation of the latter began and ended
approximately half a century later than the former, the increase in LRRW vessels points to a
positive correlation between the overall percentage of finewares in the ceramic assemblage the
closer the context is dated to the mid-to-late 5th century. This is most clearly represented in
Assemblage 15, which represents the Stratum V occupation of the Patrician and Lintel Houses,
dating from the second half of the 5th century to the first half/mid-6th century, contains the largest
percentage of LRRW vessels – 7.24%. The picture presented from Meiron with regard to
fineware is telling: the assemblages dating primarily to the 4th century and first half of the 5th
century are composed of the least amount by percent-EVE of LRRW vessels; Assemblage 15,
the only occupation of the site dating to the late 5th and into the 6th century, contains over two
times the amount of fineware.
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This trend is seen at the site of Ḥuqoq as well. Chart 6.2 also presents the amount of
finewares as a percentage of a given assemblage. The ceramic material from Assemblages 1-2
was combined since both represent occupational fill sealed beneath the Stratum 2 surfaces in
Area 2000. Of this material, only 1.17% is composed of LRRW vessels. The picture changes
dramatically during the principal occupation of Area 2000, represented by Assemblages 3-4,
together dating generally from the late 5th century to the late 6th/early 7th century. In contrast to
the principal occupation at Meiron, Stratum IV, of which the volume of LRRW vessels did not
exceed 3% in Assemblages 11-14 and 16, the pottery of Stratum 2 at Ḥuqoq consisted of 11%
LRRW imports.
Another trend apparent in the assemblages from both sites is that imported fineware table
vessels, at most, make up only ten percent of any given assemblage and in most cases far less.
Indeed, as indicated by the final column on Charts 6.1 and 6.2, the amalgamated data from
Meiron and Ḥuqoq indicates that LRRW vessels make up 2.78% and 8.11% of either site corpus,
respectively. The evidence from these two sites points to three conclusions: (1) LRRW imports
from contexts dating from the 4th and first half of the 5th century constituted a relatively small
percentage of the total ceramic corpus; (2) from the second half of the 5th century and later,
LRRW vessels became increasingly common; (3) yet, this group of pottery vessels was relatively
limited in quantity compared to common ware vessels, suggesting that they were luxury items
throughout the Late Roman and Byzantine periods.
Turning to the fineware assemblages themselves, several intriguing patterns emerge.
Chart 6.3 displays the distribution of LRRW vessels within the different assemblages at Meiron
by ware. It’s clear that ARS vessels are the most prevalent in all of the assemblages dating from
the 4th to the first half of the 5th century. CRS vessels are notably absent from the Field M I
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complex (Assemblages 11-12), suggesting that when the structure went out of use, ca. first half
of the 5th century, that particular ware was not very common. Whereas the Stratum IV
occupation in Fields M II and M VII (Assemblages 13-14 and 16, respectively) CRS vessels
make up a large percentage of the finewares, especially in Assemblage 16 where over half of the
vessels are CRS – namely CRS Form 1. Numbers of PRS vessels in the earlier assemblages are
relatively low; whereas 25% of Assemblage 15 consists of PRS, of which most are PRS Form 3.
The distribution of the various forms at Meiron and Ḥuqoq parallels the data based on
ware percentages alone. At Meiron, which has been established as a primarily 4th and 5th century
site, the majority of the forms present are ARS types typical of the 4th century and first half of
the 5th century primarily – 29 heritage sherds representing 49.7% (!) of the fineware assemblage
present at the site. The second most prevalent vessel is CRS Form 1 (38.15%), whose chronology
spans the late 4th century to ca. mid-5th century. The latter is significant as this form is primarily
a 5th century type based on Hayes’ chronology.589 The picture is dramatically different at Ḥuqoq,
a primarily late 5th and 6th century site. PRS Form 3, representing approximately 59.5% of the
total fineware assemblage, is dominant, followed distantly by CRS Forms 1-2 at a combined ca.
25%. Interestingly, ARS is represented by only one large fragment of a Form 76 plate and is
otherwise absent.590 The fineware profile at Ḥuqoq, therefore, is composed of types of the late 5th
and 6th centuries, predominantly PRS Form 3.

Hayes’ dating of this form has been independently verified by the Polish excavations at the site of Nea Paphos on
Cyprus, see Meyza 2007: 44-45. Recently, a few scholars have attempted to push the earliest appearance of CRS 1
bowls in Galilee to the middle of the 4th century to coincide with the settlement crisis and earthquake of 363, see
inter alia, Balouka 1999: 86; Leibner 2009a: 47; Leibner and Ben-David 2014: 189-190 (NB: the quantification
chart provided on p. 189 [Table 2] places CRS 1 into their “Early Byzantine” period, which they date to ca. 300/350450 CE, together with earlier 4th century types).
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Two residual rim sherds (i.e. with an EVE of <0.05%) from ARS Form 104/105 plates were found from contexts
above the upper collapse layers in Units 1-2, not far beneath topsoil, and, therefore, are likely out of context.
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Returning to the notion of the commonality of LRRW vessels in the 4th century, the
reader will notice that the total number of sherds found among the heritage materials for Meiron,
arguably the most extensively excavated and published Galilean village, yielded only 56
diagnostic rim sherds; Ḥuqoq, on the other hand, whose village area has not been as extensively
excavated, yielded 59 sherds! Even if one allows for a handful of sherds added to the tally at
Meiron to account for the published-yet-missing vessels from the heritage materials, the
numerical disparity between the two sites lays to rest the notion that LRRW imports were
common in rural eastern Galilee before the mid-5th century.
In addition to the most common LRRW – ARS, PRS, and CRS – the fineware
assemblage at Ḥuqoq, and the published and heritage pottery from several of the secondary
assemblages yielded a small number of Egyptian Red Slip (ERS) sherds.591 According to Hayes,
ERS bowls were distributed in the Palaestina provinces in the 6th and primarily in the 7th
century.592 For the most part this observation accurately represents the ceramic corpus of Late
Roman and Byzantine Galilee, with ca. 6th and 7th century forms appearing at Ḥuqoq, Sepphoris,
and Capernaum, and additional unpublished examples from Gush Ḥalav and Nabratein.593
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Hayes divides Egyptian Red Slip into three categories based on the composition of the ware that he designates A
through C. Briefly, Ware A is the finest of the Egyptian wares and closely imitated late ARS and CRS Forms – i.e.
of the late 5th and especially the 6th to 7th centuries. Ware B is characterized by a “sandwich-like” appearance of
breaks due to irregular firing. Ware C is common only in 7 th century contexts and exhibits the poorest quality fabric:
gritty texture, many and diverse number of inclusions, air-holes from organic tempers. All of these wares have
flecks of golden mica that are quite distinctive and easily distinguish them from other LRRW vessels, as well as a
thickly applied dull-reddish slip that is “soapy” in appearance of feel. The most common of these wares to appear in
Palaestina are A and, to a lesser extent, B. Ware C is completely absent from the published and heritage pottery
analyzed for this project and could not be identified in any of the comparative assemblages, e.g. Jalame. For a
complete discussion of ERS, see Hayes 1972: 371-401.
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See Appendix IV, 37:1 (ERS-A Form P), 62:12 (ERS-A Form J). The heritage materials for locus 4041 (collapse
and fill in the nave of the synagogue) yielded an ERS-A Form F bowl (EVE 0.05%), a type that is rather uncommon
and dated by Hayes from the 6 th to the early 7th century (1972: 389). The heritage pottery for Assemblage 26, Phase
3, locus 2001 at Nabratein (the accumulation on top of the latest floor of the synagogue) yielded a residual rim sherd
(EVE 0.025%) from an ERS-A Form P bowl – ca. 6th century. For the dating of the latter type, see Appendix II
Table 1.
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Moreover, there are a small number of sporadic 5th century attestations of ERS from Ḥuqoq,
Nabratein, and possibly Gush Ḥalav, suggesting that goods originating in Egypt were available
in Galilee already in the Late Roman period.594 The latter point notwithstanding, the small
number of ERS vessels suggests that Egyptian wares could not effectively expand into the
Galilean market and compete with the more prevalent PRS and CRS types from the 5th to the 7th
centuries. Perhaps this is indicative of the relative direction of trade routes in this region, moving
north to south rather than south to north, though more evidence would be needed to substantiate
this hypothesis.
You are what you eat: Changes in Kitchen Wares in Late Roman and Byzantine Galilee
Turning now from luxury, red-slipped dishes originating from localities across the
Mediterranean Basin to the more mundane, the present section considers the diachronic trends
occurring in the composition and form of vessels used for cooking and/or dining (hereafter
“kitchen vessels”). Vessels of this group – cooking pots and cooking bowls/casseroles, including
Galilean Bowls – are composed of almost entirely of two wares: Wares 1 and 2 (i.e. Kefar
Ḥananya ware and sand tempered ware).595
The importance of analyzing kitchen wares and vessels, especially those composed of
Wares 1 and 2, stems from the fact that they are the most prevalent in terms of quantity and
ubiquity in the Late Roman and Byzantine Galilean ceramic corpus and, therefore, can reveal a
great deal about shifts in local trade and economy, as well as dining customs based on the most
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See Appendix III, Fig. 2:30; Appendix IV, 15:4 (ERS-A base [5th-6th century?]), 16:5 (ERS-A base [5th-6th
century?]), 32:2-3 (ERS-B, Fig. 88a [ca. 5th century]). The sherds illustrated on Figs. 15:4 and 16:5 from Gush
Ḥalav are fragments from the base of a bowl. Based on the description given by Groh, I suggest that these sherds
from a type bowl dated by Hayes to the second half of the 5 th century.
595

For a detailed description of these wares, see Chapter 5 pp. 159-161.
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common vessel forms.596 The utility of measuring the quantity, quality, and geographic
prevalence of cooking wares and other common pottery types with regard to studying changes in
social customs and trade is well established in North American archaeology and in similar
studies in ancient western and eastern Mediterranean cultures.597 As with the previous section,
discussion will begin with the site of Meiron, followed by Ḥuqoq.
Kitchen Wares: The Evidence from Meiron and Ḥuqoq
The pie charts displayed on Charts 6.6-6.11 illustrate the composition of each assemblage
separated by ware: Wares 1-2, LRRW, and Other Fabrics/Wares. The latter includes all of the
common bowls/basins (excluding Galilean Bowls), storage jars, jugs and juglets, lamps, and
assorted regional and extra-Palaestina imports (e.g. FBW and North Syrian Mortaria,
respectively).598 A clear compositional distinction can be seen in Chart 6.6, which is based on the
data from Assemblages 11-12: KH ware kitchen vessels dominate the assemblages, representing
63.75%. Ware 2 vessels are represented at 1.08% – hardly more than LRRW (0.85%). The
picture is relatively the same for Assemblage 16: KH ware – 59.33%, Ware 2 – 4.06% (Chart
6.7). The picture changes for Assemblages 13-14, i.e. occupation of the site spanning the mid-4th
century to the mid-5th century (Chart 6.8). KH ware kitchen vessels are not as dominant a part of
the total assemblage (32.28%), and Ware 2 vessels have become more prevalent (12.52%). This
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Storage Jars are equally numerous with regard to their total representation in a given pottery assemblage, or
nearly so, and the fact that they are common to every Galilean settlement. A quantitative and diachronic analysis of
this vessel family was not possible for the present project due to factors outlined in Chapter 5 pp. 202-203, n. 490.
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See, e.g., Steponaitis 1984: 79-122; Woolf 1998b: 77-105; Mattingly 2011b: 203-245.
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The type of quantitative analysis undertaken for the cooking wares and vessels is not possible for these forms due
to the relatively low percentage they represent of any given assemblage, with the noted exception of storage jars, see
supra n. 585. It has been suggested that KH jars and jugs were used for boiling water and, therefore, served a
cooking/kitchen function. The same may be said about all variants of Misc. Jug Forms 1-2. Nevertheless, I have
limited the present discussion to well-known and apparent cooking forms for the sake of simplicity, but
acknowledge that a more holistic study of kitchen vessels could be more illuminating.
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shift in composition continues into the Stratum V occupation of the site (Assemblage 15): KH
ware accounts for 40.3% of the assemblage and Ware 2 makes up 16.37%.
As a means of contrast to what is arguably a gradual shift away from KH ware at Meiron,
the difference between KH ware and Ware 2 cooking vessels at Ḥuqoq is much more stark.
Charts 6.10 and 6.11 display the composition of Assemblages 1-2 and 3-4, respectively.
Assemblages 1-2, Stratum 1, look quite similar to those at Meiron: most of the kitchen wares
consist of KH ware with a much smaller quantity if Ware 2 vessels. By Stratum 2, i.e. the late
5th/6th and early 7th centuries, Ware 2 kitchen vessels dominate the ceramic assemblages, with
most of the KH vessels consisting of residual sherds. In other words, by the 6th century, Ware 2
kitchen vessels were the only types present at Ḥuqoq; whereas the villagers at Meiron gradually
included more Ware 2 kitchen vessels in their ceramic repertoire, though never fully abandoning
KH ware vessels by the time of the village was abandoned around the late 5th or early 6th century.
Thus, the slow shift away from KH ware to Ware 2 kitchen vessels took place over the course of
the entire 4th and 5th centuries, and was essentially complete by the early 6th century.
The gradual change in the provenance of kitchen vessels is paralleled by a continuity in
the popularity of certain cooking vessel shapes. First, a trend that began with the latest variants
of KH cooking pots – i.e. taller, deeper bodies and a tapering rather than rounded body (ex. KH
Form 1A-B) – continues with Ware 2 cooking pots that maintain these features.599 Casseroles,
wide-mouthed, shallowing cooking bowls, were common throughout the Late Roman and
Byzantine period, and continued into the Early Islamic period virtually unchanged (see Ch. 5
Cass. Forms 1 and 2). The change in composition notwithstanding, the “V”-shaped body that is
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As elucidated in the discussion in Chapter 5 relating to cooking pots (pp. 192-201), tall necked cooking pots were
the most common from the 5th century onward but these features were common in all cooking pot forms, even
neckless ones.
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characteristic of the latest KH casserole variant – Cass. Form 1B, i.e. KH Form 3B – remained
consistent with Cass. Form 2. Regardless of small changes in features such as larger, thicker
handles for cooking pots and a thick horizontally oriented handle for casseroles, the kitchen
repertoire in terms of vessel shape remains the same throughout the Late Roman and Byzantine
periods and later. The single biggest difference between kitchen assemblages of the Late Roman
and Byzantine periods examined above is the absence of the Galilean Bowl from the latter. This
type of cooking bowl that constituted between 30-45% of the total amount of pottery from
Assemblages 12 and 16 at the site of Meiron (Chart 5.2), and 25% of Assemblages 1-2 is
represented only by a handful of residual sherds by Stratum 2 (Assemblages 3-4) at Ḥuqoq
(Chart 5.1).
What is most intriguing about the profile of kitchen vessel assemblages at the site of
Meiron, and all of the other sites included in this study, is the longevity of production history of
KH ware: the kilns that began firing cooking pots in the mid-1st century BCE (the earliest vessel
type, Form 4A) only ceased production in the late 5th century CE. In other words, predominantly
Galilean Jewish settlements preferred kitchen vessels manufactured in this particular ware for ca.
500 years: from the reigns of Herod the Great and Augustus to the reigns of the late 5th/early 6th
century Byzantine emperors – Zeno and Anastasius I. Based on site specific sherd counts and
EVE percentages, arguably the most successful types produced in this ware from the 4th through
the 5th centuries are CP Form 1A/KH 4D and Galilean Bowl Form 1E, followed distantly by
Cass. Form 1B/KH 3B. During the 6th and 7th centuries at Ḥuqoq, on the other hand, Cass. Form
2 and CP Forms 2-3 are the most common types of kitchen vessels.
What can the pottery from Meiron and Ḥuqoq tell us about the social and market
connections of the sites’ inhabitants during the Late Roman and Byzantine periods? There are
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two ways to interpret the quantitative evidence presented above: the origin of the wares and the
forms and types appearing in the assemblages at the two sites that represent two different periods
of occupation, as outlined above. KH ware originates in Lower Galilee, while Ware 2 is not
Galilean in origin and likely originates somewhere in the Carmel or Coastal regions further
west.600 The reason to consider pottery styles is that they reflect the types of cuisine prepared and
consumed; changes or continuities in pottery assemblages over time may detect the agency of the
people preparing and consuming different types of cuisine and perhaps the identify they choose
to convey. A typical ceramic assemblage in the Late Roman period (i.e. the 4th to 5th centuries) is
dominated by Galilean Bowls (especially Form 1E) and cooking pot Form 1A/KH 4D. There are
no cups or small bowls for individual servings. Each assemblage contains a limited number of
red-slipped dishes, most of which range between 25 to 30 cm, suggesting that these were used
for serving a small number of shared dishes. As noted by Adan-Bayewitz in his study of Galilean
Bowl Form 1E, not all of these vessels bear charring marks suggesting that they may have
doubled as cooking bowls and serving dishes, or sometimes purely as serving vessels.601
Presumably, the liquid foods made in the cooking pots were served or eaten right out of the pot
using bread to sop up the dish. The same is likely true of the Galilean Bowls. The types of dishes
that would have been prepared and served using these types of cooking vessels are similar to
those consumed in the Late Hellenistic and Early Roman periods. Cooking pots with a narrow
mouth and deep, round bodies are a long-lived type of Levantine cooking vessel going back to
the Iron Age.602 Their narrow mouths prevent the loss of liquid and, therefore, are suited for
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See supra n. 595.
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Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 91.
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Magness 2014: 47-58.
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soups, beans, and other long simmering dishes. Casseroles, on the other hand, are designed for
boiling or stewing large chunks of meat and vegetables together.
The Stratum V assemblage at Meiron and Stratum 2 assemblage at Ḥuqoq point to a shift
in the types of vessels present in these assemblages. As outlined in the previous section, LRRW
vessels became increasingly common from the second half of the 5th century and later; this is
exactly what we see in the assemblages dating to the late 5th and 6th centuries at Meiron and
Ḥuqoq. During this period, the residents of these two villages increasingly acquired their kitchen
wares not from Galilee, but from production centers to the west. The reason for this change is not
apparent, yet the continuity in Jewish settlement in Galilee throughout the 4th, 5th, and 6th
centuries suggests that it was not related to a catastrophic event.603
Conclusions:
Based on the data from Meiron and Ḥuqoq, the influx of LRRW vessels into Galilee and
the predominance of non-Galilean kitchen wares were both part of a gradual shift in the local
market towards the Mediterranean coast beginning in the late 4th century. LRRW bowls,
especially PRS Form 3, became a more important and, presumably, more financially accessible
element of dining, even in the inland hills and mountainous areas of Galilee, yet the relative
quantity of these imports compared to local types is very low, suggesting that the local pottery
industry sufficiently supplied the market. The form of kitchen vessels, moreover, did not
radically change through the centuries: deep cooking pots and casseroles dominate Byzantine
assemblages. The only major modification is the absence of Galilean Bowls, whose functions
may have been subsumed by the larger casseroles and partially by the slight increase in redslipped serving bowls. Thus, the types of cuisine and style of dining enjoyed by eastern Galileans
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Contra Adan-Bayewitz 1993: 239-243; 2003: 20-23.
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appears to have remained consistent from the Late Hellenistic period through the 6th and 7th
centuries, underscoring the theme of “continuity” established in Part 1 with regard to Jewish
settlement.
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CHAPTER 7:
CONCLUSIONS
Summary of Results
The current project has analyzed the ceramic corpus from seven Late Roman and
Byzantine (ca. 4th century to the 7th century CE) eastern Galilean Jewish villages as a case-study
to examine questions about cultural change and the complex interplay between historical and
archaeologically based interpretations of the ancient world. To address these questions, the
author studied 59 chronologically distinct ceramic assemblages and created a new typology and
chronology of Galilean common pottery. Using this typology, in conjunction with published site
reports, and intensive quantitative analysis of over 6000 individual sherds (published and
unpublished), a new settlement chronology for eastern Galilee is proposed, suggesting that the
Jewish settlement in Galilee during the Late Roman and Byzantine period was defined by
relative settlement stability and continuity. Moreover, several later material assemblages from
the sites of Ḥuqoq, Gush Ḥalav, Nabratein, Sepphoris, and Capernaum suggest that Jewish
settlement not only remained consistent but continued well into the Early Islamic period. Both
conclusions suggest that Jews not only survived the increasing influence and dominance of
Christianity from the 4th century on, but even thrived.
As a corollary to the new settlement chronology, it is argued that the appearance of
monumental synagogue architecture is a phenomenon that began in the 4th century and continued
into the 7th and 8th centuries, resulting in two significant implications: (1) the period following
the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple in 70 until the 4th century leaves a gap of just over 200
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years devoid of any synagogue remains that can be identified with certainty and, therefore,
requiring further study into the nature of this institution in the intervening years; (2) the rise
monumental synagogue architecture, decorative motifs, and religious symbols developed
concurrently with Christian basilicas and art, rather than as antecedents.
A review of the imported fineware and common ware assemblages from the villages of
Meiron and Ḥuqoq reveals that Galilee has a strong local ceramic tradition beginning in the late
1st century BCE/1st century CE with the production of Kefar Ḥananya ware vessels. During the
5th century, Kefar Ḥananya ware vessel types were gradually subsumed when production shifted
away from central Galilee towards the coast. Rather than being indicative of a demographic or
settlement “crisis,” this shift more likely had more to do with changes in the local economy or as
a response to changing trade routes in the eastern Mediterranean. Nevertheless, the domestic
assemblages used by the villagers indicate that they maintained the same culinary traditions and
dining habits of earlier generations. Imported pottery was rather rare and did not become
common until after the mid-5th century.
Future Research
The common pottery typology and chronology and conclusions presented here serve as
starting points for further discussion that will, no doubt, be refined by new data. Our
understanding of Late Antique Galilee would benefit from more excavation and publication of
domestic contexts, rather than monumental architecture, since it is the former that best informs
us about trade, economy, and social meaning of ceramic use. Moreover, the results presented
herein were obtained by critically reading historical sources, rather than attempting to adapt the
archaeological data to fit the historical narrative, and consistently applying the same research
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methodology to the material evidence. It is the author’s hope that future studies of Galilee will
follow in this manner.
The author plans on expanding the geographic and cultural parameters of the current
project to include material culture from Late Roman and Byzantine Christian and Jewish
settlements throughout Galilee and the Golan. This new corpus of material build upon and
expand the existing framework of the typology and allow for an in-depth examination of the
social and economic relationships between these religious communities, and sheds light on how
they negotiated their identities in the changing world of Late Antiquity.
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APPENDIX I:
PRIMARY AND SECONARY SITE PLANS AND PHOTOGRAPHS
This appendix presents relevant archaeological site plans, figures, and photographs from
the Primary and Secondary sites included in this study. A list containing a brief description of the
image/photograph followed by a reference to the original publication precedes the figures; they
are organized by site and are presented in the order they appear they appear in Chapter 3,
beginning with a comprehensive map of the Galilee indicating the general location of settlements
mentioned in the text, followed by the site of Ḥorvat Ḥuqoq. Although the latter is the subject of
its own chapter separate from the Secondary Sites, its figures are presented first since it is the
Primary Site.
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List of Figures/Photographs:
1: Map of Galilee showing the major sites discussed. (Map by D. Schindler)
2: Ḥorvat Ḥuqoq – Area 2000, aerial view, north at top. (Magness et al. 2016. “Huqoq – 2014.”
HA-ESI 128, Fig. 1)
3: Ḥorvat Ḥuqoq – Area 2000, annotated stone-for-stone plan. (Magness et al. 2016. “Huqoq –
2014.” HA-ESI 128, Fig. 2)
4: Ḥorvat Ḥuqoq – Area 2000 Section Drawings – A: South Balk (Units 1-2 and Rooms 5, 9); B:
North Balk (Units 1-2 and Rooms 5, 9); C: West Balk (Rooms 5-6 and 11). (Drawings by
Viatcheslav Pisrky)
5: Khirbet Shemẚ – Site plan with grid squares and quadrants for the entire site. (Meyers,
Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 4, Figure 1.1)
6: Khirbet Shemẚ – Close-up of the site plan, showing the synagogue and excavated areas in its
vicinity. (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 34, Figure 3.1)
7: Khirbet Shemẚ – Synagogue ground plan detailing the northwest and northeast “declivities”,
demarcated by red circles. (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 40, Figure 3.4)
8: Khirbet Shemẚ – Ground plan of SE II. (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976: 108, Figure 4.4)
9: Khirbet Shemẚ – Section drawing of SE II.23, Room A. (Meyers, Kraabel, and Strange 1976:
109, Figure 4.5)
10: Meiron – Site plan with areas of excavation circles. (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981:
xvii, Figure i.1)
11: Meiron – “Stone-by-stone” drawings of Fields MI and MVII. (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers
1981: 24, Figure 3.1)
12: Meiron – East-west section drawing of Area MI.2 and MI.6, looking south. Note the resurfacing of Rooms D and E. (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 26, Figure 3.4)
13: Meiron – North-south section drawing of Area MI.1, looking west; the balk cuts the
passageway between Rooms A and B. (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 32, Figure
3.5)
14: Meiron – “Stone-by-stone” drawing of Field MII, showing the “Patrician House” on the left
and the “Lintel House” on the right. (Meyers, Strange, and Meyers 1981: 52, Figure 3.14)
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15: Gush Ḥalav – Key to the excavation: grid lines with area designations superimposed upon
the stone-for-stone plan. The locations of the published section balks (A – A’ through F –
F’) are indicated. (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 5, Figure 2)
16: Gush Ḥalav – Annotated stone-for-stone plan of the synagogue building showing areas of
excavation, architectural loci, elevations, and the location of published sections. (Meyers,
Meyers, and Strange 1990: 26, Figure 4)
17: Gush Ḥalav – Section D – D’, the main east-west balk, looking south, showing materials
excavated in Areas GH I.1, 3. The eastern half of the section is to the left of the western
section (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 32-33, Figure 6)
18: Gush Ḥalav – Schematic north-south section through the “Western Corridor,” looking west.
(Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 43, Figure 9)
19: Gush Ḥalav – Section B – B’, the east-west balk between the inner east wall (W2002) and
the eastern stylobate (W2005) showing the excavations in Area GH I.2, including the
founding levels of the stylobate, looking south. (Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 41,
Figure 8)
20: Gush Ḥalav – Section A – A’, the main north-south balk through the synagogue building
showing excavated materials from Areas GH I.1-4, looking west. The area adjacent to the
threshold has been excised. (After Meyers, Meyers, and Strange 1990: 28-29, Figure 5)
21: Nabratein – Key to the excavation showing fields, areas, and indicating the location of all
major recorded sections. Unfortunately, not all of them are published in the final volume.
(Meyers and Meyers 2009: 19, Figure 4)
22: Nabratein – Block plan with selected locus numbers of the excavators’ Period IV remains
showing “Synagogue 3” and associated structures. The structures with more faint lines
represent earlier structures. The image has been reoriented and scaled down to match
Figure 21 above for easier comparison. (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 62, Figure 15)
23: Nabratein – Section C – C’, the main north-south section through the synagogue building,
looking west. The southern-half of the section is to the left (i.e. above) the northern half
of the section. (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 20-21, Section Drawing 1)
24: Nabratein – Section B – B’ showing pit L1009 with buried roof tiles in Area NI., looking
north. (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 57, Section Drawing 4)
25: Nabratein – Photograph of the cobble make-up (L1003) for the excavators’ “Synagogue 3”
floor adjacent to Column 1 in the southwestern part of the nave, shown in the foreground.
(Meyers and Meyers 2009: 49, Photo 13)
26: Nabratein – Photograph of plastered pit (L1009), south of Column 1 in the southwest corner
of the synagogue. At right is the cobblestone make-up (L1003) for the excavators’
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“Synagogue 3” floor. The stone-lined and plastered pit was cut into the floor level of
“Synagogue 2a” – i.e. Plaster Floor 1 (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 56, Photo 18)
27: Nabratein – Photograph of the excavated synagogue nave. The student sitting on the eastern
stylobate has her feet resting on the plaster floor of the excavators’ “Synagogue 1” – i.e.
Plaster Floor 1. Note that the floor extends throughout the synagogue, up to the stylobates
and over the earlier walls. (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 40, Photo 9)
28: Nabratein – Section D – D’ in Area NI.5 east of the synagogue building, looking north.
(Meyers and Meyers 2009: 48, Section Drawing 3)
29: Nabratein – East-west section G – G’ in Areas NI.1-2, I.7, the eastern half and immediate
eastern exterior of the synagogue building, looking north. (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 60,
Section Drawing 5)
30: Nabratein – North-south section F – F’ in Area NIII.1, looking west (Meyers and Meyers
2009: 108, Section Drawing 6)
31: Nabratein – Annotated stone-for-stone plan with selected locus numbers of Field IV at the
western edge of the site. (Meyers and Meyers 2009: 115, Figure 30)
32: Sepphoris – Plan of Sepphoris including areas excavated by Hebrew University, Duke
University, and the University of South Florida. Drawing by Anna Imim. (Weiss 2015:
Figure E)
33: Sepphoris – Plan of the House of Dionysos. (Talgam and Weiss 2004: 20, Fig. 17)
34: Sepphoris – Plan of the synagogue excavated by Hebrew University and its surroundings.
(Weiss et al. 2005: 9, Figure 4)
35: Sepphoris – Annotated plan of the sections made beneath the synagogue floor. (Weiss et al.
2005: 31, Figure 38)
36: Sepphoris – Plan of the Nile Festival Building. Room 4 is located on the west-end of the
building. (Weiss and Talgam 2002: 56, Figure 2)
37: Capernaum – Schematic plan of the areas of Capernaum excavated by the Studium Biblicum
Franciscanum between 1968-2003, with aree (areas) and ambienti (loci) indicated.
(Cafarnao VI: Pianta I)
38: Capernaum – Section drawings of select loci in Area 1/Insula Sacra – A: North-south section
of the rooms on the east-side of Area 1, looking east; B: North-south section of the
median axis of Area 1, looking east; C: East-west section of the median axis of Area 1,
looking south. (Cafarnao I: Tav. VI)
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39: Capernaum – Section drawings, A through E, of select loci in Area 2/Insula II. (Cafarnao I:
Tav. XIV)
40: Capernaum – Section drawings of select loci in Area 3/Insula III. (Cafarnao I: Tav. XVII)
41: Capernaum – Photograph of the central octagon and mosaic of the Octagonal Church (Area
1) immediately before excavations began in 1968 by V. Corbo, looking north. (Cafarnao
V: 55, DF 36)
42: Capernaum – Photograph of L1 in Area 1, looking southwest – 1: terra rossa fill beneath the
central mosaic floor of the Octagonal Church; 2: stones within the fill; 3: thick layer of
fallen plaster. (Cafarnao V: 66, DF 56)
43: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 1, locus 10, looking north – 1: Pavimento B in battuto di
calce beneath pavimento A of the later apse (el. 8.86m); 2: Pavimento C in battuto di
calce (el. 7.73m); 3: Foundation of the trench (el. 7.52m). (Cafarnao V: DF 95)
44: Capernaum – (left) Photograph of Area 1, locus 34, Massicciata B (L34.4), looking south;
(right) Photograph of Area 1, loci 31, 33, and 34, looking southeast. (Cafarnao V: 76, DF
79-80)
45: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 1, stratum L34.4 is visible on the left side of the image,
looking northeast. (Cafarnao V: 77, DF 83)
46: Capernaum – (left) Photograph of Area 2, looking north. L46 is in the center of the image
and a small probe trench made in the eastern section of the surface can be seen; (right)
Photograph of Area 2, L46 – A: Massicciata A (el. 9.46m); B: Massicciata B (el. 8.98m).
(Cafarnao V: 110, DF 146-147)
47: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 3, looking southwest. Locus 75 is located in the center of
the image. (Cafarnao V: 93, DF 115)
48: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 3, locus 80, looking southeast. A: Massicciata A,
associated with an entrance on the south (el. 9.08m); B: Massicciata B with the original
entrance (el. 8.64m); C: ash layer beneath massicciata B. (Cafarnao V: 94, DF 120)
49: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 4, looking northeast. Locus 97 is in the foreground and
communicates with L98 via doorway. (Cafarnao V: 138, DF 198)
50: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 5, looking northeast. Locus 119 is in the upper-left corner
of the image. (Cafarnao V: 150, DF 231)
51: Capernaum – (left) Photograph of Area 5, looking north. Locus 124 is in the foreground;
(right) Photograph of Area 5, looking southwest. (Cafarnao V: 149-150, DF 228, 230)
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52: Capernaum – (left) Photograph of Area 5, looking south. Locus 136 is on the right side of the
image; (right) Photograph of Area 5, looking north. (Cafarnao V: 146-147, DF 216, 218)
53: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 4 loci 200-202, looking southeast. Nos. (1) and (2)
demarcate blocked entrances. (Cafarnao V: 141, DF 204)
54: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 4 locus 300, looking north. (Cafarnao V: 140, DF 202)
55: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 4 locus 300, looking northwest. (Cafarnao V: 140, DF
203)
56: Capernaum – Photograph of Area 7 locus 601, looking north. Letters A through D indicate
the level of each superimposed surface (massicciata). (Cafarnao V: 89, DF 108)
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APPENDIX II:
LATE ROMAN RED WARE AND KEFAR ḤANANYA WARE DATING SUMMARIES
The following two tables summarize the dates of the main ceramic types used for dating
in Chapters 3 and 4: Late Roman Red Wares (LRRW) and Kefar Ḥananya Ware (KH) – Tables 1
and 2, respectively. For each, column 1 contains the vessel type (i.e. ARS Form 50A) in
increasing numerical order; column 2 lists the date based on the established typologies of J.
Hayes and D. Adan-Bayewitz, respectively; column 3 provides a reference for the type and
dating. Sub-types missing from Table 1 (LRRW) did not appear in the ceramic corpus. In the text
of Chapters 3 and 4, vessel forms with a chronology that spans two centuries are sub-divided into
their variant types (ex. ARS Form 91 and PRS Form 3). This was done to refine the typological
process and underscore for the reader chronological distinctions. For example, PRS Form 3C is a
late 5th century type while 3E is an early 6th century type (author’s emphasis). For Table 2, KH
Forms 1B-1E refer to Galilean Bowl Forms 1B-1E.
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Table 1: Late Roman Red Wares (according to Hayes 1972; 1980; 2008)
Ware Type
ARS Form 50A
ARS Form 52

Date
Ca. 230-360
Ca. 280/300 to late 4th cent.

ARS Form 58
ARS Form 59

Ca. 290/300-375
Ca. 320-420

ARS Form 60

Ca. 320(?)-380

ARS Form 61A

Ca. 325-380

ARS Form 67

Ca. 360-470

ARS Form 73A
ARS Form 76

Ca. 420-475
Ca. 425-475

ARS Form 78
ARS Form 91

Uncertain, ca. 5th cent. ?
Ca. late 4th-ca. 600-650

ARS Form 92
ARS Form 93

Ca. mid-5th cent., or earlier
Ca. 470-540

ARS Form 99C

Ca. 560/580-620

ARS Form 104

Ca. 530-625

ARS Form 105

Ca. 580/600-660

ARS Form 107
PRS Form 1
PRS Form 2

Ca. 600-650
Ca. early-third quarter of the 5th cent.
Ca. 400-475

PRS Form 3

Mid-5th – mid-6th centuries

PRS Form 5

Ca. 460-first half of the 6th cent.

PRS Form 8

Second-half of the 5th cent., possibly later

PRS Form 10

Ca. 570-660+

CRS Form 1

Ca. 375-third quarter of 5th cent.
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Reference
1972: 73
1972: 78; 2008: 221-22
nos. 1000-4
1972: 96
1972: 100; 2008: 223-24
nos. 1051-56
1972: 100; 2008: 224 nos.
1057-58
1972: 107; 1980: 516;
2008: 224 nos. 1059-63
1972: 116; 2008: 226 nos.
1081-89
1972: 123-24
1972: 124-25; 2008: 22829 nos. 1113-14
1972: 127
1972: 144; 1980: 516;
2008: 231 nos. 1140-42
1972: 145
1972: 145-46; 1980: 516;
2008: 231 nos. 1143-45
1972: 155; 1980: 516;
2008: 232 no. 1155
1972: 166; 2008: 233 nos.
1158-60
1972: 169; 2008: 233 nos.
1161-64
1972: 171
1972: 327
1972: 328-29; 2008: 23738 nos. 1237-40
1972: 336-38; 2008: 23943 nos. 1255-97
1972: 339; 2008: 243 nos.
1300-3
1972: 342; 2008: 244 nos.
1315-19
1972: 346; 2008: 245 nos.
1328-29
1972: 373; 1980: 528;
2008: 249 no. 1421; see
also Meyza 2007: 44-45

CRS Form 2

Late 5th – early 6th cent.

CRS Form 5

Early 6th – early 7th cent.

CRS Form 7

Ca. 450-end of the 6th/early 7th centuries

CRS Form 8

Ca. 5th cent.(?)

CRS Form 9

Ca. 550-end of 7th cent.

CRS Form 10

Last quarter of 6th-end of 7th cent.

CRS Form 11

Mid-6th-ca. end of 7th cent.

ERS-A Form H-I
ERS-A Form J
ERS-A Form P
ERS-A Form T
ERS-B fig. 88a

Second-half of 5th cent., or slightly later
6th and 7th centuries
6th cent.
6th or early 7th cent.
Ca. 5th cent.

1972: 375; 2008: 249 no.
1423; see also Meyza
2007: 53
1972: 377; see also Meyza
2007: 56-57
1972: 379; see also Meyza
2007: 58-59
1972: 379; see also Meyza
2007: 80
1972: 382; see also Meyza
2007: 64-68
1972: 383; see also Meyza
2007: 70
1972: 383; see also Meyza
2007: 72-75
1972: 389
1972: 389-91
1972: 392
1972: 392
1972: 398

Table 2: Kefar Ḥananya (KH) Ware Types (according to Adan-Bayewitz 1993)
Ware Type
KH Form 1B
KH Form 1C
KH Form 1D
KH Form 1E
KH Form 2
KH Form 3A
KH Form 3B
KH Form 4A
KH Form 4B
KH Form 4C
KH Form 4D
KH Form 4E
KH Form 6B
KH Form 6C

Date
Late 1st/early 2nd – mid-4th centuries
Mid-3rd – latter 4th centuries
Mid-3rd – latter 4th centuries
Mid-3rd – earlier 5th centuries
Early 4th – earlier 5th centuries
Mid-1st BCE – mid-2nd centuries CE
Early 2nd – latter 4th centuries
Mid-1st BCE – mid-2nd centuries CE
Mid-1st – mid-2nd centuries
Early 2nd – mid-4th centuries
Latter 3rd/early 4th – earlier 5th centuries
Earlier 4th – earlier 5th centuries
2nd – latter 3rd or earlier 4th centuries
Early 4th – earlier 5th centuries
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Reference
1993: 97
1993: 100
1993: 103
1993: 109
1993: 111
1993: 119
1993: 124
1993: 125
1993: 128
1993: 130
1993: 132
1993: 135
1993: 144
1993: 146

APPENDIX III:
ḤORVAT ḤUQOQ POTTERY CATALOGUE
This catalogue has been arranged by assemblage (1-5), stratum (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, and 3),
and locus in order of presentation in the text of Chapter 4. An effort was made to include a
representative sample of all common pottery forms, as well as illustrate or photograph all
chronologically diagnostic sherds regardless of preservation. Residual sherds are mostly
excluded due to the prevalence of early ceramic forms in Late Roman and Byzantine contexts,
yet a limited number of typologically or chronologically relevant examples are included. Vessels
with an established typology and chronology (i.e. Kefar Ḥananya and Late Roman Red Wares,
and other imported vessels, such as transport amphorae) include their type identification/a brief
reference entry. The common pottery vessels are directly referenced in Chapter 5. The drawings
were produced between 2013 and 2015 by Randy Mohr; photographs are by the author.
Photographs are utilized only for objects whose diagnostic features are best conveyed by a color
image. A limited number of sherds were illustrated by the author. All of the drawings are at a
scale of 2:5 unless noted otherwise; photographs are 2:5, 1:2, or 1:1. Each catalogue entry
contains the following information: the year the sherd was recovered from excavation; locus,
basket, and individual sherd number; a brief vessel family identification; preservation, EVE, and
rim or base diameter, if possible; and fabric description. A complete fabric description
accompanies each entry, as this material is being published for the first time. The pottery
illustrations are located in Appendix V.
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0.12% diameter preserved; est. diameter
10.5cm; Fine grained, dense reddish-gray
ware (10R 5/1) with light red ext. and int.
margins (10R 6/4); many small white and
black grits.
Storage Jar Form 1B.

Assemblage 1 (Stratum 1A, Rooms 1-4)
1:1. (2012) L2087, B20755\7; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained reddishbrown ware (2.5YR 4/6); many small white
and black grits
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

1:7. (2014) L2193, B21615\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.2% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 14cm; Granular
light reddish-gray ware (10R 5/4); very
many small to large white grits; several
small to medium/large black and red grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

1:2. (2014) L2194, B21616\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; 0.09% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 20cm; Hard-fired
light red ware (2.5YR 6/6); surfaces coated
in a red self-slip (10R 5/8); no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 1.

1:8. (2014) L2193, B21441\1; Cooking Pot;
one sherd preserving the rim and part of the
handle; est. 0.1% diameter preserved, est.
diameter 9.5cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware
(5YR 4/3); many small white grits; some
small to medium black grits; occasional
small mineral inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

1:3. (2012) L2091, B20799\7; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Somewhat coarse reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 5/6); some medium white and black
grits; some surface eruptions and pitting.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

1:9. (2014) L2193, B21615\3; Cooking Pot;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.1%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 11.5cm;
Sandy dark reddish-brown ware (5YR 4/2);
several small to medium white, red, and
stony grits; some small mineral inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

1:4. (2012) L2091, B20799\9; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim, handle, and body
to the point of carination; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 30cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); some small white and black grits; some
surface pitting.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1B.

1:10. (2014) L2193, B21441\2; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and part of
the handle; est. 0.1% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 10cm; Hard-fired gray ware
(2.5YR 4/1); margins slightly more granular
and reddish in color (2.5YR 4/4); some
small to medium white and black/stony
grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

1:5. (2012) L2091, B20839\3; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Very fine grained,
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 5/6); some
small white and black grits.
Shiḥin Ware Basin Form 2A.

Assemblage 2 (Stratum 1B, Rooms 5-9)

1:6. (2012) L2091, B20799\8; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim and neck; est.
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diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and occasional large
black grits; some surface eruptions.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:1. (2012) L2067, B20514\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 30cm;
Fine grained dark reddish-brown ware (10R
5/8); some small to medium black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.
2:2. (2012) L2067, B20514\6; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained reddishbrown ware (10R 5/6); some small to
medium black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

2:7. (2012) L2072, B20628\37; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and upper portion
of the body; est. 0.09% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 25cm; Granular reddish-brown
ware (10R 4/6); many small and a few large
white grits, some medium black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:3. (2012) L2072, B20583\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.04%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (10R 5/6);
many small white and black grits, few
medium to large black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:8. (2012) L2072, B20642\1+20; Bowl;
two sherds preserving the rim and upper
portion of the body; est. 0.08% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 24cm; Fine grained
reddish-orange ware (2.5YR 4/6); some
medium white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:4. (2012) L2072, B20594\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 22cm;
Somewhat coarse reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/6); some small to medium white
and medium black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:9. (2012) L2072, B20657\30; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and upper half of
the body; est. 0.125% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 24cm; Fine grained, somewhat
coarse reddish-orange ware (10R 5/6); many
small and some medium white grits, some
small black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:5. (2012) L2072, B20606\14; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and upper portion
of the body; est. 0.1 % diameter preserved;
est. diameter 22cm; Fine grained reddishbrown ware (2.5YR 5/8); many small and
some medium white grits, a few small black
grits, few small quartz inclusions.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:10. (2012) L2072, B20628\16; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (10R 4/4);
many small to medium white grits, some
small black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

2:6. (2012) L2072, B20617\13; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%

2:11. (2012) L2072, B20642\12; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
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diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Fine grained red ware (10R 4/4); many
small and some medium white grits, a few
small black grits.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

diameter preserved; est. diameter 18cm;
Granular reddish-brown ware (10R 5/4);
many small white grits, some small to
medium black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

2:17. (2012) L2072, B20617\1+26; Storage
Jar; two sherds preserving the rim and neck
to the carination at the shoulder; est. 0.3%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 8cm;
Coarse pale red-brown ware (5YR 7/2);
many small and black grits; some medium
and large white grits; some surface
eruptions.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

2:12. (2012) L2072, B20657\20; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and uppermost
portion of the body; est. 0.06% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 16cm; ware
description not possible.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1B.
2:13. (2012) L2072, B20617\10; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 21cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (10R 4/6);
many small white and black grits; some
surface pitting.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1A.

2:18. (2012) L2072, B20642\28; Storage
Jar; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
uppermost portion of the shoulder; est.
0.17% diameter preserved; est. diameter
8cm; Coarse reddish-gray ware (10R 4/2)
with thin ext. and int. reddish-brown
margins (10R 6/4-10R 5/6); many small and
some medium white grits, some medium
black grits; surface pitting.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

2:14. (2012) L2072, B20583\32; Storage
Jar; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
8cm; Coarse dark reddish-gray ware (7.5R
4/1) with a pale red ext. margin where
present (7.5R 5/6); many small to medium
white grits.
Storage Jar Form 5B.

2:19. (2012) L2072, B20628\3+23; Storage
Jar; two sherds preserving the rim and neck
to the carination at the shoulder; est. 0.3%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/4) with dark red-gray ext. and int. margins
(2.5YR 3/1); many small and some large
white grits, some small black grits, some
small quartz inclusions.
Storage Jar Form 2.

2:15. (2012) L2072, B20594\1; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.20%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 8cm;
Coarse ware with a dark reddish-gray core
where present (10R 4/1) and reddish-gray
ext. and int. margins (10R 3/4); many small
to medium white grits, occasional medium
black grits.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

2:20. (2012) L2072, B20657\1+2; Storage
Jar; two sherds preserving nearly the entire
rim and neck; est. 0.85% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 10cm; Fine grained
pinkish-red ware (10R 6/4) with a light
reddish-gray ext. margin where present (10R
6/1); ext. and int. surface same color as
ware; many small and medium white grits,

2:16. (2012) L2072, B20606\1; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim and neck to the
carination at the shoulder; est. 0.1%
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2:26. (2012) L2079, B20691\17; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.1% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 25cm; Fine grained
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/6); many
small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

some large; surface pitting.
Storage Jar Form 2.
2:21. (2012) L2072, B20657\27; Storage
Jar; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.17% diameter preserved; est. diameter
10cm; Somewhat coarse red ware (10R 4/4);
many small to medium white and black
grits; surface pitting.
Storage Jar Form 2.

2:27. (2012) L2079, B20703\9; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 21-22cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (10R 5/4);
many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:22. (2012) L2072, B20657\6; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 45(+)cm;
Coarse reddish-gray ware (5R 4/1); many
small white and some medium black grits,
many small to medium stony grits; some
surface pitting.
Shiḥin Ware Basin Form 2B.

2:28. (2012) L2079, B20714\28; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.14%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 25cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:23. (2012) L2072, B20642\8; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim and uppermost
portion of the body; est. 0.08% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 27cm; Fine grained
red ware (10R 5/6); many small to medium
white grits, some medium black grits; some
surface pitting and eruptions.
Shiḥin Ware Basin Form 2B.

2:29. (2012) L2085, B20746\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20-21cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:24. (2012) L2072, B20617\8; Jug; one
sherd preserving the rim and a portion of the
neck; est. 0.25% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 6cm; Fine grained red ware (10R
5/6); some small to medium white and black
grits; some surface pitting.
KH Jug Form 2C/KH Form 6C.

2:30. (2012) L2090, B20793\11; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.11%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 22cm;
Very fine, well-levigated light reddish-pink
ware (2.5YR 7/4); ext. and int. surfaces
coated with a soapy, reddish-brown slip
(2.5YR 4/8); some small black inclusions.
Hayes 1972: ERS-A Form H-I.

2:25. (2012) L2079, B20714\5; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 25cm;
Hard-fired light reddish-brown ware (10R
6/4); ext. and int. surfaces coated in a selfslip a shade darker than the ware (10R 5/4);
no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 2.

2:31. (2012) L2090, B20793\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 29cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (10R 5/6);
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many small white and black grits; some
surface eruptions and pitting.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:37. (2012) L2086, B20755\13+14; Bowl;
two sherds preserving the rim; 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 25cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1C.

2:32. (2012) L2086, B20747\13; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:38. (2012) L2086, B20842\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 18.5cm;
Sandy light brown ware (7.5YR 6/4); many
small white grits; some small quartz
inclusions.
Bell-Bowl Form 1.

2:33. (2012) L2086, B20775\13+14; Bowl;
two sherds preserving the rim and
uppermost portion of the body; est. 0.11%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Granular red ware (10R 5/6); completely
fired; some small and a few medium white
grits, occasional medium black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:39. (2012) L2086, B20842\4; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 24cm;
Fine grained ware with a gray core and red
ext. and int. margins (10R 5/6); some small
white and black grits; some surface pitting.
Shiḥin Ware Basin Form 2A.

2:34. (2012) L2086, B20825\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 19cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:40. (2012) L2086, B20842\12; Large
Bowl/Basin; one sherd preserving the rim;
est. 0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
23cm; Coarse, handmade light purplish-red
ware (10R 6/6); thin gray core where
present; ext. and int. surfaces coated in a
thin self-slip a shade darker than the ware
(10R 6/8); many irregular-shaped small to
medium white, black, and stony grits.
Handmade Bowl Form 1B.

2:35. (2012) L2086, B20842\15; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:41. (2012) L2086, B20775\11; Storage
Jar; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.4% diameter preserved; est. diameter
8cm; Somewhat coarse light red ware (7.5R
6/4); many small to medium white and many
small black grits; occasional surface pitting.
Storage Jar Form 5B.

2:36. (2012) L2086, B20843\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 29cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:42. (2012) L2086, B20747\23; Storage
Jar; one sherd preserving the rim and neck to
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10cm; Fine grained ware with a light gray
core where present (2.5YR 4/2) and red
margins (10R 5/6); many small to medium
white grits.
Storage Jar Form 5B.

the carination at the shoulder; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 12cm;
Fine grained ware with a dark gray core and
red ext. and int. margins (7.5R 5/6); many
small to medium and some large white grits,
occasional large stony grits; frequent surface
eruptions and pitting.
Storage Jar Form 2.

2:48. (2013) L2125, B21045\4; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.25%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 9cm; Fine
grained red ware (7.5R 5/6); many small and
occasional medium white grits.
Storage Jar Form 1B.

2:43. (2012) L2086, B20775\9; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim and neck; est.
<0.05% diameter preserved; Coarse red
ware (5R 5/6); very many small to medium
white grit.
Storage Jar Form 1B.

2:49. (2013) L2126, B21086\7; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Sandy reddish-orange
ware (10R 6/8); int. surface coated in white
slip and covered with a green glaze that
barely extents over the rim; many small
stony inclusions.
Glazed Bowl – Intrusive.

2:44. (2012) L2086, B20747\2; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
shoulder; est. 0.25% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 8cm; Fine grained ware with a dark
gray core and red ext. and int. margins (7.5R
5/6); many small to medium and some large
white grits, occasional large stone grits;
frequent surface eruptions and pitting.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

2:50. (2013) L2118, B20959\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.11%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 22cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/6); evenly fired; some very small white
grits; some medium black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:45. (2012) L2086, B20775\8; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim and neck; est.
0.16% diameter preserved; est. diameter
9cm; Granular red ware (5R 5/6); many
small to medium white grits.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

2:51. (2013) L2118, B20959\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.15%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 32cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/6); evenly fired; ext. surface darkened;
some very small white grits; some medium
black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

2:46. (2013) L2125, B21045\3; Cooking
pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
large section of the shoulder; est. 0.13%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 15cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (10R 4/6) with
dark reddish-brown ext. and int. margins
(10R 4/3); many small white and stony grits;
some small to medium quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

2:52. (2013) L2118, B20970\6; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 23cm;
Somewhat coarse red ware (10R 4/6);

2:47. (2013) L2125, B21045\1; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim and neck; est.
<0.05% diameter preserved; est. diameter
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Cooking Pot Form 1A/Adan-Bayewitz 1993:
Form 4D.

evenly fired; very many small white grits;
many small stony grits.
Bell-Bowl 2.

2:58. (2013) L2118, B20993\2; Cooking
pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.12%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 8cm; Fine
grained reddish-orange ware (2.5YR 5/8);
evenly fired; some very small to small white
grits.
Cooking Pot Form 1A/Adan-Bayewitz 1993:
Form 4D.

2:53. (2013) L2118, B20959\12; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 17cm;
Fine grained reddish-gray ware (5YR 3/1)
with a thin red-brown ext. margin (2.5YR
5/4); some small white and stony grits.
Bell-Bowl Form 1.

2:59. (2013) L2118, B20962\7; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.13%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 9cm;
Somewhat coarse red ware (10R 4/6) with
light reddish-brown margins (5YR 6/4);
many small white grits; occasional medium
and large white grits that erupt through the
surface.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

2:54. (2013) L2118, B20962\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 16cm;
Fine grained red ware (7.5YR 4/4) with a
dark gray core; very many small white grits;
some medium white grits that erupt through
the surface; some small black grits.
Bell-Bowl Form 1.
2:55. (2013) L2118, B20970\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 14cm;
Coarse red ware (7.5YR 4/6) with a reddishgray core (10R 3/2); very many very small
to small white grits; some medium to large
white grits that erupt through the surface.
Bell-Bowl Form 1.

2:60. (2013) L2118, B20962\17; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.12%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Fine grained dark gray ware (10YR 3/1);
evenly fired; many small white grits.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

2:56. (2013) L2118, B20970\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 14 cm;
Somewhat coarse red ware (7.5YR 4/6) with
a reddish-gray core (10R 3/2); very many
very small to small white grits; some
medium to large white grits.
Bell-Bowl Form 1.

2:61. (2013) L2118, B20970\25; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.25%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Fine grained red ware (10R 4/6) with thin
reddish-gray margins (2.5YR 3/2); many
small white grits and quartz inclusions;
some medium white and stony grits;
occasional large white grits that erupt
through the surface.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

2:57. (2013) L2118, B20959\9; Cooking
pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
shoulder; est. 0.13% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 13cm; Fine grained reddish-orange
ware (2.5YR 5/6); evenly fired; ext. surfaces
darkened; some very small white grits; some
small to medium black grits.

2:62. (2013) L2118, B20993\6;
Unguentarium; one sherd preserving nearly
the entire base and lower vessel profile; est.
0.95% diameter preserved; est. diameter
4cm; Semi-fine light reddish-brown ware
(5YR 6/4); evenly fired; ext. surface coated
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in buff colored slip (7.5YR 7/3); some small
to medium red grits; occasional large red
grits; some medium stony grits.
Hayes 1971: Late Roman Unguentarium.

4/6); evenly fired; some small white and
black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

Assemblage 3 (Stratum 2A, Room 2)

3:6. (2013) L2142, B21134\1+4; Cooking
Pot; two sherds preserving the rim, neck,
handle, and shoulder; est. 0.25% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 12cm; Sandy dark
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 3/4) with a dark
reddish-gray core where present (2.5YR
3/1); many small white grits; many small
quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

3:1. (2013) L2142, B21134\6; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.1% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 23cm; Hard-fired
light red ware (10R 7/4); surfaces coated in
a red self-slip varying in color between
reddish-brown and light brown (2.5YR 4/4 5YR 7/4); some small white grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 9A.

3:7. (2013) L2142, B21174\1; Cooking Pot;
one sherd preserving the rim, neck, handle,
and shoulder; est. 0.3% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 13cm; Sandy reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 4/4); many small white grits;
some medium stony grits; some small to
medium quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

3:2. (2013) L2142, B21174\21; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.17%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 17cm;
Hard-fired red ware (2.5YR 5/6); evenly
fired; surfaces coated in a red self-slip the
same shade as the fabric; no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 1.

3:8. (2013) L2142, B21158\2; Cooking pot;
one sherd preserving the rim and neck; est.
0.06% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Sandy brown ware (5YR 4/3); evenly
fired; some small white grits and quartz
inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

3:3. (2013) L2142, B21174\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.04%
diameter preserved; Very fine grained red
ware (10R 5/6); evenly fired; surfaces
coated in a red slip the same shade as the
fabric; rounded vertical rouletting on ext.
rim; some very small white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3E.

3:9. (2013) L2142, B21158\8; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Sandy brown ware (5YR 4/3); evenly fired
some small white grits and quartz
inclusions.
Casserole Lid Form 1.

3:4. (2013) L2142, B21174\14; Bowl; one
sherd from the vessel body; Fine grained red
ware (10R 5/6); evenly fired; surfaces
coated in a red slip the same shade as the
fabric; traces of stamped design; many small
white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS-stamp, motif 68j.

3:10. (2013) L2142, B21158\13; Amphora;
one sherd preserving the upper vessel profile
including rim, neck, shoulder, and
attachment points of one handle; est. 0.1%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 8cm;
Coarse red ware (10R 4/8); ext. surface

3:5. (2013) L2142, B21174\17; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 17.5cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
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12cm; Hard fired reddish-orange ware
(2.5YR 5/8); some small to medium
brown/black and red grits.
Magness 1993: FBW Jug Form 1C.

coated in a white slip; evenly fired; very
many very small white grits; many medium
to large stony grits of varying colors
including white, black, and red; jagged
fracture.
Late Roman Amphora Form 1.

3:16. (2013) L2142, B21174\18; Lamp; one
sherd preserving a portion of the fill hole,
shoulder, and handle; Chalky pale brown
ware (7.5YR 6/3); evenly fired; ext. surface
coated in a red slip (2.5YR 5/6); traces of
floral molded decoration on ext.; some small
black grits.
Lamp Form 4B.

3:11. (2013) L2142, B21165\3; Storage jar;
one complete rim and neck to the join with
the shoulder; diameter 7cm; Coarse red ware
(10R 4/4) with a dark gray core where
present; some medium stony inclusions.
Storage Jar Form 6A.

3:17. (2013) L.2142, B.21174\2; Lamp; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Sandy brown ware (5YR 4/3); many small
white grits; some medium stony grits; some
small to medium quartz inclusions.
Lamp Form 6.

3:12. (2013) L2142, B21134\2; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10-11cm;
Fine grained pale yellowish-brown ware
(2.5Y 8/2); evenly fired; some small to
medium white and stony grits; surfaces may
be coated in a thin self-slip.
Storage Jar Form 7B.

3:18. (2014) L2190, B21597\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 32cm;
Hard-fired light reddish-brown ware (5YR
6/4); surfaces coated in a self-slip fired
reddish brown on the int. and light reddishbrown on the ext. surface (10R 5/6 and
2.5YR 5/6, respectfully); no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 5.

3:13. (2013) L2142, B21174\37; Large
Bowl/Basin; one sherd preserving the rim;
est. 0.05% diameter preserved; est. diameter
29cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (5YR
5/4); ext. and int. surfaces smoothed; many
small white grits; some very small black
grits; some medium stony grits; occasionally
large to very large stony grits; some small to
medium quartz/glassy inclusions.
Hayes 1967: North Syrian Mortarium, Fig.
3:5-6.
3:14. (2013) L2142, B21174\13; Jug; one
sherd preserving the base; est. 0.3%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 9cm;
Somewhat coarse pale gray ware (10YR
6/3); ext. surfaces are tinted green (5Y 7/2);
evenly fired; many small black grits.
Cream Ware Jug.

3:19. (2014) L2190, B21605\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the base; est. 0.11%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 11cm;
Very fine grained light reddish-brown ware
(10R 5/6); completely fired and welllevigated; surfaces coated in a red self-slip
darker than the fabric (10R 5/8); few
inclusions visible save for occasional small
white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3-base.

3:15. (2013) L.2142, B.21158\12; Jug; one
sherd preserving the rim, neck, and handle;
est. 0.1% diameter preserved; est. diameter

3:20. (2014) L2190, B21598\1; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Sandy brown ware
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diameter preserved; est. diameter 22cm;
Very fine grained reddish-orange ware
(2.5YR 6/8); evenly fired; surfaces coated in
a reddish-orange self-slip a shade darker
than the fabric (2.5YR 5/8); occasional
small white and black grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

(2.5YR 4/4); completely fired; int. and ext.
surfaces smoothed on the wheel but still
gritty to the touch; many small to medium
white grits some small stony grits; small
quartz inclusions.
Casserole Lid Form 1.
3:21. (2014) L2190, B21597\2; Jar/Jug; one
sherd preserving part of the base and body;
est. 0.30% diameter preserved; est. diameter
9cm; Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5
YR 4/8); completely fired; some small to
medium white and dark grits; occasional
large white/black grits; occasional small
mineral inclusions.
Miscellaneous Jug Form 6B.

4:5. (2013) L2129, B21067\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 29cm;
Very fine grained reddish-orange ware
(2.5YR 6/8); evenly fired; surfaces coated in
a reddish-orange self-slip a shade darker
than the fabric (2.5YR 5/8); occasional
small white and black grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3B.

Assemblage 3 (Stratum 2A, Rooms 7 and 8)
4:6. (2013) L2129, B21098\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 28.5cm;
Very fine grained red ware (10R 5/6);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip the same shade as the fabric; some small
white and black grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3H.

4:1. (2012) L2059, B20422\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and the uppermost
portion of the body to the point of
carination; est. 0.1% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 15cm; Hard-fired dark reddishbrown ware (10R 4/3); many small to
medium white and black grits.
Thickened-Rim Bowl/Basin Form 1A.

4:7. (2013) L2129, B21098\7; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and one
complete horizontal handle; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 30cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4);
completely fired; underside of handle is
darkened; some small white grits; occasional
medium black grits; many small quartz
inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

4:2. (2012) L2059, B20404\1+3; Casserole;
two sherds preserving the rim; est. 0.16%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 23cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4);
many small and some medium black and
white grits.
Casserole Form 2A.
4:3. (2012) L2059, B20404\4; Jar; one body
sherd; Fine grained reddish-brown ware
(10R 4/4) with a very dark gray ext. margin;
ext. surface decorated with white slip:
horizontal bands and vertical spots grouped
in pairs of three; many small to medium
white and black grits.

4:8. (2013) L2129, B21125\3; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20-30 cm
(?); Sandy dark reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/3); some very small white grits; many
quartz inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

4:4. (2013) L2129, B21067\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
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the fabric (10R 5/8); rouletting on the ext. of
the rim; some small white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3D/F.

4:9. (2013) L2129, B21098\4; Cooking pot;
one sherd preserving the rim and a portion
of the neck and adjacent handle; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4) with
a dark gray core where present; many small
white grits; some small stony grits; some
small to medium quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

5:2. (2013) L2113, B20914\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 23cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/6); evenly fired; surfaces coated in a light
red self-slip (10R 5/4-10R 7/3), the slip
becomes increasingly lighter toward the
outside surface of the rim; some small
mineral inclusions.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

4:10. (2013) L2129, B21125\1; Cooking
pot; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.08% diameter preserved; est. diameter
10cm; Fine grained reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 5/6); evenly fired; very many very
small white grits.
Cooking Pot Form 1B/Adan-Bayewitz 1993:
Form 4E.

5:3. (2013) L2113, B20914\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.12%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Very fine weak red ware (7.5R 5/4); evenly
fired; surfaces coated in a medium-dark red
self-slip (7.5R 4/6); occasional small to
medium white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

4:11. (2013) L2129, B21098\5; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim neck; est. 0.1%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 11cm;
Fine grained grayish-brown ware (5YR 4/2)
with brown ext. and int. margins (5YR 4/4);
many small white grits; some medium
white, black and stony grits; occasional
large stony grits.
Storage Jar Form 2.

5:4. (2013) L2113, B20914\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 28cm;
Very fine grained red ware (7.5R 5/4);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip similar in color to the ware, the slip
becomes darker towards the lower ext. of the
rim (10R 4/4); some small mineral
inclusions.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3E.

4:12. (2013) L2129, B21067\1; Spout; one
sherd preserving the entire spout and the
attachment point to the vessel body; Fine
grained reddish-brown ware (10R 5/6);
evenly fired; many very small white grits;
occasional very large red grits; some small
quartz inclusions.
Kefar Ḥananya Ware Jug Form
2/Miscellaneous Jug Form 1?

5:5. (2013) L2113, B20914\5; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 30cm;
Very fine light red ware (10R 6/8); evenly
fired; surfaces coated in a red self-slip (7.5R
5/8); some small white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

Assemblage 3 (Stratum 2A, Room 9)
5:1. (2013) L2113, B20914\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.1% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 25cm; Fine grained
red ware (10R 5/6); evenly fired; surfaces
coated in a red self-slip a shade lighter than

5:6. (2013) L2113, B20914\8; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
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5:11. (2013) L2113, B20936\5; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Very fine grained red ware (10R 4/6);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip the same shade as the fabric; shallow
undulating pattern on the rim ext.; some
small stony grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

Very fine weak red ware (7.5R 5/4); evenly
fired; surfaces coated in a medium-dark red
self-slip (7.5R 4/6); many small white grits;
occasional medium to large white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.
5:7. (2013) L2113, B20914\35; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 28cm;
Very fine grained red ware (10R 5/8);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip a shade lighter than the fabric (7.5R
5/8); no visible inclusions.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3G.

5:12. (2013) L2113, B20936\6; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Very fine grained red
ware (10R 4/6); evenly fired; surfaces
coated in a red self-slip the same shade as
the fabric; some small white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

5:8. (2013) L2113, B20914\42; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Fine grained light brown ware (5YR 6/4);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip ranging in color from red to dark
reddish-brown (10R 4/6-2.5YR4/3); two
finely incised parallel grooves on the int.
surface of the rim; many small to medium
stony grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

5:13. (2013) L2113, B20936\13; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 29cm;
Very fine grained red ware (10R 4/6);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip the same shade as the fabric; some small
stony grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3E.
5:14. (2013) L2113, B20936\17; Bowl one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 24cm;
Somewhat coarse red ware (10R 5/6);
evenly fired; surface coated with a reddishbrown self-slip (10R 5/5); a single line of
rouletting (?) on the rim ext.; some small
stony grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3E.

5:9. (2013) L2113, B20936\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Very fine grained orange ware (); evenly
fired; surfaces coated in a reddish-orange
self-slip (2.5YR 5/8); some small to medium
stony grits; occasional medium white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.
5:10. (2013) L2113, B20936\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 25cm;
Somewhat coarse red ware (10R 4/8);
evenly fired; surface coated with a red selfslip the same shade as the fabric; many
small to medium white/yellow grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3G.

5:15. (2013) L2113, B20961\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Fine grained reddish-purple ware (7.5R 5/4);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip (7.5R 4/6); no visible inclusions.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3G.
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5:16. (2013) L2113, B20961\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.15%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 28cm;
Fine grained red ware (7.5R 5/6); evenly
fired; surfaces coated in a red self-slip the
same shade as the fabric; some small black
grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3G.

5:21. (2013) L2113, B21023\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained red ware
(7.5R 5/6); evenly fired; surfaces coated in a
red self-slip the same shade as the fabric;
many small white grits; occasional small to
medium red grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3C.

5:17. (2013) L2113, B20961\9; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Fine grained reddish-orange ware (2.5YR
5/8); evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red
self-slip the same shade as the fabric;
occasional small to medium black grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

5:22. (2013) L2113, B21023\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Very fine grained light
red ware (7.5R 6/6); evenly fired; surfaces
coated in a red self-slip (10R 4/8); rouletting
on ext.; no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3D/E.
5:23. (2013) L2113, B20961\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 28cm;
Hard-fired red ware (10R 5/6); surfaces
coated in a dark red self-slip varying in
places (10R 3/4-10R 3/6), ext. rim fired to a
buff color (5YR 8/4); rim incised with three
parallel grooves; ext. wall of vessel features
slightly off-vertical rouletting; no visible
grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS 2.

5:18. (2013) L2113, B20961\12; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 16 cm;
Fine grained pale red ware (7.5R 5/4);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip (5R 4/6); some small white and black
grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3H.
5:19. (2013) L2113, B20961\18; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained red-orange
ware (2.5YR 5/8); evenly fired; traces of
red-orange self-slip coating some surfaces
the same shade as the fabric; traces of
rouletting; some small white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3G.

5:24. (2013) L2113, B20961\19; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Hard-fired red ware
(10R 5/6); surfaces coated in a red self-slip
(5YR 8/4) that becomes light red at the top
of the knobbed rim (2.5YR 7/6); rim incised
with two shallow parallel grooves; ext. wall
of vessel features traces of rouletting; no
visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS 2.

5:20. (2013) L2113, B20995\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Very fine grained light red ware (10R 5/6);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a self-slip
ranging in color from dark red (10R 4/6) to
red (7.5R 5/8); rouletting on ext.; some
small white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3C.

5:25. (2013) L2113, B20961\25; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Hard-fired red ware
(10R 5/6); surfaces coated in a red self-slip
(7.5R 4/6); rim incised with two parallel
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5:31. (2013) L2113, B20936\2; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.12% diameter preserved; est. diameter
11cm; Sandy dark reddish-brown ware
(5YR 3/3) with a dark core where present;
many very small to small white grits; many
stony grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

grooves; ext. wall of vessel features a series
of vertical rouletting; no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS 2.
5:26. (2013) L2113, B21023\5; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 23cm;
Hard-fired pale red ware (10R 6/6); surfaces
coated in a red self-slip (10R 5/8); two
parallel grooves on the rim; rouletting on
ext. surface; no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS 2.

5:32. (2013) L2113, B20936\3; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
adjacent portion of the shoulder; est. 0.12%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 11cm;
Sandy dark reddish-brown ware (5YR 3/3)
with a dark core where present; many very
small to small white grits; many stony grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

5:27. (2013) L2113, B21023\7; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Hard-fired pale red ware (10R 6/6); surfaces
coated in a red self-slip (10R 4/6); two
parallel grooves on rim; traces of rouletting
on ext.; no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS 2.

5:33. (2013) L2113, B20936\8; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
a large portion of the handle; est. 0.1%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Sandy light reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 5/4)
with a dark core where present; many very
small white and red grits; some small stony
grits and quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

5:28. (2013) L2113, B20961\17; Bowl; one
sherd preserving part of the base; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 13cm;
Hard-fired red ware (10R 5/6); surfaces
coated in a red self-slip (2.5YR 4/6); no
visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS 2.

5:34. (2013) L2113, B20961\16; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.15% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Sandy dark reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/3); dark core where present; some
small to medium white and black grits; some
small quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

5:29. (2013) L2113, B20961\22; Bowl; one
sherd preserving part of the base; est. 0.1%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 15cm;
Hard-fired red ware (10R 5/6); surfaces
coated in a dark red self-slip (10R 3/6); ext.
surface features slightly off-vertical shallow
rouletting; no visible grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS 2.

5:35. (2013) L2113, B20995\9; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
a portion of the handle; est. 0.1% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 11cm; Sandy dark
reddish-gray ware (5YR 4/1); ext. and int.
surfaces are unevenly fired to a lighter shade
in places (2.5YR 4/2); very many very small
white grits; some medium white grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

5:30. (2013) L2113, B21023\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.04%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 24cm;
fabric description not possible.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.
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5:41. (2013) L2113, B20961\23; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Sandy dark reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/4); ext. blackened; some white grits and
quartz inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

5:36. (2013) L2113, B21023\6; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
handle; est. 0.06% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 11cm; Coarse, somewhat sandy
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4); some
small white grits and quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.
5:37. (2013) L2113, B20961\10; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/3); dark core where present; some white
grits and quartz inclusions; occasional small
black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

5:42. (2013) L2113, B21173\10; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and upper part
of the vessel profile; est. 0.15% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 24cm; Sandy
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4) with a dark
core where present; many small white grits;
very many small quartz inclusions;
occasional large white grits.
Casserole Form 2A.

5:38. (2013) L2113, B21173\8; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
portion of the handle; est. 0.05% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 10cm; Sandy
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 5/4); evenly
fired; some small stony grits; many small
quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

5:43. (2013) L2113, B20914\12; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 29cm;
Coarse, sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/3) with a dark core extending to the int.
surface; incompletely fired; many small
white grits; some medium quartz inclusions.
Casserole Lid Form 1.

5:39. (2013) L2113, B20914\6; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and nearly
complete horizontal handle; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Sandy light reddishbrown ware (2.5YR 6/3); evenly fired; some
small white and dark grits; some small
quartz inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

5:44. (2013) L2113, B20995\8; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 28cm;
Sandy light brown ware (2.5YR 5/4); evenly
fired; traces of a combed design on ext.;
very many small stony grits; occasional
large to very large white and stony grits.
Casserole Lid Form 2.

5:40. (2013) L2113, B20936\19; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and a portion
of the handle; est. 0.05% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 26cm; Sandy dark
reddish-brown ware (5YR 3/3); signs of
burning on underside of handle; some small
white and stony grits; many small quartz
inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

5:45. (2013) L2113, B20914\11; Storage jar;
one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
adjacent shoulder; est. 0.08% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 12cm; Fine grained
red ware (10R 4/6); evenly fired; Very many
small white grits; occasional large white
grits; occasional quartz inclusions.
Storage Jar Form 6A.
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medium to large white grits.
Cooking Pot Form 4A.

5:46. (2013) L2113, B21173\4; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.12% diameter preserved; est. diameter
9cm; Fine grained reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/4) with a light brown core where
present (5YR 5/3); many small white grits;
occasional large black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 4A.

5:51. (2013) L2113, B20961\14; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 33cm;
Fine grained light brown ware (5YR 6/4)
with a dark core; thumb impressed
decoration; some small white and black
grits; some medium black and stony grits;
occasional mineral inclusions.
Handmade Bowl Form 2A.

5:47. (2013) L2113, B20961\7; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
an adjacent portion of the shoulder; est.
0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
10cm; Fine grained reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/6); evenly fired; ext. rim, and int.
neck blackened; many very small white
grits; some medium white grits; occasional
large white grits; occasional medium black
grits.
Cooking Pot Form 4A.

5:52. (2013) L2113, B20914\9; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.04%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 31cm;
Sandy light brown ware (5YR 5/4); evenly
fired; many small black grits; occasional
large to very large black grits.
Hayes 1967: North Syrian Mortarium, Fig.
3:6.

5:48. (2013) L2113, B20936\18; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.12% diameter preserved; est. diameter
9cm; Fine grained red ware (10R 4/6);
evenly fired; many small white grits.
Cooking Pot Form 4A.

5:53. (2013) L2113, B21173\6; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 36cm;
Somewhat coarse red ware (10R 5/6) with
thin dark gray/black int. and ext. margins;
some small to medium white, red, black, and
stony grits; occasional very large white grits
that erupt through the surface.
Handmade Bowl Form 1A.

5:49. (2013) L2113, B20961\4; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
an adjacent portion of the shoulder; est.
0.15% diameter preserved; est. diameter
8.5cm; Fine grained reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/6); evenly fired; many very small
white grits; occasional very large white
grits; some small to medium black grits;
some small stony grits.
Cooking Pot Form 4A.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Room 1)
6:1. (2012) L2039, B20362\18; Deep Bowl;
one sherd preserving most of the vessel’s
profile; est. 0.26% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 15cm; Fine grained red ware (10R
5/8); surfaces self-slipped/wet-smoothed; a
few small white grits; occasional medium
black grits.
Bell-Bowl 2.

5:50. (2013) L2113, B21023\9; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim and neck; est.
0.25% diameter preserved; est. diameter
9cm; Fine grained dark red ware (10R 3/4)
with black ext. and int. margins; many very
small to small white grits; occasional

6:2. (2012) L2039, B20362\19; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.17%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 8.5cm;
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grained, somewhat smooth, light purplishred ware (7.5R 5/4); very many small white
grits.
Storage Jar Form 6D.

Sandy, reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/6);
many small to medium white, black, and
stony grits; some small to medium quartz
inclusions.
Storage Jar Form 6B.

6:8. (2012) L2077, B20766\16; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and upper portion
of the body; est. 0.11% dia. preserved; est.
dia. 20cm; Granular red ware (10R 5/6);
many small white and some medium black
grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

6:3. (2012) L2039, B20362\20+24; Storage
Jar; two body sherds, associated with rim
sherd 4.6:2; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5
YR 4/4), ext. surface light red (10R 5/6);
ext. surface decorated with a white slipped
design that likely repeated around the whole
vessel: four semi-circular inverted arches
with a vertical line through their centers;
many small to medium white, black, and
stony grits; some small to medium quartz
inclusions.
Storage Jar Form 6B.

6:9. (2012) L2077, B20766\15; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Coarse, purplish-red
ware (7.5R 4/4); some small to medium
white and black grits, occasional large
angular white grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

6:4. (2012) L2039, B20362\21; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.10%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 17cm;
Fine grained cream-colored ware (2.5Y 7/3);
many small stony grits; some small to
medium quartz inclusions.
Cream Ware Jar.

6:10. (2012) L2077, B20766\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and upper portion
of the body; est. 0.06% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 28cm; Gritty, reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 5/8); int. and ext. surfaces fired
black; ribbing on ext. surface; double
grooved rim; many small and some medium
black grits, some small white grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1B.

6:5. B20362\1-6; Lamp; six sherds
preserving the entire vessel; Fine, welllevigated pink ware (5YR 7/4); ext. surface
has traces of red slip (10R 6/6); ext. surface
has molded decoration.
Lamp Form 4B.

6:11. (2012) L2077, B20766\1; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 24cm;
Fine grained, somewhat smooth red ware
(10R 5/6); many small white and occasional
medium black grits.
Shiḥin Ware Basin Form 2A.

6:6. (2012) L. 2076, B. 20734\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 28cm;
Fine grained red-orange ware (10R5/6);
some small white and black grits, few
medium black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

6:12. (2012) L2077, B20710\1; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and a
portion of the handle; est. 0.06% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 13cm; Sandy

6:7. (2012) L2076, B20689\5; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.25%
diameter preserved, est. diameter 9cm; Fine
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white grits.
Casserole Form 2A.

reddish brown ware (2.5 YR 5/4) with a
dark core where present; many small white
grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

7:4. (2012) L2073, B20674\35-45;
Casserole; eleven sherds preserving the rim,
handle, and most of the vessel profile; est.
0.30% diameter preserved; est. diameter
29cm; Sandy dark reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 3/3); some small white and stone
grits.
Casserole Form 2A.

6:13. (2012) L2077, B20710\4; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.07% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12.5cm; Sandy dark reddish-brown ware
(5YR 3/3); many small and some medium
white and black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

7:5. (2012) L2073, B20674\30-33;
Casserole; four sherds preserving the rim
and a portion of the vessel body; est. 0.25%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 29cm;
Sandy dark reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
3/2); some small to large white and black
grits, some stony grits.
Casserole Form 2A.

6:14. (2013) L2146, B21176\1; Bowl; one
body sherd from the center of the vessel;
Fine grained red ware (2.5YR 6/6); surfaces
coated in a red self-slip (10R 6/8); stamped
decoration of a cross; some small white
grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS-stamp, motif 68j.

7:6-7. (2012) L2073, B20604\2 + 20674\15;
Storage Jar; two sherds preserving the rim
and neck to the shoulder; est. 0.5% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 9.5cm; Fine grained
red-orange ware (10R 4/6) with a dark
reddish-gray ext. margin (7.5R 4/1); very
many small and some medium white grits,
few medium black grits.
Storage Jar Form 6C.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Room 2)
7:1. (2012) L2073, B20674\26; Bowl; one
sherd preserving most of the vessel profile;
est. 0.17% diameter preserved; est. diameter
28cm; Fine grained ware with a reddish-gray
core (7.5R 4/1) and reddish-purple ext. and
int. margins (7.5R 4/4); rouletting on ext. of
rim; many small white inclusions.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.
7:2. (2012) L2073, B20674\23; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
a portion of the handle; est. 0.28% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 12cm; Sandy gray
ware with dusky red ext. and int. margins
(2.5YR 5/4); some small white black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

7:8. (2012) L2073, B20674\21; Storage Jar;
one sherd preserving the rim and neck to the
carination at the shoulder; est. 0.26%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 9cm;
Granular ware with a reddish-gray core (5R
4/1) and light red ext. and int. margins (7.5R
5/4); very many small to medium white
grits, some medium black grits.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

7:3. (2012) L2073, B20674/9+34;
Casserole; two sherds preserving the rim;
est. 0.05% diameter preserved; est. diameter
29 cm; Sandy dark reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/3) with a black core where
present; many small and some medium

7:9. (2012) L2073, B20674\46-48; Jar/Jug;
three sherds preserving nearly the entire
base; est. diameter 6 cm; Somewhat
coarse/gritty reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
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Cooking Pot Form 2B.

5/3); int. surface black; many small white
and black grits, many small stone grits.
Miscellaneous Jug Form 6A.

8:6. (2013) L2111, B20909\1-20; Juglet;
twenty sherds preserving roughly 2/3 of the
entire vessel and the complete profile;
diameter 3cm; Hard fired light red ware
(2.5YR 6/6); shoulder decorated with
burnished gouged lines; many small black
grits, occasional medium white and black
grits.
Magness 1993: FBW Juglet Form 2B.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Room 3)
8:1. (2012) L2070, B20527\5; Cooking Pot;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 15cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4);
some small white and black grits; some
surface eruptions and pitting.
Cooking Pot Form 3B.

8:7. (2013) L.2149, B.21184\1+2; Bowl;
two sherds preserving the base; est. 0.25%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 12cm;
Very fine grained light red ware (7.5R 6/6);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip (10R 5/8); traces of a stamped
decoration on int.; some small white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3.

8:2. (2012) L2083, B20743\5+13; Bowl;
two sherds preserving the rim; est. 0.21%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

8:8. (2013) L2149, B21184\5; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the base; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 15cm;
Fine grained light red ware (7.5R 6/6);
evenly fired; ext. surface coated in a red
self-slip (10R 5/8); some small to medium
white and red grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3.

8:3. (2012) L2074, B20645\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving a portion of the ring base
and lower body; est. 0.15% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 17cm; Fine grained,
smooth, well-levigated light red ware (7.5R
6/6); ext. and int. surfaces coated in a selfslip the same color as the ware; some small
white grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 2.

8:9. (2013) L2149, B21184\3+7; Large
Bowl; two sherds preserving the rim and
upper portion of the vessel profile; est.
0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
18cm; Somewhat coarse reddish-brown
ware (10R 4/6); evenly fired; some small to
medium stony grits.
Thickened-Rim Bowl/Basin 1A.

8:4. (2012) L2074, B20645\7; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained brownishred ware (10R 5/8); many small white and
black grits, occasional mineral inclusions.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1C.

8:10. (2013) L2149, B21184\10; Large
Bowl; one sherd preserving the rim and
upper portion of the vessel profile; est.
0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
18cm; Somewhat coarse reddish-brown
ware (10R 4/6); evenly fired; some small to
medium stony grits.

8:5. (2012) L2074, B20610\3; Cooking Pot;
one sherd preserving the rim and a portion
of the handle; est. 0.05% diameter
preserved; Sandy light reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/4); some small white grits; some
small quartz inclusions.
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and occasionally large white grits, some
small black grits. Scale 1:2
Cooking Pot Form 3B.

Thickened-Rim Bowl/Basin 1A.
8:11. (2013) L2149, B21184\4; Cooking
pot; one sherd preserving the rim and upper
portion of the neck; est. 0.1% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 11 cm; Sandy
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4); ext.
surface darkened; some small white grits
and mineral inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

9:4. (2012) L2051, B20388\2+7; Casserole;
two sherds preserving the rim, neck, and
upper portion of the body; est. 0.30%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 30cm;
Sandy red-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4); many
small white and black grits. Scale 1:2
Casserole Form 2A.

8:12. (2013) L2149, B21184\8; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained red ware
(10R 4/6); evenly fired; some small white
grits.
Storage Jar Form 5B.

9:5. (2012) L2051, B20388\40-45; Lid; six
sherds preserving the rim; est. 0.5%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 21cm;
Sandy dark red ware (10YR 4/4); low
ribbing on body; some small white grits.
Scale 1:2
Casserole Lid Form 1.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Room 4)

9:6. (2012) L2051, B20388\12; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; Sandy red-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/4); wet combed decoration on ext.
consisting of four furrows in a generally
vertical direction; many small white and
black grits. Scale 1:2
Casserole Lid Form 2.

9:1. (2012) L2051, B20388\7+19+24+31;
Large Bowl/Basin; four sherds preserving
the rim; est. 0.25% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 32cm; Fine grained red ware (7.5R
4/4); evenly fired; traces of white slipped
horizontal bands on ext. surface; some small
and medium black grits, some medium
white grits. Scale 1:2
Thickened-Rim Bowl/Basin 1A.

9:7. (2012) L2051, B20413; Base of an
unknown vessel form; one sherd preserving
the entire base; diameter 14cm; Fine grained
red ware (7.5YR 4/6); evenly fired; many
small and medium white and black grits.
Scale 1:2.

9:2. (2012) L2051, B20388\29; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck,
handle, and shoulder; est. 0.17% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 9.5cm; Coarse light
red ware (5R 5/6); evenly fired; many small
white and black grits, some large white grits;
some surface eruptions. Scale 1:2
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

9:8. (2012) L2066, B20497\5; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.065%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 31cm;
Very fine grained, well-levigated, pinkishred ware (10R 6/4); ext. and int. surfaces
coated in a red slip (10R 5/8); occasional
medium white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3E.

9:3. (2012) L2051, B20388\9+25-30;
Cooking Pot; seven sherds preserving the
rim and a portion of the body; est. 0.5%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 12cm;
Somewhat coarse dusky red ware (7.5R
4/4); evenly fired; many small to medium
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white and occasional small black grits; many
small quartz inclusions.

9:9. (2012) L2066, B20497\1; Plate; one
sherd preserving the entire profile; est.
0.24% diameter preserved; est. diameter
28cm; Somewhat coarse reddish-orange
ware (10R 5/6); evenly fired; ext. and int.
surfaces coated in self-slip a color slightly
lighter than the ware (10R 6/8); many small
white and black grits, occasional large red
grits.
Hayes 1972: ARS Form 76.

9:14. (2012) L2068, B20571\21; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and upper body;
est. 0.125% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 29cm; Very fine grained, welllevigated, light red ware (10R 6/8); ext. and
int. surfaces coated in reddish-orange selfslip (10R 5/8); rouletting on ext. of rim; very
few small white grits, occasional mica
inclusions.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3B.

9:10. (2012) L2066, B20497\16; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and upper
portion of vessel profile; est. 0.19%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 25cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/3) with
a dark gray int. margin; many small white
and black grits, many small quartz and stone
inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

9:15. (2012) L2068, B20571\7; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 24cm;
Hard-fired, well-levigated, light reddishbrown ware (2.5YR 6/3); ext. and int.
surfaces coated in a self-slip slightly darker
than the ware (10R 5/6); occasional small
black grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 1.

9:11. (2012) L2066, B20497\3; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and
shoulder; est. 0.30% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 10cm; Fine grained red ware (7.5R
5/6); ext. surface fired dark red (7.5R 4/6);
many small white and some small black
grits.
Cooking Pot Form 1B/Adan-Bayewitz 1993:
Form 4E.

9:16. (2012) L2068, B20571\8; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and handle; est.
0.10% diameter preserved; est. diameter
30cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/3); many small white and black grits.
Casserole Form 2A.
9:17. (2012) L2068, B20571\12; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.08% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/3); some small white and black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

9:12. (2012) L2066, B20497\18; Jug; one
sherd preserving the entire rim and neck;
diameter 4cm; Granular red ware (10R 5/6);
evenly fired; ext. surface dark red (10R 4/4)
and wet smoothed, possible slip applied;
many small white and a few medium black
grits which occasionally erupt through the
surface.
Miscellaneous Jug Form 1A.

9:18. (2012) L2068, B20605\11; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck,
handle, and shoulder; est. 0.05% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 12cm; Sandy
reddish-brown ware (2.5 YR 4/4); many
small white and some small black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

9:13. (2012) L2066, B20497\2; Jar; one
body sherd; Hard-fired reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/4) with a very dark gray ext.
margin; ext. surface decorated with a spiral
pattern in white slip; many small to medium
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Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

9:19. (2012) L2068, B20571\14; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. <0.05% diameter preserved; Sandy dark
reddish-gray ware (2.5YR 4/1) with red ext.
and int. margins (7.5R 5/6); many small to
medium and some large white grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

9:25. (2013) L2150, B21199\4; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and adjacent
portion of the handle; est. <0.05% diameter
preserved; Sandy reddish-brown ware (5YR
4/4); evenly fired; some small and medium
white grits; some small and medium quartz
inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

9:20. (2012) L2068, B20571\15; Lid; one
sherd preserving 0.33% of the vessel; largest
preserved body diameter 10cm; Sandy redbrown ware (2.5YR 4/3); many small white
and black grits.
Lid Form 3.

9:26. (2013) L2150, B21185\1; Cooking
pot; one sherd preserving the rim, neck, and
adjacent portion of the handle; est. 0.10%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 12cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4);
evenly fired; some medium white grits;
some small quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

9:21. (2012) L2068, B20606\6; Jar; one
body sherd; Fine grained reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 5/4) with an ext. dark red-gray
margin (2.5YR 3/1); ext. surface decorated
with white slipped cross-hatched lines;
many small to medium and occasionally
large white grits, few small black grits;
occasional surface pitting.

9:27. (2013) L2150, B.21185\3; Cooking
pot; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.07 % diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/4), dark gray core where present; many
small white grits; some medium white grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

9:22. (2012) L2068, B20673\1; Lamp; one
sherd preserving the handle; Coarse, light
brown ware (7.5Y 6/4); ext. surface coated
in a red slip (10R 6/8); some small white
and black grits; some small mineral
inclusions.
Lamp Form 4B.

9:28. (2013) L2150, B21185\4; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 5/4);
evenly fired; traces of wavy combed design
on the ext.; some small white grits and
quartz inclusions.
Casserole Lid Form 2.

9:23. (2012) L2071, B20525\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and upper portion
of the body; est. 0.07% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 28cm; Very fine grained
reddish-orange ware (10R 5/6); ext. and int.
surfaces coated in red self-slip (7.5R 5/8);
many small white and black grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3H.

9:29. (2013) L2150, B21199\2; Ceramic
Disk; one sherd preserving entire object;
diameter 3.4cm; Very fine grained red ware
(10R 4/6); evenly fired; both flat sides of the
sherd coated with a dark red slip (10R 3/6);
very many small whitish-yellow grits.

9:24. (2012) L2080, B20723\18; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained reddishbrown ware (2.5YR 4/6); many small white
and black grits; some surface pitting.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Rooms 3 and 4)
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10:6. (2013) L2148, B21167\2; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and adjacent
portion of the handle; est. <0.05% diameter
preserved; Sandy reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 5/4) with a dark core where present;
very many very small white grits; some
small and occasional very large quartz
inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

10:1. (2013) L2145, B21143\6; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 29.5cm;
Sandy brown ware (7.5YR 5/4); underside
blackened from soot; many small stony
grits; some small to medium quartz
inclusions.
Unknown Cooking Bowl/Casserole:
possibly related to Stacey 2004: 124-125,
Fig. 5.32:15 [9th-late 10th]; Cafarnao VI:
217-218, tipo TEG 22 [post-bizantini].

10:7. (2013) L2148, B21167\1; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and neck;
est. 0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Sandy dark reddish-brown ware
(5YR 3/2); black ext. margin; many very
small white grits; very many small quartz
inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

10:2. (2013) L2145, B21143\7; Jug; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.17%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 12cm;
Hard-fired, thin-walled orange-brown ware
(5YR 6/6); no visible inclusions.
Magness 1993: FBW Jug Form 1C.

10:8. (2013) L2148, B21173\3; Lid Handle;
one sherd preserving the handle; est. 0.95%
diameter preserved; diameter 4.3cm; Sandy
light reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 6/4); many
small white grits.
Lid Form 3.

10:3. (2013) L2148, B21167\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 28cm;
Very fine grained red ware (10R 6/4);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip a shade darker than the fabric (10R 5/8);
rouletting on the ext.; some small white
grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Room 7)
11:1. (2012) L2054, B20359\10; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/4); evenly fired; some small white and
black grits. Scale 1:2
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

10:4. (2013) L2148, B21173\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Very fine grained red ware (10R 5/4);
evenly fired; surfaces coated in a red selfslip the same shade as the fabric; no visible
grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3C.

11:2. (2012) L2054, B20359\26; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.09% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/4); evenly fired; many small white grits.
Scale 1:2
Cooking Pot Form 3B.

10:5. (2013) L2148, B21173\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Hard-fired, very fine red ware (10R 5/6);
surfaces coated in a dark red slip (10R 4/4);
some small black grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 1.
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11:3. (2012) L2054, B20359\1-5; Jug; five
sherds preserving nearly the entire upper
portion of the vessel including the rim, neck,
handle, shoulder, and spout; est. 0.5%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 4cm;
Somewhat coarse red ware (7.5R 5/6);
evenly fired; many small white and black
grits; occasional surface eruptions. Scale 1:2
Miscellaneous Jug Form 1B.

12:4. (2013) L2107, B20906\20; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 18.5cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (10R 4/6);
evenly fired; many small white grits;
occasional medium white and black grits
that erupt through the surface.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

11:4. (2012) L2054, B20359\7-9; Jug; three
sherds preserving the rim, neck, and portion
of the shoulder; est. 1.0% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 4cm; Fine grained
red ware (7.5R 6/5); evenly fired; some
small white and black grits; occasional
surface eruptions. Scale 1:2
Miscellaneous Jug Form 1B.

12:5. (2013) L2107, B20906\13; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Fine grained dark reddish gray ware (7.5R
4/1) with red ext. and int. margins (7.5R
5/6); very many small white grits; many
medium to large white grits that erupt
through the surface; occasional very large
white grits.
Bell-Bowl Form 1.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Rooms 5 and 9)

12:6. (2013) L2107, B20906\2; Storage jar;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.2%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Fine grained reddish-gray ware (7.5 YR
4/1); ext. and int. surfaces fired to dark redbrown (2.5 YR 3/4); many very small white
grits; occasional large white and stony grits
that erupt through the surface.
Storage Jar Form 2.

12:1. (2012) L2058, B20379\1; Jug; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.20%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 5cm;
Sandy light reddish-brown ware (5YR 6/4);
many small white grits.
Miscellaneous Jug Form 2.
12:2. (2012) L2063, B20526\10; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained reddishbrown ware (10R 5/4); evenly fired; many
small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1C.

12:7. (2013) L2107, B20938\5; Storage jar;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.18%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 8.5cm;
Fine grained red ware (10R 4/6); evenly
fired; very many small white grits that erupt
through the surface.
Storage Jar Form 2.

12:3. (2012) L2065, B20487\1; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and upper
vessel body; est. 0.12% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 25cm; Gritty very dark
reddish-gray ware (7.5R 3/1) with a pale
reddish-brown ext. margin (5YR 4/2); many
small white grits.
Casserole Form 2A.

12:8. (2013) L2107, B20906\4+14; Storage
Jar; two sherds preserving the rim and neck;
modern break; est. 0.3% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 10cm; Fine grained red ware
(10R 4/6) with a reddish-gray core where
present (10R 5/1); very many very small
white grits; some medium white grits;
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12:14. (2013) L2115, B20937\4; Storage jar;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Fine grained red ware (7.5R 4/4); evenly
fired; many small white grits that erupt
through the surface; occasional medium to
large white and black grits.
Storage Jar Form 5A.

occasional medium black grits.
Storage Jar Form 1A.
12:9. (2013) L2108, B20912\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 15cm;
Somewhat coarse light brown ware (5YR
6/4) with red core (10R 5/6); many small
white and black grits; many small to
medium stony inclusions; occasional large
stony inclusions.
Bell-Bowl Form 1.

12:15. (2013) L2115, B20937\1; Pithos; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.10%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Very coarse pale gray ware (10R 6/1); ext.
and int. surfaces fired to light orange (10R
7/6); many small to medium white, black,
and stony grits; some small mineral
inclusions; occasional large pieces of grog
temper.

12:10. (2013) L2108, B20912\20; Large
Bowl/Basin; one sherd preserving the rim;
est. <0.05% diameter preserved; Somewhat
coarse gray ware (10R 4/1); evenly fired;
ext. and int. surfaces fired to light brown
(5YR 6/4); some small white grits; many
small to medium stony grits.
Shiḥin Ware Basin Form 2B.

Assemblage 3 (Stratum 2A, Rooms 10 and
11)

12:11. (2013) L2108, B20912\9; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.05% diameter preserved; est. diameter
11cm; Fine grained red ware (10R 5/6);
many small white grits; some small to
medium black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 1A/Adan-Bayewitz 1993:
Form 4D.

13:1. (2014) L2191, B21521\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.1% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 24cm; Fine grained
dark brown ware (7.5YR 3/4); many very
small white grits; some small to medium
black grits; occasional large white and black
grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

12:12. (2013) L2108, B20912\3; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.1% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 9cm; Somewhat
coarse dark grayish-red ware (5R 4/1) with
red margins (7.5R 4/6); occasional small to
large black grits.
Storage Jar Form 1B.

13:2. (2014) L2191, B21513\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.11%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/6); some small white and black girts;
occasional medium red grits; occasional
medium to large white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

12:13. (2013) L2108, B20912\2; Lamp; one
sherd preserving the handle; Very fine
grained buff ware (5YR 7/6); some small
stony grits.
Lamp Form 1.

13:3. (2014) L2191, B21513\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%; est.
diameter 31cm; Fine grained reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 5/6); some small white and
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handle; est. 0.05% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 30cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/4); many small white and dark
grits; some small to medium quartz
inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

black girts; occasional medium red grits;
occasional medium to large white and black
grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.
13:4. (2014) L2191, B21513\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 18.5cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/6); some small white and black girts;
occasional medium red grits; occasional
medium to large white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

13:9. (2014) L2191, B2151\6-7; Casserole;
two sherds preserving the rim and upper
portion of the body; est. 0.14% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 24cm; Fine grained
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/8); many
small white grits; occasional medium to
large white and black grits.
Casserole Form 1A/Adan-Bayewitz 1993:
Casserole Form 3A.

13:5. (2014) L2191, B21513\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 22cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/6); some small white and black girts;
occasional medium red grits; occasional
medium to large white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

13:10. (2014) L2191, B2151\5; Juglet; one
sherd preserving the entire rim, neck, and
handle; est. diameter 2.5cm; Very fine
grained light gray ware (5YR 5/1) and
reddish-orange margins/surfaces (2.5YR
6/6); some small stony grits.
Magness 1993: Juglet Form 2B.
13:11. (2014) L2192, B21599\2-3; Bowl;
two sherds preserving the rim; est. 0.1%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 27cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); many small white grits; some medium
to large white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

13:6. (2014) L2191, B21608\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Sandy reddish-brown
ware (5YR 4/4); some small to medium
white and black grits; some medium quartz
inclusions.
Bell-Bowl Form 1.

13:12. (2014) L2192, B21604\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim and handle; est.
0.07% diameter preserved; est. diameter
28cm; Fine grained reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/6); many small white grits; some
medium to large white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

13:7. (2014) L2191, B21513\31; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and part of
the handle; est. 0.07% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 11cm; Sandy light reddishbrown ware (5YR 6/3); some small to
medium white and black grits; occasional
large white and black grits; some small to
medium quartz grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

13:13. (2014) L2192, B21599\1; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and part of
the handle; est. 0.07% diameter preserved;

13:8. (2014) L2191, B21521\2; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and part of the
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preserved; est. diameter 20cm; Sandy
reddish-brown ware (5YR 4/4); some small
to medium white and black grits; some small
to medium quartz inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

est. diameter 10.5cm; Sandy light reddishbrown ware (5YR 6/3); some small to
medium white and black grits; occasional
large white and black grits; some small to
medium quartz grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

14:5. (2014) L2184, B21471\16; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim, additional
sherds preserving a large part of the vessel
profile; est. 0.18% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 10.5cm; Sandy reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 5/6); some small to medium
white and black grits; some small to medium
quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

13:14. (2014) L2192, B21604\27; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.12% diameter preserved; est. diameter
10.5cm; Fine grained reddish-brown ware
(2.5YR 4/6); many small white grits; some
medium to large white and black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 1B/Adan-Bayewitz 1993:
Form 4E.

14:6. (2014) L2184, B21478\6; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 26cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (5YR 5/4); many
small white grits; many small to medium
quartz inclusions; occasional medium to
large white and dark grits.
Casserole Lid Form 1.

Assemblage 3 (Stratum 2A, Room 11)
14:1. (2014) L2184, B21478\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the base; est. 0.08%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 11.5cm;
Hard-fired reddish-brown ware (5YR 5/3);
occasional small white grits.
Hayes 1972: CRS Form 1/2.

14:7. (2014) L2184, B21478\5; Lamp; one
sherd preserving part of the area around the
fill hole; Powdery, buff colored ware
(7.5YR 7/4); few visible grits; occasional
medium to large stony grits.
Lamp Form 4C.

14:2. (2014) L2184, B21478\3; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.1%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 11.5cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (5YR 4/4); many
small white grits; many small to medium
quartz inclusions; occasional medium to
large white and black grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

14:8. (2014) L2189, B21471\13; Storage
Jar; one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.13%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Hard-fired red ware (10R 4/6); black ext.
and int. margins; many small to medium
white/whitish-yellow grits.
Storage Jar Form 5B.

14:3. (2014) L2184, B21471\6-7+10;
Casserole; three sherds preserving the rim
and handle; est. 0.1% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 20cm; Sandy reddish-brown
ware (5YR 4/4); some small to medium
white and black grits; some small to medium
quartz inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

14:9. (2014) L2189, B21501\11; Lamp; one
sherd preserving part of the shoulder and
central discus; Light brown fabric (10YR
6/3); light reddish-orange slip (2.5YR 6/6);
occasional small to large stony grits.
Lamp Form 4C.

14:4. (2014) L2184, B21471\2; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and large part
of the vessel profile; est. 0.1% diameter
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Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Room 10)

15:6. 2014) L2188, B21490\11; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained reddishorange ware (5YR 5/8); some small to
medium white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

15:1. (2014) L2188, B21490\16; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Somewhat granular
light red ware (2.5YR 6/6); surfaces coated
in a darker red self-slip (10R 5/6); many
very small white grits; occasional medium
black grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3E.

15:7. (2014) L2188, 21515\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 17cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); some small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1B/D.

15:2. (2014) L2188, B21490\9; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 22cm;
Fine grained reddish-orange ware (5YR
5/8); some small to medium white and black
grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

15:8. (2014) L2188, B21515\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 17cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/6); some small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1D.

15:3. (2014) L2188, B21500\27; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 24cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/8); some small white and black grits;
occasional large white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

15:9. (2014) L2188, B21500\26; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.06 diameter
preserved; est. diameter 24cm; Fine grained
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/6); some
small white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1C.

15:4. (2014) L2188, B21500\3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 23cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/8); some small white and black grits;
occasional large white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

15:10. (2014) L2188, B21490\6; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. 24cm diameter;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (5YR 4/4) with a
dark gray core where present (5YR 2.5/2);
many small white grits; some medium black
grits; some medium quartz inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

15:5. (2014) L2188, B21500\10; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 23cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/8); some small white and black grits;
occasional large white and black grits.

15:11. (2014) L2188, B21500\18; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
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small/medium white and dark grits; some
medium quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 3A.

diameter preserved; Sandy reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 4/3); some small/medium
white and dark grits; some medium quartz
inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

15:17. (2014) L2188, B21500\32; Lid; one
sherd preserving nearly the entire profile;
est. 0.18% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Gritty light brown ware (5YR 4/4);
some small white grits.
Lid Form 3.

15:12. (2014) L2188, B21490\15; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
12cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (5YR 4/4)
with a dark gray core where present (5YR
2.5/2); many small white grits; some
medium black grits; some medium quartz
inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

15:18. (2014) L2188, B21500\1+5+7; Jar;
three sherds preserving the rim; est. 0.5%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 8.5cm;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/8); many small white grits; occasional
small/medium dark grit.
Storage Jar Form 6D.

15:13. (2014) L2188, B21500\31; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.11% diameter preserved; est. diameter
10cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/3); some small/medium white and dark
grits; some medium quartz inclusions
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

Assemblage 5 (Stratum 2B/3, Room 10)
16:1. (2014) L2183, B21457/4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.11%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Fine grained red ware (2.5YR 6/6); surfaces
coated in a red self-slip (10R 6/8); some
small white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F/G.

15:14. (2014) L2188, B21500\6; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and part of
the handle; est. 0.1% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 9.5cm; Sandy reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 4/3); some small/medium
white and dark grits; some medium quartz
inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

16:2. (2014) L2183, B21462/1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 24cm;
Fine grained red ware (2.5YR 4/6); surfaces
coated in a darker red self-slip (10R 4/6);
many small to medium white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

15:15. (2014) L2188, B21500\33; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and part of
the handle; est. <0.05% diameter preserved;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/3);
some small/medium white and dark grits;
some medium quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

16:3. (2014) L2183, B21462/10; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained red ware
(2.5YR 4/6); surfaces coated in a darker red
self-slip (10R 4/6); many small to medium
white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F/G.

15:16. (2014) L2188, B21500\19; Jug; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.15%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/3); int.
and ext. surfaces fired dark; some
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12.5cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/8); many small white grits; some small
stony grits; some small/medium mineral
grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

16:4. (2014) L2183, B21457/11; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the base; est. 0.17%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 13cm;
Fine grained light red ware (2.5YR 6/8);
surfaces coated in a red self-slip the same
color as the fabric; some small white grits;
occasional large white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3.

16:10. (2014) L2183, B21457/21; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Sandy reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 5/8); many small white grits;
some small stony grits; some small/medium
mineral grits.
Storage Jar Form 7A.

16:5. (2014) L2183, B21462/3; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the base; est. 0.41%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Fine grained red ware (2.5YR 4/6); surfaces
coated in a darker red self-slip (10R 4/6);
many small to medium white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3.

16:11. (2014) L2183, B21462/11; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.17%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 16.5cm;
Coarse, light brown ware (7.5YR 6/4); int.
and ext. margins fired to light reddish-brown
(5YR 7/6); occasional small/medium white
grits; many small to medium dark and stony
grits.
Storage Jar Form 7A.

16:6. (2014) L2183, B21457/20; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained red ware
(2.5YR 5/8); few small white grits;
occasional medium white and black grits.
Adan-Bayewitz 1993: Galilean Bowl Form
1E.

16:12. (2014) L2183, B21457/2; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; Fine grained red ware
(2.5YR 6/6; some small white and black
grits; occasional small mineral grits (mica?).
Storage Jar Form 7A.

16:7. (2014) L2183, B21462/4; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.07% diameter preserved; est. diameter
17cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/4); many small white grits; some
small/medium black grits; some
small/medium mineral inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

16:13. (2014) L2183, B21462/2; Amphora;
one sherd preserving the base; Hard, fine
grained pink ware (2.5YR 6/6); some
small/medium white grits; occasional
mineral grits (mica).
Late Roman Amphora Form 2?

16:8. (2014) L2183, B21457/15; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and part of
the handle; est. 0.08% diameter preserved;
est. diameter 11cm; Sandy reddish-brown
ware (2.5YR 5/8); many small white grits;
some small stony grits; some small/medium
mineral grits.
Cooking Pot Form 2A.

16:14. (2014) L2183, B21457/5; Jug; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.14%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 11cm;
Soft, pale yellowish-cream ware (5Y 8/2);
some/occasional small white grits.
Cream Ware Jug.

16:9. (2014) L2183, B21457/3; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.09% diameter preserved; est. diameter
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16:15. (2014) L2183, B21462/14; Unknown;
one sherd preserving the rim and part of the
handle; est. 0.15% diameter preserved; est.
diameter 8cm; Coarse light reddish-brown
ware (5YR 6/6); some small/medium white,
dark/stony, and black grits; occasional
medium mineral (quartz?) inclusions.
Miscellaneous Jug Form 5?

17:5. (2014) L2164, B21414\5; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.25%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 7cm; Very
fine grained red ware (2.5YR 4/8); possible
darker red slip on surfaces (10R 4/4); few
very small white grits; occasional large
black grits.
Storage Jar Form 7A.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Room 11)

17:6. (2014) L2164, B21414\2; Jar; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.17%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (5YR 4/3) with a
reddish-gray core (5YR 4/1); surfaces fired
dark; many small white grits; some medium
white and black/dark grits; some small
mineral inclusions.
Storage Jar Form 7A.

17:1. (2014) L2164, B21414\11+12; Bowl;
two sherds preserving the rim; est. 0.11%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 20cm;
Fine grained light red ware (2.5YR 6/6);
surfaces coated in a reddish-orange slip
(10R 6/8); many small dark/stony(?) grits;
occasional medium-large ovoid yellowish
grits (shell?).
Hayes 1972: ERS-A Form J.

17:7. (2014) L2181, B21460\8-9+11-12;
Cooking Pot; four sherds preserving the rim,
handle, and part of the shoulder; est. 0.2%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 11cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (5YR 5/6); some
small to medium white and black grits; some
small red grits; occasional medium quartz
inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

17:2. (2014) L2164, B21414\4; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. <0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 31cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4); few
small white grits; some medium to large
black grits; many small to medium quartz
inclusions.
Thickened-Rim Bow/Basin Form 1E.

17:8. (2014) L2181, B21460\1; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim and entire
handle; est. 0.05% diameter preserved;
Sandy brown ware (7.5YR 5/4); some small
to medium white and black grits; some small
red grits; occasional medium quartz
inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

17:3. (2014) L2164, B21414\6; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est.
0.08% diameter preserved; est. diameter
9.5cm; Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/4); few small white grits; some medium to
large black grits; many small to medium
quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

17:9. (2014) L2181, B21446\2; Cooking
Pot; one sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.1%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 10.5cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 4/4);
some small to medium white and dark grits;
some medium quartz inclusions.
Cooking Pot Form 2B.

17:4. (2014) L2164, B21414\7; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.07%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 21cm;
Sandy light brown ware (5YR 5/3); some
small white and black grits; some small
quartz inclusions.
Casserole Lid Form 1.
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Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 5/8);
many small white grits; some small stony
grits; some small/medium mineral grits.
Thickened-Rim Bowl/Basin Form 1B.

17:10. (2014) L2181, B21446\7+14;
Casserole; two sherds preserving the rim;
est. 0.13% diameter preserved; est. diameter
23cm; Sandy brown ware (7.5YR 5/4); some
small white grits; occasional small to large
stony grits; some small to medium quartz
inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

18:3. (2014) L2159, B21313\8; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 25cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 5/8);
many small white grits; some small stony
grits; some small/medium mineral grits.
Thickened-Rim Bowl/Basin Form 1B.

17:11. (2014) L2181, B21446\15; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.09%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 19cm;
Sandy reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 44/4);
many small white grits; many small to
medium quartz inclusions; occasional
medium to large white and dark grits.
Casserole Lid Form 1.

18:4. (2014) L2159, B21289\4; Basin; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; Hard fired reddishbrown ware (2.5YR 5/6); ext. and int.
surfaces are covered with a black slip; small
to medium white and some small black grits.
Thickened-Rim Basin Form 2.

17:12. (2014) L2181, B21460\2; Jug Spout;
one sherd preserving the entire jug spout;
Fine grained reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
5/6); some small to medium white and black
grits.
Kefar Ḥananya Ware Jug Form
2/Miscellaneous Jug Form 1?

18:5. (2014) L2159, B21611\2; Lamp; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.10 diameter
preserved; est. diameter 13cm; Sandy
reddish-brown ware (2.5YR 5/8); soot and
burn marks on the ext. and parts of the rim;
many small white grits; some small stony
grits; some small/medium mineral grits.
Lamp Form 6.

17:13. (2014) L2181, B21446\11; Lamp;
one sherd preserving the nozzle; Fine, buff
colored ware (7.5YR 7/4); crumbly; no
visible grits.
Lamp Form 4A.

18:6. (2014) L2163, B21352/4; Lid; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 25cm;
Sandy light reddish-brown ware (2.5YR
4/4); ext. surface contains three parallel
rows of combed decoration; some small to
medium black/dark grits; many small
mineral inclusions.
Casserole Lid Form 2.

Assemblage 4 (Stratum 2B, Room 11 –
environs)
18:1. (2014) L2159, B21442\2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the base; est. 0.17%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 12cm;
Fine grained red ware (2.5YR 4/6); surfaces
coated in a darker red self-slip (10R 4/6);
many small to medium white grits.
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3/9.

18:7. (2014) L2177, B21461/1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 24cm;
Fine grained red ware (10R 4/6); completely
fired; surfaces coated in a red self-slip

18:2. (2014) L2159, B21313\7; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 25cm;
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(7.5YR 4/6); many small white grits; some
medium white grits
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

6. (2012) L2070, B20563\5; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the base; splash-glaze;
scale 2:5.

18:8. (2014) L2177, B21461/2; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; est. 0.05%
diameter preserved; est. diameter 21cm;
Fine grained reddish-orange ware (10R 5/8);
completely fired; surfaces coated in a red
self-slip (7.5R 5/8); many small white grits;
some medium white grits
Hayes 1972: PRS Form 3F.

7. (2013) L2142, B21134\5; Jar (?); one
body sherd; red-on-buff slipped decoration;
scale 2:5.
8. (2013) L2146, B21147\1; Jar (?); one
body sherd; red-on-buff slipped decoration;
scale 2:5.
9. (2013) L2146, B21152\1; PRS-stamp;
scale 1:1.

18:9. (2014) L2177, B21461/3; Casserole;
one sherd preserving the rim and entire
horizontal handle; est. 0.13% diameter
preserved; est. diameter 25cm; Sandy
reddish-brown ware (5YR 4/3); some small
to medium white and black grits; many
small mineral inclusions.
Casserole Form 2A.

10. (2012) L2070, B20563\10; Lamp; one
sherd preserving the shoulder; scale 1:1
Lamp Form 4C.
11. (2012) L2068, B20571\1; Lamp; one
sherd preserving part of the nozzle; scale 1:1
Lamp Form 4A.

Plate 1
1. (2012) L2039, B20362\20-21; Storage
Jar; two body sherds with white-on-dark
painted decoration; scale 2:5.
2. (2012) L2068, B20605\1; Amphora; one
sherd preserving the neck and handles at the
attachment point; scale 2:5
Late Roman ‘micaceous’ Amphora Form 3.
3. (2012) L2054, B20336\1; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the rim; splashes of green
and yellow glaze; sgraffito decoration; scale
2:5.
4. (2014) L2176, B21398\1; Bowl (?); one
body sherd; alkali-glaze; scale 2:5.
5. (2012) L2070, B20563\4; Bowl; one
sherd preserving the base; alkali-glaze; scale
2:5.
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APPENDIX IV:
POTTERY CONCORDANCE FROM SECONDARY ASSEMBLAGES (A:6-59)
This concordance provides the original publication information for all of the illustrated
pottery included in the secondary site assemblages featured in Chapter 3, beginning with
Assemblage 6, and corresponds with the illustrated assemblage figures in Appendix VI: e.g. the
entry for Assemblage 6 Fig. 1:1 refers to drawing Appx. VI, Fig. 1:1. Each entry is separated by
assemblage and includes: the figure number, site of origin, locus number, original plate or figure
number, and scale of the illustration. Non-Galilean vessels with an established typology and
chronology (i.e. Late Roman Red Wares and other imported vessels, such as transport amphorae)
include their type identification. The common pottery vessels are directly referenced in Chapter 5
but an abbreviated identification is included for each entry based on the Chapter 5 typology. The
legend below includes abbreviations for the most common imported wares. Residual sherds or
those without a sufficient preponderance of evidence for identification are not included in the
assemblage plates or concordance below (see chapter 2 pp. for further discussion of this point).
Limited numbers of sherds from chronological periods slightly earlier or later than the scope of
this project (i.e. 2nd-3rd and 8th-9th centuries) are included to clarify the chronological parameters
of a given assemblage and/or illustrate typological development and continuities of certain
forms. The reader is encouraged to consult the original publications for further information on
each entry.
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1:10

Concordance Vessel Legend:
T-RB = Thickened-Rim Bowl/Basin
I-RB = Inverted-Rim Basin
Cass. = Casserole
CP
= Cooking Pot
SJ
= Storage Jar
WJ
= Widemouthed Jar
Misc. = Miscellaneous
SW = Shiḥin Ware
FBW = Fine Byzantine Ware: Magness
1993.
NSM = North Syrian Mortarium: Hayes
1967.
LRRW = Late Roman Red Ware: Hayes
1972.
ARS = Africa Red Slip: Hayes 1972.
PRS = Phocaean Red Slip: Hayes 1972.
CRS = Cypriot Red Slip: Hayes 1972.
ERS = Egyptian Red Slip: Hayes 1972.
LRA 1 = Late Roman Amphora 1
LRA 3 = Late Roman Amphora 3
1:1
1:2
1:3
1:4
1:5
1:6
1:7
1:8
1:9

1:11
1:12
1:13
1:14
1:15
1:16
1:17
1:18
1:19

Assemblage 6
Kh. Shemẚ: L1059, Pl.
7.6.22; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1059, Pl. 7.7.5;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl. 7.2.1;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl. 7.2.2;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl. 7.3.9;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl. 7.4.6;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
7.18.1; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
2).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
7.11.19; 1:5 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
7.16.18; 1:5 (CP 2A).

2:1
2:2
2:3
2:4
2:5

3:1
3:2
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Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
7.13.11; 1:5 (KH 4B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
7.13.14; 1:5 (KH 4B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
7.24.1; 1:5 (Pithos).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
7.24.10; 1:5 (Pithos).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
8.9.12; 1:2 (Lamp 1).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1060, Pl.
8.11.5; 1:2 (Lamp 2).
Kh. Shemẚ: L2030, Pl.
7.17.26; 1:5 (T-RB 1A).
Kh. Shemẚ: L2030, Pl.
7.21.29; 1:5 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Kh. Shemẚ: L2030, Pl.
7.22.19; 1:5 (KH Jug 1B/KH
5B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L2030, Pl.
7.22.24; 1:5 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Assemblage 7
Kh. Shemẚ: L3009.1, Pl.
7.23.16; 1:5 (CRS 1-base).
Kh. Shemẚ: L3009.1, Pl.
7.23.13; 1:5 (CRS 1-base).
Kh. Shemẚ: L3009.1, Pl.
7.4.12; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L3009.1, Pl.
7.7.32; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L3009.1, Pl.
7.6.23; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Assemblage 8
Kh. Shemẚ: L1002, Pl.
7.15.21; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1002, Pl.
7.15.23; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).

3:3
3:4
3:5
3:6
3:7
3:8
3:9
3:10
3:11
3:12
3:13
3:14
3:15
3:16
3:17
3:18
3:19
3:20

2:8

Kh. Shemẚ: L1002, Pl.
7.16.25; 1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1002, Pl.
7.16.27; 1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1002, Pl.
7.17.6; 1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.23.24; 1:5 (CRS 1).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.23.19; 1:5 (CRS 1-base).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl. 7.4.5;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.15.22; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.16.8; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.19.15; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.16.26; 1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.19.1; 1:5 (CP 3A).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.19.17; 1:5 (CP 3A).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.19.18; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1004, Pl.
7.21.9; 1:5 (SJ 5A).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1005, Pl.
7.23.1; 1:5 (ARS 59A).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1005, Pl.
7.4.26; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1005, Pl.
7.15.15; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L1005, Pl.
7.15.20; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).

2:9
2:10
2:11
2:12
2:13
2:14
2:15
2:16
2:17
2:18

4:1
4:2
4:3
4:4
4:5
4:6

2:6
2:7

Assemblage 9
Kh. Shemẚ: L22003, Pl.
7.23.14; 1:5 (CRS 1-base).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22003, Pl.
7.23.23; 1:5 (LRRW-base).

4:7
4:8
4:9
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Kh. Shemẚ: L22003, Pl.
7.1.19; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22003, Pl.
7.18.3; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
2).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22003, Pl.
7.20.39; 1:5 (SJ 5A).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22004, Pl.
7.13.16; 1:5 (KH 4B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22006, Pl.
7.10.15; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22006, Pl.
7.17.15; 1:5 (SW Basin 2B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22006, Pl.
7.17.16; 1:5 (SW Basin 2B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22006, Pl.
7.16.10; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22006, Pl.
7.16.14; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22006, Pl.
7.16.24; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L22006, Pl.
7.23.27; 1:5 (LRA 3).
Assemblage 10
Kh. Shemẚ: L23011, Pl.
7.17.28; 1:5 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23011, Pl.
7.16.12; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23011, Pl.
7.18.29; 1:5 (CP 3A).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23011, Pl.
7.21.6; 1:5 (SJ 1B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23011, Pl.
8.9.13; 1:2 (Lamp 2).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23014.1, Pl.
7.23.25; 1:5 (CRS 1).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23014.1, Fig.
7.10; 1:4 (SJ 3).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23017, Pl.
7.21.28; 1:5 (LRA 3).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23017, Pl.
7.23.26; 1:5 (SJ 5A).

4:10
4:11
4:12

5:1
5:2
5:3
5:4
5:5
5:6
5:7
5:8
5:9
5:10
5:11
5:12
5:13
5:14
5:15
5:16

6:1

6:2

Kh. Shemẚ: L23019, Pl.
7.17.5; 1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23019, Pl.
7.21.15; 1:5 (SJ 5B).
Kh. Shemẚ: L23028.1, Pl.
7.23.12; 1:5 (LRRW-base).

6:3
6:4

Assemblage 11
Meiron: L2027.1, Pl. 8.11.10;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Meiron: L2027.1, Pl. 8.11.20;
1:5 (Pithos).
Meiron: L3031, Pl. 8.8.2; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1B).
Meiron: L3031, Pl. 8.8.13;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L3031, Pl. 8.8.14;
1:5 (SJ 1A).
Meiron: L3031, Pl. 8.8.15;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L6029.1, Pl. 8.19.1;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L6029.1, Pl. 8.19.2;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L6029.1, Pl. 8.19.3;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L6029.1, Pl. 8.19.4;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L6029.1, Pl. 8.19.5;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L6029.1, Pl. 8.19.6;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L6029.1, Pl. 8.19.10;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L6029.1, Pl. 8.19.11;
1:5 (KH Jug 1A/KH 5A).
Meiron: L7019, Pl. 8.11.21;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L7019, Pl. 8.11.26;
1:5 (KH 4B/C).

6:5
6:6
6:7
6:8
6:9
6:10
6:11
6:12
6:13
6:14

6:15
6:16

Assemblage 12.1
Meiron: L2011.1, KS Pl.
7.21.10; 1:5 (SJ 1B).

6:17
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Meiron: L2011, KS Pl.
7.1.28; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Meiron: L2011, KS Pl. 7.7.9;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L2011, KS Pl.
7.7.23; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2011, KS Pl.
7.3.21; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2011, KS Pl.
7.2.10; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Meiron: L2011, KS Pl.
7.2.11; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Meiron: L2011, KS Pl.
7.2.16; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Meiron: L2011, KS Pl.
7.16.23; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L2011, KS Pl.
7.14.8; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2012, KS Pl. 7.5.2;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L2012, KS Pl.
7.7.15; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2012, KS Pl.
7.14.20; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2012, KS Pl.
7.17.1; 1:5 (Kh. el-Ḥawarit
Casserole Lid; Hartal,
Hudson, and Berlin 2008:
139-140, Fig. 6:7-9).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.1.16; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.4.25; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.4.29; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

6:18
6:19
6:20
6:21
6:22
6:23
6:24
6:25
6:26
6:27
6:28
6:29
6:30
6:31
6:32
6:33
6:34
6:35

6:36

Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.5.4; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.5.26; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.8.9; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.13.22; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.14.11; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.14.15; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.14.21; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.20.24; 1:5 (SJ 2).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.21.5; 1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L2014.1, KS Pl.
7.22.23; 1:5 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.2.27; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.3.10; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl. 7.4.1;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.4.30; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl. 7.5.1;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.5.30; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl. 7.6.1;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl. 7.6.2;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).

6:37
6:38
6:39
6:40
6:41
6:42
6:43
6:44
6:45
6:46
6:47
6:48
6:49
6:50
6:51
6:52
6:53
6:54
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Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.6.20; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.10.5; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.10.6; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.10.16; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.2.30; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl. 7.3.2;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.9.25; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.15.6; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.15.7; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.14.3; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.14.16; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.9; 1:5 (SJ 1A).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.12; 1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.13; 1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.14; 1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.16; 1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.19; 1:5 (SJ 2).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.20; 1:5 (SJ 2).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.21; 1:5 (SJ 2).

6:55
6:56
6:57
6:58
6:59
6:60
6:61
6:62
6:63
6:64
6:65
6:66
6:67
6:68
6:69
6:70
6:71
6:72

6:73

Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.20.33; 1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L2015, KS Pl.
7.21.32; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E; drawn incorrectly).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.3.8; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.7.8.25; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.2.26; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.3.14; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.3.18; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.9.7; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.2.9; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.14.4; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.14.10; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2016.1, KS Pl.
7.20.18; 1:5 (SJ 2).
Meiron: L2018.1, KS Pl.
7.9.5; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2018.1, KS Pl.
7.13.24; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.5.13; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl. 7.9.3;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl. 7.9.4;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl. 7.9.5;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).

6:74
6:75
6:76
6:77
6:78
6:79
6:80
6:81
6:82
6:83
6:84
6:85
6:86
6:87
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Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.9.10; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.5.13; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.9.15; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.2.20; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.2.33; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.3.11; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.3.22; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.3.27; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.9.23; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl. 7.1.6;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.1.21; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.1.25; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.1.27; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.3.17; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.3.24; 1:5 (Galilean Bowl
1C).

6:88
6:89
6:90
6:91
6:92
6:93
6:94
6:95
6:96
6:97
6:98
6:99
6:100
6:101
6:102
6:103
6:104
6:105
6:106
6:107
6:108
6:109

6:110

Meiron: L2019, KS Pl. 7.9.9;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.10.20; 1:5 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.15.5; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.13.19; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.13.20; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.13.21; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.13.26; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.14.1; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.14.2; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.14.5; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.14.7; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.14.9; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.14.12; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.15.7; 1:5 (KH 4C).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.20.5; 1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.20.4; 1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L2019, KS Pl.
7.20.17; 1:5 (SJ 2).
Meiron: L2019, Pl. 9.16.15;
1:2 (Lamp 1).
Meiron: L3030, Pl. 8.6.1; 1:5
(Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Meiron: L3030, Pl. 8.6.33;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L3030, Pl. 8.6.35;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L3030, Pl. 8.6.36;
1:5 (SJ 1B).

6:111
6:112
6:113
6:114

6:115
6:116

7:1
7:2
7:3
7:4
7:5
7:6
7:7
7:8
7:9
7:10
7:11

8:1
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Meiron: L4017, KS Pl.
7.16.1; 1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L5033.1, Pl. 8.18.9;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Meiron: L5033.1, Pl. 8.18.8;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Meiron: L5033.1, Pl. 8.18.7;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 3B).
Meiron: L5033.1, Pl. 8.18.10;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Assemblage 12.2
Meiron: L6020.1, Pl. 8.16.18;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L6020.1, Pl. 8.16.19;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Assemblage 13
Meiron: L1010, Pl. 9.19.5;
1:2 (Lamp 2).
Meiron: L4039.1, Pl. 8.3.3;
1:5 (KH 4B).
Meiron L4039.1, Pl. 8.2.7;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron L4036.1, Pl. 8.3.24;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron L4036.1, Pl. 8.3.1;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Meiron L4036.1, Pl. 8.3.6;
1:5 (Bell-Bowl 1).
Meiron L4036.1, Pl. 8.2.8;
1:5 (SJ 2).
Merion L5030, Pl. 8.5.35; 1:5
(KH 4C).
Meiron L5035, Pl. 8.31.24;
1:5 (ARS 58).
Meiron L5035, Pl. 8.5.39; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron L5036, Pl. 8.5.1; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1D).
Assemblage 14.1
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.3:27;
1:5 (ARS 78).

8:2
8:3
8:4
8:5
8:6
8:7
8:8
8:9
8:10
8:11
8:12
8:13
8:14
8:15
8:16
8:17
8:18
8:19
8:20
8:21
8:22

8:23

Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.3:28;
1:5 (ARS 78).
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.3:29;
1:5 (ARS 78).
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.3.5; 1:5
(Bell-Bowl 1).
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.3.16;
1:5 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.4.7; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.4.9; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.3.26;
1:5 (CP 3A; drawn
incorrectly).
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.2.22;
1:5 (KH Jug 2C/KH 6C).
Meiron: L4024, Pl. 8.2.25;
1:5 (Misc. Jug 6A).
Meiron: L4029, Pl. 8.31.20;
1:5 (ARS 59).
Meiron: L4029, Pl. 8.31.30;
1:5 (ARS 67).
Meiron: L4029, Pl. 8.31.15;
1:5 (CRS 1).
Meiron: L4029, Pl. 9.23.1;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Meiron: L4029, Pl. 9.23.2;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Meiron: L4029, Pl. 8.13.6;
1:5 (KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L4030, Pl. 8.14.6;
1:5 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Meiron: L4030, Pl. 8.14.7;
1:5 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Meiron: L4030, Pl. 8.3.25;
1:5 (CP 3A; drawn
incorrectly).
Meiron: L4030, Pl. 8.2.16;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L4030, Pl. 8.2.17;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L4030, Pl. 8.2.6; 1:5
(SJ 5A).

8:24
8:25
8:26
8:27
8:28
8:29
8:30
8:31
8:32
8:33
8:34
8:35
8:36
8:37
8:38
8:39
8:40
8:41
8:42
8:43
8:44
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Meiron: L4030, Pl.8.13.3; 1:5
(LRA 3).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.34;
1:5 (CRS 1).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.1.5; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.1.6; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.13;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.18;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.15;
1:5 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.17;
1:5 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.12;
1:5 (SW Bowl 1A).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.31;
1:5 (SW Bowl 1A).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.32;
1:5 (SW Bowl 1A).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.3.30;
1:5 (SW Bowl 1B).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.4.2; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.4.18;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.14.1;
1:5 (CP 2B).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.14.10;
1:5 (CP 2A).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.2.5; 1:5
(SJ 3).
Meiron: L4039, Pl. 8.2.1819; 1:5 (KH Jug 2C/KH 6C).
Meiron: L5019, Pl. 8.5.3; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L5019, Pl. 8.5.4; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L5019, Pl. 8.5.33;
1:5 (KH 4B).
Meiron: L5019, Pl. 8.2.36;
1:5 (SJ 1B).

8:45
8:46
8:47

9:16

Meiron: L5027, Pl. 8.5.41;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L5033, Pl. 8.5.27;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L5033, Pl. 8.2.27;
1:5 (KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).

9:17
9:18
9:19

8:48
8:49
8:50
9:1
9:2
9:3
9:4
9:5
9:6
9:7
9:8
9:9
9:10
9:11
9:12
9:13
9:14
9:15

Assemblage 14.2
Meiron: L5011, Pl. 8.5.15;
1:5 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Meiron: L5017, Pl. 9.16.4;
1:2 (Lamp 1).
Meiron: L5026, Pl. 9.19.10;
1:2 (Lamp 2).
Meiron: L1009, Pl. 9.19.1;
1:2 (Lamp 3).
Meiron: L1009, Pl. 9.19.6;
1:2 (Lamp 2).
Meiron: L4019, Pl. 8.1.3; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4019, Pl. 8.1.27;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4019, Pl. 8.1.37;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4019, Pl. 8.14.35;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L4023, Pl. 8.1.32;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4023, Pl. 8.3.9; 1:5
(Bell-Bowl 2).
Meiron: L4023, Pl. 8.3.18;
1:5 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Meiron: L4023, Pl. 8.4.14;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L4025, Pl. 8.13.5;
1:5 (Handmade Bowl 1A).
Meiron: L4025, Pl. 8.4.19;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.1.16;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.1.21;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.1.24;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).

9:20
9:21
9:22
9:23
9:24
9:25
9:26
9:27
9:28
9:29
9:30
9:31
9:32
9:33
9:34
9:35
9:36
9:37
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Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.1.25;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.1.36;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.4.5; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.4.13;
1:5 (Cass. 2A).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.14.19;
1:5 (CP 2A).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.4.22;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Meiron: L4027, Pl. 8.4.25;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.31.23;
1:5 (ARS 58B).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.31.27;
1:5 (ARS 61).
Meiron: L4028, Pl.8.31.29;
1:5 (ARS 67).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.31.14;
1:5 (CRS 1).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.1.9; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.1.19;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.1.23;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.1.29;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.1.30;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.1.31;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.1.34;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.2.1; 1:5
(CP 2B).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.14.25;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.14.4;
1:5 (CP 2A).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.14.33;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).

9:38
9:39
9:40
9:41
9:42
9:43
9:44
9:45
9:46
9:47
9:48
9:49
9:50
9:51
9:52
9:53
9:54
9:55
9:56
9:57
9:58
10:1

10:2

Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.4.20;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L4028, Pl. 8.4.21;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L4037, Pl. 8.1.4; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4037, Pl. 8.1.26;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4037, Pl. 8.3.4; 1:5
(KH 4B).
Meiron: L4037, Pl. 8.3.11;
1:5 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Meiron: L4037, Pl. 8.13.2;
1:5 (CP 2B).
Meiron: L4037, Pl. 8.2.10;
1:5 (Misc. Jug 2).
Meiron: L4037, Pl. 8.13.4;
1:5 (LRA 3).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.26: B;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.26: A;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.26:
C/I; 1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.26: F;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.26: N;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.26: O;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.22: E;
1:5 (SJ 5A?).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.25: K;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig.3.25: L;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.25: M;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.25: D;
1:5 (SJ 3).
Meiron: L4040, Fig. 3.25: K;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.10;
1:5 (PRS 3C).

10:3
10:4
10:5
10:6
10:7
10:8
10:9
10:10
10:11
10:12
10:13
10:14
10:15
10:16
10:17
10:18
10:19

11:1
11:2
11:3
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Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.1;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.2;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.3;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.4;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.5;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.6;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.7;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.16;
1:5 (Cass. 2B).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.11;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.12;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.13;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.14;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.15;
1:5 (KH 4D)
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.17;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.18;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Meiron: L3008, Pl. 8.12.19;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L3011, KS Pl. 7.8.7;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L3012, Pl. 9.16.13;
1:2 (Lamp 4B).
Assemblage 15
Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.30.3;
1:5 (PRS 3C).
Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.31.16;
1:5 (CRS 1/2).
Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.31.17;
1:5 (CRS 1/2).

11:4
11:5
11:6
11:7
11:8
11:9
11:10
11:11
11:12
11:13
11:14
11:15
11:16
11:17
11:18
11:19
11:20
11:21
11:22
11:23
11:24
11:25

11:26

Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.31.31;
1:5 (ARS 91B).
Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.31.21;
1:5 (ARS 59).
Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.2.15;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.14.13;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.14.2;
1:5 (CP 2B).
Meiron: L4015, Pl. 8.2.12;
1:5 (KH Jug 2C/KH 6C).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.31.5;
1:5 (CRS 1).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.1.2; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4.18, Pl. 8.3.2; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1D).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.4.8; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.14.15;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.14.18;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.14.22;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.14.11;
1:5 (CP 2A).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.14.12;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.14.32;
1:5 (CP 2A).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.4.16;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.4.24;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.4.26;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 8.2.3; 1:5
(SJ 5A).
Meiron: L4018, Pl. 9.18.13;
1:2 (Lamp 3).
Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.31.32;
1:5 (ARS-stamp; Hayes
1972: 349-350, Group I).

11:27
11:28
11:29
11:30
11:31
11:32
11:33
11:34-59
11:60
11:61
11:62
11:63

12:1
12:2
12:3
12:4
12:5
12:6
12:7
12:8
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Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.1.28;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.3.23;
1:5 (Handmade Bowl 1A).
Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.4.1; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).
Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.4.11;
1:5 (Cass. 2A).
Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.4.15;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.4.17;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.4.23;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Meiron: L4020, Pl. 8.2.4; 1:5
(SJ 3).
Meiron: L5001, Pl. 8.30.1, 5,
7-8, 11-12, 14-33; 1:5 (PRS
3C).
Meiron: L5001, Pl. 8.31.1;
1:5 (CRS 1).
Meiron: L5001, Pl. 8.31.18;
1:5 (CRS 2).
Pl. 8.31.19; 1:5 (CRS 9A)
Pl. 8.31.34; (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 361, motif 47).
Assemblage 16
Meiron: L1006, Pl. 8.9.16;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L1013, Pl. 9.16.6;
1:2 (Lamp 1).
Meiron: L1013, Pl. 9.18.9;
1:2 (Lamp 2).
Meiron: L1020, Pl. 8.12.26;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L1025, Pl. 8.9.26;
1:5 (SW Basin 2B).
Meiron: L1025, Pl. 8.9.20;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L1025, Pl. 8.9.5; 1:5
(SJ 5A).
Meiron: L1040, Pl.8.9.2; 1:5
(PRS 3C).

12:9
12:10
12:11
12:12
12:13
12:14
12:15
12:16
12:17
12:18
12:19
12:20
12:21
12:22
12:23
12:24
12:25
12:26

13:1
13:2
13:3

Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.3; 1:5
(PRS 3-base).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.12.21;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.12.22;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.12.25;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.12.26;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.12.28;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.1; 1:5
(Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.18;
1:5 (CP 2B).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.23;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.15;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1; published
upside down).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.27;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 1).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.8; 1:5
(SJ 3).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.7; 1:5
(SJ 2).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.11;
1:5 (SJ 2).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.6; 1:5
(SJ 3).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.9; 1:5
(SJ 1B).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.10;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Meiron: L1040, Pl. 8.9.14;
1:5 (KH Jug 2C/KH 6C).

13:4

Assemblage 17
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.2.1; 1:5
(CP 3A).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.23;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.4; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).

13:23

13:5
13:6
13:7
13:8
13:9
13:10
13:11
13:12
13:13
13:14
13:15
13:16
13:17
13:18
13:19
13:20
13:21
13:22

13:24
13:25
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Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.8; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.10;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.5.12;
1:5 (CP 2A).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.19;
1:5 (CP 2A).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.20;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.21;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.22;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.2.2; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.2.3; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.1; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.2; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.3; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.5; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.6; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.7; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.3.9; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.5.1; 1:5
(CP 1B/KH 4E).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.5.9; 1:5
(CP 1B/KH 4E).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.5.10;
1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.5.11;
1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.5.13;
1:5 (CP 2B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.24;
1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).

13:26
13:27
13:28
13:29
13:30
13:31
13:32
13:33
13:34
13:35
13:36
13:37
13:38
13:39
13:40
13:41
13:42
13:43
13:44
13:45
13:46
13:47

13:48

Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.25;
1:5 (CP 2A).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.26;
1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.27;
1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.4; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.5; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.7; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.8; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.9; 1:5
(CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.10;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.11;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.13;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.14;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.15;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.16;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.17;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.18;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.2.4; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.2.5; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.2.6; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.2.7; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.2.9; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.6; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).

13:49
13:50
13:51
13:52
13:53
13:54
13:55
13:56
13:57
13:58
13:59
13:60
13:61
13:62
13:63
13:64
13:65
13:66
13:67
13:68
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Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.7; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.8; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.9; 1:5
(KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.10;
1:5 (KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.11;
1:5 (KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.12;
1:5 (KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.2; 1:5
(KH 4C).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.3; 1:5
(KH 4C).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.6; 1:5
(KH 4C).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.7; 1:5
(KH 4C).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.6.1; 1:5
(Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.1; 1:5
(Misc. Jug 3A).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.2; 1:5
(Misc. Jug 3B).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.3; 1:5
(Misc. Jug 3A).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.4; 1:5
(LRA 3).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 6.4.5; 1:5
(LRA 3).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 9.17.2;
1:2 (Lamp 1).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 9.17.3;
1:2 (Oil Lamp; Hadad 2002:
Type 20).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 9.17.5;
1:2 (Oil Lamp; Hadad 2002:
Type 20).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 9.16.1;
1:2 (Lamp 1).
Meiron: L6001, Pl. 9.16.2;
1:2 (Lamp 1).

14:1
14:2
14:3
14:4
14:5
14:6
14:9
14:10
14:11
14:12
14:13
14:14

15:1
15:2
15:3
15:4
15:5
15:6
15:7

15:8

Assemblage 18
Gush Ḥalav: L1027, Ob. Pl.
D:4; 1:4 (Kh. el-Ḥawarit
Flat-rim Cooking Pot).
Gush Ḥalav: L1033, Pt. Pl.
FF:35; 1:4 (ARS 50A).
Gush Ḥalav: L1033, Pt. Pl.
M:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L1033, Pt. Pl.
M:2; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1033, Pt. Pl.
M:3; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1033, Pt. Pl.
M:4; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L4014, Pt. Pl.
Y:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L4014, Pt. Pl.
Y:7; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L4014, Pt. Pl.
Y:8; 1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Gush Ḥalav: L4014, Pt. Pl.
Y:9; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Gush Ḥalav: L4014, Pt. Pl.
Y:10; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Gush Ḥalav: L4014, Pt. Pl.
Y:11; 1:4 (SJ 1C).

15:9
15:10
15:11
15:12
15:13
15:14
15:15
15:16
15:17
15:18

16:1
16:2

Assemblage 19.1
Gush Ḥalav: L1070, Pt. Pl.
L:18; 1:4 (PRS Form 1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1070, Pt. Pl.
L:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L1070, Pt. Pl.
L:19; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
FF:43; 1:4 (ERS-A-base).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
S:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E)
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
S:2; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
S:5; 1:4 (KH 4B).

16:3
16:4
16:5
16:6
16:7
16:8
16:9
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Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
S:6; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
S:8; 1:4 (KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
S:11; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
S:12; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Pt. Pl.
S:13; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D;
drawn incorrectly).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Lamp
Pl. B:10; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Lamp
Pl. B:13; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Lamp
Pl. B:14; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Lamp
Pl. B:15; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L1089, Lamp
Pl. D:2; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L4033, Lamp
Pl. B:2; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Assemblage 19.2
Gush Ḥalav: L1058.1, Lamp
Pl. C:17; 1:4 (Lamp 7).
Gush Ḥalav: L1060, Pt. Pl.
L:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L1080, Pt. Pl.
EE:10; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Gush Ḥalav: L4010, Pt. Pl.
FF:42; 1:4 (LRRW bowl).
Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Pt. Pl.
FF:44; 1:4 (ERS-A-base).
Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Pt. Pl.
R:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1D)
Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Pt. Pl.
R:2; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Pt. Pl.
R:3; 1:4 (ARS 58?).
Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Pt. Pl.
R:4; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1; upside
down?).

16:10
16:11
16:12
16:13
16:14
16:15
16:16
16:17
16:18
16:19
16:20
16:21
16:22
16:23
16:24
16:25
16:26
16:27
16:28
16:29
16:30
16:31

16:32

Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Pt. Pl.
R:5; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Pt. Pl.
R:7; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6A).
Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Pt. Pl.
DD:10; 1:10 (SJ 5A).
Gush Ḥalav: L4010.1, Lamp.
Pl. B:3; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L4020, Pt. Pl.
R:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L4020, Pt. Pl.
R:20; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L4020, Pt. Pl.
R:23; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4020, Lamp
Pl. A:8; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4020, Lamp
Pl. B:1; 1:4 (Lamp 3).
Gush Ḥalav: L4020, Lamp
Pl. B:3; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
EE:1; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:9; 1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:10; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:11; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:12; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:13; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:14; 1:4 (SJ 3).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:15; 1:4 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Pt. Pl.
R:16; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:1; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:2; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).

16:33
16:34

16:35

16:36
16:37
16:38
16:39
16:40
16:41
16:42
16:43
16:44
16:45
16:46
16:47
16:48
16:49
16:50
16:51
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Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:3; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:4; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:5; 1:4 (Polilychnos;
Rosenthal and Sivan 1978:
109-110, nos. 444-447).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:6; 1:4 (Polilychnos;
Rosenthal and Sivan 1978:
109-110, nos. 444-447).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:7; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:8; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:9; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:10; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:11; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:12; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:13; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:14; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:15; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. B:9; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. B:11; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:18; 1:4 (Lamp 7).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. C:19; 1:4 (Lamp 7).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. B:16; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L4048.1, Lamp
Pl. D:1; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L4062, Pt. Pl.
R:19; 1:4 (Lamp 7).

16:52
16:53
16:54

18:10

Gush Ḥalav: L4062, Pt. Pl.
R:21; 1:4 (SJ 5A?).
Gush Ḥalav: L4071, Pt. Pl.
R:18; 1:4 (Cass. 1A/KH 3A).
Gush Ḥalav: L4071, Pt. Pl.
R:22; 1:4 (SJ 1C).

18:11
18:12
18:13

17:1
17:2
17:3
17:4
17:5
17:6

N/A

18:1
18:2
18:3
18:4
18:5
18:6
18:7
18:8
18:9

Assemblage 19.3
Gush Ḥalav: L4007; Pt. Pl.
EE:16; 1:4 (PRS 3F/G).
Gush Ḥalav: L4007; Lamp
Pl. D:8; 1:2 (Lamp 5B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4040; Lamp
Pl. B:8; 1:4 (Lamp 5B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1046; Pt. Pl.
DD:9; 1:10 (CP 2B).
Gush Ḥalav: L4044; Pt. Pl.
FF:29; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Gush Ḥalav: L4044; Lamp
Pl. D:6; 1:4 (Lamp 5A).

18:14
18:15
18:16

19:7
19:8
19:9

Assemblage 20.1
No relevant published
ceramic finds.

19:10

Assemblage 20.2
Gush Ḥalav: L1082; Pt. Pl.
EE:11; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Gush Ḥalav: L1082; Pt. Pl.
A:2; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L1082; Pt. Pl.
A:3; 1:4 (T-RB 1A).
Gush Ḥalav: L1082; Pt. Pl.
A:4; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Gush Ḥalav: L1082; Pt. Pl.
A:5; 1:4 (SJ 6B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
EE:13; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:8; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:9; 1:4 (KH 4C).

19:1
19:2
19:3
19:4
19:5
19:6

20:1
20:2
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Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:10; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:11; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:12; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:13; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:16; 1:4 (SJ 6B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:17; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Gush Ḥalav: L1083; Pt. Pl.
A:19; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Assemblage 21.1
Gush Ḥalav: L1087; Pt. Pl.
CC:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Gush Ḥalav: L1087; Pt. Pl.
CC:2; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Gush Ḥalav: L1087; Pt. Pl.
CC:3; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6B).
Gush Ḥalav: L1088; Pt. Pl.
B:2; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Assemblage 21.2
Gush Ḥalav: L1037; Pt. Pl.
EE:5; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Gush Ḥalav: L1037; Pt. Pl.
FF:31; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Gush Ḥalav: L1037; Pt. Pl.
B:1; 1:4 (ARS 104C).
Gush Ḥalav: L1037; Pt. Pl.
EE:9; 1:4 (PRS 10A).
Gush Ḥalav: L1037; Pt. Pl.
EE:14; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Gush Ḥalav: L1037; Pt. Pl.
FF:37; 1:4 (ARS 104C).
Assemblage 22
Gush Ḥalav: L2009; Pt. Pl.
Q:4; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2009; Pt. Pl.
Q:5; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).

20:3
20:4
20:5
20:6
20:7
20:8
20:9
20:10
20:11
20:12
20:13
20:14
20:15
20:16
20:17
20:18
20:19
20:20
20:21
20:22
20:23

20:24

Gush Ḥalav: L2009; Pt. Pl.
Q:7; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2013; Pt. Pl.
Q:9; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2013; Pt. Pl.
Q:10; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2013; Pt. Pl.
Q:11; 1:4 (Cooking Pot?).
Gush Ḥalav: L2013; Pt. Pl.
Q:12; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2016; Pt. Pl.
Q:14; 1:4 (Cass. 1A/B, KH 3
A/B?).
Gush Ḥalav: L2016; Pt. Pl.
Q:15; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L 2016; Pt. Pl.
Q:16; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2018; Pt. Pl.
Q:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L2018; Pt. Pl.
Q:18; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2018; Pt. Pl.
Q:19; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2018; Pt. Pl.
Q:20; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Gush Ḥalav: L2018; Pt. Pl.
Q:21; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2018; Pt. Pl.
Q:22; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2018; Pt. Pl.
Q:23; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2025; Pt. Pl.
X:1; 1:4 (Cass. 1A/KH 3A).
Gush Ḥalav: L2025; Pt. Pl.
X:2; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2025; Pt. Pl.
X:3; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2029; Pt. Pl.
X:4; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2029; Pt. Pl.
X:5; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Gush Ḥalav: L2029; Pt. Pl.
X:9; 1:4 (SJ 1B).

20:25
20:26
20:27
20:28
20:29
20:30
20:31
20:32
20:33
20:34
20:35
20:36
20:37

21:1
21:2
21:3
21:4

21:5
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Gush Ḥalav: L2037; Pt. Pl.
B:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2037; Pt. Pl.
B:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L2037; Pt. Pl.
B:19; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2037; Pt. Pl.
B:21; 1:4 (KH 4B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2037; Pt. Pl.
B:22; 1:4 (KH 4C/D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2041; Pt. Pl.
C:5; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2041; Pt. Pl.
C:6; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Gush Ḥalav: L2041; Pt. Pl.
C:7; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2042; Pt. Pl.
C:13; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2042; Pt. Pl.
C:15; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2043; Pt. Pl.
D:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Gush Ḥalav: L2043; Pt. Pl.
D:2; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L2043; Pt. Pl.
D:3; 1:4 (PRS 1?).
Gush Ḥalav: L2043; Pt. Pl.
D:9; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Assemblage 23
Gush Ḥalav: L3022.1; Pt. Pl.
L:7; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L3022.1; Pt. Pl.
L:8; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L3029; Pt. Pl.
L:14; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L3032; Pt. Pl.
Y:1; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Assemblage 24
Gush Ḥalav: L6006; Pt. Pl.
V:3; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).

21:6
21:7
21:8
21:9
21:10
21:11
21:12
21:13
21:14
21:15
21:16
21:17
21:18
21:19
21:20
21:21
21:22

22:1
22:2
22:3

Gush Ḥalav: L6006; Pt. Pl.
V:4; 1:4 (Lid 3).
Gush Ḥalav: L6006; Pt. Pl.
V:6; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L6006; Pt. Pl.
V:7; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Gush Ḥalav: L6006; Pt. Pl.
V:8; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Gush Ḥalav: L6006; Pt. Pl.
V:9; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Gush Ḥalav: L6006; Pt. Pl.
V:10; 1:4 (SW Basin 2A).
Gush Ḥalav: L6006; Pt. Pl.
V:11; 1:4 (SW Basin 2B).
Gush Ḥalav: L6019; Pt. Pl.
W:13; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Gush Ḥalav: L6019; Pt. Pl.
W:14; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Gush Ḥalav: L6019; Pt. Pl.
W:16; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L6019; Pt. Pl.
W:18; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Gush Ḥalav: L6027; Pt. Pl.
W:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L6027; Pt. Pl.
W:9; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Gush Ḥalav: L6027; Pt. Pl.
W:10; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Gush Ḥalav: L6027; Pt. Pl.
W:12; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L6027; Pt. Pl.
W:15; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L6050; Pt. Pl.
W:11; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).

22:4

Assemblage 25
Gush Ḥalav: L6018; Pt. Pl.
U:14; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L6018; Pt. Pl.
U:15; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Gush Ḥalav: L6018; Pt. Pl.
U:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

23:9

22:5
22:6
22:7
22:8
22:9
22:10
22:11

23:1
23:2
23:3
23:4
23:5
23:6
23:7
23:8

23:10
23:11
23:12
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Gush Ḥalav: L6029; Pt. Pl.
U:17; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Gush Ḥalav: L6035; Pt. Pl.
U:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Gush Ḥalav: L6035; Pt. Pl.
U:19; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L6035; Pt. Pl.
U:20; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Gush Ḥalav: L6035; Pt. Pl.
U:21; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Gush Ḥalav: L6035; Pt. Pl.
U:22; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Gush Ḥalav: L6048; Pt. Pl.
V:1; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Gush Ḥalav: L6048; Pt. Pl.
V:2; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Assemblage 26.1
Nabratein: L1018; Pt. Pl.
F:14; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L1018; Pt. Pl.
F:15; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L1018; Pt. Pl. F:8;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Nabratein: L1018; Pt. Pl.
F:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1018; Pt. Pl.
F:12; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1018; Pt. Pl.
F:13; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Nabratein: L1030; Pt. Pl. I:1;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Nabratein: L1030; Pt. Pl. I:2;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Nabratein: L1030; Pt. Pl. I:3;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Nabratein: L1030; Pt. Pl.
I:12; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Nabratein: L1030; Pt. Pl.
I:10; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L1035; Pt. Pl.
K:1; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).

23:13
23:14
23:15
23:16
23:17
23:18
23:19
23:20
23:21
23:22
23:23
23:24
23:25
23:26
23:27
23:28
23:29
23:30

23:31

Nabratein: L1035; Pt. Pl.
K:8; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1036; Pt. Pl.
K:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1036; Pt. Pl.
K:19; 1:4 (KH 4B).
Nabratein: L1036; Pt. Pl.
K:20; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L1036; Pt. Pl.
K:22; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:13; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 2).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:12; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:14; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:21; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:22; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:23; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:24; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:16; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
M:17; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:16; 1:4 (KH 4C).

23:32
23:33
23:34
23:35
23:36
23:37
23:38
23:39
23:40
23:41
23:42
23:43
23:44
23:45
23:46
23:47
23:48
23:49
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Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:18; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:19; 1:4 (SJ 1A).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:20; 1:4 (SJ 1A).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:21; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:22; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:23; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
N:24; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
O:1; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2027; Pt. Pl.
O:9; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Nabratein: L1012; Pt. Pl.
C:19; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
D:9; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
D:10; 1:4 (KH Jug 1/KH 5?).
Nabratein: L2019; Pt. Pl.
L:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L2019; Pt. Pl.
L:13; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L2019; Pt. Pl.
L:14; 1:4 (KH Jug 1/KH
5A?).
Nabratein: L1012.1; Pt. Pl.
C:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1012.1; Pt. Pl.
C:21; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L1012.1; Pt. Pl.
C:24; 1:4 (SJ 1A).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
D:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).

23:50
23:51
23:52

23:53
23:54
23:55
23:56
23:57
23:58
23:59
23:60
23:61
23:62
23:63
23:64
23:65
23:66

23:67

Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
D:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
D:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
D:21; 1:4 (Unknown Bowl;
identified as Galilean Bowl
1A by excavators, see
Meyers and Meyers 2009:
133).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
D:23; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1A?).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
D:24; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
D:25; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1D;
drawn incorrectly).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
F:6; 1:4 (KH Jug 1B/KH 5B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Lamp
Pl. B:6; 1:2 (Lamp 1).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:1; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:2; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:3; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:12; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:17; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:18; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:20; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:21; 1:4 (SJ 1B).

23:68
23:69
23:70
23:71
23:72
23:73
23:74
23:75
23:76-78
23:79
23:80

24:1
24:2
24:3
24:4
24:5
24:6
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Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:22; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:23; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1015.1; Pt. Pl.
E:24; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1026.1.1; Pt. Pl.
H:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L1026.1.1; Pt. Pl.
H:21; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Nabratein: L1026.1.1; Pt. Pl.
H:22; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1026.1.1; Pt. Pl.
H:23; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2019.1; Pt. Pl.
L:15; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L2019.1; Pt. Pl.
L:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1A/B).
Nabratein: L2019.1; Pt. Pl.
L:17-19; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Nabratein: L2019.1; Pt. Pl.
L:20; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2019.1; Lamp
Pl. C:8; 1:2 (Lamp 1).
Assemblage 26.2
Nabratein: L1010; Pt. Pl.
A:4; 1:4 (PRS 3/10-base).
Nabratein: L1010; Pt. Pl.
A:3; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
B:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
B:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
B:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
B:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).

24:7
24:8
24:9
24:10
24:11
24:12-13
24:14
24:15
24:16
24:17
24:18
24:19
24:20
24:21
24:22
24:23-25
24:26
24:27

24:28

Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
B:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
C:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B/C).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
C:7; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
B:22; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
B:23; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
C:1, 3; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
C:10; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
C:12; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
C:13; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Nabratein: L1011.1; Pt. Pl.
C:18; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6A).
Nabratein: L1023; Pt. Pl.
F:16; 1:4 (ARS 67?).
Nabratein: L1023; Pt. Pl.
F:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L1023; Pt. Pl.
F:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L1023; Pt. Pl.
G:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1023; Pt. Pl.
F:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1023; Pt. Pl.
F:21-23; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
G:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
G:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

24:29
24:30
24:31
24:32
24:33
24:34
24:35
24:36
24:37
24:38
24:39
24:40
24:41
24:42
24:43
24:44
24:45
24:46
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Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
G:25; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
G:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
G:26; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
G:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
G:22; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
H:6; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Nabratein: L1025; Pt. Pl.
H:12; 1:4 (SJ Form 5?)
Nabratein: L1025; Lamp Pl.
C:11; 1:2 (Lamp 2).
Nabratein: L2014; Pt. Pl. L:4;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Nabratein: L2014; Pt. Pl. L:5;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Nabratein: L2017; Pt. Pl. L:8;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L2017; Pt. Pl. L:9;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Nabratein: L2017; Pt. Pl. L:7;
1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
Q:10; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
Q:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
Q:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
Q:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
Q:6; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
Q:7; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).

24:47
24:48
24:49
24:50
24:51
24:52
24:53
24:54
24:55
24:56
24:57
24:58
24:59
24:60
24:61
24:62
24:63
24:64
24:65
24:66
24:67

24:68

Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
Q:21; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
Q:16; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl.
R:13; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L3015; Pt. Pl. R:4;
1:4 (SJ 2).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:13; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:13; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:14; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl.
S:21; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl. T:1;
1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl. T:2;
1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl. T:3;
1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl. T:4;
1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L4009; Pt. Pl. T:5;
1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:5; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:7; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:9; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).

24:69
24:70
24:71
24:72
24:73
24:74
24:75
24:76
24:77
24:78
24:79
24:80
24:81
24:82
24:83

25:1
25:2
25:3
25:4
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Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:10; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl?).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
B:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl. B:6;
1:4 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:12; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:14; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:11; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:18; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:19; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:20; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:21 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1011; Lamp Pl.
B:11; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Nabratein: L4011; Pt. Pl.
T:12; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Nabratein: L1009; Pt. Pl.
A:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L1011; Pt. Pl.
A:2; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Assemblage 26.3
Nabratein: L2001; Pt. Pl.
K:26; 1:4 (PRS 3/10-base).
Nabratein: L4001; Pt. Pl. S:1;
1:4 (PRS 3F).
Nabratein: L4001; Pt. Pl. S:2;
1:4 (PRS 3E).
Nabratein: L4001; Pt. Pl. S:4;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).

25:5
25:6
25:7-8

25:9

27:3

Nabratein: L4001; Pt. Pl. S:5;
1:4 (N/A)
Nabratein: L4001; Pt. Pl. S:3;
1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L4001; Pt. Pl.
S:11-12; 1:4 (Unknown
Basin; Incurved Rim Basin
variant(?), see also Stacey
2004: 101, Fig. 5.15).
Nabratein: L4001; Pt. Pl. S:8;
1:4 (SJ 6A).

27:4
27:5
27:6
27:7
27:8

26:1
26:2
26:3
26:4
26:5
26:6
26:7
26:8
26:9
26:10
26:11
26:12

27:1
27:2

Assemblage 27.1
Nabratein: L3007; Pt. Pl.
P:16; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L3007; Pt. Pl.
P:17; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6B).
Nabratein: L3007; Pt. Pl.
P:18; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6B).
Nabratein: L5042; Pt. Pl.
Y:4; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L5042; Pt. Pl.
Y:5; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L5042; Pt. Pl.
Y:6; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L5042; Pt. Pl.
Y:7; 1:4 (Imported Amphora;
LRA 2?).
Nabratein: L6032; Pt. Pl.
CC:5; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L6032; Pt. Pl.
CC:6; 1:4 (Jug 1A/KH 5A).
Nabratein: L7004.1; Lamp
Pl. B:8; 1:2 (Lamp 2).
Nabratein: L7004.1; Lamp
Pl. B:14; 1:2 (Lamp 2).
Nabratein: L7016; Lamp Pl.
C:15; 1:2 (Lamp 2).

27:9
27:10
27:11
27:12
27:13
27:14
27:15
27:16
27:17
27:18
27:19
27:20

Assemblage 27.2
Nabratein: L3003; Lamp Pl.
C:6; 1:4 (Lamp 5A).
Nabratein: L3003; Lamp Pl.
C:16; 1:4 (Lamp 5A).

27:21
27:22
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Nabratein: L3009; Pt. Pl.
P:19; 1:4 (LRRW-base, PRS
3/10?).
Nabratein: L5013; Pt. Pl.
T:17; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Nabratein: L5013; Pt. Pl.
T:18; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Nabratein: L5015; Pt. Pl.
U:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:12; 1:4 (PRS 3F).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:14; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:13; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:15; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1;
published upside down).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:16; 1:4 (T-RB 2).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:17; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:18; 1:4 (NCP-3)
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:19; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:23; 1:4 (SJ 6C).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
V:1; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
U:22; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 2).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
V:4; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6B).
Nabratein: L5026; Pt. Pl.
V:5; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6B).
Nabratein: L5026; Lamp Pl.
B:3; 1:4 (Unknown Oil
Lamp).
Nabratein: L5029; Pt. Pl.
V:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L5029; Pt. Pl.
V:9; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1D).

27:23
27:24
27:25
27:26
27:27
27:28
27:29
27:30
27:31
27:32
27:33
27:34
27:35
27:36
27:37
27:38
27:39
27:40

27:41

Nabratein: L5029; Pt. Pl.
V:10; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:12; 1:4 (PRS 10B).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:1; 1:4 (PRS 5A).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:2; 1:4 (PRS 5A).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:3; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:4; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:7; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:9; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:10; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:15; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:16; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:17; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:18; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:19; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:20; 1:4 (SJ 5A).

27:42
27:43
27:44
27:45
27:46
27:47
27:48

27:49

28:1
28:2
28:3
28:4
28:5
28:6
28:7
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Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:22; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
BB:23; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
CC:4; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 6A).
Nabratein: L6027; Pt. Pl.
CC:2; 1:4 (Pithos).
Nabratein: L7002; Pt. Pl.
VV:7; 1:1 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 365, motif 71).
Nabratein: L7003; Pt. Pl.
CC:15; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Nabratein: L7003; Pt. Pl.
CC:14; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Nabratein: L7003; Pt. Pl.
CC:11; 1:4 (SJ 6A; drawn
incorrectly – rim more
incurved).
Nabratein: L7003; Pt. Pl.
CC:12; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Assemblage 28
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
EE:9; 1:4 (PRS 10B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
EE:5; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
EE:6; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
EE:7; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
EE:14; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
1A).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

28:8
28:9
28:10
28:11
28:12
28:13
28:14
28:15
28:16
28:17
28:18
28:19
28:20
28:21
28:22
28:23
28:24

29:1

Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
EE:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
EE:12; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:15; 1:4 (N/A; fine ware
bowl?).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:16; 1:4 (N/A; fine ware
bowl?).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:5; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:3; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:6; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:7; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1015; Pt. Pl.
DD:8; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L1017; Pt. Pl.
EE:17; 1:4 (CRS 10).
Nabratein: L1017; Pt. Pl.
FF:20; 1:4 (CRS 10; drawn
incorrectly).
Nabratein: L1017; Pt. Pl.
EE:18; 1:4 (PRS 3H).
Nabratein: L1017; Pt. Pl.
EE:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L1017; Pt. Pl.
EE:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L1017; Pt. Pl.
EE:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Nabratein: L1017; Pt. Pl.
FF:2; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Nabratein: L1017; Pt. Pl.
FF:5; 1:4 (WJ 1).

29:2
29:3
29:4
29:5
29:6
29:7
29:8
29:9
29:10
29:11
29:12
29:13
29:14
29:15
29:16
29:17

Assemblage 29

Nabratein: L3019; Pt. Pl.
JJ:4; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L3019; Pt. Pl.
JJ:4; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L3019; Pt. Pl.
JJ:6; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L3019; Pt. Pl.
JJ:7; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:9; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:10; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:12; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:13; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:14; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:15; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:21; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:16; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Nabratein: L3024; Pt. Pl.
JJ:17; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L3024; Lamp Pl.
C:1; 1:4 (Lamp 2).
Assemblage 30

387

30:1
30:2
30:3
30:4
30:5
30:6
30:7
30:8
30:9
30:10
30:11
30:12
30:13
30:14
30:15

30:16

30:17

31:1

31:2

Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl. II:6;
1:4 (PRS 10B).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:21; 1:4 (LRRW-base).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl. II:8;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl. II:9;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:10; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:11; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl. II:5;
1:4 (N/A; Thickened Rim
Basin Form 1 variant?).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:19; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:12; 1:4 (Cooking Pot?).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:13; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:14; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:16; 1:4 (SJ 7B).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:17; 1:4 (SJ 7B).
Nabratein: L2006; Pt. Pl.
II:18; 1:4 (SJ 6C).
Nabratein: L3003; Pt. Pl.
VV:3; 1:2 (ARS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 256, Fig. 48,
nos. 171-172, style E(ii)).
Nabratein: L3003; Pt. Pl.
VV:4; 1:2 (Hayes 1972: 358,
Fig. 76:42g, motif 41; 361,
Group III).
Nabratein: L3003; Pt. Pl.
VV:8; 1:2 (LRRW-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 365-367, Fig.
79, motif 71/72).

31:3
31:4

32:1
32:2
32:3
32:4
32:5
32:6
32:7
32:8
32:9
32:10
32:11
32:12
32:13
32:14
32:15
32:16

Assemblage 31.1
Nabratein: L1012; Pt. Pl.
HH:16; 1:4 (SJ Form 7?).

32:17
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Nabratein: L1012; Lamp Pl.
C:17; 1:2 (Lamp 5A).
Nabratein: L1013; Pt. Pl. II:3;
1:4 (ARS 91A).
Nabratein: L1013; Pt. Pl. II:2;
1:4 (SJ 5B).
Assemblage 31.2
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
GG:1; 1:4 (CRS 9B).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:2; 1:4 (ERS-B, Fig. 88a).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:3; 1:4 (ERS-B, Fig. 88a).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:11; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:4; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:5; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:6; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:9; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:10; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:14; 1:4 (Cass. 2B).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:18; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:19; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:12; 1:4 (Cass. 2B).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
HH:3; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:15; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:16; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:21; 1:4 (SJ 7A).

32:18

33:16

Nabratein: L1007; Pt. Pl.
GG:22; 1:4 (SJ 7A).

33:17
33:1

Assemblage 32.1
Nabratein: L1024; Pt. Pl.
PP:5; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).

33:18
33:19

33:2
33:3

33:4
33:5
33:6
33:7
33:8
33:9
33:10
33:11
33:12
33:13
33:14
33:15

Assemblage 32.2
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
VV:5; 1:4 (ARS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 242, Fig. 42e-f).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
VV:6; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 367-368, Fig.
79p-t, motif 79-80).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
NN:10; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
NN:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
NN:13; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
NN:15; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
NN:9; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
NN:16; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
OO:1; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
OO:2; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Nabratein: L1005; Pt. Pl.
OO:3; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Nabratein: L1005; Lamp Pl.
B:7; 1:4 (Lamp 1).
Nabratein: L1005; Lamp Pl.
B:12; 1:4 (Lamp 1).
Nabratein: L1005; Lamp Pl.
B:13; 1:4 (Lamp 1).

33:20
33:21
33:22
33:23
33:24
33:25
33:26
33:27
33:28
33:29
33:30

34:1

34:2
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Nabratein: L1009; Pt. Pl.
OO:5; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Nabratein: L1014; Pt. Pl.
OO:11; 1:4 (PRS 10A).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
QQ:1; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
QQ:5; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
QQ:2; 1:4 (ARS 82-84).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
QQ:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
QQ:7; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
QQ:17; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
RR:15; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
QQ:18; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
QQ:19; 1:4 (SJ 6B).
Nabratein: L2009; Pt. Pl.
SS:6; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
3).
Nabratein: L2005; Pt. Pl.
SS:12; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Nabratein: L2012; Pt. Pl.
TT:1; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Nabratein: L2012; Pt. Pl.
SS:20; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Assemblage 33
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl. 28.8;
1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E or CP 2B;
see Chapter 5, n.XXX)
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl. 28.9;
1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E or CP 2B;
see Chapter 5, n.XXX)

34:3
34:4
34:5
34:6
34:7
34:8
34:9
34:10
34:11
34:12

N/A

Sepphoris II: nos. 78-81, , 8384, 86-87, 89-, 91-93, 95-97,
99-104, 106-109, 111-126,
129-132, 135-137

Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl. 28.6;
1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl. 29.8;
1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl.
29.10; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 2).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl. 30.5;
1:4 (SJ 5B).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl. 20.2;
1:4 (SJ 4).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl. 30.8;
1:4 (SJ 1C).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris I: Pl. 31.7;
1:4 (Handmade Bowl 1A).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris II: no. 142;
1:2 (Lamp 1).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris II: no. 156;
1:2 (Lamp 2).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1056; Sepphoris II: no. 171;
1:2 (Lamp 3).

35:1
35:2
35:3
35:4
35:5

36:1
36:2
36:3

Assemblage 34
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1068; Sepphoris I: Pls. 8.20,
9.3-4, 10.9, 12.7, 13.6-7,
13.12, 14.2, 14.4-9, 14.11,
15.1-2, 15.4-6, 15.8-9, 15.1213, 15.15-16, 16.1, 16.3-5,
16.7-9, 16.13, 16.15, 17.6-8,
18.1-2, 18.6, 19.2, 19.4-8,
20.1, 20.5, 20.9, 20.11,
21.10-12, 23.1-4, 23.8-11,
24.1-2, 25.1-3, 25.7-10,
25.13, 25.16, 26.1-6, 26.9,
26.12-14, 26.16, 27.1-3, 52.4;

36:4
36:5
36:6
36:7
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Assemblage 35
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1094; Sepphoris I: Pl. 13.9;
1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1094; Sepphoris I: Pl. 19.1;
1:4 (SJ 2).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1094; Sepphoris I: Pl. 17.4;
1:4 (SJ 1A).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1094; Sepphoris I: Pl. 20.6;
1:4 (SJ 4).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1094; Sepphoris II: no. 126;
1:2 (Lamp 1).
Assemblage 36
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L2077; Sepphoris I: Pl.
56.10; 1:4 (CRS 9B).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L2077; Sepphoris I: Pl.
56.11; 1:4 (CRS 9B).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L2077; Sepphoris I: Pl. 57.5;
1:4 (PRS 10A).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L2077; Sepphoris II: no. 156;
1:2 (Lamp 2).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L2077; Sepphoris II: no. 162;
1:2 (Lamp 4A).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L2077; Sepphoris II: no. 163;
1:2 (Lamp 4A).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L2077; Sepphoris II: no. 172;
1:2 (Lamp 3).

37:1
37:2
37:3

37:4
37:5
37:6
37:7
37:8
37:9
37:10

38:1-21
38:22
38:23

Assemblage 37
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris I: Pl.
57.7; 1:4 (ERS-A P).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris I: Pl.
55.5; 1:4 (ARS 73A).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris I: Pl.
51.2; 1:4 (SJ Body Sherd:
white-slipped decoration).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris I: Pl.
48.11; 1:4 (LRA 3).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris I: Pl.
45.10; 1:4 (WJ 2B).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris II: no.
180; 1:2 (Lamp 4C).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris II: no.
184; 1:2 (Lamp 4C).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris II: no.
187; 1:2 (Lamp 4C).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris II: no.
188; 1:2 (Lamp 4C).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L4142b; Sepphoris II: no.
192; 1:2 (Lamp 4C).

38:24

Assemblage 38
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1195; Sepphoris I: Pl. 53.121; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 4).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1195; Sepphoris I: Pl.
53.22; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 5).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1195; Sepphoris I: Pl.
53.23; 1:4 (CP 4B).

39:6

38:25

38:26
38:27
38:28

39:1
39:2
39:3
39:4
39:5

39:7
39:8
39:9
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Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1195; Sepphoris I: Pl.
53.24; 1:4 (CP 4B).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1195; Sepphoris I: Pl.
53.25; 1:4 (See n.XX related
to square rim jug)
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1195; Sepphoris II: no. 193;
1:2 (Lamp 4C).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1195; Sepphoris II: no. 194;
1:2 (Lamp 4C).
Sepphoris (Western Summit):
L1195; Sepphoris II: no. 195;
1:2 (Lamp 4C).
Assemblage 39.1
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1067; Pl. 2:3;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1067; Pl. 2:4;
1:5 (SJ 1C).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1067; Pl. 2:6;
1:5 (SJ 4).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1266; Pl. 1:6;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L2166; Pl. 1:7;
1:5 (SW Basin 2A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1272; Pl. 1:4;
1:5 (KH 4B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1272; Pl. 1:8;
1:5 (SW Bowl 1B/Basin 2A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1272; Pl. 1:9;
1:5 (NSM, Fig. 3:5-6).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1272; Pl. 2:5;
1:5 (SJ 2).

41:1
40:1
40:2
40:3
40:4
40:5
40:6
40:7
40:8
40:9
40:10
40:11
40:12
40:13
40:14

Assemblage 39.2
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1414; Pl. 3:1;
1:5 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1161; Pl. 3:2;
1:5 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1242; Pl. 3:3;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1232; Pl. 3:4;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1021; Pl. 3:5;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1161; Pl. 3:6;
1:5 (CP 3A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1021; Pl. 3:7;
1:5 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1174; Pl. 3:8;
1:5 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1161; Pl. 3:9;
1:5 (Cass. 2A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1169; Pl. 3:10;
1:5 (Cass. Lid 2).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1414; Pl. 3:11;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1D).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L2029; Pl. 3:12;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1232; Pl. 3:13;
1:5 (KH Jug 2C/KH 6C).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1414; Pl. 3:14;
1:5 (KH Jug 2C/KH 6C).

41:2
41:3
41:4
41:5
41:6
41:7
41:8
41:9
41:10
41:11
41:12
41:13
41:14
41:15
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Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1183; Pl. 4:1;
1:5 (SJ 2).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1161; Pl. 4:2;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1161; Pl. 4:3;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1232; Pl. 4:4;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1192; Pl. 4:5;
1:5 (SJ 5B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1394; Pl. 4:6;
1:5 (SJ 5B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1169; Pl. 4:7;
1:5 (Bell-Bowl 1).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1394; Pl. 4:8;
1:5 (SJ 3).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1232; Pl. 4:9;
1:5 (SJ 3).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1183; Pl. 4:10;
1:5 (SW Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1394; Pl. 4:11;
1:5 (SW Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1166; Pl. 4:12;
1:5 (SW Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1021; Pl. 4:13;
1:5 (Handmade Bowl 2A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1183; Pl. 4:14;
1:5 (NSM, Fig. 3:1).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1203; Pl. 4:15;
1:5 (ARS 32/58).

41:16
41:17
41:18
41:19
41:20

N/A

42:1
42:2
42:3
42:4
42:5
42:6
42:7

42:8

Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1394; Pl. 4:16;
1:5 (ARS 58).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L2062; Pl. 4:17;
1:5 (ARS 59).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1326; Pl. 4:18;
1:5 (ARS 60).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1203; Pl. 4:19;
1:5 (ARS 61A).
Sepphoris (House of
Dionysos): L1391; Pl. 4:20;
1:5 (ARS bowl/cup).

42:9
42:10
42:11
42:12
42:13

Assemblage 40.1
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1162, L1219; Pl. C.I:1-7; 15

42:14

Assemblage 40.2
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1163; Pl. C.IV:11; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1163; Pl. C.III:7; 1:5 (SW
Bowl 1B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1163; Pl. C.III:3; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1163; Pl. C.III:6; 1:5
(Shiḥin ware bowl/basin?)
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.III:4; 1:5 (SW
Bowl 1B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.III:13; 1:5
(NSM, Fig. 3:5-6).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.IV:2; 1:5 (KH
4C).

43:1
43:2
43:3
43:4
43:5
43:6
43:7
43:8
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Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.III:11; 1:5
(Bell-Bowl 1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.II:1; 1:5 (SJ
1A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.II:2; 1:5 (SJ
1C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.II:3; 1:5 (SJ
1C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.II:4; 1:5 (SJ 2).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.II:5; 1:5 (SJ
5A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1171; Pl. C.II:6; 1:5 (SJ 4).
Assemblage 40.2 (cont.)
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1178; Pl. C.IV:1; 1:5 (KH
4B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1178; Pl. C.IV:7; 1:5 (Cass.
1A/KH 3A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1178; Pl. C.IV:14; 1:5 (KH
Jug 1A/KH 5A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1178; Pl. E.I:6; 1:2 (Lamp
1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1181; Pl. C.III:1; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1181; Pl. C.III:12; 1:5 (Lid
2).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1182; Pl. C.IV:12; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1182; Pl. C.IV:4; 1:5 (CP
1A/KH 4D).

43:9
43:10
43:11
43:12
43:13
44:1
44:2
44:3
44:4
44:5

44:6
44:7
44:8
44:9

44:10

Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1188; Pl. C.IV:10; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1188; Pl. C.IV:8; 1:5 (Cass.
1B/KH 3B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1188; Pl. C.III:2; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1188; Pl. C.IV:3; 1:5 (CP
1A/KH 4D).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1188; Pl. C.II:7; 1:5 (SJ 4).
Assemblage 40.3
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1132; Pl. C.VI:4; 1:5
(NSM, Fig. 3:2-4).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1132; Pl. C.V:14; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1132; Pl. C.VI:19; 1:5 (KH
Jug 2C/KH 6C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1133; Pl. C.V:2; 1:5 (SJ
1B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1133; Pl. C.V:9; 1:5
(Imported Amphora: Samos
Cistern Type/Agora M273).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1133; Pl. E.I:5; 1:2 (Lamp
1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.VI:18; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.V:19; 1:5 (SW
Bowl 1B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.VI:15; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).

44:11
44:12
44:13
44:14
44:15
44:16
44:17
44:18
44:19
44:20
44:21
44:22
44:23
44:24
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Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.VI:11; 1:5 (CP
1A/KH 4D).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.VI:9; 1:5 (KH
4C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.V:17; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.V:15; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.VI:5; 1:5 (BellBowl 1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.V:4; 1:5 (SJ 2).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1134; Pl. C.V:3; 1:5 (SJ
1C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1137; Pl. C.V:13; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1137; Pl. C.VI:6; 1:5 (BellBowl 1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1137; Pl. C.V:5; 1:5 (SJ
6B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1145; Pl. C.VI:1; 1:5 (CRS
1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1145; Pl. C.VI:17; 1:5 (CP
1A/KH 4D).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1145; Pl. C.VI:10; 1:5 (Lid
2).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1143; Pl. C.VI:8; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1E).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1149; Pl. C.VI:3; 1:5 (N/A;
Thickened Rim Basin Form 1
variant?).

44:25
44:26
44:27
44:28
44:29
44:30
44:31
44:32
44:33
44:34

45:5

Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1150; Pl. C.VI:2; 1:5
(Handmade Bowl 1A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1152; Pl. E.I:4; 1:2 (Lamp
1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1154; Pl. C.V:18; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1154; Pl. C.V:11; 1:5
(Pilgrim Flask).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1160; Pl. C.V:17; 1:5 (SW
Basin 2B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1160; Pl. C.V:6; 1:5 (SJ 4).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1160; Pl. C.VI:7; 1:5 (Lid
1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1161; Pl. C.V:20; 1:5 (SW
Bowl 1B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1161; Pl. C.V:7; 1:5 (CP
3A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1179; Pl. C.VI:16; 1:5
(Galilean Bowl 1C).

45:6

45:7
45:8
45:9
45:10

45:11
45:12
45:13

45:1

45:2
45:3
45:4

Assemblage 41.1
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.III:1; 1:5 (CRS
1, published as ARS 64, see
Weiss et al. 2005: 273).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.III:2; 1:5 (ARS
91B/C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.III:11; 1:5 (PRS
10A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.III:13; 1:5 (PRS
10C).

45:14
45:15
45:16
45:17
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Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.IV:1; 1:5
(Unknown Late Bowl;
Johnson 2006: 545, Fig.
15.10:200-206?).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.IV:2; 1:5
(Unknown Late Bowl;
Johnson 2006: 545, Fig.
15.10:197-199).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.IV:7; 1:5 (CP
2A variant).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.II:11; 1:5 (SJ
6D).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.II:12; 1:5 (WJ
1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1018; Pl. B.II:17; 1:5
(Imported Amphora: Keay
XXVb).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1019; Pl. B.III:9; 1:5 (PRS
3F).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1019; Pl. B.III:10; 1:5 (PRS
10A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1019; Pl. B.IV:3; 1:5 (T-RB
1A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1019; Pl. B.II:4; 1:5 (SJ
5B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1019; Pl. B.II:7; 1:5 (SJ
7A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1019; Pl. B.II:18; 1:5 (Misc.
Jug 2)
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1041; Pl. B.III:12; 1:5 (PRS
10B).

45:18
45:19
45:20
45:21
45:22
45:23
45:24
45:25
45:26

45:27
45:28
45:29
45:30
45:31

45:32

Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1041; Pl. B.III:15; 1:5 (CRS
5?).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1041; Pl. B.IV:9; 1:5 (CP
2A, variant).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1041; Pl. B.IV:15; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1041; Pl. B.II:5; 1:5 (SJ
7A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1042; Pl. B.III:18; 1:5 (CRS
10).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1042; Pl. B.II:13; 1:5 (WJ
1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1043; Pl. B.IV:4; 1:5 (T-RB
1C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1045; Pl. B.II:8; 1:5 (SJ
6B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1045; Pl. E.I:3; 1:2 (Oil
Lamp; Magness 1993: 251252, Form 3A [‘Large
Candlestick Lamp’]).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1091; Pl. B.III:20; 1:5 (CRS
7?).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1091; Pl. B.III:21; 1:5 (CRS
11).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1091; Pl. B.IV:14; 1:5
(Cass. 2A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1091; Pl. B.IV:17; 1:5
(Cass. Lid 1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1091; Pl. B.IV:8; 1:5 (CP
2A, variant).

45:33
45:34
45:35
45:36
45:37
45:38
45:39
45:40
45:41
45:42

45:43
45:44
45:45
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Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1091; Pl. B.II:16; 1:5
(Imported Amphora: Keay
LIVB).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1148; Pl. B.III:4; 1:5 (ARS
104C).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1148; Pl. B.III:8; 1:5 (PRS
3F).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1148; Pl. B.III:19; 1:5 (CRS
10).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1148; Pl. B.IV:5; 1:5
(Handmade Bowl 1A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1148; Pl. B.II:2; 1:5 (SJ
7A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1148; Pl. B.II:10; 1:5 (SJ
6B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1180; Pl. B.III:5; 1:5 (ARS
107).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1183; Pl. B.IV:6; 1:5 (CP
2B).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1184; Pl. B.IV:11; 1:5 (CP
3A).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1184; Pl. B.II:3; 1:5
(Unknown Jar; related to
Form 5?)
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1192; Pl. B.IV:16; 1:5
(Cass. Lid 2).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1192; Pl. B.II:14; 1:5 (LRA
1).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1221; Pl. B.I:9; 1:5 (Stacey
2004: 126, SJ Type 2?).

45:46
45:47

45:48
45:49
45:50

45:51

N/A

46:1
46:2
46:3

Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1221; Pl. B.I:10; 1:5
(Egyptian Coarse Ware Jar).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1235; Pl. B.I:11; 1:5
(Stacey 2004: 127, Fig.
5.34:3?).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1235; Pl. B.I:12.; 1:5
(Imported Jar?).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1235; Pl. B.I:14; 1:5 (Redpainted decorated jug).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1241; Pl. B.I:13; 1:5
(Stacey 2004: 125, CP Type
3).
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1241; Pl. E.I:1; 1:2 (Lamp
5B).

46:4

Assemblage 41.2
Sepphoris (Synagogue):
L1013, L1014, L1028,
L1040, L1046, L1048,
L1055, L1056, L1061,
L1065, L1078, L1085,
L1087, L1093; Pls. B.I:2-3,
B.I:5, B.I:8, B.II:6, B.II:9,
B.II:15, B.II:21, B.III:3,
B.III:6-7, B.III:14, B.III:1617, B.IV:10, B.IV:12-13,
E.I:2

46:11

46:5
46:6
46:7
46:8
46:9
46:10

46:12
46:13
46:14

Assemblage 42
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1606; Fig. 4:1;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1606; Fig. 4:3;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1B).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1606; Fig. 4:13;
1:5 (SJ 1A).

47:1
47:2
47:3
47:4
47:5
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Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1606; Fig. 4:14;
1:5 (SJ 1B).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1606; Fig. 4:15;
1:5 (SJ 5B).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1605; Fig. 4:16;
1:5 (ARS 50).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1605 Fig. 4:17;
1:5 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1603; Fig. 4:22;
1:5 (ARS 57?).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1603; Fig. 4:23;
1:5 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1603; Fig. 4:25;
1:5 (Bell-Bowl 1).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1603; Fig. 4:26;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1603; Fig. 4:27;
1:5 (SJ 2).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1603; Fig. 4:28;
1:5 (SJ 5A).
Sepphoris (Nile Festival
Building): L1603; Fig. 4:29;
1:5 (SJ 1C).
Assemblage 43.1
Capernaum: L1.3; DG 281:1;
1:4 (ARS 61A).
Capernaum: L1.3; DG 281:2;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1C).
Capernaum: L1.3; DG 281:3;
1:4 (Galilean Bowl 1E).
Capernaum: L1.3; DG 281:4;
1:4 (SJ 3).
Capernaum: L1.3; DG 281:5;
1:4 (Cass. 2A).

47:6
47:7
47:8
47:9
47:10
47:11
47:12
47:13
47:14
47:15
47:16
47:17
47:18
47:19
47:20
47:21
47:22
47:23

47:24

Capernaum: L1.3; DG 281:6;
1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L1.3; DG 281:7;
1:4 (Handmade Bowl 2A).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG 282:9;
1:4 (Handmade Bowl 3).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:10; 1:4 (PRS Form 3?).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:11; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG 282:8;
1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:16; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:17; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:18; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:20; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:21; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:22; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 2).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:24; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:25; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:26; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:27; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:28; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:29; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

47:25
47:26
47:27
47:28
47:29
47:30
47:31-34
47:35

48:1
48:2
48:3
48:4
48:5
48:6
48:7
48:8-9
48:10
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Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:30; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:31; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:32; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:33; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:35; 1:4 (ARS 50A).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:36; 1:4 (ARS 61A).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:37; 1:4 (ARS 61A).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:38-41; 1:4 (ARS-stamp).
Capernaum: L1.4; DG
282:42; 1:4 (Lamp 3).
Assemblage 43.2
Capernaum: L1.2; DG 281:8;
1:4 (SJ 3).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG 281:9;
1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:10; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:11; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:12; 1:4 (SJ 3).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:13; 1:4 (SJ 7B?).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:14; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:15; 1:4 (Magness 1993:
Rouletted Bowl 2A).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:17; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).

48:11
48:12
48:13
48:14
48:15
48:16

48:17
48:18
48:19
48:20
48:21
48:22
48:23
48:24

Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:18; 1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:19; 1:4 (ARS 67).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:20; 1:4 (PRS 1B).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:21; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:22; 1:4 (PRS 1B).
Capernaum: L1.2; DG
281:23; 1:4 (CRS 9A).

49:15

Assemblage 44
Capernaum: L4.3; Cafarnao
II: Fig. 37:14; 1:4 (ARS
61A).
Capernaum: L4.3; Cafarnao
II: Fig. 37:15; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L4.3; Cafarnao
II: Fig. 37:16; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L4.3; Cafarnao
II: Fig. 37:17; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L4.3; Cafarnao
II: Fig. 37:18; 1:4
(Handmade Bowl 2A).
Capernaum: L4.3; Cafarnao
II: Fig. 37:19; 1:4 (Galilean
Bowl 1E).
Capernaum: L4.3; Cafarnao
II: Fig. 37:20; 1:4 (Galilean
Bowl 1E).
Capernaum: L4.3; Cafarnao
II: Fig. 37:21; 1:4 (Galilean
Bowl 1E).

49:21

49:16
49:17
49:18
49:19
49:20

49:22
49:23
49:24
49:25
49:26
49:27
49:28
49:29
49:30

49:11
49:12
49:13
49:14

Assemblage 45.1
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:1; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:2; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:3; 1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:4; 1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E).

49:31

49:1
49:2
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Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:5; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:6; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:7; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:8; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:9; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:10; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:11; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:12; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:13; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:14; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:15; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:18; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 2).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:19; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:20 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L10.4; DG
291:21; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Assemblage 45.2
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:2; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:3; 1:4 (FBW Bowl 2C).

49:3
49:4
49:5
49:6
49:7
49:8
49:9
49:10

51:1
51:2
51:3
51:4
51:5
51:6
51:7
51:8
51:9

51:10

Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:4; 1:4 (FBW Bowl 2C).
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:5; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:7; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:9; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:10; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L10.3; DG
290:11; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).

51:11
51:12
51:13
51:14
51:15
51:16
51:17
51:18
51:19

Assemblage 46.1
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:6; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:7; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:8; 1:4 (SJ 1A).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:9; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:12; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:14; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:15; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:17; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).

51:20
51:21
51:22
51:23
51:24

50:23
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Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:18; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
2).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:20; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:21; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:22; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 2).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:23; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:24; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:25; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:35; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:36; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:37; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:38; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:39; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:40; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L34.4; DG
300:41; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Assemblage 46.2
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

50:24
50:25
50:26
50:27
50:28
50:29
50:30
50:31
50:32
50:33
50:34
50:35
50:36
50:37
50:38
50:39
50:40
50:41
50:42
50:43
50:44
50:45

50:46

Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:2; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:3; 1:4 (KH 6-spout)
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:4; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:5; 1:4 (SJ 3).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:6; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:7; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:8; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:9; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:10; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:11; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:12; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:13; 1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:14; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:15; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:16; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:17; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:18; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:19; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:20; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:21; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:22; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:23; 1:4 (CRS 9A).

50:1
50:2
50:3
50:4
50:5
50:6
50:7
50:8
50:9
50:10
50:11
50:12
50:13
50:14
50:15
50:16
50:17
50:18
50:19
50:20
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Capernaum: L34.3; DG
299:24; 1:4 (ARS 93B).
Assemblage 46.3
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:1; 1:4 (SJ 6B).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:2; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:3; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:4; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:5; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:6; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:7; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:8; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:9; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:10; 1:4 (WJ 2B).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:11; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1B).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:12; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:13; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:14; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:15; 1:4 (ARS 104B).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:16; 1:4 (PRS 3F).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:17; 1:4 (PRS 10B).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:18; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:19; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:20; 1:4 (CP 3A).

50:21
50:22

N/A

52:17

Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:21; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
3).
Capernaum: L34.2; DG
298:22; 1:4 (PRS-stamp).

52:18
52:19

Assemblage 47.1
Capernaum: L43.5; DG
306:1-33; 1:4

52:20
52:1
52:2
52:3
52:4
52:5
52:6
52:7
52:8
52:9
52:10
52:11
52:12
52:13
52:14
52:15
52:16

Assemblage 47.2
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:3; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:4; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:9; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:10; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:12; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:14; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:15; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:16; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:17; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:18; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:19; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:20; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:21; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:22; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:23; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:24; 1:4 (Unknown
Vessel; KH Jug 1/KH 5?).

52:21
52:22
52:23
52:24
52:25
52:26
52:27
52:28
52:29
52:30
52:31
52:32
52:33
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Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:25; 1:4 (Unknown
Vessel; KH Jug 1/KH 5?).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:26; 1:4 (KH Jug 2A/KH
6A).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:27; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:29; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:30; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:31; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:32; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:33; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:34; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:35; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:40; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:41; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:42; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:43; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:44; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:49; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:50; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).

52:34
52:35
52:36
52:37
52:38
52:39
52:40
52:41
52:42
52:43
52:44
52:45
52:46
52:47
52:48

52:49

Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:51; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:52; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:53; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:54; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:55; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:56; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:57; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:58; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:59; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:60; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:61; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:62; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:63; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:64; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:65; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).

52:50
52:51
52:52
52:53
52:54
52:55
52:56
52:57
52:58
52:59
52:60
52:61
52:62
52:63
52:64
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Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:66; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:67; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:68; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:69; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:70; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:71; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:72; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:73; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:74; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:75; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:76; 1:4 (SW Basin 2A).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:77; 1:4 (SW Basin 2A).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:78; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:79; 1:4 (Terra sigillata
bowl; Cafarnao VI: TS 7).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:81; 1:4 (Lamp 1).
Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:82; 1:4 (Lamp 1).

52:65

53:21

Capernaum: L43.4; DG
305:83; 1:4 (Lamp 1).

53:22
53:1
53:2
53:3
53:4
53:5
53:6
53:7
53:8
53:9
53:10
53:11
53:12
53:13
53:14
53:15
53:16
53:17
53:18
53:19
53:20

Assemblage 47.3
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:1; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:2; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:3; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:4; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:5; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:6; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:7; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:8; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:9; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:10; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:11; 1:4 (CRS 11).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:12; 1:4 (T-RB 1E).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:13; 1:4 (ARS 93).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:14; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:15; 1:4 (ARS 107).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:16; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:17; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:18; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:19; 1:4 (PRS 3G).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:20; 1:4 (PRS 3E).

53:23
53:24
53:25
53:26
53:27
53:28
53:29
53:30
53:31
53:32
53:33
53:34
53:35
53:36
53:37
53:38
53:39
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Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:21; 1:4 (PRS 10A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:22; 1:4 (PRS 10A).
Capernaum: L43.2; DG
303:23; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:1; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:2; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:3; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:4; 1:4 (SJ 1A).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:5; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:6; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:7; 1:4 (SJ 3).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:9; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:10; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:11; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:12; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:13; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:14; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:15; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).

53:40
53:41
53:42

54:16

Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L43.3; DG
304:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

54:17

54:18
54:19

54:1
54:2
54:3
54:4
54:5
54:6
54:7
54:8
54:9
44:10
54:11
54:12
54:13
54:14
54:15

Assemblage 47.4
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:1; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:2; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:3; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:4; 1:4 (Unknown Jar; SJ
3 variant?).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:5; 1:4 (Unknown Jar; SJ
3 variant?).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:6; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:7; 1:4 (SJ 6B).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:8; 1:4 (Medieval Cook
Pot)
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:9; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:10; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:11; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:12; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:13; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:14; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:15; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).

54:20
54:21
54:22
54:23
54:24
54:25
54:26
54:27
54:28
54:29
54:30
54:31
54:32
54:33
54:34
54:35
54:36
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Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:16; 1:4 (Lamp 6).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:17; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
1A; originally catalogued as
non-specific piatto, see
Cafarnao VI: c841).
Capernaum: L.43.1; DG
302:18; 1:4 (I-RB).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:19; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:20; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:21; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:22; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:23; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:24; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:25; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:26; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:27; 1:4 (ARS 107).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:28; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:29; 1:4 (PRS 10B).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:30; 1:4 (PRS 10C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:31; 1:4 (PRS 10C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:32; 1:4 (PRS 10C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:33; 1:4 (PRS 10C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:34; 1:4 (PRS 10C).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:35; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:36; 1:4 (CRS 7).

54:37
54:38
54:39
54:40
54:41
54:42
54:43
54:44
54:45
54:46
54:47
54:48
54:49
54:50
54:51

55:6

Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:37; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:38; 1:4 (CRS 8).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:39; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:40; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:41; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:42; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:43; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:44; 1:4 (CRS 9B).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:45; 1:4 (CRS 9B).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:46; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:47; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:48; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:49; 1:4 (CRS 9B).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:50; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L43.1; DG
302:5; 1:4 (ARS-stamp).

55:7
55:8
55:9
55:10
55:11
55:12
55:13
55:14
55:15
55:16
55:17

55:18
55:19

55:1
55:2
55:3
55:4
55:5

Assemblage 48.1
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:3; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:4; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:5; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:6; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:7; 1:4 (SJ 5A).

55:20

56:1
56:2
56:3
56:4
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Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:8; 1:8 (SJ 3).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:9; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:10; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:11; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:12; 1:4 (PRS 3B).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:13; 1:4 (PRS 3F/G).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:14; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 2).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:15; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 2).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:16; 1:4 (Lamp 3).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:18; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E; published as non-specific
piatto).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:20; 1:4 (PRS-stamp).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:21; 1:4 (ARS-stamp).
Capernaum: L46.4; DG
308:22; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Assemblage 48.2
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:1; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:2; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:4; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:5; 1:4 (SJ 6A).

56:5
56:6
56:7
56:8
56:9
56:10
56:11
56:12
56:13
56:14
56:15
56:16
56:17
56:18
56:19
56:20
56:21
56:22
56:23
56:24
56:25
56:26

56:27

Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:6; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:7; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:8; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:9; 1:4 (SJ 6B).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:10; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:11; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:12; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:13; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:14; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:15; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:16; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:17; 1:4 (Lamp 6).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:18; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:19; 1:4 (T-RB 1E).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:20; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:21; 1:4 (T-RB 2).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:22; 1:4 (ARS 67).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:23; 1:4 (ARS 93).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:24; 1:4 (ARS 93).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:25; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:26; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:27; 1:4 (ARS 104).

56:28
56:29
56:30
56:31
56:32
56:33
56:34
56:35
56:36
56:37
56:38
56:39
56:40

56:41
56:42
56:43
56:44
56:45
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Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:28; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:29; 1:4 (PRS 3F/G).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:30; 1:4 (PRS 3H).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:31; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:32; 1:4 (PRS 10A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:33; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:34; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:35; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:36; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:37; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 361, motif 48).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:38; 1:4 (ARS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: type 262).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:39; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 361, motif 48).
Capernaum: L46.3; DG
307:40; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 361, motif 48).
Capernaum; L46.3; DG
307:41; 1:4 (N/A; see
Rosenthal and Sivan
1978:168, n.694).
Capernaum; L46.3; DG
307:42; 1:4 (Lamp 6).
Capernaum; L46.3; DG
307:43; 1:4 (PRS 3G).
Capernaum; L46.3; DG
307:44; 1:4 (PRS 3G).
Capernaum; L46.3; DG
307:45; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum; L46.3; DG
307:46; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).

56:46

57:40

Capernaum; L46.3; DG
307:47; 1:4 (LRA 1-body
sherd with dipinto).

57:41
57:26
57:27
57:28
57:29
57:30
57:31
57:32
57:33
57:34
57:35
57:36
57:37
57:38
57:39

Assemblage 49.1
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:3; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:4; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:5; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:6; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:7; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:9; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:10; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:12; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:13; 1:4 (SJ 3).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:14; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:15; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:16; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).

57:42
57:43
57:44
57:45
57:46
57:47
57:48
57:49
57:50
57:51
57:52
57:53

57:1
57:2
57:3
57:4
57:5
57:6
57:7
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Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:17; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:18; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:19; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:20; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:21; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:22; 1:4 (ARS 58).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:23; 1:4 (ARS 61B).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:24; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:25; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:26; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:27; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:28; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:29; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L51.3; DG
312:30; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Assemblage 49.2
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:1; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:2; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:3; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:4; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:5; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:6; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:7; 1:4 (SJ 5A).

57:8
57:9
57:10
57:11
57:12
57:13
57:14
57:15
57:16
57:17
57:18
57:19
57:20
57:21
57:22

57:23

57:24
57:25

59:1

59:2

Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:8; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:9; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:10; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:11; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:12; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:13; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:14; 1:4 (PRS 3F).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:15; 1:4 (PRS 3F).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:16; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:17; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:18; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:19; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:20; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:21; 1:4 (Lamp 6).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:22; 1:4 (ARS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 261-262, type
223c).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:23; 1:4 (CRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 384, Fig. 84: ko).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:24; 1:4 (FBW Juglet
2A).
Capernaum: L51.2; DG
311:25; 1:4 (Ampulla).

59:3
59:4
59:5
59:6
59:7
59:8
59:9
59:10
59:11
59:12
59:13
59:14

59:15
59:16
59:17

Assemblage 50.1
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:1; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
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Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:3; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:4; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 2).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:5; 1:4 (KH Jug 2B/KH
6B).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:6; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:7; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:9; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:11; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:12; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:13; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:14; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:16; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:17; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:18; 1:4 (Unknown Bowl;
Thickened Rim Basin Form 1
variant?).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:19; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:20; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:21; 1:4 (Unknown Oil
Lamp; related to Hadad 2002:
Type 19?).

59:18
59:19
59:20
59:21
59:22
59:23
59:24

58:1
58:2
58:3
58:4
58:5
58:6
58:7
58:8
58:9
58:10
58:11
58:12
58:13

58:14

Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:22; 1:4 (Lamp 3).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:23; 1:4 (PRS 3F).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:24; 1:4 (ARS 61B).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:25; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:26; 1:4 (ARS 61B).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:27; 1:4 (CRS 9A?).
Capernaum: L75.4; DG
323:28; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).

58:15
58:16
58:17
58:18
58:19
58:20
58:21
58:22

Assemblage 50.2
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:1; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:2; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:3; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 2).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:4; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:5; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:6; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:7; 1:4 (Lamp 7).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:8; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:9; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:10; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:11; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:12; 1:4 (Cass. 2A/Cass.
Lid 1).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:13; 1:4 (I-RB).

60:11
60:12
60:13
60:14
60:15
60:16
60:17
60:18
60:19
60:20
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Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:14; 1:4 (I-RB).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:15; 1:4 (PRS 10C).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:16; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:17; 1:4 (ARS 104B).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:18; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:19; 1:4 (Lamp 5A).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:20; 1:4 (Lamp 3).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:21; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).
Capernaum: L75.3; DG
322:22; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Assemblage 51.1
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:3; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:4; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:5; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:6; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:7; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:8; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1A).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:9; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:10; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:11; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:12; 1:4 (CP 2B).

60:21
60:22
60:23
60:24
60:25
60:26
60:27
60:28
60:29
60:30
60:31
60:32
60:33
60:34
60:35
60:36
60:37
60:38
60:39
60:40
60:41

Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:13; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:14; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:15; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:16; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:17; 1:4 (PRS 1B).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:18; 1:4 (PRS 1B).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:19; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:20; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:21; 1:4 (ARS 91A).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:22; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:23; 1:4 (PRS 8).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:24; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:25; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:26; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:28; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:29; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:30; 1:4 (Lamp 3).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:31; 1:4 (Lamp 5B?).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:32; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:33; 1:4 (PRS-stamp).
Capernaum: L80.4; DG
327:34; 1:4 (PRS-stamp).

59:25
59:26
59:27
59:28
59:29
59:30
59:31
59:32
59:33
59:34
59:35
59:36
59:37
59:38
59:39
59:40
59:41
59:42
59:43
59:44
59:45
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Assemblage 51.2
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:1; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:2; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:3; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:4; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:5; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1B).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:6; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 2).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:7; 1:4 (CP 1B/KH 4E).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:8; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:9; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:10; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:11; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:12; 1:4 (SW Basin 2B).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:13; 1:4 (T-RB 1A).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:14; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:15; 1:4 (T-RB 1E).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:16; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:17; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:18; 1:4 (PRS 10A/B).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:19; 1:4 (PRS 10B/C).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:20; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:21; 1:4 (CRS 7).

59:46
59:47
59:48
59:49
59:50
59:51
59:52
59:53
59:54

60:1
60:2
60:3
60:4
60:5
60:6
60:7
60:8
60:9
60:10

61:26

Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:22; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:23; 1:4 (ARS 93).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:24; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:25; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:26; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:27; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:28; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:29; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L80.2; DG
325:30; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 365-367, motif
71).
Assemblage 51.2 (cont.)
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:1; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:2; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1B).
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:3; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:4; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:5; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:6; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:7; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:8; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L80.3; DG
326:9; 1:4 (ARS 104).
Capernaum: L30.8; DG
326:10; 1:4 (Lamp 3).

61:27
61:28
61:29
61:30
61:31
61:32
61:33
61:34
61:35
61:36
61:37
61:38
61:39
61:40
61:41
61:42
61:43
61:44
61:45
61:46

Assemblage 52.1
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Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:1; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:2; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:3; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:4; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:5; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:6; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:7; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:8; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:9; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 2).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:10; 1:4 (Lamp 3).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:11; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:12; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:13; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:14; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:15; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:16; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:17; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 1).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:18; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 2).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:21; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

61:47
61:48
62:1
62:2
62:3
62:4
62:5
62:6
62:7
62:8
62:9
62:10
62:11
62:12
62:13
62:14

62:15
62:16

61:1

Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:22; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:23; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:24; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:25; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:26; 1:4 (ARS 50).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:27; 1:4 (ARS 58).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:28; 1:4 (PRS 1).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:29; 1:4 (ARS 59).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:30; 1:4 (PRS 1).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:31; 1:4 (PRS 2).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:32; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:33; 1:4 (PRS 10B).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:34; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:35; 1:4 (ERS-A J).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:36; 1:4 (CRS 9).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:37; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 357, Fig. 75f,
motif 36).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:38; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: style E(i)?).
Capernaum: L84.4; DG
330:39; 1:4 (SJ 3).

61:2
61:3
61:4
61:5
.61:6
61:7
61:8
61:9
61:10
61:11
61:12
61:13
61:14
61:15
61:16
61:17
61:18
61:19
61:20
61:21
61:22

Assemblage 52.2
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Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:1; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:2; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:3; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:4; 1:4 (SJ 6B).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:5; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:6; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:7; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 2).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:8; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:9; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:10; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:11; 1:4 (T-RB 1E).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:12; 1:4 (I-RB).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:13; 1:4 (ARS 91A).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:4; 1:4 (ARS 107).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:15; 1:4 (PRS 3).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:16; 1:4 (PRS 3E/F).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:17; 1:4 (PRS 10B).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:18; 1:4 (PRS 10B)
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:19; 1:4 (PRS 10B).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:20; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:21; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:22; 1:4 (CRS 8).

61:23
61:24
61:25

62:35

Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:23; 1:4 (CRS 9A).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:24; 1:4 (Lamp 4C).
Capernaum: L84.3; DG
329:25; 1:4
(Ampulla/Flask?).

62:36
62:37
62:38

62:17-18
62:19
62:20
62:21
62:22
62:23
62:24
62:25
62:26
62:27
62:28
62:29
62:30
62:31
62:32
62:33
62:34

Assemblage 53
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:1-2; 1:4 (Lamp 3).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:3; 1:4 (Lamp 4C?).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:5; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:6; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:7; 1:4 (ARS 45).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:8; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:9; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:10; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:11; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:12; 1:4 (SJ 7A).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:13; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:14; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:15; 1:4 (Intrusive Jar (?);
see n.XX)
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:16; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:17; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:18; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:19; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).

62:39
62:40
62:41
62:42
62:43
62:44
62:45
62:46

63:1
63:2
63:3
63:4
63:5
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Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:20; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:21; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:22; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:23; 1:4 (Cass. 2A
variant).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:25; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:26; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:27; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:28; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:29; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:30; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:31; 1:4 (Cass. 2B).
Capernaum: L97.3; DG
336:32; 1:4 (Cass. 2B).
Assemblage 54
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:2; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:3; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:5; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:6; 1:4 (LRA 1)
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:7; 1:4 (SJ 5A).

63:6
63:7
63:8
63:9
63:10
63:11
63:12
63:13
63:14
63:15
63:16
63:17
63:18
63:19
63:20
63:21
63:22
63:23
63:24
63:25

63:26

Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:8; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:9; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:10; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 5).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:11; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:12; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:13; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:14; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:15; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:16; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:18; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:19; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:20; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:21; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:22; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:23; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:24; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:25; 1:4 (T-RB 1E).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:26; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:27; 1:4 (ARS 93).

63:27
63:28
63:29-38

64:1
64:2
64:3
64:4
64:5
64:6
64:7
64:8
64:9
64:10
64:11
64:12
64:13

64:14
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Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:28; 1:4 (ARS 107).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:29; 1:4 (ARS 50).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:30; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L119.2; DG
342:31-40; 1:4 (Lamp 4B).
Assemblage 55
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:2; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:3; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:4; 1:4 (SJ 5B).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:5; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:6; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:7; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:8; 1:4 (N/A; Imported
Amphora?).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:9; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:10; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:11; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:12; 1:4 (KH Jug 1A/KH
5A).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:13; 1:4 (KH Jug 2B/KH
6B).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:14; 1:4 (Unknown Bowl;
see Cafarnao VI: 240,
micaceous bowl).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:15; 1:4 (T-RB 1A).

64:15
64:16
64:17
64:18
64:19
64:20
64:21
64:22
64:23
64:24
64:25
64:26
64:27
64:28
64:29
64:30

64:31

Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:16; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2B).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:21; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:22; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:23; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:24; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:25; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:26; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:27; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:28; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:29; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:30; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:31; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:32; 1:4 (PRS 1B).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:33; 1:4 (Terra sigillata
bowl; Cafarnao VI: TS 7).

64:32
64:33
64:34
64:35
64:36
64:37
64:38
64:39

66:25
66:26
66:27
66:28
66:29
66:30
66:31-32

66:33

Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:34; 1:4 (ARS 50).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:35; 1:4 (ARS 61A).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:36; 1:4 (ARS 61A).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:37; 1:4 (ARS 58).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:38; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:39; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:40; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:42; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L124.3; DG
344:43; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Assemblage 56.1
Capernaum: L136.4; DG
353:1; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L136.4; DG
353:3; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L136.4; DG
353:4; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L136.4; DG
353:5; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L136.4; DG
353:6; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Capernaum: L136.4; DG
353:7; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH 3B).
Capernaum: L136.4; DG
353:8-9; 1:4 (Unknown
Bowl/Basin; Thickened Rim
Basin variant?).
Capernaum: L136.4; DG
353:10; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
1B).
Assemblage 56.2

416

66:1
66:2
66:3
66:4
66:5
66:6
66:7
66:8
66:9
66:10
66:11
66:12
66:13
66:14
66:15
66:16
66:17
66:18
66:19

Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:2; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:3; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:4; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:5; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:6; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:7; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:8; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1B).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:9; 1:4 (KH 4C).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:10; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:11; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:12; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:13; 1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:14; 1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:15; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:21; 1:4 (Cass. 2A;
originally published as

66:20
66:21
66:22
66:23
66:24

65:1
65:2
65:3
65:4
65:5
65:6
65:7
65:8
65:9
65:10
65:11
65:12
65:13
65:14
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Galilean Bowl 1E, see
Cafarnao VI: e1315).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:22; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:24; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:25; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:26; 1:4 (ARS 61A).
Capernaum: L136.3; DG
352:27; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Assemblage 56.3
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:1; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:2; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:3; 1:4 (SJ 6A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:4; 1:4 (SJ 6D).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:5; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:6; 1:4 (SJ 5A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:7; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:8; 1:4 (FBW Juglet 2A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:9; 1:4 (FBW Juglet 2A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:10; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1B).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:11; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:12; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:13; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:14; 1:4 (CP 3A).

65:15
65:16
65:17
65:18
65:19
65:20
65:21
65:22
65:23
65:24
65:25
65:26
65:27
65:28
65:29
65:30
65:31
65:32
65:33
65:34

65:35

Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:15; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:16; 1:4 (Lamp 6).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:18; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:19; 1:4 (T-RB 1E).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:20; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:21; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:22; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
1A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:23; 1:4 (Handmade Bowl
2A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:24; 1:4 (T-RB 1E).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:25; 1:4 (T-RB 2).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:26; 1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:27; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:28; 1:4 (CRS 5).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:29; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:30; 1:4 (CRS 9B).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:31; 1:4 (ARS 58).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:32; 1:4 (ARS 104C).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:33; 1:4 (PRS 1A).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:34; 1:4 (PRS 3C).

65:36
65:37
65:38

67:20
67:21
67:22
67:23
67:24
67:25
67:26
67:27
67:28
67:29
67:30
67:31
67:32
67:33
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Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:35; 1:4 (PRS 3E).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:36; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 353, Fig. 73:18).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:37; 1:4 (PRS-stamp;
Hayes 1972: 367, Fig. 79:74).
Capernaum: L136.2; DG
351:38; 1:4 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Assemblage 57.1
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:1; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:2; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:3; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 2).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:4; 1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:5; 1:4 (CP 1A/KH 4D).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:6; 1:4 (CP 3B).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:8; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:9; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:10; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:11; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:13; 1:4 (KH Jug 2B/KH
6B).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:14; 1:4 (KH Jug 2B/KH
6B).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:15; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1A).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:16; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 1B).

67:34
67:35
67:36
67:37
67:38
67:39
67:40
67:41

67:13

Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
2).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:18; 1:4 (Cass. 2B
variant?).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:21; 1:4 (SW Basin 2C?).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:22; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:23; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:24; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:25; 1:4 (PRS 3C).
Capernaum: L200.3; DG
357:26; 1:4 (PRS 3E).

67:14
67:15
67:16
67:17
67:18
67:19

68:1
68:2

67:1
67:2
67:3
67:4
67:5
67:6
67:7
67:8
67:9
67:10
67:11
67:12

Assemblage 57.2
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:1; 1:4 (SJ 6B).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:2; 1:4 (Misc. Jug 2?).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:3; 1:4 (T-RB 1C).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:4; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:5; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:5-6).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:6; 1:4 (T-RB 1B).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:9; 1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:5-6).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:10; 1:4 (T-RB 1D).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:11; 1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:12; 1:4 (Lamp 6).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:13; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:14; 1:4 (CP 2A).

68:3
68:4
68:5
68:6
68:7
68:8
68:9
68:10
68:11
68:12
68:13
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Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:15; 1:4 (CP 2A).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:16; 1:4 (CRS 7).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:17; 1:4 (ARS 104B).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:18; 1:4 (PRS 10C).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:19; 1:4 (CRS 2).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:20; 1:4 (T-RB 1A).
Capernaum: L200.2; DG
356:21; 1:4 (FBW Bowl
2D?).
Assemblage 58
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:1; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:2; 1:4 (SJ 1A).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:3; 1:4 (SJ 1A).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:4; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:5; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:6; 1:4 (SJ 1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:7; 1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:8; 1:4 (SJ 2).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:9; 1:4 (Pithos).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:11; 1:4 (KH 4B/C).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:12; 1:4 (KH 4A).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:14; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1A).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:15; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1A).

68:14
68:15
68:16
68:17
68:18
68:19
68:20
68:21
68:22
68:23
68:24
68:25
68:26
68:27
68:28

68:29

Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:16; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1A).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:17; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:18; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:19; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:20; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:21; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:22; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:23; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:24; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:25; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:26; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:27; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:28; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:29; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:30; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).

68:30

69:21
69:22
69:23
69:24
69:25
69:26
69:27
69:28
69:29

69:1
69:2
69:3
69:4
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Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:31; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L300.4; DG
369:32; 1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Assemblage 59.1
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:27;1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1B).
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:32;1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:28;1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1C).
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:21;1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:22;1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:29;1:4 (Cass. 1B/KH
3B).
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:30;1:4 (SJ 1C).
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:18;1:4 (Lamp 1).
Capernaum: L601.4; DG
382:19;1:4 (Lamp 1).
Assemblage 59.2
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:1; 1:4 (WJ 2A).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:2; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:3; 1:4 (KH Jug 2C/KH
6C).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:5; 1:4 (Cass. Lid 2).

69:5
69:6
69:7
69:8
69:9
69:10
69:11
69:12
69:13
69:14
69:15
69:16

69:17
69:18
69:19
69:20

Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:6;1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:7;1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1E).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:8;1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:9;1:4 (Galilean Bowl
1D).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:10;1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:11;1:4 (Cass. 2A).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:12;1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:13;1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:14;1:4 (CP 2B).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:15;1:4 (CP 3A).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:16;1:4 (Bell-Bowl 2).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:17;1:4 (ARS 61;
originally catalogued as nonspecific terra sigillata, see
Cafarnao VI: g1042).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:18;1:4 (NSM, Fig. 3:56).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:19;1:4 (CRS 1).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:20;1:4 (Lamp 2).
Capernaum: L601.3; DG
381:21;1:4 (Lamp 2).
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